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Abstract 
The research objective of this PhD project was to develop mathematical models that will 
predict the liberation of barren gangue through size reduction of the ore to assess the ores 
amenability to mineral processing methods such as sorting. An hypothesis was formulated 
that related ore sortability with gangue liberation through size reduction mechanisms such 
that the fundamental driver for sortability was the proportion of liberated gangue that could 
be generated at any given particle size. Since the aim of ore sorting is to reject mass out 
of an ore stream at the lowest possible metal loss, sorting can only be exploited on ores 
that generate sufficient quantities of barren gangue at particle sizes suitable for ore sorting 
technologies e.g. greater than 10 to 20 mm. 
Three complimentary mathematical models were developed, (one from first principles and 
two from the existing literature) that used easily measured grade and texture parameters 
obtained from crushed particles.  These models were: 
1. A refined log-normal distribution model for estimating the particle grade distribution 
of an ore from measurements of the mean sulphide mineral grade and mode 
sulphide mineral grade acquired from coarse particles. 
2. A new mathematical model for estimating the sulphide mineral texture dimension 
from measurements of the mean mineral sulphide grade and mean sulphide 
mineral grain size from measurements acquired from coarse particles. 
3. A refined Gaudin Random Liberation Model (GRLM) that predicts matrix liberation 
through size reduction on low grade ores from estimates of the mean sulphide 
mineral grain size and modelled texture dimension of the ore acquired from coarse 
particles. 
 
Having established the three mathematical models, they were then tested and validated 
with two different data sets. The first data set consisted of mass and assay values for a 
population of particles obtained from four size fractions sampled from four different ore 
types. This data was used to model the particle grade distribution of each ore type size 
fraction. In addition to lognormal modelling, a new sorting potential index was developed 
that predicts the sortability of an ore based upon the mean grade and mode grade of the 
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particle grade distribution using the refined lognormal modelling methodology outlined in 
the thesis. The conclusions drawn from this data set may be summarised as follows: 
1. Lognormal modelling showed that with the exception of two size fractions, the 
measured particle grade distributions closely followed lognormal statistics which 
validated the lognormal modelling process that was developed in the thesis. 
2. Sortability is a direct attribute of the shape of the lognormal distribution with the 
mode grade determining how many liberated and near liberated gangue particles 
were present in the distribution whilst the position of the mean grade determined 
how much inhomogeneity was present in the distribution.  
3. The distribution with the best properties for sorting had the mode grade positioned 
near the first grade class within the distribution whilst the mean grade was 
significantly larger than the mode grade. This ensured that there was abundant 
liberated or near liberated gangue particle to reject as well as sufficient 
inhomogeneity to separate higher grade particles from lower grade particles.  
The second dataset consisted of quantitative mineralogy data obtained from a size by size 
analysis of a quartz monzonite sampled from a Cu porphyry ore body. The conclusions 
drawn from this dataset may be summarised as follows: 
1. Results from the three modelling procedures developed in this thesis (lognormal 
modelling, texture dimension modelling and matrix liberation through size reduction 
modelling) all confirm that the quartz monzonite ore under test was un-sortable at 
particle sizes greater than 4 mm.  
2. The experimental design developed in this thesis can be used as a routine 
methodology by any quantitative mineralogical laboratory for assessing the 
sortability potential without the need for expensive metallurgical test work. 
3. More complicated particle grade distributions such as those showing multi-mode 
compound distributions can be modelled using lognormal forms for the constituent 
textural populations that contribute to the distribution.   
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Glossary 
Comminution 
The reduction of coarse ore into smaller particles by size reduction mechanisms such as 
crushing and grinding. 
Gaudin Random Liberation Model (GRLM) 
Liberation model developed by Weigel (1967) that predicts the amount of liberated value 
liberated gangue, liberated values and locked values at a given grain size to particle size 
ratio. 
Grain 
A three dimensional solid object consisting of a single mineral phase. 
Liberation 
The act of producing single phase particles through size reduction. 
Meso-texture 
The three dimensional arrangement of minerals in a rock that is observable to the naked 
eye. 
Micro-texture 
The three dimensional arrangement of minerals that is observable by a microscope. 
Particle 
A three dimensional solid object created by comminution 
Particle grade distribution 
A frequency distribution created from a population of particles by measuring the grade of 
the particles and plotting the frequency against grade. Grade could either be mineral 
grade or elemental grade. 
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Probability density distribution 
A distribution normalised to 1 that describes the probability of the random variable to take 
on a given value. 
Phase Specific Surface Area (PSSA) 
The surface area of the mineral per unit volume of the mineral which is inversely 
proportional to the grain size of the mineral. 
Sorting Potential Index 
An index developed in Chapter 6 that classifies ores into sortable and un-sortable 
categories based upon the shape and position of the mean grade and mode grade of the 
measured lognormal distribution. 
Stockwork 
Complex system of structurally controlled veins in an ore deposit. 
Texture 
The three dimensional arrangement of minerals in rocks that is commonly described by 
the grain size and the associations between minerals (see meso-texture and micro-
texture).  
Texture Dimension 
A texture measurement defined in Chapter 1 as the average distance between value 
grains embedded in the gangue matrix. 
Theoretical Sorting Potential 
The potential of an ore feed to yield sortable particles at a given particle size assuming 
perfect separation.   
Quartz monzonite ore 
An intrusive igneous rock type composed primarily of orthoclase and plagioclase with 
quartz, biotite and sufficient value minerals to constitute ore. 
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Quartzite ore 
A metamorphic rock type composed primarily of quartz with sufficient value minerals to 
constitute ore. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Context 
The modern paradigm in the mining and processing of mineral sulphide ores is that new 
and existing ore bodies are generally lower grade and more complex to process as the 
older and richer ore bodies are depleted (Morrison et al, 2013, Tucker et al 2013). This 
translates into higher costs/tonne of ore mined and processed in order to yield the same 
amount of metal produced. Large and small low grade deposits that would normally fail 
economic hurdles for development or expansion may be made viable through ore sorting. 
The ability to make a decision on whether significant parts of the ore body can be turned 
from waste into ore adds to the project economics through increased reserves and lower 
operating costs.  However, if sortability is proved to be a primary attribute of the deposit, 
variation in geology and mineralogy will translate directly into variability in sortability.  An 
assessment of ore sortability across the deposit therefore adds or confirms value at two 
key leverage points in the mining cycle: 
1. Green Fields Exploration:  New deposits which may be large but low grade may be 
made economically viable based upon their sortability characteristics.  A direct 
measure of sortability across the deposit could be assessed at an early stage of 
development such as Order of Magnitude or in the Pre-feasibility stage.  This would 
confirm the economic potential of the deposit before too much investment has been 
made. 
2. Brown Fields Expansion: Existing operations with low grade mineralised waste can 
turn this material into high grade ore using sorting as an upgrading method.  The 
ability to map out sortable ore in the block model can significantly enhance 
reserves and reduce operating costs through lower crushing and grinding costs.  
1.1.2 Sustainability 
In addition to turning waste into ore, ore sorting as a pre-concentration step has many 
other potential benefits as proposed by Salter and Wyatt (1991), Cutmore and Eberhardt 
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(2002), and Wotruba (2006). Of the many benefits associated with ore sorting, the 
following three lead directly to an improvement in sustainability of the operation. 
1. Lower energy consumption – rejection of barren waste at a coarse particle size 
reduces the amount of energy required to mill the same amount of valuable 
material in the processing plant. 
2. Increased mineral reserves – accepting larger volumes of lower grade ore for 
sorting reduces the cut-off grade that can be processed allowing for more ore 
blocks to be included in the reserve model.  
3. Lower environmental impact – lower energy consumption and the reduction of fine 
particle waste lowers the overall environmental footprint of the processing plant. 
Ore sorting therefore has the potential of increasing the value of an ore body as well as 
increasing the sustainability of the mining and processing chain.  
1.2 Formulation of Research Question and Objectives 
1.2.1 Research Question 
The research question to be addressed in this PhD thesis may be expressed as:  
“Can sortability be rapidly, cost effectively and pragmatically modelled from mineral 
grade and texture distributions measured in drill core and/or broken particles” 
It is recognised that sortability of an ore can be measured using laboratory scale sorting 
machines, however the physical sorting of an ore is time consuming, expensive and 
subject to difficulties in sampling and scale up as ore sorting typically occurs at relatively 
coarse particle size. This means that large sample volumes are required to overcome 
these difficulties which further exacerbates the cost and timeliness of the physical sorting 
experiment.   
The research question for this thesis therefore focusses upon rapid, cost effective and 
pragmatic modelling to determine the sortability of an ore. 
1.2.2 Research Objectives 
The research objective of this PhD project is to develop mathematical models that will 
predict the liberation of barren gangue through size reduction of the ore to assess the ores 
amenability to mineral processing methods such as sorting. It is recognised that the 
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prediction of gangue liberation may be exploited in conventional mineral processing 
circuits as well as to sorting applications. The research objective can therefore be viewed 
as a theoretical mathematical modelling exercise to predict the liberation of gangue from 
rock textures in general. This is implicit in all subsequent chapters and ore sorting has 
been chosen as a specific technology where the prediction of gangue liberation can be 
exploited. 
1.3 Formulation of Hypothesis 
In formulating the hypothesis, the following sections introduce the concepts required to 
understand the hypothesis.  It is recognised that some of the concepts represent new 
knowledge generated by this thesis which will be explored in further detail in the thesis. 
1.3.1 Sulphide textures and matrix liberation 
The underlying assumption is that sortability is a primary function of the ore body 
controlled by large geological processes such as the stock work and hydrothermal 
alteration events.  This concept is graphically represented in Figure 1.1 which shows a 
simplified ore genesis model for a copper porphyry deposit whereby the stock work and 
hydrothermal alteration processes change the textural distribution of sulphide domains (in 
yellow) from a random uniform disseminated distribution into a range of preferential and 
vein controlled distributions.  This diagram was conceptualised by the author to visualise 
the relationship between the mineral textures that are typical in porphyry copper deposits 
with the geological controls that generated them. 
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Figure 1.1: Grade and Texture Model 
The following logical argument form the linkage between ore textures and sorting 
potential: 
 Geological controls such as the stock work and the alteration assemblages 
determine the spatial (texture) and grade distribution of the sulphide minerals 
throughout the ore body. 
 Sortable textures are those which produce a broad particle grade distribution from 
barren through to liberated particles when broken to a nominal sorting size. 
 Sortable textures can be mathematically modelled using similar particle grade 
concepts that have been applied to liberation modelling.  
Of prime interest is the scale and variability of the dispersion density of the texture as 
discussed by Miller and Lin (1988) where “the dispersion density is the number of 
individual mineral grains per particle” (Latti 2006, pp 10). Figure 1.1 shows that for a given 
grade, textural types with low dispersion factors such as vein controlled mineralisation will 
produce barren matrix particles at significant coarser particle sizes than those textures of 
high dispersion factor such as fine grained, random uniform disseminated textures. 
Preferential disseminated textures will also produce barren matrix particles at a coarser 
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particle size due to “swarm” zones of more concentrated dispersion density. Sortability of 
sulphide minerals from the gangue matrix is therefore seen as a property of the rock 
texture and its ability to produce barren matrix particles under normal comminution 
processes. These processes are identical to conventional comminution for the liberation of 
sulphides prior to separation in a flotation circuit. Similar concepts can be therefore be 
applied.  
1.3.2 Conservation of Surface Area/Unit Volume with size reduction 
One principle that has been established from experiment is the conservation of the 
surface area/unit volume for a specific mineral at coarse particle sizes as shown in Figure 
1.2 after Jackson et al (1988).   
 
Figure 1.2: Phase specific surface area vs Particle size (from Jackson et al, 1988) 
In this figure the abscissa represents particle size and the ordinate represents the surface 
area/unit volume Sv for a given mineral of interest. This graph demonstrates a fundamental 
relationship between rock breakage and rock texture in that comminution at coarse 
particle sizes does not increase the Sv of a given mineral until the onset of liberation of the 
mineral of interest (Jackson et al, 1988). At this point subsequent breakage produces new 
surface area due to trans-granular breakage of liberated mineral particles resulting in a 
negative exponential relationship of Sv with decreasing particle size. Hence the point of 
inflection of the curve represents the specific liberation size of the mineral of interest which 
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can be directly measured on coarse particles using conventional image analysis and 
stereology techniques. Furthermore, each mineral of interest in the rock assemblage 
exhibits a different liberation size due to its own natural variation in grain size. This can 
clearly be interpreted as a fundamental property of the rock texture. 
Subsequent work by Sutherland and related authors (Sutherland et al 1989, Sutherland et 
al 1991, Sutherland and Gottlieb 1991) demonstrated that these natural features of the ore 
texture expressed as measurable metallurgical performance behaviours in the 
concentrator. Concentrate grades, final recoveries, and operating concentrator efficiencies 
all show a distinct relationship with Sv.  The following discussion extends the concepts 
developed by Sutherland’s work into coarse particle sorting. 
1.3.3 Matrix Liberation through size reduction 
Figure 1.3 shows a conceptual recreation of figure 1.9 but with the ordinate replaced with 
the proportion of gangue which is completely barren at any given particle size. This figure 
is conceptual framework developed by the author of this thesis and has not been based 
upon pre-existing data. In essence the same relationship between rock breakage and rock 
texture during comminution processes are implied in that the proportion of gangue 
minerals present in a barren state is conserved at coarse particles. 
 
Figure 1.3: Proportion of barren gangue with particle size. 
This is true for both coarse grained and fine grained ores, however in the case of coarse 
grained ores which may show texture variability at the meso-texture scale, two liberation 
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processes may be conceptualised; one at the meso-texture scale and one at the micro-
texture scale.  
 Meso-texture scale - At the meso-texture scale represented by the coarse grained 
ore curve, gangue particles are liberated at a relatively coarse particle size 
represented by the shift of the curve upwards in the Y axis.  The proportion of 
overall gangue liberation remains constant with further size reduction until the 
inflection point is reached because further size reduction of the gangue particles 
liberated at the meso-texture scale does not increase the overall liberation of the 
gangue; it merely produces more daughter particles that are liberated.  
 Micro-texture scale - At the micro-texture scale represented by the point of 
inflection in both the coarse and fine grained ores, further size reduction liberates 
the gangue minerals from their sulphide bearing inclusions. At this point, the 
proportion of barren matrix particles increases to the point where the entire matrix 
is liberated from the sulphide inclusions resulting in a mixture of barren gangue and 
liberated sulphide particles.  This is the point where conventional comminution 
circuits operate for liberating sulphides prior to separation into concentrate and 
tailings streams.  
With respect to sorting, Figure 1.3 shows that there are two operating points where sorting 
may be beneficial for any given ore. Ores with meso-texture variability in sulphide grade 
will exhibit barren matrix particles in their particle grade distribution at a coarse particle 
size.  This can be estimated by quantifying the particle grade distribution at a nominal 
particle size considered suitable for sorting. Ores with micro-texture variability will produce 
barren matrix particles at the point of inflection of the curve which can be estimated by 
measuring the texture dimension of the sulphides in the matrix at a coarse particle size.  
This is defined in the following section. 
1.3.4 Texture Dimension 
The texture dimension is a new concept explored in this thesis and may be defined as the 
average distance between sulphide grains embedded in the gangue matrix. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 1.4 which shows an example of how a random disseminated 
texture can be mathematically modelled using circular grain sections disseminated in 
circular particle sections.  
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Figure 1.4: Texture modelling 
The mineral map on the left shows a real disseminated chalcopyrite texture acquired from 
a Bingham Canyon ore. Disseminated grains of chalcopyrite (yellow) are clearly 
embedded in a gangue matrix consisting of quartz, K-feldspar, muscovite and 
biotite/phlogopite. The modelled texture on the right shows a simple circular particle 
section with circular yellow grain sections embedded into it.  
In deriving a mathematical expression for quantifying the texture dimension, the aim of the 
model is to calculate the average size of the particle produced by breaking the texture into 
smaller pieces such that each particle only contains one sulphide grain and the average 
grade of the particle equals the bulk grade of the texture. This is schematically 
represented in Figure 1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5: Texture dimension 
 In this new model the texture dimension can be estimated measuring the average 
sulphide grade of the ore and the average grain size of the sulphide inclusions embedded 
in the matrix. Both of these parameters can be measured in section using conventional 
image analysis techniques without stereological bias.  A new mathematical model for 
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calculating the texture dimension from measurements acquired from image analysis has 
been derived in Chapter 4. 
1.3.5  Hypothesis 
With the introduction of the new concepts around matrix liberation and the texture 
dimension discussed in section 1.3; it is now possible to construct the hypothesis for the 
PhD project.  This hypothesis is graphically represented in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6: Refined Hypothesis 
Sorting potential can now be viewed as the size at which barren matrix particles are 
liberated from the embedded sulphide texture. Furthermore matrix liberation can be seen 
as progressing through three discrete particle size ranges relative to the dimension of the 
sulphide texture that is being broken.  These size ranges may be summarised as follows:  
1. Particle size > texture dimension – at coarse particle sizes the micro-texture is 
conserved and progeny produced by comminution merely replicates the micro-
textures of the parent particles. The particle grade distribution will be log-normal for 
fine grained ores which can be modelled using log-normal mathematics. Coarse 
grained ores will be log-normal with an overlay of barren matrix particles in the 
particle grade distribution. This size range will be suitable for sorting on coarse 
grained ores but not suitable for fine grained ores. 
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2. Particle size ~ texture dimension – further breakage produces particle sizes 
approaching the point of inflection of the curve at which point the sulphide textures 
embedded in the matrix begin to yield liberated matrix particles. This size range 
may be suitable for sorting as barren matrix particles will be present. Sortability will 
be determined by the practicality of conventional sorting technologies in this size 
range.   
3. Particle size < texture dimension- subsequent breakage produces new liberated 
gangue particles from trans-granular breakage of already liberated matrix particles. 
This particle size range yields barren matrix particles and liberated sulphide 
particles but is considered unsuitable for sorting and more suitable for conventional 
concentration such as flotation, gravity separation or electro-magnetic separation. 
The focus of this PhD project will be at the coarse end of the liberation by size reduction 
curve (Region 1) where the particle size is significantly greater than the texture dimension 
of the ore. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, this is the size range of most interest for 
ore sorting as it maximises the economic benefit through rejecting barren gangue before 
too much comminution effort and costs have been expended. Secondly, it represents the 
region where the sulphide micro-textures remain intact allowing the texture dimension, 
particle grade distributions, and matrix liberation curves to be measured and modelled. By 
contrast, the size ranges represented by regions 2 and 3 consist of particles where the 
sulphide texture is being destroyed. Texture measurement and modelling cannot be 
performed in these size regions.  
1.4 Project Overview  
Particle characterisation for grade and texture is a fundamental measurement 
methodology for determining sortability as an intrinsic property of the ore. Morrison et al 
(2013 pp7) concludes that “quite extensive particle by particle analysis is required for 
adequate characterisation of sorting potential.  The next generation sorting techniques 
(almost by definition) have to be suitable for particle by particle analysis and, therefore, 
are well suited to the assessment of their own potential. The catch is a different sampling 
and ore definition strategy will be required”. As such, the experimental design shown in In 
Figure 1.7 represents a new methodology for sampling and measuring the characteristics 
of the ore which are related to sorting potential.  
  Page 45 of 294. 
 
Figure 1.7: Project Overview 
Crushed ore will be measured to obtain grade and texture parameters such as the mean 
sulphide mineral grade, mode sulphide mineral grade and the mean sulphide grain size for 
texture dimension modelling, matrix liberation modelling and particle grade distribution 
modelling.  These models will be used to estimate the proportion of gangue which is 
barren at a given particle size and predict the particle size where barren matrix particles 
start to liberate from the embedded sulphide matrix.  These two estimates will be used to 
determine the sortability of the ore based upon the grade and textural characteristics of 
the ore. 
It is noted that the prime objective of this PhD project is to develop measurement and 
modelling methodologies to predict sortability from measurements of grade and texture in 
mineral sulphide ores. It is also recognised that the modelling capability developed in this 
project can be equally applied to predicting the liberation size of the gangue matrix for 
feed preparation to conventional concentration circuits such as flotation, gravity separation 
and electro-magnetic separation.  These applications are outside the scope of this current 
project but offer ample opportunity for broader application in subsequent work. 
1.5 Organisation of Thesis 
Chapter 1 of this thesis introduces the topic and outlines the research objectives of the 
study. An hypothesis was formulated that related ore sortability with gangue liberation 
through size reduction mechanisms such that the fundamental driver for sortability was the 
proportion of liberated gangue that could be generated at any given particle size. 
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Chapter 2 consists of a literature review in the  measurement and modelling of 
heterogeneous textures and grades in ore bodies as well as the current knowledge and 
practices in ore sorting. It is recognised that ore sorting is an established unit operation in 
many mineral beneficiation plants and has been practiced in the past for preparing mineral 
sulphide ores. The benefit of this PhD thesis to conventional ore sorting is that new 
characterisation and modelling methodologies will be developed for potentially integrating 
into the mine plan for selective ore sorting. 
Chapter 3 develops the particle grade model further by directly linking the properties of 
disseminated and vein controlled textures with the properties of the lognormal probability 
distribution function. A mathematical expression is derived that exploits the properties of 
lognormal distributions to obtain statistically robust measures of the mean and the mode 
of the particle grade frequency distribution for particle grade modelling. Existing data sets 
are used to test the particle grade modelling using the mean and mode of the distribution.  
Chapter 4 develops the concept of the texture dimension further and derives from first 
principles a mathematical expression for estimating the texture dimension from direct 
measurement of the volumetric grade and average grain size of the sulphide mineral 
texture.  The texture dimension is then linked to the Gaudin Random Liberation Model 
developed by Wiegel to refine the GRLM for applications involving low grade ores which is 
typical for large, low grade deposits such as porphyry copper deposits.  
Chapter 5 outlines the experimental design for the project. Three measurement 
technologies are explored for their properties and attributes that can be exploited for 
particle grade distribution and matrix liberation through size reduction modelling. These 
technologies are conventional chemical assay techniques (XRF/ICP), conventional image 
analysis and tomography.  Conventional assay techniques from selected particles and 
image analysis were selected as the best technologies for quantifying the parameter set 
required for subsequent modelling as outlined in the project overview in Figure 1.14 in 
section 1.5.  A statistically robust sampling and sample preparation methodology is also 
defined that allows the measurement of the mean grade, mode grade and mean grain size 
of the sulphide minerals embedded in the gangue matrix.  
Chapter 6 presents the results from the application of modelling of the particle grade 
distribution acquired with the experimental design outlined previously.   
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Chapter 7 presents the results from the application of the measurement and modelling of 
the texture dimension and matrix liberation through size reduction on a new dataset 
acquired with the experimental design outlined previously.   
Chapter 8 closes the thesis out with the conclusions of this project and recommendations 
for future work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
It is apparent from the research question and hypothesis that the existing mine to mill 
process has a number of additional exit points for rejecting waste at a coarser size than is 
currently conventionally practiced.  Measuring and modelling grade and texture at the 
micro-texture scale provides the key information for predicting sortability from the 
properties of the ore. This chapter reviews the existing knowledge in the  measurement 
and modelling of heterogeneous textures and grades in ore bodies as well as an overview 
of the theory and practice of ore sorting along with the benefits and challenges that ore 
sorting brings to a conventional mine to mill process chain. 
2.2 Heterogeneous textures and grades in ore bodies 
The intrinsic sortability of an ore is directly related to ore heterogeneity as described by 
Morrison et al (2013) and Tucker et al (2013). Tucker et al (2013) state that there is no 
potential for ore sorting if the ore is uniform in composition at all scales and that some 
disseminated ores have negligible potential for sorting.  These conclusions are evident in 
the grade and texture model postulated in Figure 1.1, (and replicated in this section as 
figure 2.1), whereby geological controls over the formation of the ore body produce 
varying textures with varying heterogeneity. It can be seen in this model that random 
disseminated textures provide little in the way of grade variability throughout the ore 
texture whereas vein controlled textures offer the greatest amount of heterogeneity 
between the matrix and economic sulphides. The intrinsic sorting potential of an ore can 
therefore be viewed as a texture property that controls heterogeneity.  Furthermore, the 
texture property and resultant degree of heterogeneity is controlled by geological 
processes which formed the ore body. 
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Figure 2.1: Grade and texture model. 
In formulating the hypothesis it was noted that the following logical argument forms the 
linkage between ore textures and sorting potential: 
 Geological controls such as the stock work and the alteration assemblages 
determine the spatial (texture) and grade distribution of the sulphide minerals 
throughout the ore body. 
 Sortable textures are those which produce a broad particle grade distribution from 
barren through to liberated particles when broken to a nominal sorting size. 
 Sortable textures can be mathematically modelled using similar particle grade 
concepts that have been applied to liberation modelling. 
 
A literature review was performed in order to assess the viability of the argument 
presented above.  The following evidence was collated to support this argument.  
2.2.1 The stock work and the alteration assemblages determine the spatial (texture) 
and grade distribution of the sulphide minerals throughout the ore body.   
Large, low grade deposits that would normally fail economic hurdles for development or 
expansion may be made viable through ore sorting. The grade and texture model 
represented in Figure 2.1 summarises a generic model for grade variation in a classic 
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porphyry copper deposit. Low grade halos around porphyry deposits are ideal targets for 
ore sorting as they often comprise a significant part of the resource.  
Ore genesis models for porphyry style deposits can be quite complex as the country rock 
in which the magma reservoir or pluton intrudes may be quite variable. Additionally the 
metal concentration processes can be many over large blocks of geological time. Berger 
(2008) and the US Geological Survey developed a working definition consisting of 5 major 
criteria for a porphyry copper deposit. The two criteria which are directly relevant to Figure 
2.1 are: 
 One wherein copper- bearing sulphides  are localized in a network of fracture-
controlled stock-work veinlets and as disseminated grains in the adjacent altered 
rock matrix; 
 Copper may also be introduced during overprinting phyllic-argillic alteration events. 
These two points underpin the argument whereby vein-controlled textures are controlled 
by the stock work and disseminated textures by alteration events.  It is apparent that 
Figure 2.1 captures the two dominant geological forces that drive the grade and texture of 
the economic ore mineralogy in a deposit. 
Berger (2008, pp1) suggests that the model definition “covers all porphyry style copper 
deposits and includes copper-molybdenum, copper-molybdenum-gold, and copper-gold 
subtypes”. Furthermore, “a variety of deposit types are spatially, if not genetically, related 
to porphyry copper mineralization, including skarns, polymetallic veins and replacements, 
and epithermal veins”. It is apparent that this model covers a wide range of important 
economic deposit styles. Throughout this paper the Bingham Canyon deposit is cited as a 
“well-studied giant porphyry”.  Ores from this deposit will be used to demonstrate how the 
grade and texture model shown in Figure 1.1 can be applied to predicting sortability from 
grade and texture measurements. 
A review of the MSc Thesis by Ross (2008) entitled “ Geometallurgical study of the 
Bingham Canyon Mine, Utah analysing Mineralogical and Textural Parameters impacting 
rock breakage” was performed in order to understand the textural setting of the sulphide 
mineralisation in the Bingham Canyon Stock. Ross performed a literature review on the 
Geology of the deposit and has referenced the existing knowledge of the deposit in her 
thesis.  Of particular note for this current PhD study is that Ross (2008, pp 9-10): 
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  “ The copper orebody is centred on the Bingham Stock( Phillips et al 1998)” 
 “About half of the copper mineralization occurring as disseminated chalcopyrite and 
bornite, and the other half occurring in quartz veins (Ballantyne et al 1998)” 
 “Outside of the high-grade copper zone , mineralization decreases in grade through 
a zone of chalcopyrite with pyrite and an outer zone of more pyrite than 
chalcopyrite 
With respect to grade and texture modelling for ore sorting, it is apparent that the outer 
zone of lower grade chalcopyrite (higher grade pyrite) is of particular interest as any 
higher grade material would be acceptable as direct concentrator feed.  Ross (2008) cited 
references that described the alteration textures in the outer, lower grade zone: 
 Chalcopyrite and pyrite occur with potassic alteration in the outer part of the 
orebody (Bowman et al 1987) 
 Chalcopyrite is associated with quartz biotite veins. 
 Hydrothermal biotite alteration is centred on the monzonite (Phillips 1998) 
 Ross (2008) performed a petrographic study on a collection of Bingham stock and 
country rocks in order to assess the mineral and textural variability in the rocks. It is noted 
that Ross (2008, pp 26) stated that “the rock samples are not representative of the 
Bingham canyon deposit as a whole”.  The usefulness of this assessment is that it 
provides a qualitative confirmation of the stock-work and alteration textures alluded to in 
the reference material; and the grade and texture model underpinning the hypothesis of 
the current study. 
Figure 2.2 shows QemSCAN images acquired from thin sections sampled from the 
Bingham stock-work in Ross’ (2008) petrographic work.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Bingham Canyon Sulphide Textures (Ross, 2008)
These images were selected specifically to demonstrate the overall conclusions from the 
literature review discussed above, and the grade and texture framework being tested in 
this PhD study. The four images to the left shows intact chalcopyrite textures (yellow) 
while the four images to the right show intact pyrite textures (red). 
It is apparent from these images that sulphide textures described in previous publications 
are readily observable in the petrographic samples. More importantly the textures fit the 
grade and texture model with random disseminated, preferential disseminated and vein 
controlled end members all being clearly evident. Mixed textures are also present.  
An important attribute of these sulphide textures with respect to this current thesis is that 
the sulphide grains are embedded within the gangue matrix at the micro-texture and 
meso-texture scale. In three-dimensions, the disseminated micro- texture may be 
visualised as a plum pudding model with a network of sulphide grains embedded in the 
matrix.  Vein controlled micro-textures may also be visualised as a network of rods 
embedded in the matrix. The overall grade of the ore is determined by the size and 
number of sulphide grains (or rods) embedded in the matrix.   
Most importantly, sortability is determined by the particle size at which the matrix begins to 
produce barren particles during breakage mechanisms. This may occur at the meso-
texture and/or micro-texture scale and is an attribute of the size and number of sulphide 
grains (or rods) embedded in the matrix.  At a given sulphide grade, smaller more 
disseminated sulphide grains (or rods) will require finer crushing to yield barren matrix 
particles as compared to larger, more concentrated grains (or rods). Hence, random 
disseminated textures can be expected to be more difficult to sort at a coarse particle size 
than coarser grained preferential disseminated and vein controlled textures. Additionally, 
coarser grained preferential disseminated and vein controlled textures may show meso-
scale variability which is also more conducive to ore sorting at a coarser particle size. 
2.2.2 Sortable textures are those which produce broad particle grade distributions 
from barren through to liberated when broken to a nominal sorting size. 
It is apparent from the previous section that sortable textures are those that yield barren 
matrix particles at a relatively coarse particle size. It is also apparent that this is an 
attribute of the sulphide texture embedded in the matrix as different textural styles 
(disseminated, preferential disseminated or vein textures) will yield barren matrix particles 
at a size determined by the grade and size of the sulphide grains or veins embedded in 
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the matrix.  The following sections provide the evidence from the existing literature that 
broad particle distributions are observed and measured in broken particles of the original 
texture.   
2.2.2.1 Sulphide Textures in broken ore. 
Figure 2.3 shows that when the ore assemblages described in the grade and texture 
model are broken, a mixture of particles with all end member textures being present is 
readily observable.   Other important features observed in this image are that,  
 The average sulphide grade (pyrite and chalcopyrite) is low as evidenced by the 
small number of sulphide grains relative to gangue, and 
 The average grain size of the sulphide minerals (pyrite and chalcopyrite) is 
significantly smaller than the average size of the particle.  
These two characteristics produce poorly liberated sulphide textures in large grains which 
are typical textural characteristics of low grade porphyry particle grade distributions. 
Hence, liberated sulphide grains at this particle size are rarely seen. Barren matrix 
particles are however readily observable which is ideal for ore sorting.  A significant 
number of the matrix particles can be rejected under ideal separation efficiencies without 
loss of values. The number of barren particles can be estimated from the particle grade 
distribution. 
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Figure 2.3: Sulphide Textures in Broken Ore 
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2.2.2.2 Particle Grade Distributions. 
Grade distributions in ore bodies often follow log-normal distributions (Limpert et al 2001).  
Razumovsky (1940) reported log-normal distributions for Cu metal values in ore deposits 
whilst Krige (1966) reported such distributions for gold and uranium in sections of core in 
the Klerksdorp goldfield. More recently Yerel and Konuk (2009) developed a bivariate 
lognormal distribution model of cutoff grade impurities for a magnesite ore deposit.  
An internal report by Napier-Munn (2012) entitled “The Feasibility of Bulk Sorting for 
Copper Ores” confirmed these properties in the particle grade distributions obtained from 
a porphyry copper ore. Figure 2.4 shows the grade distribution of a population of 3113 
particles representing all size classes. This grade distribution was obtained by physically 
assaying each particle for its elemental composition.  The average grade of the population 
is 0.325% Cu.  
 
Figure 2.4 – Distribution of Cu Grades in all 3,113 Particles (from Napier-Munn, 
2012) 
Napier-Munn (2012) applied a number of statistical tests to this distribution which showed 
the following important properties: 
 The individual particle grades are log-normally distributed  
 The standard deviation is approximately equal to the mean 
 The grade distribution is highly skewed towards the higher grade particles i.e. 
o 95% of Cu >0.1% cut off grade 
o 32% of particles <0.1% cut off grade 
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o 5% of the grade is in ~ 32% of the weight 
Napier-Munn (2012, pp 6) also noted that “the weighting will increase with the variability of 
the population grade i.e. the standard deviation and therefore in this case with the mean”.   
Figure 2.5 shows the particle grade distribution for a narrow particle size range (-
22mm/+19 mm) that is considered suitable for sorting (from Napier-Munn, 2012).   The 
average grade of the size fraction is 0.2% Cu. 
 
Figure 2.5: Grade Frequency distribution (from Napier-Munn 2012) 
Whilst the particle statistics are low in this narrow size distribution, the same attributes as 
Figure 2.4 are apparent with a distinctly lognormal distribution being expressed.  It is 
noted that the degree of liberation is extremely low with all particles not exhibiting any 
more than 1% grade by volume. There is however an order of magnitude difference in the 
mode grade and the highest grade particle in the population.  Additionally, it is apparent 
that a relative few number of particles contain most of the copper distribution which is 
ideal for ore sorting.  
2.2.2.3 Parent and Progeny particle grades 
Grade distributions like that shown in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 are typical for coarse particles 
where the particle size is significantly larger than the liberation size of the value mineral. 
Under these conditions progeny particles produced by comminution have a similar 
composition and grade distribution to the parent particles. When the particle size is less 
than the liberation size of the value mineral the particle grade distribution changes 
dramatically to include a spectrum of particle grades ranging from barren through to 100% 
liberated value mineral.  This is graphically represented in Andrews-Mika diagrams which 
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were first developed by Andrews and Mika (1975), an example of which is shown in Figure 
2.6 (from King, 2000, pp16). 
 
Figure 2.6: Andrews-Mika diagram for the three cases: parent particle size > 
liberation size, parent particle size ~liberation size and parent particle size < 
liberation size. (From King 2000) 
All three diagrams show the range of parent and progeny particle grades (represented on 
the abscissa) that can be achieved at a given particle size (represented on the ordinate) 
for the three cases where the particle size > liberation size, the particle size ~ liberation 
size and the particle size < liberation size. The lines on the diagram represent the 
boundaries of the possible grades achievable in two dimensional space which divides the 
space into four discrete fields about the parent particle grade at point A viz: 
1. The area between the line boundaries and above the grade of the parent particle 
represents the possible grades of its parent particles and is known as the feeder 
region. 
2. The area between the line boundaries and below the grade of the parent particle 
represents the possible grades of the progeny particles and is known as the 
attainable region 
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3. The two areas to the left and right of the line boundaries represent particle grades 
that are not attainable at that given particle size and parent particle grade.  
Figure 2.6 shows that when the particle size of the progeny is less than the liberation size, 
a distribution of particle grades is possible in the attainable region ranging from liberated 
gangue through to liberated values with a complete spectrum of particle grades in 
between.  These particles would have a range of textures as shown in Figure 2.7.   
 
 
Figure 2.7: Mineral associations in daughter particles from breakage of a complex 
ore (from Napier Munn et al, 2005) 
It is noted from King (2000, pp21) that “the boundaries of the Andrews-Mika diagram is not 
sufficient to define how progeny particles are distributed when a parent of given size or 
grade is broken” and that “the internal structure of the diagram contains this information”. 
Liberation modelling helps to quantify the liberation distribution resulting from size 
reduction which is discussed in greater detail in section 2.2.3.3. 
2.2.3 Sortable textures can be mathematically modelled using similar particle grade 
concepts that have been applied to liberation modelling. 
Mineral texture by definition requires a qualitative and quantitative description of metal or 
mineral grades through three dimensional spaces. Image analysis has long been the 
method of choice for measuring and modelling grade and texture in mineral processing 
applications. Figure 2.1 for example is a sequence of mineral images whereby the grade 
variation may be thought of as variations in the population and/or size of the sulphide 
grains (either vein or disseminated) in the host gangue matrix. Hence particles with larger 
and/or more frequent sulphide textures involving veins or disseminations will exhibit a 
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higher grade.  This particular topic will require a model that has three mathematical 
components: 
 A particle grade component that describes the particle grade distributions within a 
given population or size class (figures 2.4 and 2.5). 
 A grade and texture component that describes the 3 dimensional variation of the 
grade within a given particle. 
 A size reduction component that describes the change in the particle composition 
as size reduction proceeds. 
These three components will need to be seamlessly grafted together to form a coherent 
mathematical model. Each of these components will be discussed separately. 
2.2.3.1 Grade and Particle Modelling. 
The frequency grade distribution shown in figure 2.5 can be represented as a probability 
density distribution by simply normalising the area under the curve. Figure 2.6 shows the 
probability density distribution constructed in this thesis for the grade frequency 
distribution in figure 2.8.  It is apparent from basic statistical analysis that this distribution 
will have a mean µx , standard deviation of σx and mode mx where x is the particle grade.  
 
Figure 2.8: Probability Density Distribution 
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Assuming classical lognormal properties, the log of the particle grade x 
y =  log (𝑥)                                                                                                           (2.1) 
will be normally distributed with a mean µy  and a standard deviation σy. The probability 
density function f (𝑥) of the log-normal distribution shown in figure 6 as denoted by 
Thomopoulos (2004) after Hines (1990) can be expressed as: 
f (𝑥) = 
1
𝑥σ𝑦
 √2𝜋
 𝑒
−
1
2
[
log 𝑥−µᵧ
σ𝑦
 ]
2
 
                                                                                                     (2.2) 
Thermopoulos and Johnson also noted from Aitchison and Brown (1957) that when µy and 
σy  for the normal distribution are known, the corresponding mean and variance for the 
lognormal distribution of x can be found from: 
µ𝑥= 𝑒
µ𝑦+
1
2
𝜎𝑦
2
                                                                                                                          (2.3) 
 
𝜎𝑥
2
=
     𝑒2µ𝑦+𝜎𝑦
2
   (𝑒𝜎𝑦
2
-1)                                                                             (2.4) 
A similar form has also been expressed for the mode of the distribution:  
m𝑥= 𝑒µ𝑦−𝜎𝑦
2
                                                                                                                (2.5) 
 
The mean grade of the probability density distribution can be measured simply through 
bulk analysis of the sample or size fraction. A methodology will be presented in chapter 3 
that measures the mode of the distribution and uses equations 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 to solve 
equation 2.2.  
2.2.3.2 Grade and Texture Modelling 
A review of the PhD Thesis by George Leigh (2009) entitled “ Multi-scale image analysis 
for process mineralogy ”  was performed in order to understand the current state of 
measurement and modelling for texture analysis. Leigh (2009) performed a literature 
review on the “existing mathematical tools applicable to ore textures” which comprises 
chapter 3 of his thesis. In this chapter he reviews eight different mathematical techniques, 
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three in detail and five in passing. The three detailed techniques comprised mathematical 
morphology, co-occurrence matrices and wavelet transforms. Of these, Leigh (2009, pp 
45) chose wavelet transforms for his method of texture analysis with the co-occurrence 
function method in the form of the Phase Specific Surface Area (PSSA) selected as the 
“best existing technique for comparison with the new methodology being assessed in this 
thesis”.   
The main attribute that suited Leigh’s thesis was that wavelet analysis had properties of 
multi-scale analysis which co-occurrence matrices and the phase specific surface area 
method in particular did not. Leigh (2009) successfully demonstrated the case for using 
wavelet transforms to quantify mineral textures for the application of relating ore texture to 
ore hardness. Multi-scale properties are essential for natural ore textures that differ 
significantly at the micro-texture and meso-texture scale. However it will be argued in the 
Contribution to New Knowledge section that disseminated textures specifically related to 
low grade outer zones of porphyry copper deposits do not display large differences in 
texture at the micro-texture and meso-texture scales. Scalability will therefore be seen as 
an attribute of the texture as opposed to an attribute of the mathematical model.  
The Phase Specific Surface Area (PSSA) of a mineral is defined in Wilkie (1990) (after 
Jackson et al (1989)) as the surface area of the mineral per unit volume of the mineral and 
may be calculated by: 
PSSA (i) = Sv (i)/Vv(i)                                                                                  (2.6) 
where 
Sv (i) = surface area of mineral i 
Vv(i) = volume of mineral i 
The PSSA has three important properties which make it useful for texture analysis these 
being: 
 Inversely proportional to the average grain size of the mineral. 
 Calculated from one dimensional and two dimensional measurements. 
 Transformed into 3 dimensional measurements without stereological bias. 
Leigh (2009, pp 76) noted this in his review and commented that “a major advantage of 
the phase specific surface area is that it can be calculated from measurements in one or 
two dimensions.”  Sutherland (2007) and (2008) has outlined the methodology and 
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requirements for obtaining average grain size measurements from one dimensional and 
two dimensional data. Sutherland concluded that: 
 When measuring grain sizes, there are significant advantages in basing the results 
on area scans 
 This allows an assessment to be made of the degree of anisotropy in the grain 
shape. 
 Simple bi-modal distributions can be measured with reasonable confidence 
providing the grains do not show strong anisotropy. 
The emphasis on grain shape and anisotropy is an important one as the PSSA 
methodology requires a grain shape to be assumed when transforming between surface 
area per unit volume and grain size.  Sutherland (2008) has shown that for natural 
textures that exhibit low shape anisotropy, the simple distributions as well as the grain size 
average can be measured with reasonable confidence.  
It is apparent from this discussion that there are at least two mathematical techniques that 
are available for extracting grade and texture information for particle grade modelling.  The 
choice of each mathematical model is driven by the requirements of the texture and the 
application being developed.  
2.2.3.3 Size Reduction and Liberation Modelling 
The earliest work on size reduction and liberation modelling was conducted by Gaudin 
(1939) who conceptualised the liberation process associated with size reduction of the 
rock as a cubic aggregate containing both valuable and waste grains. Numerous workers 
have advanced the field of liberation modelling including Wiegel and Li (1967), King 
(1982,1990,2000.), Barbery (1988, 1991) and Gay (1994,2004).The following subsections 
describe the models developed by King and Wiegel in greater detail to highlight the 
differences in approach that can be taken to model size reduction and liberation. 
2.2.3.3.1 Wiegel’s Approach 
The use of grade, particle size and grain size descriptors as parameters for describing 
texture has many parallels to the mineral liberation through size reduction modelling that 
Wiegel developed over a period of over 40 years. This modelling is embodied in the 
following papers and reports: Wiegel (1964), Wiegel and Li (1967), Wiegel (1972), Wiegel 
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(1975), Wiegel (1976), Wiegel (1977), Wiegel (2002), Wiegel (2006) and Wiegel (2010). 
The purpose of this section of the literature review is to review Wiegel’s work contained 
within these papers and his PhD thesis and determine whether it can be aligned to the 
sortability model that is being advanced in this current PhD study. 
Gaudin (1939) was the first to conceptualise a liberation process through size reduction 
with the rock viewed as a cubic aggregate containing valuable and waste mineral grains.  
Figure 2.9a shows the model that Wiegel and Li (1967, pp 180)) envisaged which “differs 
from Gaudin’s model only in the arrangement of the mineral grains”. In Wiegel and Li’s 
(1967) model, the grains of valuable and waste minerals are randomly placed whereas 
“Gaudin chose to place the grains of the least valuable mineral as far apart as possible”. 
Wiegel (1967, pp180) summarises the GRLM as a model based upon the following 
assumptions: 
1. The mineral system consists of two mineral species (A and B); 
2. The grains of both mineral species are cubic shape and are of the same uniform 
size (α); 
3. The grains are aligned in the mineral aggregate in a lattice-like arrangement so that 
the grain surfaces form continuous planes; 
4. The grains of the two mineral species are randomly located throughout the 
aggregate, and; 
5. The aggregate is broken into particles of uniform size (β) by a cubic fracture lattice 
which is superimposed randomly on the aggregate parallel to the grain lattice. 
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Figure 2.9b shows the mechanism of liberation by size reduction. Size reduction is 
simulated by overlaying a fracture pattern parallel to the cubic grain faces in such a way 
that the resultant particles produce a mixture of liberated values grains, liberated waste 
grains and locked values and waste grains. Gaudin derived a set of equations “relating the 
fraction of each mineral liberated to the ratio of the volumetric abundance of the two 
species” (Wiegel and Li 1967). Wiegel and Li also noted that “the equations are valid only 
for grain size to particle size ratio’s greater than unity, and give no information about the 
distribution of the mineral species in the locked particles. They independently derived a 
set of equations for their GRLM that “are continuous with respect to abundance ratio and 
valid for all values of the size ratio”.  These equations are summarised below in the form 
expressed in Wiegel (2006) 
1. Fraction of liberated waste mineral: 
𝑃𝐴 = (1 − 𝜀)3𝑉𝐴(𝑡+1)
3
 +3ε (1 − 𝜀)2𝑉𝐴(𝑡+1)
2(𝑡+2)   
             +3ε2(1 − ε) 𝑉𝐴(𝑡+1) (𝑡+2)
2
 + ε3𝑉𝐴(𝑡+2)
3
                                   (2.7) 
2. Fraction of liberated value mineral: 
𝑃𝐵 = (1 − 𝜀)3𝑉𝐵(𝑡+1)
3
 +3ε (1 − 𝜀)2𝑉𝐵(𝑡+1)
2(𝑡+2)   
             +3ε2(1 − ε) 𝑉𝐵(𝑡+1) (𝑡+2)
2
 + ε3𝑉𝐵(𝑡+2)
3
                                   (2.8) 
3. Fraction of locked valuable and waste mineral 
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PAB = 1-PA-PB                                                                                 (2.9) 
Where 
PA = fraction of particles by volume of liberated waste mineral 
   ε = fractional remainder in ratio β/α 
VA = volume fraction of waste mineral in original feed 
   t  = largest integer in ratio β/α 
 PB = fraction of particles by volume of liberated values mineral 
 VB = volume fraction of values mineral in original feed 
PAB=fraction of particles by volume of locked values and waste 
    β = particle size (linear dimension) 
    α = mineral grain size (linear dimension) 
     K = grain size-particle size ratio. 
Figure 2.10 shows a plot of these three equations for the case where VB = 0.25 or 25% of 
the volume fraction of the feed material.  
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Figure 2.10: Fraction locked and liberated particles versus grain size-particle size 
ratio for an ore with 0.25 fraction values (from Wiegel 2006) 
The three equations are volume balanced to 1 hence the cumulative frequency by volume 
represents the relative abundance of liberated values, liberated waste, and composite 
values/waste as size reduction proceeds from grain to particle ratio’s less than 1 through 
to grain to particle ratio’s greater than 1.  It is clear from this perspective that as size 
reduction proceeds from coarse to fine particle sizes, locked particles dominate the coarse 
end, and liberated waste and value particles dominate the fine end.  An intermediate 
region exists at grain size ratios around unity whereby composite particles are turned into 
liberated values and liberated waste particles.  It is this region that is most interesting to 
sorting as this region provides the window for rejecting waste particles out of the stream at 
a relatively coarse stage.  
2.2.3.3.2 King’s Approach 
Kings approach is to model the internal structure of the Andrews-Mika diagram with a beta 
distribution which is widely used in mathematical statistics (King, 2000). The particle grade 
distribution is conceived as being made up of three types of particles viz: 
 Liberated gangue particles denoted as L0 
 Liberated value particles denoted as L1 
 Mixtures of gangue and value particles which have a grade distribution given by the 
probability distribution density function p(g). 
P(g) is known as the interior grade distribution and has the form: 
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              (2.10) 
where α and β are two parameters that characterise the distribution B(α,β) is the Beta 
function (King, 2000).  
Figure 2.11 shows some of the properties of the Beta function which makes it useful for 
liberation modelling (from King, 2000, pp5). 
 
Figure 2.11: Density distribution and cumulative distribution for a average grade of 
0.25 and three standard deviations (from King, 2000, pp5). 
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The lowest diagram represents the case when the average particle grade is 0.25 and the 
standard deviation is small at 0.1. In this case the distribution density shows a bell shaped 
curve centred on the mean and no fully liberated gangue or value particles are present.  
This is typical for when the particle size is significantly larger than the grain size as most 
particles exhibit a grade close to the average grade resulting in a low variance or standard 
deviation.  
As the standard deviation increases, the distribution density changes from being bell 
shaped to U shaped where in the latter case, there are abundant liberated gangue and 
value particles present in the distribution with lesser composite particle.  This situation is 
more equivalent to when the particle size is at or below the liberation size of the value 
mineral resulting in a broader range of particle compositions and hence a larger standard 
deviation.  
In quantifying the liberation distribution for prediction King used linear intercepts to 
measure the linear grade distribution which requires stereological transforms to convert 
the linear grades into volumetric grades. The resultant liberation distribution that can be 
expected when the ore is comminuted can then be graphically shown, an example of 
which is shown in Figure 2.12. 
 
Figure 2.12: Predicted liberation as a function of particle size after comminution 
(from King, 2000, pp14). 
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2.2.4 Sorting and ore textures 
In order for the heterogeneity to be of use for particle ore sorting, it must be present at a 
scale suitable for practical sorting machines which is in the +10 -300 mm size range 
(Salter and Wyatt 1991).  However as Bamber (2016) points out, “Heterogeneity at the ~m 
size range can be exploited cost effectively by bulk sorting approaches”.     
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show X-ray Cone Beam Tomography images of a vein controlled 
texture and a random disseminated texture which represents the two extremes in sortable 
textures whilst figure 2.15 shows an image from a barren particle. These images were 
acquired from a sulphide bearing siliceous ore and presented by Rizmanoski et al (2013). 
 
Figure 2.13: Siliceous ore particle with vein controlled sulphide texture (from 
Rizmanoski et al, 2013, pp 5)  
 
Figure 2.14: Siliceous ore particle with random disseminated sulphide texture (from 
Rizmanoski et al, 2013, pp 6) 
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Figure 2.15: Barren siliceous ore particle (from Rizmanoski et al, 2013, pp 7)  
It is apparent from these images that the heterogeneity is high in the vein controlled 
particle with the sulphide vein occupying a clear region of volume within the particle.  
Furthermore, the sulphide vein may be liberated from the gangue matrix at a relatively 
coarse particle size.  Conversely, the random disseminated particle shows a uniform 
texture with small sulphide inclusions present throughout the particle.  This texture is 
clearly not suitable for sorting.  Finally the barren particle represented in figure 2.15 is free 
of sulphide inclusions and can therefore be rejected to waste without loss of the valuable 
sulphides.  
2.3 Ore Sorting 
Ore sorting has a long history in the mineral processing industry and has been reviewed 
by a number of authors over the past few decades, most notably Sivamohan and 
Forssberg (1991), Salter and Wyatt (1991), Cutmore et al (1998), Cutmore and Eberhardt 
(2002), deJong and Harbeck (2005), Wotruba (2006), and Bamber (2008). Cutmore and 
Eberhardt (2002) note that there were more than 1300 references to ore sorting in the 
literature from the period 1960 – 2000 and that considerable effort has been invested in 
the research and development of ore sorting in the mining industry.  Much of the 
developments in ore sorting have been leveraged off sorting in the food industry and the 
recycling industry. 
 Salter and Wyatt (1991) provides an extensive historical account on the history of 
automated ore sorting which will not be repeated in this thesis.  Needless to say, most of 
the review papers demonstrate that hand sorting has been practiced as a method for pre-
concentration of ores for as long as mining has been an integral part of the development 
of early civilisations.  They also acknowledge that automated electronic sorting as we 
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know it today has only become a significant industrial process since the Second World 
War (Bamber, 2008) when detection methods using electronic instruments were more 
prevalent.  
A common theme throughout these reviews is that whilst the benefits of ore sorting can 
significantly improve the economics and environmental sustainability of mining and 
mineral processing, the mining industry has been reluctant to invest in the technology due 
in part to other competing technologies such as selective mining and gravity 
concentration; and the perceived challenges of ore sorting including high capital costs, 
high operating costs, poor reliability and low capacity of  sorters compared to the large 
throughputs of large mines (Bamber, 2008).  This chapter summarises the existing 
knowledge in ore sorting theory and practices applied in the mining industry, and develops 
the concept that ore sortability is not only determined by the properties of the ore sorting 
technology, but also the texture properties of the ore. 
2.3.1 The case for Ore Sorting 
Automated sorting applications in the mining industry have three main duties to perform in 
the mining and processing chain, these being (Salter and Wyatt, 1991; Wotruba, 2006): 
1. Pre-concentration of plant feed 
2. Intermediate product production 
3. Finished product production 
 
Finished product production is a mature technology in the diamond industry where ore 
sorting has been applied extensively since the 1960’s to separate diamonds from waste 
(Napier-Munn et al, 2011).  Pre-concentration of plant feed is the duty of most interest to 
this thesis as it provides the maximum benefits in the economics and sustainability of 
mining through rejection of barren waste early in the mining cycle.  Bamber notes that 
Agricola (1556) recognised this benefit in the middle ages when the use of “hand sorting in 
mines of Europe in the 16th century (was) encouraged by the mine owners in order to 
improve the economics of mining” (Bamber, 2008, pp 37). An additional use of ore sorting 
is the recovery of ore from waste which as Bamber states in a personal communication 
(Bamber, 2016) “slightly different criteria are applied here than when rejecting waste from 
ore”. 
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2.3.2 Benefits of ore sorting 
The primary aim of pre-concentration in general, and ore sorting of plant feed in particular, 
is to reduce the volume of rock that is directed towards downstream processing with 
minimal loss of value minerals. This is achieved by rejecting barren waste at a coarse 
particle size. The benefits of ore sorting as a pre-concentration step are many and have 
been documented by a number of reviewers including Salter and Wyatt (1991), Cutmore 
and Eberhardt (2002), and Wotruba (2006). A distillation of these benefits may be 
summarised as follows: 
1. Lower capital cost - reducing the volume of rock processed by the downstream mill 
reduces the size and footprint of the plant required to treat the same amount of 
valuable material.  
2. Lower operating cost – reducing the volume of rock to be processed by the 
downstream mill reduces operating costs related to milling reagents, water and 
disposal costs of fine waste. 
3. Lower energy consumption – rejection of barren waste at a coarse particle size 
reduces the amount of energy required to mill the same amount of valuable 
material in the processing plant. 
4. Increased throughput – rejection of barren waste at a coarse particle size increases 
the throughput of higher value ore through the processing plant. 
5. Increased mineral reserves – accepting larger volumes of lower grade ore for 
sorting reduces the cut-off grade that can be processed allowing for more ore 
blocks to be included in the reserve model.  
6. Lower environmental impact – lower energy consumption and the reduction of fine 
particle waste lowers the overall environmental footprint of the processing plant. 
Salter and Wyatt (1991, pp 784)) also note that the use of sorters in a pre-concentration 
duty may also lead to an overall increase in recovery “if the reject grade from the sorting 
plant is lower than the final tailings grade from the overall process” and that “this situation 
normally occurs with well liberated ores with a low head grade and is one of the strongest 
reasons for sorter use with such ores”.  
2.3.3 Ore sorting challenges 
Given the benefits outlined in section 2.2.1, it is incongruous that ore sorting is not an 
established unit operation in many large base metal deposits. Salter and Wyatt (1991, pp 
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786) note that “sorting has gained a poor reputation within the industry largely as a result 
of the lack of appetite, inappropriate choices of technology, poor support and, since 1983, 
a lack of applied R&D by the sorter manufacturers”. Salter and Wyatt (1991) list the 
following reasons why the mining industry has been reluctant to invest in sorter technology 
to gain these benefits: 
1. Process 
a. Sorters require too much feed preparation 
b. Sorters treat too narrow a size range 
c. Sorter throughputs are too low 
d. Sorters are too inefficient for our requirements 
e. Our ore is too variable for sorting 
f. Our head feed is too fine for sorting 
g. All our head feed is milled autogenously 
h. No discrimination technique exists for our ore 
2. Economic 
a. Sorters are too expensive to install 
b. Sorters are too expensive to operate 
c. Our deposit is too small/big to warrant sorting 
3. Operational 
a. Sorters are too difficult to maintain 
b. Other pre-concentration processes are simpler/cheaper. 
In 2002, Cutmore and Eberhardt (2002 pp 287) performed a review on the future of ore 
sorting in sustainable processing and noted that “there are significant opportunities for the 
use of automated sorters in many mineral processing operations, but to date, industry 
applications have been limited by a lack of suitable sensors to a few niche processing 
areas such as for diamonds, magnesite, talc and uranium ores”. Their view on the future 
of ore sorting was that “the future of wider application of ore sorting technologies would 
appear to rely on the development of new sensors, and recent advances in solid state 
lasers, x-ray sources/detectors and low cost digital signal processing offer the potential for 
such advances.” 
This review was followed by Wotruba (2006) who observed that little had changed with the 
uptake of sorting technology in the mining industry. Wotruba (2006, pp 29) concluded that 
“the advantages of sorters for various steps of mineral processing, from pre-concentration 
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of plant feed to finished product applications are so convincing that the industry should 
have greatest interest in their further development and application”.  
It is evident from the literature that the low uptake of sorting technology in the mining 
industry is equally cultural rather than just technical. Cutmore and Eberhardt (2006, 
pp289) noted that “ the hindrance to these developments is more likely to be a reluctance 
to engage in developments due to the downturn in interest over the past 20 years rather 
than any technical obstacle”. 
2.3.4 Ore sorting and other pre-concentration applications 
Whilst the uptake of ore sorting in the wider mining community has been low, pre-
concentration technologies including ore sorting has been successfully applied to reject 
waste across a wide variety of ore types.  Table 2.1 from Bamber (2008, pp 30-31) 
summarises the metallurgical performance of these pre-concentration technologies across 
a wide variety of ore types. 
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Table 2.1: Metallurgical performance of pre-concentration technologies on selected 
ores (from Bamber, 2009,pp 30-31) 
 
Pre-
concentration 
Method Ore Type
Feed Size 
(mm)
%Wt 
reject
Metal 
Recovery Reference
HMS Cone 
separator Pb/Zn 38 55 97 Wright, 1980
DMS cyclone Cu Porph 38 33 96 McCullough et al 1999
DMS Cu Porph 38 74 81 McCullough et al 1999
Shaking table/ 
Dynawhirlpool Ni 3 90 89
Ferrara & Guarascio 
1980
DMS Cu Porph 13 75 95 McCullough et al 1999
Coarse Flotation Wits Au 3 60 98 Lloyd 1979
Coarse Flotation Wits Au 4 28 97 Lloyd 1980
Classification Ni 1 27 89 Mohanty et al, 2000
Model 19 Sorter Pb/Zn 150 26.3 94 Collins & Bonney, 1995
Model 6 
radiometric U3O8 150 39 96.5 Collins & Bonney, 1996
Radiometric U3O9 75 73 96 Collins & Bonney, 1997
Magnetic Ni 100 40 96.7 Collins & Bonney, 1998
Radiometric Au/U3O8 50 50 98
Conductivity Ni/Cu 25 80 80
Conductivity Ni/Cu 100 60 90
Conductivity Ni/Cu 25 87 61
Sivamohan & Forrsberg, 
1991
Conductivity Ni/Cu 70 10.5 99
Conductivity Ni/Cu 70 27.83 82
Model 16 optical Cu 160 98 97
Model 16 optical Cu 100 32.7 96
DMS Pb/Zn 38 39.6 96.3
DMS Fe 38 31.4 98.3
DMS Pb/Zn 19 36.7 93.9
Screening Cu 100 20 99
DMS Cu 38 80 93.8 McCullough et al 1999
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From this table it can be seen that the range of pre-concentration technologies employed 
have produced excellent waste rejection rates at high recoveries across a broad range of 
ore types, most notably Au, Cu, Cu porphyries, Cu/PGE ,Fe, Ni, Ni/Cu/Co, Pb/Zn, and 
U3O8 ores. The majority of the sorting applications have been performed at a coarse 
particle size (>20mm) where the benefits of coarse rejection are maximised. The range of 
pre-concentration methodologies include DMS, coarse flotation, optical sorting, radioactive 
sorting and screening, and the resultant waste rejections rates range between13% to 90% 
at metal recoveries ranging between 61% and 99%.  
Pre-
concentration 
Method Ore Type
Feed Size 
(mm)
%Wt 
reject
Metal 
Recovery Reference
Optical sorting Cu 100 44.8 94.8 Wilkinson, 1985
Conductivity 
sorting Ni/Cu 100 54 82 Wilkinson, 1985
Optical+ 
Conductivity Cu 100 50.2 97.7 Wilkinson, 1985
DMS Cu 44 55 94.5 McCullough et al 1999
DMS Cu 38 35 97 McCullough et al 1999
DMS Cu 87.5 55 97 Wright, 1971
DMS Pb/Zn 19 37.4 98.7 Jones, 2007
DMS Pb/Zn 19 32.7 97.9 Jones, 2007
DMS Pb/Zn 19 23 99.4 Jones, 2007
DMS Cu/PGE 19 44.3 97.5 Bamber 2008
DMS Ni 6.7 14 99 Bamber 2008
DMS Ni 75 13 98 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 32 89 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 24.5 95 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 54 98 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/PGE 75 36.6 97.7 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 25.73 96.7 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 19.52 94 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 25.5 95.3 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Ni/Cu/Co 75 32.7 96.4 Weatherwax 2006
DMS Au 19 17.6 93.2 Bamber 2008
DMS Au 19 24 94.6 Bamber 2008
Radiometric Wits Au 250 44.1 87.9 Kowalcyk 2002
Radiometric Wits Au 250 29.5 92.6 Kowalcyk 2002
DMS Ni/Cu 300 22 95 Bamber 2008
DMS Cu/PGE 250 55 97 Bamber 2008
Size Cu/PGE 75 37 99 Bamber 2008
Size Cu/PGE 75 35 93.5 Bamber 2008
Size Cu Porph 31.75 49 76.32 Burns & Grimes 1986
Size Cu Porph 31.75 54.37 75.75 Burns & Grimes 1986
Size 500 67.64 64.49 Burns & Grimes 1986
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2.3.5 Sorting Principles 
According to Salter and Wyatt (1991) using Schapper (1976) as a reference, the sortability 
of an ore is determined by essentially two criteria that must be met; these being: 
1. The accept fraction must be liberated from the reject fraction at the size to be 
treated by the sorting machine. 
2. Both fractions must be consistently identifiable by some means within the time 
available for examination by the machine. 
It is clear from these two criteria that the first criterion is a property of the ore minerals and 
their textures as discussed in chapter 1 of this thesis. Hence, the size at which the reject 
fraction (matrix) is liberated from the accept fraction (value minerals) is determined by the 
grade and grain size of the value minerals in the ore. Since the majority of sorting 
developments involve sorting particles in the +10 -300 mm size range (Salter and Wyatt 
1991) the sortability of an ore will be determined by the liberation of barren matrix in this 
size range.  The characterisation and measurement of ore properties to estimate the 
liberation of the matrix at a particle size suitable for ore sorting is directly related to the 
hypothesis of this thesis. The second criterion is essentially process related in that the 
method of identification and time taken for examination is a property of the machine used 
to do the sorting.  
The process of automated sorting can be divided up into four interactive sub processes as 
defined Salter and Wyatt (1991) and Cutmore and Eberhardt (2002,), these being: 
1. Ore presentation 
2. Ore examination 
3. Data analysis 
4. Ore separation 
 
Figure 2.16 from Salter and Wyatt (1991, pp781) shows the four interactive processes 
along with the direction of the material flows and information flows between the four sub-
processes. 
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Figure 2.16: Sorting machine sub-process interaction (from Salter and Wyatt, 1991, 
pp781) 
It can be seen from this diagram that the material flow path proceeds through feed 
preparation, particle presentation, particle examination and then particle separation into 
accepts and rejects.  Information flows into the data analysis sub- process via the particle 
presentation and particle examination sub-processes and flows out in the form of an 
accept or reject decision to the particle separation sub-process. The following sub-
sections describe these sub-processes in greater detail. 
2.3.5.1 Feed preparation 
Feed preparation typically consists of sizing and washing the ore prior to presentation to 
the sorter and in some cases may also include drying the ore as well (Manouchehri, 
2003). Sizing and washing are required for maximum efficiency so that the feed material 
has a 2:1 or 3:1 top to bottom size ratio that is free of fines (Salter and Wyatt, 1991, von 
Ketelhodt and Bergmann, 2010).  Washing is also required for some sensing methods like 
optical sorting where a clean surface is required for detection (Manouchehri, 2003).  
Given that the ore is well liberated at relatively coarse size ranges, the optimum size for 
sorting is primarily an economic constraint. Manouchehri (2003) notes that sorting can be 
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practically performed on particle sizes down to 1mm, but that the economic range for low 
value commodities may be closer to 10 to 15mm (Arvidson, 2002). Cutmore and 
Eberhardt (2002) suggest that the majority of sorting developments work in the 10mm to 
300mm size range whilst de Jong and Harbeck (2005) suggest that the optimum size 
range for sorting is 2mm to 250mm. Bamber (2016) suggests that the optimum size for 
sorting can be coarser than 250mm. 
2.3.5.2 Particle presentation 
Ore sorting is a single particle method requiring the machine to examine the ore on a 
particle by particle basis (Wotruba, 2006). The main purpose of the particle presentation 
sub-process is to present the particles separately to the sorter machine with sufficient 
distance between other particles to allow individual analysis and separation of each 
particle into the accept and reject streams. Two types of ore presentation are used these 
being on belt and free fall (Wotruba, 2006; De Jong and Harbeck, 2005). Figure 2.17 
shows a schematic diagram of an automatic particle sorter with on belt and free flight 
sensor zones from (Wotruba 2006, pp631). 
 
Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram of an ore sorter with on belt and free flight sensor 
zones (from Wotruba, 2006, pp631) 
On belt presentation is suitable for X-ray transmission and electromagnetic sensor 
applications and to some extent for optical sensors.  On-belt presentation generally 
consists of a conveyor belt of at least several metres in length which travels at around 3 
m/s.  This allows the particles to come to rest and be separated from other particles before 
entering the particle examination zone and particle separation zone. 
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Free fall systems allow the particles to accelerate and separate under gravity prior 
examination and separation.  Free fall systems are most suitable for optical sensors. 
2.3.5.3 Particle examination 
Particle examination is based on a range of sensing technologies that can discriminate 
particles on the basis of a particular material property that can be measured. Table 2.2 
provides a simple summary from Murphy et al (2012, pp 4) on the range of sensors 
typically employed as particle examination devices for ore sorting. 
Table 2.2: Ore Sorter Sensing Technology (from Murphy et al, 2012, pp 30-31) 
 
Bamber (2016) however disagrees with the material property detected for X-ray 
fluorescence suggesting that XRF backscatter is not visibly detectable. The following sub-
sections provide a description of each sensor technology. 
2.3.5.3.1 Radiometric Sorting 
Radiometric sorting is a mature technology and is ideal for naturally occurring radioactive 
minerals such as uranium ores. These sorters use natural gamma radiation to sort 
particles with high gamma radiation into the accept stream and low radiation in the reject 
stream. Sivamohan and Forssberg (1991) cite Colbourne (1963) who stated that 
radiometric ore sorting was tested on uranium ores at Beaver Lodge in Canada as early 
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as 1962 to sort coarse ore at +75 mm. This operation achieved 50% rejection of waste 
with 2% loss of uranium at a feed rate of 22 tph. At the time of Sivamohan and 
Forssberg’s paper they estimated that there were more than 23 machines of the model 17 
type distributed by Ore Sorters (Australia) Ltd (1978) installed around the world. 
2.3.5.3.2 X-ray Sorting 
X-ray sensing can be performed by either by X-ray transparency or X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF) instruments. The X-ray transparency method is similar to machines used in airport 
baggage inspections where particle types are distinguished by their 
absorption/transmission at two different X-ray energies (Von Ketelhodt and Bergmann 
2010).  In this configuration, the X-ray beam passes through the particles and the resultant 
attenuated X-ray signal is imaged on a screen as shown in figure 2.18 (from Riedel and 
Dehler, 2010, pp 194).   
 
Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram of an X-ray transmission sensor (from Riedel and 
Dehler, 2010, pp 194) 
The grey scale image is proportional to the average atomic number of the material such 
that lower absorbing, higher transmitting particles are brighter on the screen.  The grey 
scale image can then be classified into accept and reject particles.  X-ray transmission 
machines are commonly used in coal sorting as well as diamond sorting as a finished 
product and have the advantage that dust does not seriously degrade the image. They 
also have the advantage that the particle volume is measured so that minerals internal to 
the particle can be discriminated.  
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Bergman (2013) describes a pilot plant scale sorting circuit to sort chromite at the 
Chronimet mine in South Africa.  In this processing plant a dual beam X-ray transmission 
sorting system was used to remove barren rock from the feed. The circuit was designed to 
sort at 150t/hr with the feed being sized by screening into a -75mm/+25mm fraction. The 
results achieved by the sorter were impressive with the accept stream being upgraded 
from 34% Cr2O3 to 38% Cr2O3 at a yield of 85%. 
X-ray fluorescence sensing works on the basis that materials radiated with an X-ray beam 
will fluoresce with characteristic X-rays related to the elements of which the material is 
composed. Fickling (2011) describes a commercial XRF sorter that can simultaneously 
measure the concentration of up to four elements on the surface of each particle and 
determine whether any individual particle reports to the accept or reject stream based 
upon the relative abundance or ratio of these elements. Detection limits range between 
0.05% and 0.1% for most metals and the sorter has been used to sort: 
 Precious metals 
 Base metals 
 Ferrous metals 
 Industrial minerals 
 Rare earth metals. 
2.3.5.3.3 Photometric Sorting 
Photometric sensing is a mature technology in ore sorting and is based upon 
differentiating ore from waste on the basis of colour, brightness, reflection or transparency 
(Wotruba, 2006). Illumination can be performed with natural light or lasers and the 
detection system typically consists of line scan cameras with relatively high object 
resolution (~0.1 mm). Photometric sensors are ideal when there is a clear optical 
difference between ore and waste particles but do require washing/scrubbing of fines from 
the particles for optimum discrimination. They also only analyse the surface of particles so 
ore minerals wholly enclosed or disseminated in gangue particles would not be visible to a 
photometric device. 
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2.3.5.3.4 Microwave heating and Infra-red Sorting 
Microwave heating and Infra-red MW/IR sensing uses the property of some ore minerals, 
particularly sulphides, to differentially heat up on irradiation by microwaves and then emit 
infra-red radiation as they cool down. The irradiated particles are then imaged using infra-
red cameras to discriminate particles with hotspots which are sent to the accept stream 
from cold particles which are sent to the reject stream. 
 Molhotra et al (2009) note that the amount of heating energy required can be small since 
the current infra-red sensors can detect very small differences in temperature. Wotruba 
(2006) quantifies the temperature stating that temperature differences below 1oK can be 
detected.  Wotruba also reports that even small sulphide particles can heat up the whole 
particle such that “infra-red sensing can be used for detecting sulphide minerals inside an 
ore particle itself, provided a certain reaction time between microwave heating and 
detection so that the heat emitted from the sulphide particles is possible to reach the 
particle surface through the associated minerals” (Wotruba, 2006, pp26). This makes 
MW/IR sensing an ideal technology for sorting low grade sulphide ores such as porphyry 
Cu ores. 
2.3.5.3.5 Electromagnetic Sorting 
Electromagnetic sorting has a long history with an early sorter developed by RTZ Ore 
Sorters in the late 1970’s (Allen and Gordon, 2008).  The sensing principal is based upon 
measuring the magnetic permeability and conductivity of specific ore minerals in an 
externally generated magnetic field.   Allen and Gordon (2008, pp 4) summarise these two 
properties as: 
 Magnetic permeability – when a rock with permeability greater than air passes 
through the field, an increase in intensity in the magnetic field occurs, 
 Conductivity – when a conductive object is placed in the field generated by the 
sensor, a current flows in the object which produces its own magnetic field. This 
field is in direct opposition to the field of the coil and therefore weakens the primary 
field.  
 
Electromagnetic sorting has been successfully applied to nickel sulphide ores (Molhotra et 
al, 2009).  Allen and Gordon (2008) quote an article by Treadgold (2006) that an ore 
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sorting operation at Consolidated Minerals Kambalda operation achieved a 30% rejection 
of waste from run-of-mine ore and achieved an upgrade from 0.5% Ni in the ore to more 
than 3% Ni in the accept stream. 
MineSense is a commercial electromagnetic sorter technology developed by Bamber 
(2008). Details on this technology can be found at www.minesense.com which describes a 
range of applications using High Frequency ElectroMagnetic Spectroscopy (HFEMS) in 
conjunction with High Speed X-ray Fluorescence (HSXRF) for shovel based systems and 
belt based systems. 
2.3.6 Data analysis 
The principal decision on whether to accept or reject a particle is made by the data 
analysis hardware and software based upon the information obtained from the sensors 
described in the previous subsections. The type of analysis performed is determined by 
the sensor type but in all cases the decision must be made in a suitably short time frame 
to send a signal to the ejectors in order to accept or reject the particle whilst it is on the 
belt or in free flight.  
2.3.7 Ore separation 
Once the decision has been made to accept or reject a particle a signal is sent to the ore 
separation circuit that activates ejectors to deflect particles out of the ore stream as shown 
schematically in figure 2.19. Salter and Wyatt (1991, PP792) note that “ a variety of ejector 
types has been tried or used including air ejectors (Carson and Moir, 1961), continuous 
water jets (Mathews, US patent 3,722,676), mechanical deflectors (Sandbank, US patent 
4,324,336), fluidic ejectors (Kealy, South African patent 80/1075), corona discharge 
ejectors (Hawkins et al, Australian patent Au-B-17526/83), and suction nozzles (Schaub, 
South African patent 77/7044)”. Salter and Wyatt (1991, pp 792) conclude that “the 
compressed air ejector has been industry standard and with the introduction of cheap, 
powerful and efficient water ejectors into the diamond industry and the high speed air 
ejectors of the food industry, the doubts regarding ejectors can be dispelled. Bamber 
(2016) however disagrees with this conclusion stating that the “ use of air ejectors by 
vendors remains one of the major barriers to adoption of sorting technology by miners.” 
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Figure 2.19: Schematic diagram of a free flight ejector (from Murphy et al, 2012, pp 
3) 
2.3.8 Flow sheets incorporating sorting 
Ore sorting performed in a pre-concentration role is aimed at waste rejection at a relatively 
coarse particle size.  The benefit of rejecting waste at coarse sizes have been discussed 
in section 2.2.1 and relate primarily to lower capital and operating costs by not 
beneficiating waste rock. The traditional approach to rejecting waste in a conventional 
mine to mill process is shown in figure 2.20 as presented by Bowman et al (2013). 
 
Figure 2.20: Waste rejection in a conventional mine to mill process (from Bowman 
et al, 2013, pp 2)  
In this conventional process there are only two points of waste rejection viz: 
1. waste rejection on the metre texture scale at the mining stage 
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2.  tailings rejection on the millimetre to micron texture scale at the comminution stage 
It is this wide gap in texture scale which provides the opportunity for ore sorting.  To 
exploit this gap, Bowman et al (2013) propose a multi-step waste rejection process at 
various scales of the mineralisation texture.  This is shown in figure 2.21. 
 
Figure 2.21: Potential multi-step waste rejection pathways (from Bowman et al, 
2013, pp 5)  
In this conceptual flow sheet, three more opportunities are proposed for waste rejection, 
these being 
1. Coarse separation where barren rock at the metre to decimetre scale is rejected 
2. Bulk sorting where barren rock at the decimetre to centimetre scale is rejected, and 
3. Particle sorting where barren rock at the centimetre to millimetre scale is rejected. 
 
It can be seen that barren gangue at the decimetre and centimetre scale is a function of 
the meso-texture of the ore whereas barren gangue at the centimetre and millimetre scale 
is a function of the micro-texture of the ore.  Hence, for deposit styles such as porphyry 
copper deposits, the sortability of particles at the centimetre and millimetre scale is a 
function of the textures described in figure 2.5. The project deliverables summarised in 
section 1.5 will therefore focus on measuring and modelling grade and texture parameters 
for particle sorting and waste rejection at the centimetre to millimetre scale. 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter reviewed the existing knowledge in the  measurement and modelling of 
heterogeneous textures and grades in ore bodies as well as an overview of the theory and 
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practice of ore sorting along with the benefits and challenges that ore sorting brings to a 
conventional mine to mill process chain.  The literature review on heterogeneous textures 
and grades in ore bodies showed that ore textures are controlled by geological forces and 
that ore textures control the fragmentation and liberation of values and gangue minerals 
during comminution. Furthermore the resultant particle grade distributions can be 
experimentally determined and modelled to predict sortability. 
The literature review on ore sorting showed that it has a long history in mineral processing 
as a means for upgrading the ore for downstream processes and that pre-concentration of 
plant feed has many benefits including: 
 lowering the capital and operating costs of downstream unit operations,  
 increasing mineral reserves of low grade deposits and,  
 reducing the environmental impact and footprint of the mine to mill process.   
 
There is however a number of perceptions ingrained in the mining industry that ore sorters 
require too much feed preparation and do not operate at sufficiently large tonnages to 
make the investment of ore sorting worthwhile. Nevertheless, researchers in the field still 
believe that the potential benefits of ore sorting warrant continued development of the 
technology to improve the economics and environmental sustainability of current and 
future ore reserves which show a declining trend in ore grades and processability. 
With regards to this current research thesis, it is apparent that the existing mine to mill 
process has a number of additional exit points for rejecting waste at a coarser size than is 
currently conventionally practiced.  Bulk sorting provides the opportunity for rejecting 
waste at the decimetre to centimetre scale (meso-texture scale) whilst particle sorting 
provides the opportunity of rejecting waste at the centimetre to millimetre scale (micro-
texture scale). Measuring and modelling grade and texture at the micro-texture scale 
provides the key information for predicting sortability from the properties of the ore. 
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Chapter 3: Modelling Particle Grade Distributions 
3.1 Texture based Particle Grade Distribution Model 
In section 2.2.2.2, the literature review performed on grade distributions showed that ore 
bodies have long reported metal grade distributions as exhibiting lognormal properties. 
Furthermore, a review of an internal report written by Napier-Munn (2012) showed that 
these properties extended into the particle grade distributions of coarsely crushed ore 
from a porphyry copper deposit. The texture based particle grade distribution model 
proposed in this section represents contribution to new knowledge through the 
development and implementation of a particle grade distribution model that combines and 
exploits the properties of random disseminated textures and lognormal distributions.    
The essence of this new model is that the lognormal grade frequency distribution shown in 
figure 3.1 can be reduced down to two distinct populations viz: 
1. Abundant and relatively uniform low grade Cu mineral bearing particles that 
contribute to the mode, 
2. Rarer and more variable higher grade Cu mineral bearing particles that contribute 
to the variance. 
 
Figure 3.1: Textural Populations in the Lognormal Distribution 
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These two populations are considered to be texturally different as defined by the grade 
and texture model shown in Figure 1.1.  
This is demonstrated graphically in Figure 3.2 which links the textural properties of the 
geologically defined grade and texture model with the grade frequency distribution which 
represents real world particle grades as measured in real samples.  It is clear that the 
probability density distribution is the mathematical model whose properties can be 
exploited to predict the real world grade frequency distribution. 
It is therefore postulated that for any given particle size, the probability density distribution 
is texturally driven such that:  
1. Random disseminated textures will form low grade particles that define the mode of 
the probability density distribution. 
2. Higher grade preferentially disseminated and vein controlled textures define the 
variance of the probability density distribution. 
3. The mode and mean grade can be directly measured from the ore using image 
analysis methods whilst the variance and probability density distribution can be 
modelled from equations 2. 2, 2.3 and 2.4. 
The measurement of the mean grade is a routine measurement from chemical analysis 
and image analysis. A new methodology is presented in chapter 5 to measure the mode of 
the distribution.  The mathematics required in modelling the variance and the probability 
density distributions are derived in the next section.
 Figure 3.2: Texture Based Particle Grade Model  
 3.2 Mathematical Derivation 
3.2.1 Lognormal definitions 
From existing knowledge and by definition, a variable 𝑥 will follow a log-normal probability 
distribution if the log of 𝑥  
y =  log (𝑥)                                                                                                           (3.1) 
is normally distributed with a mean µy  and a standard deviation σy. The probability density 
function f (𝑥) of the log-normal as denoted by Thomopoulos (2004) after Hines (1990) can 
be expressed as: 
f (𝑥) = 
1
𝑥σ𝑦
 √2𝜋
 𝑒
−
1
2
[
log 𝑥−µᵧ
σ𝑦
 ]
2
 
                                                                                              (3.2) 
Thermopoulos also noted from Aitchison and Brown (1957) that when µy and σy  for the 
normal distribution are known, the corresponding mean and variance for the lognormal 
distribution of x can be found from: 
µ𝑥= 𝑒
µ𝑦+
1
2
𝜎𝑦
2
                                                                                                     (3.3) 
𝜎𝑥
2
=
     𝑒2µ𝑦+𝜎𝑦
2
   (𝑒𝜎𝑦
2
-1)                                                                (3.4) 
A similar form has also been expressed for the mode of the distribution:  
m𝑥= 𝑒µ𝑦−𝜎𝑦
2
                                                                                 (3.5) 
The purpose of this derivation is to express µy  and σy in terms m𝑥 and µ𝑥 with the intention 
that the mean and mode of the particle grade distribution will be directly measured using 
image analysis from representative samples.  Once these two terms have been 
measured, the particle grade distribution will then be modelled using the probability 
density function form in equation (2.2). Neither the measurement approach nor the 
subsequent derivation has been cited in the literature but will be shown in the following 
derivation to be intuitive in the mathematics.  This approach therefore forms part of the 
new knowledge that is being produced in this project. 
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3.2.2 Derivation 
Begin with (3.5) and transpose to get the variance  𝜎𝑦
2   expressed in terms of  𝑚𝑥 
 
        𝑚𝑥   =   𝑒
µ𝑦−𝜎𝑦
2
                                                             
 
 log(𝑚𝑥) =  µ𝑦 − 𝜎𝑦
2   
 
           𝜎𝑦
2 = µ𝑦 − log(𝑚𝑥)                                                                               (3.6) 
                                                                                        
Transpose (3.3) to make µy the subject: 
          µ𝑥  =  𝑒
µ𝑦+
1
2
𝜎𝑦
2
       
   log(µ𝑥) =  µ𝑦 +
1
2
𝜎𝑦
2   
            µ𝑦 = log(µ𝑥)   −   
1
2
𝜎𝑦
2                                                                              (3.7) 
 
Substitute (3.6) into (3.7) to obtain µy expressed with respect to 𝑚𝑥 and µ𝑥. 
         µ𝑦   =  log(µ𝑥)  −  
1
2
(µ𝑦 −log(𝑚𝑥))                                                                    
        µ𝑦   =  log(µ𝑥)  −
1
2
µ𝑦 +
1
2
log(𝑚𝑥)     
Collect terms and simplify                                                 
     3µ𝑦   = 2log(µ𝑥) +log(𝑚𝑥)     
       3µ𝑦   = log(µ𝑥
2 𝑚𝑥)     
        µ𝑦   = 
1
3
log(µ𝑥
2 𝑚𝑥)     
        µ𝑦   = log√µ𝑥2
3
𝑚𝑥                                                                                               (3.8) 
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Substitute (3.8) into (3.6) to obtain 𝜎𝑦
2  expressed with respect to 𝑚𝑥 and µ𝑥. 
          𝜎𝑦
2 = µ𝑦 − log(𝑚𝑥)   
          𝜎𝑦
2 = log√µ𝑥2
3
𝑚𝑥  − log(𝑚𝑥)   
          𝜎𝑦
2 = log 
√µ𝑥
2𝑚𝑥
3
𝑚𝑥
 
          𝜎𝑦
2 = log√
µ𝑥
2
𝑚𝑥
2
3
                                                                               (3.9) 
The purpose of this derivation was to express µy and σy in terms of m𝑥 and µ𝑥 with the 
intention that the mean and mode of the particle grade distribution will be directly 
measured using image analysis from representative samples. Hence, the log-normal 
probability density distribution can now be expressed as: 
f (𝑥) = 
1
𝑥σ𝑦
 √2𝜋
 𝑒
−
1
2
[
log 𝑥−µᵧ
σ𝑦
 ]
2
 
                                                                                                                     (3.10) 
and the mean and variance described in the form of: 
        µ𝑦   = log√µ𝑥2
3
𝑚𝑥                                                                                             (3.11) 
 
          𝜎𝑦
2 = log√
µ𝑥
2
𝑚𝑥
2
3
                                                                              (3.12) 
It has now been shown that direct measures of the mean and the mode from the particle 
frequency grade distribution will model the probability density function of a mineral.  
3.3 Statistical sampling for the texture based particle grade model 
The statistical properties of the texture based particle grade model discussed are 
postulated to be derived from the properties of the random disseminated texture and the 
particle grade distributions that they produce. Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of three 
distributions representing 3 different population sizes from the KUC ores. The first two 
distributions are replicates of figures 2.4 and 2.5 whilst the third is modelled from figure 
2.5 but with half of the population statistics. 
 Figure 3.3: Lognormal Distributions at Different Population Sizes 
 
 
 
 
 
 The robustness of the mode grade with population size is clearly evident in this sequence 
of particle grade distributions which range from more than 3000 particles down to a mere 
33 particles.  The strength of the mode grade is attributed to the uniformity and extent of 
the random disseminated texture which can be visualised as a pervasive structure 
throughout the 3 dimensional rocks.  Occasional concentrations of preferential 
disseminated textures and vein controlled textures add to the higher particle grade 
population. 
It is interesting to note that the use of low population statistics is a feature of the mineral 
classification scheme in QemSCAN (Wilkie, 1992). The principal is to obtain sufficient 
information to classify the mineral within defined statistical confidence limits. This same 
principle may be applied to measuring the mode of a particle grade distribution resulting in 
a relatively small number of particles required for measurement. Figure 3.3C suggests that 
this population may be as little as 30 particles or less for strongly dominant random 
disseminated texture. It can be expected that distributions like in Figure 3.3C will follow 
Poisson Lognormal statistics due to the low population inherent in the distribution.  
By contrast the variance is extremely sensitive to the rare, higher grade particles 
attributable to the preferential disseminated and vein controlled textures. With healthy 
particle statistics, the very rare high grade particles are observed in the distribution shown 
in figure 3.3A. These disappear at low population sizes such as that shown in figure 3.3B 
which make it difficult to measure the variance without the complete distribution being 
present. 
Sampling the mean grade to a nominal precision is well documented and follows the 
principles outlined by Pierre Gy, (Pitard, 1993). These principles have been in practice in 
the mining industry for decades and generally follow well controlled blending, rotary riffling 
and size reduction procedures in order to create a homogenised sample for representative 
analysis. In summary the statistical properties of the texture based particle grade 
distributions indicate that the mean and the mode can be measured within defined 
confidence limits.  A methodology already exists for measuring the mean grade.  A 
sampling methodology for measuring the mode of the distribution at low population 
statistics is presented in chapter 5. 
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3.4 Validation of lognormal modelling using the mean and mode of the measured 
particle grade distribution 
Having established the mathematical relationship between the mean, mode and standard 
deviation of a lognormal distribution and its transformed normal distribution, it is now 
possible to model measured distributions with their respective mean and mode 
compositions using equations 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12.  The sequence of the model may be 
summarised as: 
1. Obtain the mean grade and mode grade from the unknown particle grade 
distribution 
2. Calculate the mean grade and variance of the transformed normal distribution using 
the new equations 3.11 and 3.12. 
3. Model the lognormal particle probability distribution using equation 3.10. 
An Excel spreadsheet was constructed to perform these modelling calculations from the 
mean and mode grade from an unknown distribution.  The excel spreadsheet model was 
tested using the particle grade distributions presented in figure 2.4 and figure 2.5. The test 
on the distribution presented in figure 2.4 demonstrates the models capability in predicting 
the particle grade distribution from a robust population of particles, in this case > 3000 
particles. The test on the distribution presented in figure 2.5 demonstrates the models 
capability in predicting the particle grade distribution from a small population of particles, 
in this case < 100 particles. These tests are demonstrated in the following subsections. 
3.4.1 Lognormal modelling with robust particle statistics 
Figure 3.4 recreates the particle grade distribution from figure 2.4 which has the following 
statistical properties: 
Mean grade = 0.325 Cu assay % 
Mode grade = 0.05 Cu assay% 
Particle Count = 3113 
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Figure 3.4 – Distribution of Cu Grades in all 3,113 Kennecott Particles 
The excel spreadsheet showing internal calculations for the modelled lognormal 
probability density distribution is shown in Appendix A.1. A comparison between the 
measured probability density distribution and the modelled lognormal probability density 
distribution is shown in figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 – Measured Vs Modelled Probability Density Distributions 
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It is noted that the measured distribution in figure 3.4 contains barren particles which 
cannot be modelled using the lognormal distribution function as it models 0% probability 
for 0% grade. This was overcome in the Excel model by giving the first grade class in the 
lognormal distribution function a value of 0.01% Cu.  This assumption provides the best fit 
and is considered a reasonable assumption since the grade classes in the original 
distribution move in intervals of 0.05% Cu. Hence the barren class in the measured 
distribution contains some particles which have less than 0.05% Cu as well as truly barren 
particles. An average grade of 0.01% Cu in this first grade class represents a reasonable 
average for the mixture of barren particles and particles with a grade less than 0.05% Cu. 
Figure 3.6 shows the correlation between the measured probability density distribution 
and the modelled probability density distribution. 
 
Figure 3.6 – Correlation between Measured and Modelled Probability Density 
Distributions 
The correlation between the two probability density distributions is extremely high with the 
linear regression equation showing a small 5% bias in the modelled distribution with a 
coefficient of determination R2 measured at 0.98. Analysis of Figure 3.5 shows excellent 
agreement between the measured distribution and the modelled probability density 
distribution with all grade classes in the measured distributions being replicated with the 
lognormal model. From this section it can be concluded that: 
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 The measured distribution shown in figure 3.4 closely follows lognormal statistics 
which can be modelled using classical lognormal parameters. This confirms the 
hypothesis that the particle grade distribution in coarse particles is lognormal. 
 The mean grade and mode grade measured from a robust population of particles 
can be used to model the lognormal probability distribution thus confirming 
equations 3.11 and 3.12 derived in this thesis. 
 The Excel based lognormal distribution model developed in this thesis provides a 
realistic estimate of the real world distribution. 
3.4.2 Sensitivity of the model to estimates of the mean and mode grade 
Equation 3.10 is a parametric equation used to model a lognormal distribution using two 
parameters, these being the mean µy and standard deviation σy of the transformed normal 
distribution:  
y =  log (𝑥)                                                                                                           (3.1) 
Equations 3.11 and 3.12 derived in this thesis allows µy  and σy  to be estimated from 
direct measurements of the mean grade µx and the mode grade  𝑚𝑥     from the real world, 
untransformed measured particle grade distribution. The accuracy of the modelled 
lognormal distribution to the real world measured distribution will therefore be determined 
by the sensitivity of the model to variations in the measured mean grade and mode grade. 
Figure 3.7 shows the sensitivity of the modelled lognormal probability density distribution 
to a 10% error in the measured mean grade of the measured distribution viz: 
1. Figure 3.7a shows the modelled distribution compared to the measured distribution 
with a 10% error on the low side (µx =0.29 %Cu). 
2. Figure 3.7b shows the modelled distribution compared to the measured distribution 
for the central case (µx =0.325 %Cu). 
3. Figure 3.7c shows the modelled distribution compared to the measured distribution 
with a 10% error on the high side (µx =0.36 %Cu). 
As expected, the central case using the measured mean grade shows the best fit for the 
modelled lognormal distribution. However, the modelled curve is relatively insensitive to a 
10% error in the mean grade measurement as the shape and mode peak of the modelled 
curve stays relatively intact.    
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Figure 3.7a – Mean grade = 0.29 %Cu 
 
Figure 3.7b – Mean grade = 0.325 %Cu 
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Figure 3.7c – Mean grade = 0.36 %Cu 
Figure 3.8 shows the sensitivity of the modelled lognormal probability density distribution 
to a single class shift in the mode grade of the measured distribution viz: 
1. Figure 3.8a shows the modelled distribution compared to the measured distribution 
with an error of one grade class below the measured mode grade (𝑚𝑥.=0.01 %Cu) 
2. Figure 3.8b shows the modelled lognormal probability distribution compared to the 
measured distribution for the central case (𝑚𝑥.=0.05 %Cu) 
3. Figure 3.8c shows the modelled distribution compared to the measured distribution 
with an error of one grade class above the measured mode grade (𝑚𝑥.=0.1 %Cu). 
As with the mean grade, the central case using the measured mode grade shows the best 
fit for the modelled lognormal distribution.  However unlike the mean grade, the modelled 
lognormal distribution is highly sensitive to the measured mode grade. An error of only 
one grade class in the measurement of the mode grade dramatically changes the shape 
and position of the mode peak resulting in a poorly modelled fit.  The conclusion from this 
analysis is twofold.  Firstly it confirms that the measured distribution closely follows 
lognormal mathematics as the high sensitivity to the measured mode grade would result in 
a poorly modelled fit if the measured distribution didn’t follow lognormal statistics.   
Secondly, it confirms that a lognormal model based upon measurements of the mean 
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grade and mode grade of the particle grade distribution can faithfully reproduce the 
measured distribution using equations 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. 
 
 
Figure 3.8a – Mode grade = 0.01 %Cu 
 
Figure 3.8b – Mode grade = 0.05 %Cu 
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Figure 3.8c – Mode grade = 0.01 %Cu 
3.4.3 Lognormal modelling with low particle statistics 
Figure 3.9 recreates the particle grade distribution from figure 1.5 which has the following 
statistical properties: 
Mean grade = 0.2 Cu assay % 
Mode grade = 0.075 Cu assay% 
Particle Count = 66 
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Figure 3.9: Particle Grade Frequency distribution 
It is noted that this frequency distribution is derived from a small population of particles 
sampled from a narrow size fraction (-22mm/+19mm) considered as a suitable size for 
coarse particle sorting.  This will test the excel spreadsheet model on its ability to model 
small particle populations from individual size fractions within a crushed ore sample.  
The excel spreadsheet model showing internal calculations for the modelled lognormal 
probability density distribution is shown in Appendix A.2. A comparison between the 
measured probability density distribution and the modelled lognormal probability density 
distribution is shown in figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 – Measured Vs Modelled Probability Density Distributions 
Analysis of Figure 3.7 shows good agreement between the measured probability density 
distribution and the modelled probability density distribution within the statistical limitations 
posed by the measured curve. The measured curve is based upon a population of 66 
particles of which 50 are contained in the first four grade classes that form the mode peak. 
The modelled curve does not have this population variance built into the equation and 
therefore represents the ideal curve from a robust population of particles.Of particular 
interest is the position and strength of the mode peak which is accentuated in the 
measured curve. Note that the position of the mode is replicated by the modelled peak but 
the probability of the mode is lower.  The previous section showed that the measured 
curve approaches the modelled curve when the particle population is robust. It is therefore 
expected that the modelled curve represents a truer estimate of the particle grade 
distribution for the size fraction as a whole. 
Figure 3.11 shows the correlation between the measured probability density distribution 
and the modelled probability density distribution for the case of low particle statistics. 
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Figure 3.11 – Correlation between Measured and Modelled Probability Density 
Distributions 
 The correlation between the two probability density distributions is lower than for 
the case where a robust population of particles is being modelled.  In this case 
there is a bias in the modelled probability density distribution of 38% with a 
coefficient of determination R2 measured at 0.78. As discussed in the previous 
paragraph, the lower coefficient of determination is attributable to the statistical 
variation of the smaller particle population in the measured probability density 
distribution. Nevertheless, the relatively high correlation coefficient of 0.7819 
suggests that the measured probability density distribution can be modelled from 
experimental estimates of the mean grade and mode grade.  
 The mean grade and mode grade measured from a low population of particles can 
be used to model the lognormal probability distribution for the size fraction as a 
whole thus confirming equations 3.14 and 3.15 derived in this thesis. 
 The Excel based lognormal distribution model developed in this thesis provides a 
realistic estimate of the real world distribution based upon a small population of 
particles sampled from an individual size fraction within a coarsely crushed ore.  
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3.5 Summary 
The new concepts introduced in this chapter develop the particle grade model further by 
directly linking the properties of disseminated and vein controlled textures with the 
properties of the lognormal probability distribution function. Two mathematical expressions 
were derived (equations 3.11 and 3.12) that exploits the properties of lognormal 
distributions to obtain statistically robust measures of the mean grade and the mode grade 
of the particle grade frequency distribution. Equations 3.11 and 3.12 derived in this thesis 
allows µy  and σy  to be estimated from direct measurements of the mean grade µx and the 
mode grade  𝑚𝑥     from the real world, untransformed measured particle grade distribution.   
An Excel based lognormal distribution model was constructed and tested on two existing 
measured particle grade distributions.  The first distribution contained a robust population 
of particles (3113) and the modelled lognormal probability density distribution showed a 
very high coefficient of determination of 0.98 with a small 5% bias in the linear regression 
equation. Sensitivity analysis of the modelled distribution showed that the model was 
insensitive to a 10% variation in the mean grade measurement but highly sensitive to a 
single class variation in the mode grade estimate.  
The second distribution contained a small population of particles (66) sampled from a 
narrow size fraction (-22mm/+19mm) considered suitable size for coarse particle sorting.  
The correlation between the measured and modelled distribution was lower than for the 
robust population case at 0.78 with a 28% bias in the linear regression equation. The 
lower correlation as compared to the case with robust particle statistics was attributed to 
the statistical variation of the smaller particle population in the measured probability 
density distribution. Nevertheless, the relatively high coefficient of determination of 0.78 
suggests that 78% of the variation in the measured distribution is accounted for by 
lognormal statistics and 22% is due to population statistics. 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are that: 
 The measured distribution from a robust population of particles closely follows 
lognormal statistics which can be modelled using classical lognormal parameters. 
This confirms the hypothesis that the particle grade distribution in coarse particles 
is lognormal and confirms the two equations derived in this thesis. 
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 The mean grade and mode grade measured from a low population of particles can 
be used to model the lognormal probability distribution for a single size fraction 
considered suitable for sorting. 
 The Excel based lognormal distribution model developed in this thesis provides a 
realistic estimate of the real world distribution based upon a small population of 
particles sampled from an individual size fraction within a coarsely crushed ore.  
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Chapter 4: Modelling Gangue Liberation Through The 
Process Of Size Reduction 
4.1 Grain size, grain dispersion and texture dimension 
The texture based particle grade model first proposed in section 3.1 and reproduced in 
figure 4.1 proposed that the lognormal particle grade frequency distribution can be 
reduced down to two distinct populations these being low grade uniform particles that 
contribute to the mode peak of the distribution, and the higher grade but more variable 
grade particles that contribute to the variance of the distribution. Furthermore, it was 
postulated that the low grade mode peak is dominated by random disseminated textures.  
 
Figure 4.1: Textural Populations in the Lognormal Distribution 
The properties of the low grade disseminated textures may be exploited using the Phase 
Specific Surface Area (PSSA) and the grain dispersion density in order to estimate the 
dimension of the random disseminated texture. This in turn can be used to estimate the 
optimum sorting size. The properties of the random disseminated texture can be 
summarised as follows - for low grade particles with disseminated sulphide textures: 
 The mineral grain size must be significantly smaller than the particle size 
 The particle grade will be a function of both grain size and grain dispersion. 
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 Measurements of average grain size and/or dispersion density on a particle by 
particle basis can be used to determine the modal grade of the areal grade 
distribution. 
The following sections demonstrate these properties using the concepts outlined by 
Jackson et al (1988) and Sutherland (2007) in the form of PSSA; and Miller et al (1988) in 
the form of grain dispersion. 
4.1.1 Grade, grain size and texture dimension 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate mathematically that the texture dimension 
defined by the average distance between disseminated grains throughout the bulk gangue 
matrix may be estimated by two very simple measures, these being: 
 The average grade of the disseminated sulphide grains measured from a 
population of particles, 
 The average grain size of the disseminated grains measured using the PSSA 
methodology  
Both of these measures can be estimated without stereological bias using two-
dimensional image analysis methodologies provided that the particle size chosen for 
analysis is greater than the texture dimension itself.  It will be been shown in Chapter 5 
that when the grain dispersion density is high, there is very little bias in in the particle 
grade distribution.  This means that the grade of individual particles can be estimated 
without stereological bias.  It will also been shown that even in cases where the dispersion 
density is low, the presence of barren particles provides direct evidence that the texture 
scale is greater than the particle size which allows for a coarser size fraction to be 
measured.  The mathematical derivation contained within this section has not been cited 
in the literature and therefore represents contribution to new knowledge. 
In its simplest form, grade and texture are constrained within a four dimensional construct 
with three dimensions of space and one dimension of grade. In three-dimensions, the 
disseminated texture may be visualised as a plum pudding model with a network of 
sulphide grains embedded in the gangue matrix.  The overall grade of the sulphide grains 
is determined by the size and number of grains in the gangue matrix.  Grade, grain size 
and dispersion density are therefore constrained in this four dimensional construct.  
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Figure 4.2: Disseminated texture model 
Figure 4.2 shows an example of how a random disseminated texture can be 
mathematically modelled using circular grain sections disseminated in circular particle 
sections. The mineral map on the left shows a real disseminated chalcopyrite texture 
acquired from a KUCC ore. Disseminated grains of chalcopyrite (yellow) are clearly 
embedded in a gangue matrix consisting of quartz, K-feldspar, muscovite and 
biotite/phlogopite. The modelled texture on the right shows a simple circular particle 
section with circular yellow grain sections embedded into it. In this model the texture 
dimension can be estimated by the average distance between sulphide grains embedded 
in the gangue matrix.  
In deriving a mathematical expression for quantifying the texture dimension, the aim of the 
model is to calculate the average size of the particle produced by breaking the texture into 
smaller pieces such that each particle only contains one sulphide grain and the average 
grade of the particle equals the bulk grade of the texture. This is schematically 
represented in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Texture Dimension Model 
Under these constraints, the overall grade of the particle and the texture is conserved 
because grade, grain size and dispersion density are constrained.  In this particular case 
we will use the volume fraction to model the disseminated texture in the form of spherical 
grains in a large number of spherical particles similar to that shown in sectional view in 
figure 4.3. Hence: 
Volume fraction of phase i in the bulk texture   =   Volume fraction of phase i in a particle 
                                                        =   Volume of a single grain of phase i 
                                                                    Volume of a single particle 
Let di  =  average diameter of a grain of phase i 
      dp = average diameter of a particle with a single grain of phase i 
      Vi = volume fraction of phase i 
Volume of a single grain i   = 
𝜋𝑑𝑖
3
6
 
Volume of a single particle  = 
𝜋𝑑𝑝
3
6
 
 Volume fraction of a single grain i in a single particle is 
   V i  = ( 
𝜋𝑑𝑖
3
6
𝜋𝑑𝑝
3
6
) 
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   Vi  =   
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑑𝑝
3 
  𝑑𝑝
3  =   
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑉𝑖
 
  dp =  √
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑉𝑖
3
                                                                                                                   (4.1) 
The above derivation has shown that the texture dimension can be modelled from the 
diameter of a modelled particle with sulphide grade Vi containing a single sulphide grain of 
size di. From equation 4.1  it can be seen that: 
 for a given  grade,  the texture dimension shows a linear relationship with grain 
size 
 for a given grain size the texture dimension shows an inverse cube root 
relationship with volumetric grade.  
 the coarsest texture dimension corresponds to large grain sizes in low grade ores. 
It is now clear that a fully quantitative methodology has been formulated for assessing the 
texture dimension of sulphide inclusions disseminated in a gangue matrix based upon two 
simple measures; volumetric grade and average grain size of the disseminated sulphides.  
Both of these parameters can be estimated from line scan and area scan measurements 
performed on broken or unbroken ore without stereological bias. 
4.1.2 Texture dimension for sorting 
With the definition of the texture dimension and derivation of equation 4.1, it is now 
possible to define the theoretical minimum grain size required for perfect separation of 
barren matrix particles from sulphide bearing matrix particles at any desired sorting size. 
This theoretical grain size is equivalent to the grain size that maintains the texture 
dimension at any given particle size and grade such that comminution to that size 
produces barren matrix particles. This grain size can be determined by transposing 
equation (4.1) to make di  the subject of the expression, hence: 
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  dp =  √
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑉𝑖
3
                                                                                                                   (4.1)  
 𝑑𝑝
3  =   
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑉𝑖
 
  𝑑𝑖
3  = 𝑉𝑖  𝑑𝑝
3  
  di   = √𝑉𝑖  𝑑𝑝
3 
3
                                                                                           (4.2)        
From equation (4.2) it can be seen that: 
 for a given  grade,  the theoretical  minimum grain size shows a linear relationship 
with particle sorting size 
 for a given particle sorting size the theoretical minimum grain size shows a cube 
root relationship with volumetric grade.  
 The theoretical minimum grain size needs to be coarser for higher grade ores at a 
given particle sorting size. 
The value of this approach is that we now have a benchmark for determining the 
sortability of a particular ore at any particular grade.  For example if we wished to sort an 
ore which had a volumetric grade of 0.6% copper mineral at a particle size of 20mm, the 
theoretical minimum grain size that could be sorted with maximum separation between 
barren matrix and sulphide bearing gangue is 3.63mm.  Any ore which has an average 
grain size less than this would not produce barren particles at this nominated sorting size.  
4.1.3 Desktop study using porphyry ore characteristics 
The mathematical derivations presented in the previous sub-sections can now be tested in 
a desktop study against real ores using existing grade, mineralogy and grain size 
measurements sourced from existing mineralogy databases. The three ores presented in 
Table 4.1 represents a skarn ore (LSE), quartz monzonite porphyry ore (QMP2S), and a 
quartzite ore (QZN), all of which are major ore types at a porphyry copper deposit.   
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Table 4.1 : Porphyry ore characteristics. 
 
These three examples are low grade varieties ranging from 0.1% to 0.2% copper which 
are ideal for a potential sorting application. They are also quite variable with respect to 
chalcopyrite grade, pyrite grade, non-sulphide gangue grade, and grain sizes for the Cu 
sulphides and pyrite sulphide phases.  These examples therefore represent a diverse set 
of ores upon which to assess the texture dimensions being derived from equation (4.1). 
The grade examples shown in Table 4.1 demonstrate that mineral volumetric grades must 
be used to model the texture dimension as opposed to elemental grades. The reason for 
this is that minerals have different elemental compositions. Chalcopyrite for example 
typically contains 34% Cu so for an ore that contains 0.2% Cu present as chalcopyrite 
(LSE and QZN), the mineral grade corresponds to 0.5%- 0.6% chalcopyrite by weight and 
0.32%-0.36% by volume.  Since the texture dimension is related to the volumetric grade 
by an inverse cube relationship, the chalcopyrite texture dimension is smaller than the 
texture dimension calculated for the elemental Cu grade.  The texture dimension 
calculated from the elemental grade would be equivalent to the Cu being present as 
metallic or native Cu. 
Comparison across the three ore types shows that the dominant copper mineralisation is 
chalcopyrite with only trace proportions of bornite.  Chalcopyrite volumetric grades are in 
the 0.1% to 0.4% range whilst average Cu mineral grain sizes (predominantly 
chalcopyrite) range between 24 microns and 67 microns. The average texture dimension 
Wt% Vol% Units
LSE QMP2S QZN LSE QMP2S QZN
Cu Grade (wt%) Density 0.20 0.11 0.17    
Mineral Grade (wt%)
Chalcopyrite 4.2 0.56 0.21 0.5 0.36 0.13 0.32
Bornite 5.09 0.02 0.07 0 0.01 0.04 0.00
Pyrite 5 0.71 0.03 1.44 0.38 0.02 0.77
Quartz 2.65 68.9 30.7 84.9 69.49 30.44 86.18
Orthoclase 2.56 18.9 56.8 4.46 19.71 58.37 4.69
Mica 2.83 4.98 5.04 4.41 4.71 4.69 4.19
Others 3 6 7.20 4.29 5.35 6.32 3.85
Total 100 100.00 100 100 100.00 100
Grain Size (µm)
Cu Sulphides 66.8 24.4 29.0 66.8 24.4 29.0
Pyrite 121.2 14.9 129.0 121.2 14.9 129.0
Texture Dimension  (µm)
Cu Sulphides 433 205 197
Pyrite 777 276 652
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calculated for these ores fall in the range between 200µm to 430µm.  This means that the 
average distance between the chalcopyrite grains in the bulk are separated by a distance 
of between 200 and to 430µm. It is clear from these calculations that these textures will 
not yield barren matrix particles in particle sizes considered suitable for sorting e.g.  20mm 
or more.  
Pyrite characteristics vary quite considerably with the pyrite grade ranging from 0.03% to 
1.4% by weight and 0.02% to 0.8% by volume. The pyrite grain size varies between 15 µm 
to 130 µm. As a general rule the pyrite grain size is significantly coarser than the 
chalcopyrite grain size, but where the pyrite grade is low, the pyrite grain size is 
considerably smaller. The coarse grain size of the pyrite means that the calculated texture 
dimension ranges between 280µm and 780µm which is almost double the texture 
dimension of the chalcopyrite. Like chalcopyrite, it is clear that these pyrite textures will 
not yield barren pyrite particles in particle sizes considered suitable for sorting e.g. 20mm 
or more. 
4.1.4 Texture dimension and matrix liberation 
In summary, section 4.1 and its sub-sections have established and developed the concept 
of the texture dimension as a quantitative estimate of the point at which barren matrix 
particles will be liberated from the embedded sulphide textures. This point corresponds to 
the point of inflection on the gangue liberation through size reduction curve proposed in 
the refined hypothesis presented in figure 1.13 and recreated in this section as figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Refined Hypothesis 
Furthermore, it has confirmed that the texture dimension and size range at which barren 
matrix is liberated from the sulphide texture can be calculated from direct measures of the 
volumetric grade and average grain size of the embedded sulphide textures. This satisfies 
deliverable 3 of the project deliverable set. The remainder of this chapter explores 
applications to which the GRLM model has been applied to; identifies the new opportunity 
for applying the GRLM to low grade ores such as those represented by porphyry deposits; 
and links the texture dimension concept with the GRLM model to develop a new 
methodology to applying the GRLM model to low grade ores with disseminated sulphide 
textures embedded in the gangue matrix. 
4.2 GRLM Applications 
Application of the GRLM to real mineral systems has almost exclusively been in modelling 
magnetic iron ores in concentrators (Wiegel 2006).  This application is well documented in 
Wiegel (1975), Wiegel (1976), Wiegel (1977) and Wiegel (2002) where experimental data 
from Davis tube separations were used to validate the GRLM model.  
Review of these papers has identified a gap in the underlying assumptions related to a 
single grain size assumed for both values and waste. This gap may be summarised as 
follows: 
1. GRLM applications in real mineral systems requires an experimentally determined 
“metallurgical grain size” as input to the GRLM model which differs from the 
mineralogically determined mineral grain size of the ore (Wiegel 1975).  
2. GRLM applications have essentially been limited to ores with medium and high 
valuable mineral grades.  Wiegel developed a “Solitary grain model” which resulted 
in a set of simplified equations but the issue related to a single grain size for waste 
and values was even more apparent in low grade applications. 
3. Despite the underlying assumption of a single mineral grain size for both values 
and waste, a difference in particle size exists between that at which matrix begins 
to liberate and that at which the values liberate due to the higher volumetric 
abundance of the waste.   
This particle size difference is intuitively related to the sorting potential of a low grade ore 
which can be enhanced through the assumption that the matrix has a larger grain size 
than the value grains embedded in it. The gap that this PhD project is able to exploit is the 
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assumption that for low grade ores such as those represented by porphyry copper 
deposits, two grain sizes can be input into the model. The grain size for the values is 
represented by the mineralogical determined grain size whilst that of the waste by the 
texture dimension. This gap is explored in greater detail in the following subsections. 
4.2.1 GRLM applications to real mineral systems 
Wiegel’s choice of Davis tube experiments stems from the application at hand being the 
beneficiation of taconite ores as well as the useful properties of the Davis tube being “an 
efficient separator of particles containing magnetite from those that are nonmagnetic” 
(Wiegel 2006 pp 227).  Hence “the Davis tube results are therefore a very good indication 
of the quantity of particles containing magnetite (liberated magnetite, and locked 
magnetite and waste) versus those that have no magnetite” (Wiegel 2006 pp 227).   This 
provides the ideal validation of the GRLM model by predicting the grade of a Davis tube 
product containing liberated and locked magnetite after efficiently separating the liberated 
waste out to the tailings stream.   
 Figure 4.5a compares the experimental results for the concentrate grade compared to the 
GRLM model prediction for concentrate grade as a function of particle size. Two grain 
sizes were considered,  a coarse grained ore (effective grain size of 1200 microns) and a 
fine grained ore (effective grain size of 32 microns). The feed grade of each ore was 
45%Fe and 30% Fe respectively. 
 
The measured grade and modelled grade compare very well for both grain sizes with the 
exception of the coarse end of the fine grained ore. The poor reconciliation at the coarse 
end may be attributable to preferential grinding whereby the magnetite and gangue 
minerals grind at different rates resulting in magnetite being preferentially slimed into finer 
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fractions. In general however, this graph confirms that the GRLM model describes the 
process of liberation by size reduction for magnetic ores even though the model itself is 
based on a set of idealised assumptions 
Figure 4.5b shows a similar graph for a set of batch grind experiments performed on a 
coarse grained ore (1200 µm)  at different grind times ranging from 1 minute to 20 
minutes. In this case the parameter being measured and modelled is the volumetric grade 
of Fe3O4. The GRLM model shows good agreement for the batch grinds at 1 minute, 2 
minutes and 5 minutes.  The longer batch grinds show evidence of different grinding rates 
for the magnetite and gangue with the measured concentrate grade by volume showing a 
lower concentrate grade than predicted. 
Of particular interest to this current PhD study is the evidence that the metallurgically 
determined, effective mineral grain size (obtained from fitting laboratory concentration 
data to the theoretical liberation results), is in the order of five times coarser than the grain 
size estimated from microscopic examination (Wiegel 1975). Wiegel (1975, pp 258) 
himself puts forward the argument that “this multiplier of 5 may be due to larger grains in 
microscopic  grain size observations, or it may be due to locally higher magnetite 
concentration affecting metallurgical results, while the range in results is no doubt due to 
the fact that elaborate grain counts were not carried out” 
An alternative argument that will be advanced and exploited in the next section is that the 
coarser metallurgical grain size is a consequence of the ore exhibiting two different grain 
sizes; a coarse grain size for the waste and a finer grain size for the values.  Hence the 
underlying assumption that the grains of both mineral species are cubic shape and are of 
the same uniform size (α) has the effect in the model of averaging the two quite distinct 
grain sizes for the values and waste into one metallurgical grain size. This alternative 
argument makes sense both from a mineralogical and metallurgical point of view as 
specific minerals in real ores do show differences in grain size and hence they liberate at 
different particle sizes during comminution processes. Indeed this is the very property that 
is exploited by sorting processes whereby waste minerals liberated at coarser size 
fractions can be rejected from a circuit without significant loss of values in order to reduce 
grinding costs. The remaining ore consisting of composite particles of waste and values 
can then be crushed and ground to a finer size more efficiently in order to liberate the finer 
grained value mineral. 
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4.2.2 Solitary grain model for low grade ores. 
The limited application of the GRLM to magnetite ores has essentially limited its 
application to ores with medium to high valuable mineral grades. Wiegel (2006, pp240) 
comments that “unfortunately, one current restriction on the use of the model is its 
applicability only to intermediate- or medium-grade ores, in the range of 15% to 25% by 
volume of valuable mineral” (Wiegel 2006). He adds however that “there is no reason to 
believe that the GRLM concept and the approach used to apply it to the medium-grade 
binary ores cannot be extended to cover the low-grade, multicomponent ores as well” 
(Wiegel, 2006, pp240).   
To that end Wiegel developed the solitary grain model representation of a low grade ore 
where “it was recognised that a set of analytical equations could be obtained to describe 
the distribution of locked particles for a low grade ore” and that “some of the complexities 
of the GRLM become negligible” (Wiegel, 2006, pp 237). This model has a very similar 
construct to the model envisaged for the texture dimension in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 
whereby the Solitary Grain Model (SGM) can be visualised as a solid cubic grain of 
valuable mineral completely surrounded by grains of waste mineral. The GRLM model 
equations simplify because the case of having two valuable mineral grains in contact with 
each other does not need to be calculated. Hence in the explicit case where the breakage 
of the solitary grain of values is into particle sizes smaller than the grain size, the three 
GRLM equations reduce down to the following forms: 
1. Fraction of liberated waste mineral: 
𝑃𝐴 = 1 −  𝑉𝐵(K+1)3/K3                                                                                     (4.3)  
 
2. Fraction of liberated value mineral: 
𝑃𝐵 =  𝑉𝐵(K-1)3/K3                                                                                                                                              (4.4) 
 
3. Fraction of locked valuable and waste mineral 
PAB = 𝑉𝐵[6(K-1)2+12(K-1)+8]/K3                                                                     (4.5)  
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Wiegel also determined quantitative approximations for the quantity of locked particles 
expressed as a function of the size ratio (Wiegel 2006) using both the GRLM and SGM 
methodologies.  
Figure 4.6: Comparison of GRLM results with SGM calculations for ore with 0.015 
volume fraction of values (from Wiegel 2006) 
A comparison of the two methodologies is shown in Figure 4.6 and demonstrates that the 
SGM may prove of value in extending the modelling and simulation capability of size 
reduction and liberation into low grade ores. 
4.2.3 Sortability in the GRLM model 
Wiegel (1975, PP 252)) notes that whilst the GRLM  “is based on a number of gross 
assumptions which bear little resemblance to reality” and “could be looked upon critically 
by a trained geologist/mineralogist as lacking in a direct relationship to reality” (Wiegel 
2002, pp 121), “it does this with the ultimate objective of obtaining an understandable way 
to quantitatively describe  what happens to mineral assemblages as they pass through the 
various stages of size reduction/mineral liberation, particle classification and mineral 
separation, which constitute the building blocks of all mineral concentration flow schemes” 
(Wiegel 2002, pp 121).  It is this feature that makes the GRLM so attractive for sorting 
because the attribute of an ore to liberate waste at a relatively coarse fraction provides the 
ideal scenario for coarse ore sorting. 
Reverting back to Figure 1.8 (reproduced in figure 4.7), it is intuitive that sortability will be 
evidenced by a gap between the particle size at which the waste starts liberating (point B) 
and the particle size at which the values start liberating (point A). The wider the gap, the 
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coarser the particle size at which liberated waste can be separated from the value mineral 
containing particles with little or no loss of values under perfect separation conditions. 
Hence any ore which demonstrates that the waste liberates at point C instead of point B 
would indicate a wider sorting potential gap. 
 
Figure 4.7: Fraction locked and liberated particles versus grain size-particle size 
ratio for an ore with 0.25 fraction values (adapted from Wiegel 2006) 
Conversely, a narrow gap would infer that there is no size advantage in sorting out 
liberated waste ahead of conventional concentration circuits as there is no difference in 
liberation size to exploit. From this discussion it can be seen that a fully quantitative 
sortability parameter can be defined using the GRLM, namely the differential size at which 
matrix and values liberate.  Furthermore this parameter can be estimated across the full 
size spectrum. It can also be seen that points A and B on the graph (and the resultant 
curves that are generated by the GRLM) represents a generic and quantitative solution to 
modelling the various stages of size reduction/mineral liberation in an effort to design and 
operate particle classification and mineral separation flow sheets.  
4.2.4 Independent grain sizes for waste and values in the GRLM model 
It is apparent from the previous section that differences in mineral grain size drive the gap 
between the size at which the waste liberates and the size at which values liberate.  
Furthermore the size of the gap will be related to the relative difference in mineral grain 
sizes between waste and values. It is also apparent that this fundamental view is 
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inconsistent with the underlying assumptions of the GRLM that “grains of both mineral 
species are cubic shape and are of the same uniform size (α)” (Wiegel, 1967, pp180). 
However, Wiegel himself notes when comparing the GRLM model with the Gaudin model 
that ”from a practical standpoint, the random model describes more realistically the 
haphazard appearance of a real mineral system and it implies the existence of a mineral 
grain size distribution – due to clusters of single grains” (Wiegel, 1967, pp 180).  
In essence, a difference in grain size between waste and value minerals (and hence a 
difference in liberation size) can be implied in the GRLM model even though the 
assumption of a single grain size is inherent in the model. This is due to grade differences 
between values and waste such that, as the grade of waste increases relative to the value 
mineral, more grains of waste will coexist together forming larger clusters of waste grains.  
This is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 which shows the liberation of waste and values as a 
function of particle size as modelled by the GRLM equations.  Three theoretical ores have 
been modelled using a single grain size of 1200µm and the value mineral grade varied 
from 50% values, 20% values and 5% values respectively. In these graphs the abscissa 
represents absolute particle size as opposed to the grain size to particle ratio that Wiegel 
(2006) uses in Figure 1.8. 
As expected, the theoretical ore with equal proportions of value and waste shows no 
difference in the liberation size for waste and values as the grain size and the grade of 
each are equal. As the value grade reduces to 20% values and 5% values respectively, 
the particle size differential between liberated waste and liberated values increases 
through the effect of waste grains clustering together to form larger cubes. This has the 
effect of increasing the liberation size of the waste due to grade difference alone.  
  
 
Figure 4.8: Fraction locked and liberated particles versus grain size-particle size 
 
 
 
  
Although the GRLM implies a grain size distribution through grade differences in values 
and waste, the evidence that there is a five-fold difference in the metallurgical grain size 
as opposed to the mineralogical estimated grain size is confirmation that the observed 
grain size does not fit the idealised assumptions that underpin the GRLM model. This 
provides an opportunity for providing a more direct relationship to reality by modifying the 
assumption set to allow independent grain sizes for waste and values to be included.   
4.3 Texture Dimension and the Solitary Grain Model 
Section 4.1 advanced the concept of the texture dimension as defined by the average 
distance between sulphide grains disseminated throughout the bulk matrix of a low grade 
ore. As discussed previously the texture dimension is intuitively related to the optimum 
sorting size as it defines the particle size at which liberated matrix particles are produced 
during comminution processes.  In deriving a mathematical expression for quantifying the 
texture dimension, the aim of the model was to calculate the average size of the particle 
produced by breaking the texture into smaller pieces such that each particle only contains 
one sulphide grain and the average grade of the particle equals the bulk grade of the 
texture.  These concepts are similar to those advanced by Wiegel (2006) for the Solitary 
Grain Model and may be paraphrased as:  
 Visualised as a solitary cubic grain of valuable mineral completely surrounded by 
grains of waste mineral. 
 The same form of cubic fracture lattice is on this mineral assemblage of grains. 
 
In essence, the texture dimension and the Solitary Grain Model can be seen as two 
equivalent models that converge to a single particle that carries the grade information of 
the bulk aggregate which is replicated as a fundamental unit in the bulk aggregate. 
Furthermore, the mathematics of the texture dimension was shown section 4.1.1 to be 
dependant only upon, the grade of the value mineral, the grain size of the value mineral 
and the equivalent particle size of the texture dimension.  These parameters are identical 
to the parameters that support both the GRLM and the SGM. 
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The derivation of the texture dimension assumed spherical particles with spherical grains 
of values.  The following derivation aligns the assumptions with cubic grains in cubic 
particles which is demonstrated in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.9: Texture Dimension with cubic grains and particles  
In this case we see a sectioned view of the modelled texture parallel to the surface planes 
of the cubes. The breakage pattern is also cubic and parallel to the surface planes of the 
cube whilst the dimension of the fracture pattern is equivalent to the texture dimension of 
the aggregate. The result is that the aggregate is broken up into particles of size β, each 
containing a solitary grain of value mineral with grain size of α.  Hence, the texture 
dimension and the breakage dimension as measured by the particle size in the Solitary 
Grain Model are equivalent.  
As previously discussed, in deriving a mathematical expression for quantifying the texture 
dimension of the ore, the aim is to calculate the average size of the particle produced by 
breaking the texture into smaller pieces such that each particle only contains one sulphide 
grain and the average grade of the particle equals the bulk grade of the texture. 
Volume fraction of phase i in the bulk texture   =   Volume fraction of phase i in a particle 
                                                       =   Volume of a single grain of phase i 
                                                                   Volume of a single particle 
Let  α =  average dimension of a cubic grain of phase b 
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     β = average dimension of a cubic particle with a single grain of phase b 
      Vb= volume fraction of phase b 
Then 
      Vb =  
α3
β3
 
     β3 =   
α3
𝑉𝑏
 
     β = √
α3
𝑉𝑏
3
                                                                                        (4.6) 
This derivation aligns the texture dimension concept with the equivalent particle size 
representing the breakage lattice dimension that underpins Wiegel’s GRLM and SGM 
models. It is interesting to note that equations (4.6) and (4.1) are exactly of the same form, 
regardless of whether spheres or cubes are used as the texture dimension. Furthermore, 
the texture dimension or breakage lattice dimension can be measured directly from the 
ore using conventional image analysis techniques as both volume fraction and grain size 
as measured by the Phase Specific Area (PSSA) can be estimated in section without 
stereological bias. In particular, Sutherland (2007) notes that “the PSSA of a unit cube (or 
sphere of unit diameter) is 6 – there are 6 unit faces on the cube of unit volume. So a 
“size” of mineral grains can be reported by assuming that the grains are cubes or 
spheres”. Sutherland defines this size as DPSSA and gives the equation  
   DPSSA = 
6
𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐴
                                                                             (4.7) 
This provides the basis for modifying Wiegel’s GRLM to include two grain sizes; one for 
the waste β which is calculated using equation 4.6; the other for the value mineral denoted 
as α which is directly measured as DPSSA.  
4.4 Refined GRLM  
In advancing the application of the GRLM model to low grade ores, it is noted that grade 
differentials between waste and gangue does not fully explain the difference in liberation 
size between values and waste on real ores since an heuristically derived “metallurgical 
grain size” must be assumed. This is generally 5 times coarser than the mineralogically 
determined grain size (Wiegel, 1975).  
The previous section has shown a derivation for estimating the independent grain sizes of 
the waste and the value minerals from a quantitative estimate of the volume fraction and 
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grain size of the value mineral. A significant advance in the application of the GRLM 
model would be to use these independently derived grain size measurements obtained 
directly from the ore in order to model the liberation by size reduction of the waste and 
value minerals. It is recognised that one of the fundamental assumptions of the GRLM and 
SGM is that of a single grain size for both waste and valuable minerals. The challenge 
therefore is to develop a methodology that allows more than one grain size to be modelled 
without violating the underlying assumption of the GRLM.  A solution may lay in the GRLM 
itself whereby at low value grades, the liberation of the waste may be viewed as an 
independent event to the liberation of the value minerals.  This can be seen in figure 4.10 
using a theoretical ore modelled by the GRLM with 20% value mineral grade and a single 
grain size of 1200µm. The refined GRLM spreadsheet model used to define these curves 
are shown in Appendix 2.1 
Of particular interest are the fields defined by the liberation curves of the waste and value 
mineral. For particle sizes that are coarser than the liberation size of the waste, the only 
particles that exist are locked particles of values and waste. 
 
Figure 4.10: GRLM model with 20% values and grain size of 1200µm 
When size reduction approaches the liberation point of the waste mineral (point B), 
liberated waste particles are independently generated from locked particles which means 
that the proportion of locked particles are reduced. No liberated value grains are 
generated at this stage. This process proceeds with continued size reduction until the 
liberation point of the value mineral (point A) whereby both liberated waste and liberated 
value particles are created at the expense of locked particles. It can therefore be seen that 
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the liberation process for waste and values may be treated as independent events.  
Indeed, from a volume balancing perspective, the proportion of locked particles is not 
independently derived from underlying equations but is merely calculated from the 
equation: 
PAB = 1-PA-PB                                                                                (4.8) 
where PA and PB are independently modelled and PAB is calculated by difference. From 
a modelling perspective, this allows PA and PB to be modelled by two independent grain 
sizes. 
Figure 4.11 shows a GRLM calculation for a theoretical ore of grade 5% values, waste 
grain size of 1200µm and values grain size of 100µm. The refined GRLM spreadsheet 
model used to develop these curves are shown in Appendix 2.2. 
 
Figure 4.11: GRLM model with 5% values and grain size of 1200µm and 100µm 
Of particular importance from a mechanical perspective is that the model can accomodate 
two different grain sizes without producing volume fractions greater than unity. Secondly, 
the model produces reasonable estimates of the individual liberation size for waste and 
values, for example: 
 There is no observable liberation of values until the particle size approaches the 
grain size of the value mineral, in this case nominated at 100µm.  
 Locked particles are still evident at these smaller particle sizes.  
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 The refined GRLM model predicts waste liberation at nearly 4β which is due to the 
grade differential of the theoretical ore.  
The refined GRLM has therefore successfully produced liberation by particle size curves 
using two independent grain sizes for the waste and values which can be estimated by 
direct measurement of the mineral sulphide texture and the texture dimension.  This 
negates the need for an empirically derived “metallurgical grain size” as input into the 
GRLM.  
 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter links the concepts of the lognormal particle grade distribution discussed in 
section 3.1 with the concept of the texture dimension proposed in section 1.4.4 to derive 
from first principles, a mathematical expression for estimating the texture dimension from 
direct measurement of the volumetric grade and average grain size of the sulphide 
mineral texture.  A desktop study using KUC Bingham Canyon ore characteristics was 
performed to demonstrate how the texture dimension can be modelled from the 
chalcopyrite grade and chalcopyrite grain size obtained from quantitative mineralogy data. 
The texture dimension is an important attribute of the ore as it defines the point of 
inflection in figure 1.13 of the refined hypothesis where liberated matrix particles are 
produced during comminution.  This in turn defines the optimum size for sorting. 
A review of papers from Wiegel on the application the GRLM showed that there was a gap 
in the GRLM model that could be filled by the use of the texture dimension concept, most 
notably:  
1. The need for a single grain size for both values and waste in the model which is a 
gross simplification for real ores. 
2. GRLM applications have essentially been limited to ores with medium and high 
valuable mineral grades and the limitation related to a single grain size for waste 
and values is even more apparent in low grade applications. 
3. Despite the underlying assumption of a single mineral grain size for values and 
waste, a particle size difference exists between that at which the matrix liberates 
and that at which the values liberate.   
This difference is intuitively related to the sorting potential of a low grade ore which can be 
enhanced through the assumption that the matrix has a larger grain size than the value 
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grains embedded in it.  The texture dimension was then linked to the GRLM model 
developed by Wiegel (1967) to refine the GRLM for applications involving low grade ores 
which contain disseminated sulphide textures embedded in the gangue matrix.   
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Chapter 5: Experimental Design 
5.1 Introduction 
Section 1.5 provided an overview of the experimental design to be employed in this thesis 
with Figure 1.14 being re-created in this section as Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Project Overview 
It is planned that crushed ore will be measured to obtain grade and texture parameters 
such as the mean sulphide mineral grade, mode sulphide mineral grade and the mean 
sulphide grain size for texture dimension modelling, matrix liberation modelling and 
particle grade distribution modelling.  These models will be used to estimate the proportion 
of gangue which is barren at a given particle size and predict the particle size where 
barren matrix particles start to liberate from the embedded sulphide matrix.  Furthermore, 
these two estimates will be used to determine the sortability of the ore based upon the 
grade and textural characteristics of the ore. 
A methodology already exists for measuring the mean grade which is summarised in 
section 5.3.1 of this chapter.  This project will define and prove up the methodology for 
measuring the mode of the distribution at low population statistics.  This will satisfy 
deliverable one of the project deliverable set as measuring crushed particles to obtain the 
mode of the particle grade distribution has not been cited in the literature review. 
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5.2 Particle grade distribution measurement and analysis 
It is now evident that the particle grade distribution contains both grade and texture 
information which can be interpreted diagnostically to assess sortability.  The question that 
remains is how to obtain the parameters required for constructing the particle grade 
distribution for analysis and interpretation. 
 Figure 5.2 represents a 2 x 2 matrix showing three viable technologies for measuring and 
modelling the particle grade distribution at any given particle size. The axes of the 2 x 2 
matrix are constructed using the fundamental attributes of the data type in the form of 
chemical assay or mineralogy; and data dimension in the form of two-dimensional data 
acquired from particle sections or three-dimensional data acquired from whole particles. 
 
Figure 5.2: Measurement Methodologies 
 
It is apparent that the quadrant represented by two-dimensional chemical assays does not 
exist as a viable solution set. The remaining three quadrants are summarised in counter 
clockwise order in the following subsections 
5.2.1 Three-dimensional Chemical Assay Distributions 
Particle grade distributions constructed from three-dimensional chemical data were 
explored in great detail in chapter 3 of this thesis.  In this case the methodology used was 
to analyse individual grains by chemical assay in order to build up a population of particles 
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for the frequency distribution. Figure 3.4 from chapter 3 has been re-created in Figure 5.3 
for discussion. 
 
Figure 5.3: Distribution of Cu Grades in all 3,113 Particles 
It has already been shown that these distributions can be measured and modelled using 
two simple measurements of the mean grade and mode grade as measured from a 
population of individual particles.   Furthermore it can be argued that the number of barren 
particles found in the distribution provides the key textural information such that: 
 The absence of barren particles in the distribution confirms that the ore texture is 
conserved and that the distribution follows lognormal statistics as is the case for 
region 3 in the refined hypothesis.  
 The presence of barren particles in the distribution confirms that the ore texture is 
being destroyed and that barren matrix particles are available for sorting as is the 
case of region 2 in the refined hypothesis. 
This argument can be seen directly in figure 5.3 which shows a significant number of 
particles in the first grade class corresponding to a grade composition of 0.0 to 0.05% Cu.  
This is the grade class where barren particles will appear in the particle grade distribution.   
It is apparent from this discussion that three-dimensional particle grade distributions can 
be used for grade and texture modelling in ore sorting applications as the presence or 
absence of particles in the first grade class is indicative of the sorting potential at a given 
particle size. It is noted however that the distribution in Figure 5.3 is essentially un-sized 
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as it contains all particles from a number of size fractions in the Kennecott particle grade 
dataset.  Further analysis of the size by size particle grade distributions will be performed 
in Chapter 6 of this thesis to confirm that sorting potential can be determined from three 
dimensional chemical assay particle grade distributions.   
The measurement methodology outlined above clearly works in a simple system where an 
element is contained in only one mineral e.g. Cu in chalcopyrite.  In the more complex 
case, elements can be deported across a number of minerals such as Cu in chalcocite, 
bornite and chalcopyrite; and Fe in chalcopyrite, bornite and pyrite. Such is the case with 
Bingham quartzite ores which contain varying proportions of chalcocite, bornite, 
chalcopyrite and pyrite.  All of these minerals are contained within a ternary diagram 
involving Cu, Fe and S as shown in Figure 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.4 – CuFeS Ternary Diagram 
Standard normative calculations generally find difficulty in these cases as multi-
dimensional elemental systems rarely converge to a single solution set of quantitative 
mineral proportions. Three dimensional particle grade distributions constructed from 
chemical analysis will therefore not be appropriate for modelling multi-mineral systems but 
can be used when the element of interest is contained in one mineral. 
5.2.2 Three-dimensional Mineralogy Distributions 
Three-dimensional particle grade distributions constructed from direct mineralogical 
measurements has long been the domain of X-ray tomography.  A number of researchers 
have contributed to the geological applications of X-ray tomography (Lin et al 1992, 
Ketcham and Carlson 2001, Mees et al 2003).  
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 Researchers from the University of Utah have an extensive body of work spanning over 
20 years in this area so the direct measurement of three dimensional particle grade 
distributions using X-ray tomography is well advanced (Miller et al 1990, Lin and Miller 
1996, Miller and Lin 2004, Miller et al 2009).  The primary aim of their work has been to 
construct three-dimensional liberation information for mineral processing applications as 
more traditional one and two dimensional liberation measurements obtained from image 
analysis instruments were constrained by complex stereological transformations (Lin and 
Miller 2001). More recently, particle grade information has been useful in predicting leach 
recoveries in column leaching and heap leaching operations (Miller et al 2003, Dhawan et 
al 2012). 
Although the technique is well developed, it does have a number of fundamental 
constraints when used in mineralogical applications as described by Ketcham and Carlson 
(2001). An excellent overview of this paper and additional works is provided on the High 
Resolution X-ray CT Facility website located at the Department of Geological Sciences at 
the University of Texas (http://www.ctlab.geo.utexas.edu/overview/index.php). Constraints 
may be summarised by the following: 
 X-ray tomography uses grey scale image processing technology where the linear 
mass attenuation coefficient µ is the contrasting parameter. As explained on the 
website “ in favourable circumstances, modern CT instruments are capable of 
discriminating between values of µ that differ by as little as 0.1% but only if the 
regions being tested are relatively large, spanning many voxels, and if there is 
sufficient X-ray flux to keep image noise low. As a result, spatial and 
density/attenuation resolution is linked: if materials are very different in their 
attenuation properties, very fine details or very small particles can be imaged, but if 
they are similar only larger scale details and/or particles can be reliably 
distinguished.” 
 Even for modern ultra-high-resolution tomography instruments, spatial resolution is 
still limited to around 10 to 15 microns which translates into minimum feature sizes 
of a few tens of microns that can be adequately resolved. These resolution limits 
are similar to the average grain size distributions of many sulphide minerals in 
porphyry copper systems which mean they would be unresolved in the three-
dimensional reconstructed image.  
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 There are a number of artefacts that can render the acquired grey scale image 
more difficult to interpret. Ketcham and Carlson (2001) explain that “although the 
output of computed tomography is visual in nature and thus lends itself to 
straightforward interpretation, subtle complications can render the data more 
problematic for quantitative use. Scanning artefacts can obscure details of interest, 
or cause the CT value of a single material to change in different parts of an image.” 
Furthermore they go on to say that “partial-volume effects, if not properly accounted 
for, can lead to erroneous determinations of feature dimensions and component 
volume fractions.” 
 Finally, there is a general lack of development in image analysis methods for processing 
three-dimensional images Cakici (2009).  Despite these constraints Cakici was able to 
demonstrate that particle grade distributions were obtainable on a relatively simple suite of 
minerals present in both a porphyry copper deposit (Northparkes) and a copper iron 
deposit (Ernest Henry). In the case of Northparkes, he was able to adequately 
discriminate the two dominant copper minerals chalcopyrite and bornite as well as two of 
the main gangue minerals in the form of quartz and muscovite.  He was however unable 
to discriminate the quartz from the feldspar which may not have any consequence in a 
sorting application. Similarly for Ernest Henry, he was able to discriminate chalcopyrite, 
pyrite and magnetite from each other as well as biotite and quartz as the main gangue 
constituents. Like Northparkes he was unable to discriminate the quartz from the feldspar.  
The discrimination between chalcopyrite, pyrite and magnetite in Cakici’s data is 
encouraging as it is essential for this current sorting project.  Individual particle grade 
distributions will need to be constructed for both chalcopyrite and pyrite to avoid biasing 
the individual particle grade distribution of the individual sulphide mineral of interest. 
However the known trade-off between spatial resolution and density/attenuation resolution 
still needs to be tested at significantly coarser particle sizes that are more amenable for 
sorting i.e. ~20mm.  The particle grade distributions measured in Cakici’s thesis were 
obtained from relatively fine particles; in the order of 1mm to 2mm for the Northparkes 
study; and 500µm for the Ernest Henry data.  
Table 5.1 shows resolution estimates and minimum feature sizes for a range of core 
diameters measured in a commercially available X-ray micro-tomography instrument 
operated by CSIRO.  These calculations were provided by McFarlane and Godel (2013 
pers. com). This table confirms that even at sample core sizes in the order of 4mm, and a 
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minimum voxel size of 2.5µm, the minimum grain size that could practically be resolved is 
in the order of 25 microns. 
 
 
 
Table 5.1: Spatial resolution for various core diameters 
 
At coarse core diameters more representative of particle sizes suitable for sorting, the 
minimum voxel size is in the order of 16µm resulting in minimum resolvable grain sizes of 
the order of 160 microns.  At this resolution, only the coarse grained vein textured 
sulphides would be imaged.  Since low grade, fine grained disseminated textures are 
more likely to be suitable for sorter applications, it is unlikely that the current generation of 
commercially available micro-tomography scanners would be suitable for this project. 
5.2.3 Two-dimensional Mineralogy Distributions 
There has been strong debate over the last 30 years or more over the degree and effect 
of stereological bias in one- and two-dimensional measurements. A review of the PhD 
thesis by Dewetia Latti (2006) entitled “The Textural effects of Multiphase mineral systems 
in Liberation Measurements ” was performed in order to understand the current state of 
measurement and modelling of particle grade distributions for one-dimensional and two-
dimensional estimation of three-dimensional liberation. In her mind the process 
mineralogy community ranged between two polarised viewpoints whereby “”some authors, 
such as Austin and Lucki (1988) and King and Schneider (1998), believe that liberation 
data in untransformed form are substantially in error, others indicate that the stereological 
effect may be reasonably small (Latti and Adair, 2001, Petruk 1991)”.  She went on to 
Core diameter, 
(mm)
Min. Voxel  s ize 
(um)
Minimum 
feature 
resolution 
(um)
Minumum grain 
quanti fication s ize, 
(um)
X-ray Energy                                 
(keV)
4 2.5 7.5 25 80
8 5 15 50
Increase in sample diameter wi l l  
require increase in Xray energy 
according to sample composition
10 6.3 18.8 62.5
With increased energy, 
attenuation di fferences  wi l l  
decrease, reducing mineral  
di fferentiation capabi l i ty
25 15.6 46.9 156.3 160?
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successfully prosecute the case that “the extent of stereological bias for one-, two-, and 
three-dimensional data in multiphase systems is different for different minerals and is 
influenced by the textural association in which minerals occur”. Furthermore “an industry 
practice to combine minerals into binary systems in order to simplify the stereological 
problem may alter the texture such that the stereological problem is increased”. 
One of the key concepts out of Latti’s work and others (Stewart and Jones (1977), Miller 
and Lin (1988), Spencer and Sutherland (2000)) is that of system complexity. This 
concept is elegantly demonstrated in Figure 5.5 which shows the degree of bias 
associated with varying degrees of textural complexity.  In essence, the greater the 
complexity inherent in the texture, the less bias is seen in the untransformed one- and 
two-dimensional data. Hence for complex disseminated textures measured at coarse 
particles, little or no stereological bias is present in the data whilst the presence of simple 
textures and barren matrix is indicative of stereological error. 
 
Figure 5.5: Stereological Error associated with textural complexity (from Spencer 
and Sutherland, 2000) 
Miller and Lin (1988) had previously modelled this effect by constructing particle grade 
distributions from random sections through fixed-volume ellipsoids.  The results of their 
modelling are shown in Figure 5.6.  Two cases are shown, these being linear or one-
dimensional grade estimations from ellipsoids with a volumetric grade of 50% and areal or 
two-dimensional grade estimates from ellipsoids with a volumetric grade of 30%.  In both 
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cases the texture was modified by varying the dispersion density or number of grains that 
the grade is present in the fixed-volume ellipsoid.    
Hence for a given grade of say 30%, a dispersion density of one means that the grade is 
contained with one volume element or grain in the ellipsoid particle. Conversely,   a 
dispersion density of fifty means that the grade is distributed in fifty smaller grains 
throughout the ellipsoid particle. It should be noted that the shape of the volumetric or 
three-dimensional grade curve is a step function at 30% and 50% respectively as the 
ordinate quantifies the cumulative per cent lower than the measured linear or areal grade. 
The more deviation away from the step function, the more bias is present within the linear 
or area grade estimation curve. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Stereological bias for varying dispersion densities in linear and areal 
grade measurements (Miller and Lin 1988). 
 
Two clear observations may be made from this data.  Firstly the stereological bias is 
evident in both cases but the bias is stronger in linear data compared to areal data.  
Secondly, in both cases the bias is stronger when the dispersion density is lower i.e. 
textural complexity reduces stereological bias.  In the context of this current PhD study 
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these concepts are quite profound as it is now apparent that not only is the presence of 
liberated matrix particles in the particle grade distribution an indication of stereological 
bias, it is also an indication of sortability between sulphide minerals and their host matrix. 
This means that untransformed two-dimensional particle grade distributions can be used 
to predict sortability as stereological bias in the particle grade distribution at any given 
particle size actually implies sortability at that particle size. 
This concept can be visualised in Figure 5.7 by modifying Figure 5.6 to represent liberated 
matrix particles near the origin and align the particle texture graph with the refined 
hypothesis model developed in section 1.4.5. 
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Figure 5.7: Particle grade distributions at different texture complexity 
We now have a compound diagram with a simple and clear vision of how the particle 
grade distribution changes with on-going comminution. Using the three stage descriptors 
defined for the refined hypothesis model, we can summarise the particle grade in each 
stage as follows: 
1. particle size > texture dimension – lognormal distribution with low barren matrix,  
high dispersion density, low stereological bias and low sortability potential. 
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2. particle size ~ texture dimension –lognormal distribution with some barren matrix, 
low dispersion density, maximum stereological bias and high sortability potential. 
3. particle size< texture dimension-  lognormal distribution with abundant barren 
matrix, low dispersion density, low stereological bias and high sortability potential. 
It is clear from this discussion that the three-dimensional particle distribution constructed 
from measurements using two-dimensional image analysis methods will not be adversely 
affected from stereological bias as the presence of the bias is itself an indication of texture 
simplicity.  The mere presence of barren particle sections in the image is an indication that 
the texture is in a simple form and potentially ready for sorting. Furthermore we can 
expect that as comminution proceeds, the particle grade distribution will deviate from a 
classic lognormal distribution to one in which the first grade class becomes more and 
more populated with barren matrix particles.  This grade class, whether it be derived from 
three-dimensional chemical analysis, or two-dimensional image analysis will be indicative 
of the sorting potential of the ore. It is therefore proposed that two-dimensional image 
analysis will be used as the measurement technique for obtaining the mean grade, mode 
grade and mean grain size of the sulphide mineral texture mineral for modelling the 
particle grade distribution and matrix liberation through size reduction attributes of a 
porphyry copper ore. 
5.3 Sample Preparation methodologies 
Having established that three dimensional chemical analysis and two dimensional image 
analysis will be the measurement and analysis methodologies employed in this thesis, the 
remaining question is how to prepare samples in order to obtain statistically reliable 
measurements of the mean grade, mode grade and mean grain size of the mineral of 
interest.  Three-dimensional chemical analysis and two-dimensional image analysis each 
have their own specific requirements for sample preparation prior to measurement and 
analysis which are described in the following subsections. 
5.3.1 Sample preparation for Three-dimensional chemical analysis 
In the case of three-dimensional chemical analysis, sample preparation follows 
conventional size x size assaying procedures whereby a crushed sample is rotary riffled to 
obtain a representative aliquot and then screened into size fractions using sieves. A 
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population of particles is then sub-sampled with each particle individually pulverised and 
assayed to build the particle grade frequency distribution. A database of three-dimensional 
chemical particle grade distributions for a range of Kennecott ores and size fractions has 
been built in the Rio Tinto Centre for Advanced Mineral Separation (RTCAMS).  This 
database will be exploited in Chapter 6 in order to confirm the lognormal modelling 
outlined in chapter 3 on a size by size basis. 
5.3.1 Sample preparation for measuring the mean grade and mean grain size in two-
dimensional image analysis measurements 
The sample preparation methodologies for measuring the mean grade and mean grain 
size of minerals are well established in two-dimensional image analysis measurement 
techniques. Jackson et al (1984) codified a sample preparation technique for preparing 
representative samples into polished section mounts that satisfied the Random Uniform 
Isotropic (RUI) properties required for stereological transformation of two dimensional 
measurements into three dimensional properties such as Volume% and mineral grain size 
as measured by the PSSA. This technique remains largely unchanged today and will form 
the basis of the sample preparation method employed in this thesis. 
Like three-dimensional chemical analysis, sample preparation is performed on a 
representative size x size framework involving rotary riffling and sieving to obtain a 
representative aliquot of each size fraction of the crushed ore.  In the particular case of 
this thesis project the following size fractions will be screened out for subsequent sample 
preparation to make RUI polished sectioned mounts. 
 
Figure 5.8: Size x size sample preparation and analysis framework 
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The Rapidscan methodology referred to in Figure 5.8 is a methodology developed within 
Rio Tinto specifically for preparing RUI polished sections from coarse particles.  The 
challenge in coarse particle analysis is obtaining representative samples of the ore (and 
hence mean mineral abundances and grain size measurements) due to sampling 
statistics.  This is overcome by crushing the previously sized coarse fraction down to 2mm 
in order to sub-sample an aliquot that is representative of the size fraction as a whole.  
The workflow associated with the Rapidscan methodology is shown in Figure 5.9 and the 
main process steps may be summarised as: 
1. Ore samples are rotary riffled and a subsample stage crushed to 100% passing 
2mm with the aim of producing a size distribution which is 90%> 20 microns.   
2. The crushed sample is rotary riffled with a sub-sample sent off for assay and 
another subjected to wet screening on a 20 micron screen to produce two fractions: 
-2mm/+20 microns and -20 microns.  
3. The +20 micron fraction is subs-sampled with one aliquot sent off for assay and 6 
aliquots prepared as polished sections for QemSCAN measurement 
 
Figure 5.9: Rapidscan methodology on a single coarse size fraction 
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4. The -20 fraction is sub-sampled with one aliquot sent off for assay and another 
aliquot prepared as a polished section for QemSCAN measurement. 
5. Head and size fraction assays are obtained on Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Fe, Cu,. 
6. Measurements from size distributions, assays, and QemSCAN are consolidated 
into the QemSCAN datastore.   
7. QemSCAN image analysis software quantifies mineralogy and elemental 
distributions for interpretation and reporting.    
8. QA/QC is based upon reconciliation between measured assays and QemSCAN 
calculated assays. QA/QC. 
9. After QA/QC the data is ready for reporting and interpretation. 
The sample preparation procedure outlined in this section will be applied to a Kennecott 
ore in order to obtain the mean mineral grade and mineral grain for all of the constituent 
minerals in the ore. This will provide the two essential attributes for modelling the texture 
dimension and matrix liberation through size reduction curves, these being the volumetric 
grade of the sulphide mineral of interest Vb , and the average grain size of the sulphide 
mineral of interest  α.  
5.3.2 Sample preparation for measuring the mode grade in two-dimensional image 
analysis measurements 
The previous methodology outlined in section 5.3.1 is designed to prepare and measure 
the average grade and average grain size of the sulphide mineral texture in coarse 
particles.  It does not however provide a mechanism for measuring the mode grade as the 
particles in the coarser size fractions are crushed for representative sampling.  In order to 
obtain the mode grade the particles need to be measured intact. 
Section 3.4.3 of this thesis showed that only a small population of coarse particles is 
required to be sampled in order to estimate the mode grade.  This is due to the fact that 
the mode peak dominates the particle grade distribution which can be estimated from a 
smaller number of particles. The population of particles contained in the particle grade 
distribution in Figure 3.9 was only 66 and the mode of the lognormal distribution was 
clearly quantifiable from this low population distribution.  Furthermore it was shown that 
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the resultant lognormal model based upon estimates of the mean grade and mode grade 
of the particle grade distribution adequately described the real world distribution with a 
linear regression coefficient of 0.78. 
In addition to the methodology outlined in section 5.3.1, individual particles will be selected 
from the coarse size fractions of the particle size distribution to build a low population 
particle grade distribution for the ore. Figure 5.10 shows the size fractions and numbers of 
particles to be selected for this exercise.  
 
Figure 5.10: Workflow for estimating the mode grade of the particle grade distribution 
A total of 66 particles will be selected at random across 4 size fractions considered 
suitable for sorting, these being: 
 +25mm : 12 particles 
 +12.5mm: 18 particles 
 +8mm: 18 particles 
 +4mm: 18 particles 
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Each particle will be individually measured on a particle by particle basis to estimate its 
grade and build the particle grade frequency distribution.  From this distribution the mode 
grade can be estimated for lognormal modelling. 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter provides an overview of the experimental design to be employed in this 
thesis and explores three different technologies for experimentally determining the texture 
dimension, matrix liberation through size reduction and particle grade distribution of an 
unknown ore.  The three technologies reviewed were: 
1. Three-dimensional chemical analysis through XRF or ICP 
2. Three-dimensional X-ray micro-Tomography 
3. Two-dimensional image analysis. 
 
An assessment of each of the three technologies showed that chemical assaying of a 
population of particles using XRF or ICP is not appropriate for modelling multi-mineral 
systems where the element is deported across a number of minerals but can be used 
when the element of interest is contained within one mineral. Furthermore sample 
preparation for chemical assaying follow conventional assaying methodologies which 
makes this a simple technique to employ. This technique can be used to build the particle 
grade distribution but it does not measure grain size parameters which is required for 
texture dimension modelling and matrix liberation through size reduction modelling. 
Three-dimensional x-ray micro-tomography has been used to construct three dimensional 
particle grade distributions in the literature. The technique does however suffer from 
relatively poor spatial and phase resolution whereby sulphide minerals such as 
chalcopyrite and pyrite cannot be distinguished when grain sizes approach the spatial 
resolution of the instrument. For particle sizes considered suitable for sorting (~20mm) the 
feature resolution approaches tens of microns which is the grain size exhibited by sulphide 
minerals in many porphyry Cu ores. It is unlikely that the current generation of 
commercially available micro-tomography scanners would be suitable for this thesis 
project. 
Two dimensional image analysis methods for constructing particle grade distributions 
have been used for many years in the area of liberation analysis of ores and products. 
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There has been strong debate over this period with regards to the degree and effect of 
stereological bias in one- and two- dimensional measurements. An assessment in this 
thesis of particle grade distributions derived from two-dimensional image analysis has 
determined that these distributions will not be adversely affected from stereological bias 
as the presence of the bias is in itself an indication of texture simplicity and matrix 
liberation. Image analysis methods also have the advantage that they provide textural 
information such as mineral grain size as well as volumetric and weight abundances for 
texture dimension modelling and matrix liberation through size reduction modelling. It was 
therefore proposed that two-dimensional image analysis would be the technique of choice 
for experimentally determining the particle grade distribution, texture dimension and matrix 
liberation through size reduction attributes of a Bingham Canyon porphyry ore. 
Having established the experimental method of choice the remainder of this chapter 
defined the sample preparation methodologies required for experimentally determining the 
mean grade, mode grade and matrix liberation of the selected ore type.  
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Chapter 6: Measurement and Modelling of the Particle 
Grade Distributions. 
6.1 Introduction 
A data set consisting of individual particle grades (Cu from chemical analysis) and weights 
was obtained from the Rio Tinto Centre for Advanced Mineral Separation (RTCAMS) for 
lognormal modelling and sorting potential.  This data set had been collected in RTCAMS 
for their experimental work on particle sorting but had not been subjected to the same 
modelling methodologies described in this thesis. Hence, the analysis and modelling 
performed in this chapter represents new knowledge obtained from this existing data set. 
The data set consisted of four size fractions of individual particle grades and particle 
weights representing 4 ore types from a porphyry Cu deposit labelled MZ1, QZ1, QZ2 and 
MZ2 respectively. Table 6.1 summarises the number of particles in each ore type size 
fraction. 
Table 6.1: Number of particles in each ore type size fraction 
 
Upon receipt of the data set, the particles in each ore type size fraction were grouped into 
0.1% copper classes and modelled using the lognormal modelling methodology outlined in 
Chapter 3. Table 6.2 shows an example of the raw data obtained from RTCAMS grouped 
into 0.1% Cu classes for the 50/+40 mm size fraction of the MZ1 ore. All subsequent data 
processing, analysis and modelling shown in the remaining sections of this chapter are a 
product of this PhD program. 
 
Table 6.2: Raw data for the -50mm/+40 mm fraction of MZ1 
Number of particles Distribution statistics for MZ06a
Fraction MZ1 QZ1 QZ2 MZ2
-25/+15 mm 168 84 84 84
-40/+25 mm 72 72 72 72
-50/+40mm 40 40 40 40
-75/+50 mm 60 30 30 60
Total 340 226 226 256
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Ore Type Size fraction 
(mm)
Bag Number Rock 
Number
Rock Mass (g) Cu Assay 
% Cu (g)
MZ06a 50x40 6 4 97.31 0.023 0.022381
MZ06a 50x40 4 2 139.51 0.028 0.039063
MZ06a 50x40 5 4 88.78 0.047 0.041727
MZ06a 50x40 9 1 204.92 0.054 0.110657
MZ06a 50x40 4 4 107.47 0.061 0.065557
MZ06a 50x40 2 1 102.14 0.087 0.088862
MZ06a 50x40 9 3 97.51 0.096 0.09361
MZ06a 50x40 3 2 122.88 0.118 0.144998
MZ06a 50x40 7 2 112.76 0.118 0.133057
MZ06a 50x40 8 2 109.52 0.119 0.130329
MZ06a 50x40 8 4 93.71 0.122 0.114326
MZ06a 50x40 1 4 93.93 0.129 0.12117
MZ06a 50x40 8 1 170.73 0.135 0.230486
MZ06a 50x40 8 3 95.07 0.144 0.136901
MZ06a 50x40 2 2 183.54 0.145 0.266133
MZ06a 50x40 2 3 91.85 0.15 0.137775
MZ06a 50x40 5 3 172.11 0.16 0.275376
MZ06a 50x40 6 2 79.84 0.211 0.168462
MZ06a 50x40 9 2 82.02 0.24 0.196848
MZ06a 50x40 4 3 104 0.247 0.25688
MZ06a 50x40 2 4 101.69 0.25 0.254225
MZ06a 50x40 10 2 73.26 0.291 0.213187
MZ06a 50x40 9 4 85.49 0.334 0.285537
MZ06a 50x40 7 1 160.63 0.371 0.595937
MZ06a 50x40 7 3 94.03 0.418 0.393045
MZ06a 50x40 1 1 130.42 0.434 0.566023
MZ06a 50x40 3 4 116.83 0.45 0.525735
MZ06a 50x40 10 3 154.77 0.458 0.708847
MZ06a 50x40 4 1 121.26 0.489 0.592961
MZ06a 50x40 6 3 86.1 0.599 0.515739
MZ06a 50x40 7 4 98.24 0.756 0.742694
MZ06a 50x40 6 1 216.41 0.76 1.644716
MZ06a 50x40 1 2 114.82 0.846 0.971377
MZ06a 50x40 10 4 127.15 0.92 1.16978
MZ06a 50x40 5 1 144.36 0.959 1.384412
MZ06a 50x40 3 3 120.23 1 1.2023
MZ06a 50x40 10 1 112.94 1.1 1.24234
MZ06a 50x40 5 2 73.75 1.22 0.89975
MZ06a 50x40 3 1 120.18 1.47 1.766646
MZ06a 50x40 1 3 138.62 1.87 2.592194
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6.2 Theoretical Sorting Potential 
In addition to lognormal modelling, the raw data outlined in Table 6.2 was also used to 
build theoretical sorting potential curves for each size fraction in each ore type. After 
grouping the individual particle grade and weight data into 0.1% Cu classes, a 
spreadsheet was created to simulate a perfect sorting machine (assuming perfect 
separation) that sorted particles into rejects as the data was accumulated through the 
grade classes from lowest grade class to highest grade.  This is shown in table 6.3. 
Table 6.3: Theoretical sorting potential for the -50mm/+40 mm fraction of MZ1 
 
The weight % column represents the mass of particles in each grade class whilst the 
cumulative weight % represents the mass that accumulates in the rejects stream as 
Grade 
Class     
(% Cu)
Grade       
(% Cu)
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cu Loss in 
class    (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Cu loss          
(% Cu)
Grade in 
class  (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade               
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 17.67 17.67 2.19 2.19 0.06 0.06
0.11-0.20 0.15 26.28 43.95 8.03 10.23 0.14 0.10
0.21-0.30 0.25 9.30 53.25 5.18 15.41 0.25 0.13
0.31-0.40 0.35 5.19 58.44 4.19 19.60 0.36 0.15
0.41-0.50 0.45 13.02 71.46 13.24 32.84 0.45 0.20
0.51-0.60 0.55 1.82 73.28 2.45 35.29 0.60 0.21
0.61-0.70 0.65 0.00 73.28 0.00 35.29 0.00 0.21
0.71-0.80 0.75 6.64 79.92 11.35 46.64 0.76 0.26
0.81-0.90 0.85 2.42 82.34 4.62 51.25 0.85 0.28
0.91-1.00 0.95 5.73 88.07 12.14 63.39 0.94 0.32
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 2.54 90.60 5.71 69.11 1.00 0.34
1.11-1.20 1.15 2.38 92.99 5.90 75.01 1.10 0.36
1.21-1.30 1.25 1.56 94.54 4.28 79.29 1.22 0.37
1.31-1.40 1.35 0.00 94.54 0.00 79.29 0.00 0.37
1.41-1.50 1.45 2.54 97.08 8.40 87.68 1.47 0.40
1.51-1.60 1.55 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.61-1.70 1.65 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.71-1.80 1.75 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.81-1.90 1.85 2.92 100.00 12.32 100.00 1.87 0.44
1.91-2.00 1.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.11-2.20 2.15 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.21-2.30 2.25 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.31-2.40 2.35 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.41-2.50 2.45 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.51-2.60 2.55 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.61-2.70 2.65 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.71-2.80 2.75 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.81-2.90 2.85 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.91-3.00 2.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.11-3.20 3.15 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.21-3.30 3.25 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.31-3.40 3.35 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.41-3.50 3.45 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.51-3.60 3.55 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.61-3.70 3.65 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.71-3.80 3.75 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.81-3.90 3.85 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.91-4.00 3.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
Totals  100 100.000
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successive grade classes are rejected.  Similarly, the Cu loss in class represents the 
amount of Cu that would be lost to the rejects stream if this class were rejected whilst the 
cumulative Cu loss represents the loss in Cu that accumulates in the rejects stream as 
successive grade classes are rejected.  Finally, the grade in class represents the grade of 
Cu in each class whilst the cumulative grade represents the Cu grade that accumulates in 
the rejects stream as successive grade classes are rejected. 
Using this sorting model we can now quantify the weight and Cu that is rejected to the 
rejects stream and the grade that accumulates in the reject stream as successive grade 
classes are rejected. Hence, if the first grade class in table 6.3 was directed towards the 
rejects stream, 17.7% of the weight and 2.2% of the Cu would be lost at a Cu grade of 
0.06% Cu. This class is composed of barren and near barren particles and rejection of this 
class shows that the ore is clearly sortable. Likewise if the first two grade classes were 
directed towards the reject stream, 44% of the mass and 8% of the Cu would be lost at a 
reject Cu grade of 0.1% Cu. Finally if all grade classes were directed towards the reject 
stream, 100% of the mass and 100% of the Cu would be lost at the feed grade of 0.44% 
Cu. 
Figure 6.1 shows a graph of the cumulative columns from table 6.3 to demonstrate the 
sorting performance of the ore based solely on the perfect separation of particle grade 
classes. 
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Figure 6.1: Theoretical sorting potential for the -50mm/+40 mm fraction of MZ1 
From this graph two important conclusions can be drawn on the theoretical sorting 
potential: 
1. A high sorting potential is evidenced by a large gap between the cumulative weight 
curve and the cumulative loss curve. This ensures that a larger proportion of the 
weight can be rejected with minimal loss of Cu which is the ultimate aim of sorting. 
2. A high sorting potential is evidenced by a large gap between the cumulative weight 
curve and the cumulative loss curve in the first grade class of the distribution.  The 
first grade class is composed of barren and near barren particles therefore a large 
gap between these two curves is indicative of abundant barren and near barren 
particles.  
It is clear from this discussion that the theoretical sorting potential can be used to 
determine the sortability of an ore based purely on the particle grade distribution of the 
modelled size fraction. This methodology assumes a perfect separation of the ore into 
accepts and rejects but does not account for inefficiency in detection and separation.  
These inefficiencies are inherent in the sorting technology being employed and is not a 
function of the ore properties. 
6.3 Un-sized Particle Grade Distributions 
Un-sized and size by size probability density distributions were constructed using the 
methodology developed in chapter 3 for each of the four ore types.  In order to construct 
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the un-sized probability density distribution, all particles across all fractions outlined in 
Table 6.1 were aggregated together as one distribution.  The un-sized distribution 
represents the largest statistical population, and hence, the best fit for lognormal 
modelling.  The following sub-sections discuss the four un-sized probability density 
distributions in greater detail. 
6.3.1 Un-sized probability density distribution for MZ1 
Figure 6.2 shows the particle grade probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the total number of particles measured for the MZ1 ore type. The 
population of this distribution is 340 particles. 
Of particular interest is that the mode of the distribution lies in the first grade class of the 
probability density distribution and the mean which is situated at 0.496 is well separated 
from the mode.  This feature ensures heterogeneity in the particle grade distribution which 
is essential for sorting.   
 
Figure 6.2: MZ1 measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.3: MZ1 correlation between measured vs modelled probability density 
distributions 
The correlation between the measured and modelled curves is presented in Figure 6.3.  
The main difference between the two curves is the slightly higher mode peak for the 
measured probability density distribution. This results in a 12% bias in the regression 
equation at a very respectable coefficient of determination of 0.96. 
The MZ06a ore type can therefore be assumed to exhibit a lognormal particle grade 
distribution on an un-sized basis. 
6.3.2 Un-sized probability density distribution for MZ2 
Figure 6.4 shows the particle grade probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the total number of particles measured for the MZ2 ore type. The 
population of this distribution is 226 particles. 
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Figure 6.4: MZ2 measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
As with MZ1, the probability density distribution for MZ2 shows that the measured 
probability distribution closely approximates the lognormal probability distribution with the 
mode in the first grade class. However unlike MZ1 the mean of the distribution, which is 
located at 0.1% Cu, is close to the mode which translates into a population of particles 
with low heterogeneity. This is not an ideal distribution for sorting as there is little 
heterogeneity in the particle grade distribution. 
The correlation between the measured and modelled curves is presented in Figure 6.5.  
The two curves are closely correlated with only a 6% bias in the regression equation and a 
coefficient of determination of 0.999. 
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Figure 6.5: MZ2 correlation between measured vs modelled probability density 
distributions 
The MZ2 ore type can therefore be assumed to exhibit a lognormal particle grade 
distribution on an un-sized basis. 
6.3.3 Un-sized probability density distribution for QZ1 
Figure 6.6 shows the particle grade probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the total number of particles measured for the QZ1 ore type. The 
population of this distribution is 226 particles. 
The probability density distribution for QZ1 is quite different to that of MZ1 and MZ2 in that 
the mode of the distribution is in the third grade class instead of the first grade class. The 
mean of the distribution is located at 0.399% Cu which means that the mode and mean 
are close together. 
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Figure 6.6: QZ1 measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
The correlation between the measured and modelled curves is presented in figure 6.7.   
 
Figure 6.7: QZ1 correlation between measured vs modelled probability density 
distributions 
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The main difference between the two curves is that the lognormal model does not 
accurately account for the first grade class where the measured distribution contains 
significantly more barren and near barren particles. The presence of barren and near 
barren particles in the measured probability density distribution is evidence that this ore 
type may be sortable in some size fractions which is not evident in the lognormal model. 
Nevertheless the lognormal model shows only a 2% bias in the regression equation with a 
coefficient of determination of 0.91. The Qz1 ore type can therefore be assumed to 
approximate a lognormal particle grade distribution on an un-sized basis. 
6.3.4 Un-sized probability density distribution for QZ2 
Figure 6.8 shows the particle grade probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the total number of particles measured for the QZ2 ore type. The 
population of this distribution is 256 particles. 
 
Figure 6.8: QZ2 measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
As with MZ1 and MZ2, the probability density distribution for QZ2 shows that the 
measured probability distribution closely approximates the lognormal probability 
distribution with the mode in the first grade class. The population mean grade is located at 
0.20 which is close to the mode grade.  This population may have insufficient 
heterogeneity in all size fractions suitable for sorting. The correlation between the 
measured and modelled curves is presented in figure 6.9.   
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Figure 6.9: QZ2 correlation between measured vs modelled probability density 
distributions 
The lognormal model shows only a 2% bias in the regression equation with a coefficient of 
determination of 0.96. The Qz2 ore type can therefore be assumed to exhibit a lognormal 
particle grade distribution on an un-sized basis. 
6.4 Size by Size Particle Grade Distributions 
Having established that the un-sized probability density distributions follow lognormal 
statistics, the individual size fractions were analysed and modelled using the same 
methodologies in section 6.3 to determine whether each size fraction followed lognormal 
statics.  Additionally, the particle grades and particle weights were used to model the 
sorting potential using the methodology outlined in section 6.2. The lognormal models and 
graphs for each size fraction are contained in Appendix 3 whilst the potential sorting curve 
models and graphs are contained in Appendix 4. The following sub-sections describe the 
results for the individual size fractions in greater detail. 
6.4.1 Size by size analysis and modelling for MZ1 
6.4.1.1 Size by size probability density distributions for MZ1. 
Figure 6.10a through 16.10d shows the probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the four fractions in the MZ1 ore type. Population and distribution 
statistics are summarised in table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.10a :-25/+15 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.10b : -40/+25 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.10c : -50/+40 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.10d : -75/+50 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Table 6.4: Distribution statistics for MZ1 
 
All size fractions show a strong correlation with the respective lognormal models however 
the bias in the regression equation and coefficient of determination generally becomes 
poorer with increasing size fraction and decreasing population of particles. Mean grades 
are relatively uniform ranging from o.44 to 0.54 and there is a general trend of the mode 
grade to move higher with increasing size fraction.  This can be interpreted as fewer 
barren and near barren particles being present in the first grade class in the coarser size 
fraction which is consistent with less gangue liberation.  This interpretations aligns with 
figure 5.7, (recreated here as figure 6.11) where it was first postulated that the shape of 
the lognormal distribution would change as gangue liberation proceeded through stages 1, 
2 and 3 through size reduction.   
Distribution statistics for MZ1 Distribution statistics for MZ06a
Fraction
No. of 
particles
Mean 
grade 
(%Cu)
Mode 
grade 
(%Cu)
% Bias in 
regression 
equation
Correlation 
Coefficient 
R2
-25/+15 mm 168 0.55 0.05 5.79 0.949
-40/+25 mm 72 0.48 0.05 0.6 0.844
-50/+40mm 40 0.44 0.15 12.5 0.773
-75/+50 mm 60 0.54 0.15 20.5 0.781
Un-sized 340 0.5 0.05 12 0.963
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Figure 6.11: - Particle grade distributions at different texture complexity  
A comparison between figure 6.11 and the size by size graphs in figures 6.10a through to 
6.10d shows that the shape of the measured distributions for the -25/+15 mm and -40/+25 
mm fractions are identical to the postulated lognormal distribution in stage 3. In these 
cases the mode of the postulated and measured distributions are located in the first grade 
class with correspondingly large proportions of liberated and near liberated gangue. 
Secondly there is a significant population of particles in the higher grade classes which 
ensures heterogeneity in the distribution. These distributions will be ideal for sorting at the 
-25/+15 mm and -40/+25 mm particle size.  
In the case of the -50/+40 mm and -75/+50 mm size fractions, the measured distributions 
more closely approximate the postulated lognormal distribution in stage 2 of the gangue 
liberation through size reduction curve. This distribution shows that the mode has shifted 
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to the second grade class but there is still a significant proportion of liberated and near 
liberated particles present in the distribution.  Stage 2 of the liberated gangue through size 
reduction curve is characterised by the inflection point whereby liberated gangue particles 
are starting to be generated ore and corresponds to the size that sorting becomes viable. 
Hence, MZ1 can be seen to be sortable at particle sizes below 75 mm. 
6.4.1.2 Size by size theoretical sorting potential curves for MZ1. 
Figures 6.12a through to 6.12d shows the theoretical sorting potential for each of the four 
size fractions in the MZ1 ore type. A summary of the cumulative weight (%), cumulative 
Cu loss (%) and cumulative copper grade (%) for the first three grade classes is also 
shown in table 6.5. 
 
 
Figure 6.12a :-25/+15 mm theoretical sorting potential curves 
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Figure 6.12b :-40/+25 mm theoretical sorting potential curves 
 
Figure 6.12c :-50/+40 mm theoretical sorting potential curves 
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Figure 6.12d  :-75/+50 mm theoretical sorting potential curves 
Table 6.5: Theoretical Sorting potential for first three grade classes 
 
From the theoretical sorting potential graphs and table 6.5 it is apparent that sorting is 
viable across all size fractions of MZ1. In all cases, rejecting the first grade class to rejects 
results in a mass loss of between 9% and 25% at a potential loss of copper of 1% to 2.5%.  
As expected the proportion of mass to be rejected increases with decreasing size range 
as the proportion of barren and near barren particles increases with decreasing size 
Theoretical Sorting Potential for MZ1
Fraction
Grade 
Class (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% 
Cu)
-25/+15 mm0.01 - 0.1 25.33 2.09 0.05
0.11-0.20 39.83 5.58 0.08
0.21-0.30 47.88 9.26 0.11
-40/+25 mm0.01 - 0.1 18.91 2.52 0.06
0.11-0.20 32.88 6.67 0.10
0.21-0.30 52.82 16.82 0.16
-50/+40mm0.01 - 0.1 17.67 2.19 0.06
0.11-0.20 43.95 10.23 0.10
0.21-0.30 53.25 15.41 0.13
-75/+50 mm0.01 - 0.1 9.18 1.02 0.06
0.11-0.20 39.13 8.91 0.13
0.21-0.30 56.73 16.83 0.17
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range.  The table and graphs also indicate that by including the second grade class into 
rejects, 33% to 44% of the mass can be rejected at a Cu loss ranging from 5.6% to 10.2%. 
This seems to be the optimum grade class for rejection because including the third grade 
class results in an unacceptable loss of 9% to 16% of the Cu. From this analysis it can be 
concluded that MZ1 is sortable. 
6.4.2 Size by size probability density distributions for MZ2 
6.4.2.1 Size by size probability density distributions for MZ2. 
Figure 6.13a through 16.13d shows the probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the four fractions in the MZ2 ore type. Population and distribution 
statistics are summarised in table 6.6. 
 
 
Figure 6.13a :-25/+15 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.13b :-40/+25 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13c :-50/+40 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.13d :-75/+50 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
Table 6.6: Distribution statistics for MZ2 
 
A comparison of the size by size distributions and analysis of the distribution statistics 
shows that all size fractions show a very strong correlation with the respective lognormal 
models however the bias in the regression equation and coefficient of determination 
generally becomes poorer with increasing size fraction and decreasing particle population. 
The correlation statistics are exceptionally good, ranging from 0.939 to o.999 which is to 
be expected with such narrow distributions. In all cases the mode grade is located within 
the first grade class which ensures large proportions of barren to near barren particles, 
however the mean grade for each distribution is very close to the mode grade which 
suggests that there is very little inhomogeneity between particles.  The average grade of 
each size fraction is only 0.09 to 0.11% Cu. 
Distribution statistics for MZ2
Fraction
No. of 
particles
Mean 
grade 
(%Cu)
Mode 
grade 
(%Cu)
% Bias in 
regression 
equation
Correlation 
Coefficient 
R2
-25/+15 mm 84 0.09 0.05 2.25 0.996
-40/+25 mm 72 0.11 0.05 1.49 0.997
-50/+40mm 40 0.09 0.05 7.86 0.994
-75/+50 mm 60 0.11 0.05 10.53 0.939
Un-sized 256 0.1 0.05 6.12 0.999
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6.4.2.2 Size by size theoretical sorting potential curves for MZ2. 
Figures 6.14a through to 6.14d shows the theoretical sorting potential for each of the four 
size fractions in the MZ2 ore type. A summary of the cumulative weight (%), cumulative 
Cu loss (%) and cumulative copper grade (%) for the first three grade classes is also 
shown in table 6.7. 
 
Figure 6.14a :-25/+15 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
Figure 6.14b: -40/+25 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Figure 6.14c: -50/+40 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
 
 
Figure 6.14d: -75/+50 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Table 6.7: Theoretical Sorting potential for first three grade classes 
 
A comparison between the four sorting potential graphs and the results from the first three 
grade classes show that no size fractions in MZ2 are suitable for sorting. In all cases 
between 24.9% and 43.6% of the copper will be lost to the rejects if the particles in the 
first grade class are directed to the reject stream. Hence MZ2 is considered to be too low 
grade and too uniform in particle to be suitable for sorting. 
6.4.3 Size by size probability density distributions for QZ1 
6.4.3.1 Size by size probability density distributions for QZ1. 
Figure 6.15a through 16.15d shows the probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the four fractions in the QZ1 ore type. Population and distribution 
statistics are summarised in table 6.8. 
Theoretical Sorting Potential for MZ2
Fraction
Grade 
Class (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% 
Cu)
-25/+15 mm0.01 - 0.1 79.86 43.30 0.04
0.11-0.20 91.99 63.60 0.06
0.21-0.30 96.52 76.72 0.07
-40/+25 mm0.01 - 0.1 72.14 28.32 0.04
0.11-0.20 88.46 49.96 0.06
0.21-0.30 91.55 56.79 0.07
-50/+40mm0.01 - 0.1 71.52 43.57 0.05
0.11-0.20 92.11 74.31 0.07
0.21-0.30 97.28 89.35 0.08
-75/+50 mm0.01 - 0.1 50.93 24.86 0.06
0.11-0.20 88.62 70.57 0.09
0.21-0.30 95.87 84.25 0.10
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Figure 6.15a :-25/+15 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.15b :-40/+25 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.15c :-50/+40 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.15d :-75/+50 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Table 6.8: Distribution statistics for QZ1 
 
A comparison of the size by size distributions and analysis of the distribution statistics 
shows that there is a strong correlation between the measured distributions and lognormal 
distributions for the -25/+15 mm and the -50/+40 mm fractions, both of which show a 
coefficient of determination of  better than 0.9.  This is in line with the overall un-sized 
distribution which shows a coefficient of determination of 0.911. The -40/+25 mm and -
75/+50 mm fractions are more poorly correlated with coefficient of determinations of only 
0.789 and 0.584 respectively. The lower correlation is due to the larger number of 
liberated and near liberated particles observed in the first grade class of the measured 
distribution which may be due to some meso-texture grade variation in QZ1.   
Analysis of the distribution statistics shows that there is a general trend for both the 
median and the mode to decrease with decreasing size fraction, hence the measured 
distributions are moving down the abscissa as the particle size decreases.  Most notable 
is that the mode never occurs in the first grade class in any size fraction and that the 
mean is close to the mode in all cases. Although a mean grade closely associated with the 
mode grade generally implies low in-homogeneity between particles, the presence of 
barren and near barren particles in the first grade class of the measured distribution may 
enhance the sortability of this ore. 
6.4.3.2 Size by size theoretical sorting potential curves for QZ1. 
Figures 6.16a through to 6.16d shows the theoretical sorting potential for each of the four 
size fractions in the QZ1 ore type. A summary of the cumulative weight (%), cumulative 
Cu loss (%) and cumulative copper grade (%) for the first three grade classes is also 
shown in table 6.9. 
Distribution statistics for QZ1
Fraction
No. of 
particles
Mean 
grade 
(%Cu)
Mode 
grade 
(%Cu)
% Bias in 
regression 
equation
Correlation 
Coefficient 
R2
-25/+15 mm 84 0.35 0.15 1.47 0.923
-40/+25 mm 72 0.41 0.25 5.8 0.789
-50/+40mm 40 0.39 0.25 6.25 0.915
-75/+50 mm 30 0.49 0.35 10.67 0.584
Un-sized 226 0.4 0.25 2.58 0.911
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Figure 6.16a: -25/+15 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
Figure 6.16b: -40/+25 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Figure 6.16c: -50/+40 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
Figure 6.16d: -75/+50 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Table 6.9: Theoretical Sorting potential for first three grade classes 
 
Analysis of the size by size theoretical sorting potential curves shows that in all size 
fractions, only 10% or less of the weight is rejected when barren and near barren particles 
in the first grade class is directed to the rejects stream. The -50/+40 mm fractions shows 
extremely poor sorting potential with only 3.3% of the weight being rejected. The resultant 
copper loss ranges between 0.2% and 2.06% Cu. 
 Including the second grade class into the rejects stream increases the overall weight% to 
rejects to between 10% and 31.9% but at the expense of increased Cu loss which ranges 
between 3.5%  and 9.8% Cu.  The inclusion of the third grade class results in acceptable 
weight loss to the rejects stream (36.3% to 52.3%) but at an unacceptable Cu loss of 
20.3% and 23.2% Cu. From this analysis it can be concluded that QZ1 is a marginal 
sorting ore across all size fractions. 
6.4.4 Size by size probability density distributions for QZ2 
6.4.4.1 Size by size probability density distributions for QZ2 
Figure 6.17a through 16.17d shows the probability density distribution and associated 
lognormal model for the four fractions in the QZ2 ore type. Population and distribution 
statistics are summarised in table 6.10. 
Theoretical Sorting Potential for QZ1
Fraction
Grade 
Class (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% 
Cu)
-25/+15 mm0.01 - 0.1 10.42 2.06 0.08
0.11-0.20 30.47 9.57 0.13
0.21-0.30 52.26 23.17 0.18
-40/+25 mm0.01 - 0.1 9.47 1.56 0.09
0.11-0.20 17.93 4.78 0.11
0.21-0.30 45.74 21.74 0.20
-50/+40mm0.01 - 0.1 2.29 0.23 0.04
0.11-0.20 10.14 3.46 0.14
0.21-0.30 36.26 20.34 0.23
-75/+50 mm0.01 - 0.1 8.09 0.90 0.05
0.11-0.20 31.86 9.82 0.13
0.21-0.30 48.90 20.48 0.18
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Figure 6.17a :-25/+15 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.17b :-40/+25 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Figure 6.17c :-50/+40 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
 
Figure 6.17d :-75/+50 mm measured vs modelled probability density distributions 
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Table 6.10: Distribution statistics for QZ2 
 
As with MZ2, the size by size distributions and distribution statistics shows that all size 
fractions show a very strong correlation with the respective lognormal models however the 
bias in the regression equation and coefficient of determination generally becomes poorer 
with increasing size fraction and decreasing particle population. The correlation statics are 
exceptionally good, ranging from 0.915 to o.985.  With the exception of the -50/+40 mm 
fraction,  the mode grade is located within the first grade class which ensures large 
proportions of barren to near barren particles, however the mean grade for each 
distribution is very close to the mode grade which means that there is very little 
inhomogeneity between particles.  The average grade of each size fraction ranges 
between 0.1% and 0.39% Cu. 
6.4.4.2 Size by size theoretical sorting potential curves for QZ2. 
Figures 6.18a through to 6.18d shows the theoretical sorting potential for each of the four 
size fractions in the QZ2 ore type. A summary of the cumulative weight (%), cumulative 
Cu loss (%) and cumulative copper grade (%) for the first three grade classes is also 
shown in table 6.11. 
Distribution statistics for QZ2
Fraction
No. of 
particles
Mean 
grade 
(%Cu)
Mode 
grade 
(%Cu)
% Bias in 
regression 
equation
Correlation 
Coefficient 
R2
-25/+15 mm 84 0.1 0.05 2.13 0.981
-40/+25 mm 72 0.2 0.05 1.08 0.972
-50/+40mm 40 0.39 0.25 6.25 0.915
-75/+50 mm 30 0.11 0.05 7.34 0.985
Un-sized 226 0.2 0.05 2.93 0.964
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Figure 6.18a: -25/+15 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
 
Figure 6.18b: -40/+25 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Figure 6.18c: -50/+40 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
 
 
Figure 6.18d: -75/+50 mm theoretical sorting potential curves  
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Table 6.11: Theoretical Sorting potential for first three grade classes 
 
Analysis of the size by size theoretical sorting curves and sorting statistics show that there 
is only one fraction that is suitable for sorting, this being the -40/+25mm fraction. This 
fraction shows that by rejecting the first grade class, 49.8% of the weight can be rejected 
at a Cu loss of 11.62% Cu. High Cu losses are evident for the -25/+15mm and -75/+50mm 
fractions which show 30.2% and 28.3% Cu loss respectively when rejecting particles in 
the first grade class.  By contrast, the -50/+40 mm fraction shows only 2.3% of the weight 
being rejected at a Cu loss of 0.23% Cu which increases to 10% of the weight at 3.5% of 
the Cu when the second grade class is included in the rejects stream. It can be concluded 
from this analysis that QZ2 only shows sorting potential at the -40/+25 mm size range.  
6.5 Theoretical Sorting potential and lognormal properties 
It is evident from the results and discussion contained in section 6.4 that there is a strong 
relationship between the lognormal parameters that describe the measured distributions 
and the theoretical sorting potential of the ore being modelled.  High sorting potential is 
associated with a lognormal distribution that has: 
1.  𝑚𝑥 ~ 0.05% Cu where the mode is located near the first grade class of the 
distribution which ensures that there are abundant liberated and near liberated 
gangue particles in the particle grade distribution to reject. 
2.  µ𝑥 > > 𝑚𝑥   where the mean grade is significantly larger than the mode grade which 
ensures inhomogeneity within the particle grade distribution.  
A theoretical sorting potential index can therefore be constructed on the properties of the 
modelled lognormal distribution as shown in figure 6.19. This index shows a bivariate plot 
with four quadrants based upon the mean and mode of the lognormal model as outlined 
Theoretical Sorting Potential for QZ2
Fraction
Grade 
Class (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% 
Cu)
-25/+15 mm0.01 - 0.1 73.49 30.15 0.04
0.11-0.20 85.63 48.57 0.05
0.21-0.30 91.69 63.10 0.07
-40/+25 mm0.01 - 0.1 49.82 11.62 0.04
0.11-0.20 70.01 27.25 0.07
0.21-0.30 80.44 40.85 0.09
-50/+40mm0.01 - 0.1 2.29 0.23 0.04
0.11-0.20 10.14 3.46 0.14
0.21-0.30 36.26 20.34 0.23
-75/+50 mm0.01 - 0.1 62.45 28.26 0.05
0.11-0.20 88.44 64.56 0.08
0.21-0.30 94.10 78.23 0.09
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above. The lognormal distributions within each quadrant show the characteristic shape of 
the distributions that are described by the mean and mode parameters. These may be 
summarised as follows: 
Quadrant 1:  𝑚𝑥 ~ 0.05% and µ𝑥 ~ 𝑚𝑥. This condition corresponds to the bottom left 
quadrant which has a characteristic distribution with the mode located near the first grade 
class and the mean closely associated with the mode.  These parameters produce a 
narrow particle grade distribution with insufficient inhomogeneity to sort high grade 
particles from barren and near barren particles. It is likely that this distribution will most 
often be seen in disseminated low grade ores. 
 
Figure 6.19: Sortability potential index 
Quadrant 2:  𝑚𝑥 >> 0.05% and µ𝑥 ~ 𝑚𝑥. This condition corresponds to the bottom right 
quadrant which has a characteristic distribution with the mode located well above the first 
grade class and the mean closely associated with the mode.  These parameters produce 
a narrow particle grade distribution that has no barren or near barren particles to reject. 
Quadrant 3:  𝑚𝑥 >> 0.05% and µ𝑥 >> 𝑚𝑥. This condition corresponds to the top right 
quadrant which has a characteristic distribution with the mode located well above the first 
grade class and the mean widely spaced from the mode.  These parameters produce a 
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broad particle grade distribution that has no barren or near barren particles to reject. It is 
likely that this distribution will be seen in disseminated, higher grade ores. 
Quadrant 4:  𝑚𝑥 ~ 0.05% and µ𝑥 >> 𝑚𝑥. This condition corresponds to the top right 
quadrant which has a characteristic distribution with the mode located near the first grade 
class and the mean widely spaced from the mode.  These parameters produce a broad 
particle grade distribution that has abundant liberated and near liberated gangue particles 
to reject. 
It can be seen from this description that only quadrant 4 provides the right shape in the 
particle grade distribution to yield sortable particles. The other three quadrants either have 
insufficient abundances of liberated or near liberated gangue particles to reject, or there is 
insufficient inhomogeneity to reject high grade particles from low grade particles. Hence, 
sortability can be seen to be a function of the mode and mean grade of the particle grade 
distribution.  
A comparison between the particle grade distributions in section 6.4, and the sorting 
potential index in Figure 6.19 shows that MZ1 yields a shape which is consistent with 
quadrant 4 across all size fractions.  This shape produces the best theoretical sorting 
potential curves as there are abundant liberated and near liberated gangue to reject as 
well as sufficient inhomogeneity in the distribution to separate higher grade particles from 
the liberated gangue. 
By contrast, MZ2 and QZ2 typically yield particle grade distribution shapes which are more 
aligned with quadrant 1 across all size fractions and produce poor theoretical sorting 
potential curves. QZ1 is more aligned with quadrant 2 where the mode is significantly 
greater than 0.05 % Cu and the mean is closely associated with the mode. It is noted 
however that the measured distributions for this ore still contains some proportion of 
liberated and near liberated gangue particles.  Analysis of the theoretical sorting potential 
curves showed that this ore was marginal at best for ore sorting. 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter focussed on the analysis and interpretation of experimentally determined 
particle grade distributions obtained from four size fractions in each of four different ore 
types. Lognormal modelling showed that with the exception of two size fractions, the 
measured particle grade distributions closely followed lognormal statistics which confirms 
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the modelling process that was first outlined in chapter 3.  Furthermore it confirmed figure 
6.11 where it was first postulated that the shape of the lognormal distribution would 
change as gangue liberation proceeded through stages 1, 2 and 3 through size reduction.    
Theoretical sorting potential curves were constructed for each ore size fraction that 
predicted weight loss, Cu loss and Cu grade of the reject stream based upon 
accumulating particles through the grade classes from lowest grade to highest grade.  
These curves showed that each ore had a different theoretical sorting potential with MZ1 
showing the best potential whilst MZ2 and QZ2 showed no sorting potential at all.  The 
reason why these two ores were un-sortable is that whilst there were abundant barren and 
near barren gangue particles in the particle grade distribution, there was insufficient 
inhomogeneity to separate higher grade particles from the liberated gangue particles 
without a significant impact on Cu loss. QZ1 was marginal at best for the same reason 
Finally a theoretical sorting potential index was constructed using the measured 
distributions to classify the ores into sortable and un-sortable categories based upon the 
shape and position of the mean grade and mode grade.  This showed that sortability is a 
direct attribute of the shape of the lognormal distribution with the mode grade determining 
how many liberated and near liberated gangue particles were present in the distribution 
whilst the position of the mean grade determined how much inhomogeneity was present in 
the distribution. The distribution with the best properties for sorting had the mode grade 
positioned near the first grade class within the distribution whilst the mean grade was 
significantly larger than the mode grade. This ensured that there was abundant liberated 
or near liberated gangue particle to reject as well as sufficient inhomogeneity to separate 
higher grade particles from lower grade particles.  
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Chapter 7: Measurement and modelling of the texture 
dimension and matrix liberation through size reduction. 
7.1 Introduction 
A sample of quartz monzonite ore originating from a porphyry copper mine was selected 
for quantitative mineralogical analysis using the QemSCAN automated mineral analyser.  
The overall grade of the ore was 0.67% Cu. The aim of the mineralogical analysis was to 
provide quantitative assessments of the mineral abundances and mineral grain sizes for 
modelling the particle grade distribution, texture dimension and matrix liberation through 
size reduction curves to confirm the refined hypothesis of the thesis. 
Upon receipt of the sample, it was sized and prepared as polished sections using the 
Rapidscan methodology outlined in section 5.3.1 of the thesis. These polished sections 
were used to measure the mean grade and mean grain size of the minerals on a size x 
size basis.  Individual particles from the -50mm/+25mm, -25mm/+12.5mm,-12.5mm/+8mm 
and -8mm/+4mm fractions were also randomly selected and prepared as polished 
sections using the methodology outlined in section 5.3.2 of the thesis.  These 
measurements were used to reconstruct the particle grade distribution and estimate the 
mode grade of the distribution for lognormal distribution modelling. The following sections 
summarise the quantitative mineralogical analysis of the ore.  
 7.2 Quantitative assessment of Mineral abundances and mineral grain sizes from 
the Rapidscan measurements. 
7.2.1 Assay Reconciliation and QA/QC 
Table 7.1 summarises the reconciliation between the QemSCAN calculated assays and 
the chemically measured assays on a size x size and recalculated head basis.  The 
column labelled Combined represents the calculated head.  Assay reconciliation is the 
fundamental QA/QC process for determining the quality of the quantitative mineralogy and 
is determined by comparing the elemental assay directly measured on the size fraction 
using chemical assaying methods with that calculated from the QemSCAN mineral 
abundance measurements.  
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Table 7.1: Size x size element abundances expressed in weight %. 
 
In general, the agreement between the QemSCAN calculated assay and chemically 
measured assay is excellent with only two assay values showing poor reconciliation 
across the assay suite of eleven elements.  These correspond to S in the +150µm fraction 
and Fe in the -150µm fraction. These two assay points are also readily observable in the 
assay reconciliation plot shown in figure 7.1. 
 
Size x size Element Abundances (Wt%)
Element Combined +50mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +1mm +150µm -150µm
Al QS 6.59 6.70 6.86 6.79 6.53 6.40 5.88 4.56 4.39
Al Assay 6.93 6.86 7.31 7.09 6.96 6.77 6.33 4.76 3.98
Ca QS 0.46 0.51 0.47 0.44 0.40 0.37 0.43 0.45 0.83
Ca Assay 0.52 0.63 0.57 0.48 0.43 0.40 0.40 0.47 0.69
Cu QS 0.76 0.60 0.63 0.70 0.85 0.77 1.23 2.00 1.71
Cu Assay 0.67 0.54 0.53 0.66 0.78 0.77 0.78 1.44 1.77
Fe QS 2.82 2.74 2.79 2.57 2.76 2.52 3.23 5.42 4.08
Fe Assay 3.49 3.62 3.54 3.30 3.40 3.08 3.04 4.45 6.07
K QS 5.92 5.19 5.85 6.38 6.38 6.37 5.92 4.58 3.86
K Assay 5.91 5.06 5.81 6.31 6.51 6.47 6.18 4.76 3.84
Mg QS 2.28 2.49 2.56 2.29 2.01 1.86 1.68 1.31 1.52
Mg Assay 2.11 2.30 2.29 2.10 1.99 1.87 1.69 1.29 1.53
Mn QS 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Mn Assay 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06
Mo QS 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.08
Mo Assay 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.12
Na QS 0.94 1.51 1.24 0.77 0.58 0.48 0.39 0.26 0.22
Na Assay 1.09 1.50 1.34 0.98 0.85 0.75 0.61 0.45 0.38
S QS 1.79 1.66 1.70 1.52 1.88 1.65 2.46 4.85 2.61
S Assay 1.44 1.31 1.34 1.46 1.47 1.42 1.21 2.61 2.59
Si QS 30.11 29.95 29.45 30.17 30.55 31.18 31.15 30.88 31.35
Si Assay 30.02 30.29 29.44 29.68 30.25 30.69 31.57 32.56 31.88
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Figure 7.1: Assay reconciliation for quartz monzonite ore. 
The linear regression line shows excellent agreement across all size fractions and 
elements, with a bias of only 0.7% as measured by the gradient of the equation; and a 
coefficient of determination R2 of 0.9968. The two assay points that are significantly off the 
line correspond to the two points highlighted in Table 7.1. 
It is noted that the two poorly reconciled assays are contained within the two finest size 
fractions which will not be used for the texture dimension and matrix liberation through 
size reduction modelling.  It is therefore evident that the mineralogy to be used for these 
modelling purposes is high quality, quantitative mineralogy data that can be used to model 
the texture dimension and matrix liberation through size reduction curves with high 
confidence. 
7.2.2 Mineral abundances represented in weight% and volume% 
Table 7.2 summarises the size x size mineral abundances expressed in weight% for the 
quartz monzonite ore. On an un-sized basis, it is evident that the ore is dominated by 
silicate gangue minerals in the form of quartz (25.2%), K-feldspar (27.6%), muscovite 
(15.1%), plagioclase feldspar (7.7%) and biotite/phlogopite (14%). Together, these five 
minerals account for nearly 90% of the ore weight.  Sulphide minerals account for only 4% 
of the ore with pyrite (1.9%) and chalcopyrite (2.1%). Chalcopyrite is the dominant copper 
mineral host with little or no amount of bornite and chalcocite/covellite being present. 
Table 7.2: Size x size mineral abundances expressed in weight %. 
 
Size x size Mineral Abundances (Wt%)
Mineral Combined +50mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +1mm +150µm -150µm
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chalcopyrite 2.10 1.64 1.75 1.90 2.33 2.12 3.42 5.63 4.60
Other Cu Minerals 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.51
Pyrite 1.91 1.97 1.99 1.54 1.89 1.59 2.25 5.17 1.43
Other Sulphides 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.14 0.30
Quartz 25.24 24.61 21.87 24.20 26.73 28.78 32.03 39.82 42.57
K-Feldspar 27.64 22.54 26.27 30.06 31.36 31.84 29.99 23.46 18.22
Muscovite 15.06 13.64 14.84 16.33 15.74 15.89 14.36 10.65 12.13
Plagioclase Feldspar 7.73 13.37 10.61 6.02 4.21 3.20 2.40 1.45 1.27
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.95 14.77 15.73 14.37 12.58 11.58 10.20 7.40 6.54
Chlorites 1.79 2.54 2.08 1.47 1.22 1.17 1.27 1.40 3.27
Skarn Minerals 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.22 0.39
Clay Minerals 0.49 0.63 0.58 0.42 0.37 0.33 0.33 0.40 0.88
FeOx/Hydrox 0.36 0.28 0.23 0.33 0.38 0.40 0.55 1.02 1.95
Phosphates 0.86 0.88 0.83 0.85 0.79 0.74 0.89 0.95 1.88
Others 2.56 2.88 2.99 2.24 2.06 2.03 1.94 2.10 4.05
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Variations are seen on a size by size basis with pyrite and chalcopyrite showing a general 
increase in grade in the -1mm fractions. This is consistent with preferential crushing of 
vein controlled sulphide mineralogy whereby coarser grained sulphide veins are 
preferentially crushed into finer size fractions. This trend is also evident for quartz.  The 
other dominant gangue minerals show a general trend of decreasing grade with 
decreasing size fraction. Figure 7.2 represents these trends graphically. 
 
Figure 7.2: Size x size mineral abundances expressed in weight %. 
Table 7.3 summarises the size x size mineral abundances expressed in volume % for the 
quartz monzonite ore. The transformation from weight % to volume % is required for the 
texture dimension modelling and matrix liberation through size reduction modelling as 
these models use volume % in their calculations. 
Of particular interest is that the proportion of sulphide minerals (pyrite and chalcopyrite) is 
significantly reduced when expressed in volumetric terms. For example, in the un-sized 
head analysis represented by the combined column in tables 7.2 and 7.3, the proportion of 
pyrite and chalcopyrite has been reduced from 1.91 wt% to 1.06 vol% and 2.1 wt% to 1.39 
wt% respectively.  Hence the two main sulphide minerals only account for 2.45% of the 
volume of the ore as compared to 4% by weight.  
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Table 7.3: Size x size mineral abundances expressed in volume %. 
 
7.2.3 Mineral grain sizes estimated by the Phase Specific Surface Area (PSSA) 
Table 7.4 summarises the size x size mineral grain sizes expressed in micrometres for the 
quartz monzonite ore. Of particular interest is the size by size grain size estimates for 
chalcopyrite and pyrite presented in the table. Chalcopyrite shows a grain size variation of 
43 µm to 109 µm whilst pyrite shows a grain size variation of 27 µm to 136 µm. The 
maximum grain size measures for both chalcopyrite and pyrite are present in the +150 µm 
size fraction which also corresponds to the size fraction of maximum grade for these two 
minerals (see table 7.2). This is consistent with the preferential crushing of coarser 
grained, vein controlled sulphide textures commented on in the previous section. The 
grain size variation of chalcopyrite in the coarser size fractions considered suitable for 
sorting shows a much lower variation of between 60 µm in the +12.5mm fraction and 68 
µm in the +8mm fraction.  Similarly, the grain size estimates for pyrite in the coarser 
fractions range between 74 µm in the +12.5mm size fraction and 93 µm in the +50mm size 
fraction. These are the grain size estimates that will be used for modelling the texture 
dimension and matrix liberation through size reduction curves. 
 
 
Size x size Mineral Abundances (Vol%)
Mineral Combined +50mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +1mm +150µm -150µm
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chalcopyrite 1.39 1.09 1.16 1.26 1.54 1.40 2.27 3.81 3.07
Other Cu Minerals 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.34
Pyrite 1.06 1.09 1.11 0.85 1.04 0.88 1.25 2.92 0.80
Other Sulphides 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.17
Quartz 26.46 25.80 22.97 25.31 27.94 29.96 33.55 42.56 44.92
K-Feldspar 29.98 24.46 28.57 32.54 33.93 34.31 32.51 25.95 19.90
Muscovite 14.78 13.39 14.60 15.99 15.41 15.49 14.08 10.65 11.99
Plagioclase Feldspar 8.20 14.18 11.27 6.37 4.45 3.37 2.54 1.57 1.36
Biotite/Phlogopite 12.10 12.82 13.68 12.44 10.89 9.98 8.85 6.55 5.72
Chlorites 1.88 2.66 2.18 1.54 1.28 1.22 1.33 1.50 3.45
Skarn Minerals 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.17 0.29
Clay Minerals 0.53 0.67 0.62 0.45 0.39 0.35 0.35 0.44 0.95
FeOx/Hydrox 0.30 0.23 0.19 0.27 0.31 0.32 0.45 0.85 1.60
Phosphates 0.76 0.78 0.73 0.75 0.69 0.65 0.78 0.86 1.67
Others 2.37 2.67 2.77 2.07 1.90 1.87 1.79 1.98 3.78
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Table 7.4: Size x size mineral grain sizes expressed in micrometres. 
 
7.3 Quantitative assessment of Mineral abundances and mineral grain sizes 
from the selected particle measurements. 
7.3.1 Assay Reconciliation and QA/QC 
Table 7.5 summarises the reconciliation between the QemSCAN calculated assays and 
the chemically measured assays for the selected particle measurements on a size x size 
basis.  It is noted that the individual size fraction assays represents the average for the 
population of particles in each fraction. 
 
 
 
 
 
Size x size mineral grain sizes (µm)
Mineral +50mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +1mm +150µm -150µm
Chalcocite/Covellite 16.47 10.98 5.49 7.32 0.00 23.27 11.29 5.49
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chalcopyrite 66.68 62.39 59.46 67.94 60.73 85.00 108.52 42.84
Other Cu Minerals 6.25 6.05 6.50 6.42 6.22 6.21 6.46 6.11
Pyrite 92.95 90.25 74.06 89.86 86.28 84.77 136.42 27.22
Other Sulphides 7.02 10.79 7.38 18.80 11.13 10.12 14.70 11.92
Quartz 36.91 32.49 33.96 37.16 40.51 45.21 63.82 41.39
K-Feldspar 18.50 18.43 18.65 19.20 19.27 19.83 21.37 20.64
Muscovite 8.00 8.17 8.82 8.84 8.95 8.90 8.76 7.57
Plagioclase Feldspar 17.57 15.40 14.61 13.93 13.31 13.54 13.86 11.48
Biotite/Phlogopite 15.18 15.54 15.23 15.09 14.75 14.32 14.65 13.14
Chlorites 9.63 9.19 9.41 9.07 9.03 9.25 8.26 7.99
Skarn Minerals 6.13 5.96 6.03 7.09 6.35 6.86 8.55 8.49
Clay Minerals 6.40 6.45 6.37 6.37 6.33 6.40 6.59 6.48
FeOx/Hydrox 9.44 9.70 11.77 12.58 12.00 11.87 12.32 11.26
Phosphates 22.55 23.37 23.96 25.59 23.74 24.60 24.31 20.11
Others 6.98 7.02 7.16 7.47 7.80 8.16 8.74 8.31
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Table 7.5: Size x size element abundances expressed in weight %. 
 
As with the assay reconciliation table shown in section 7.2.1, the reconciliation for the 
smaller population of un-crushed particles shows excellent agreement with the 
independently derived chemical assays across all size fractions and elements assayed.  
Figure 7.3 shows the assay reconciliation plot for table 7.5. The linear regression line 
shows excellent agreement across all size fractions and elements with a bias of less than 
1% as measured by the gradient of the equation, and a coefficient of determination R2 of 
0.996. 
 
Size x size Element Abundances (Wt%) 
Element +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm
Al QS 6.96 6.92 6.91 7.36
Al Assay 7.31 7.09 6.96 6.77
Ca QS 0.46 0.33 0.34 0.35
Ca Assay 0.57 0.48 0.43 0.40
Cu QS 0.56 0.50 0.87 0.64
Cu Assay 0.53 0.66 0.78 0.77
Fe QS 2.36 2.25 2.48 2.16
Fe Assay 3.54 3.30 3.40 3.08
K QS 6.50 7.22 6.89 7.20
K Assay 5.81 6.31 6.51 6.47
Mg QS 2.51 1.94 2.06 1.95
Mg Assay 2.29 2.10 1.99 1.87
Mn QS 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
Mn Assay 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo QS 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
Mo Assay 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Na QS 0.43 0.30 0.29 0.33
Na Assay 1.34 0.98 0.85 0.75
S QS 1.16 1.25 1.52 1.22
S Assay 1.34 1.46 1.47 1.42
Si QS 30.18 30.66 30.19 29.99
Si Assay 29.44 29.68 30.25 30.69
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Figure 7.3: Assay reconciliation for selected particles. 
This is an important QA/QC check as it confirms that the small population of particles 
randomly selected in each size fraction represents the elemental and mineral grades of 
the size fraction as a whole. 
7.3.2 Mineral abundances represented in weight%  
Table 7.6 compares the mineral abundances expressed in weight% for the size fractions 
measured using the Rapidscan methodology (crushed particles) and the small population 
of uncrushed particles.  
 
 
Table 7.6: Size x size mineral abundances expressed in weight %. 
 
This table further confirms the assay reconciliation where the average mineral grades 
obtained from the small population of coarse uncrushed particles closely matches the 
mineral abundances obtained from the Rapidscan crushed particles.  Some deviations 
between the two sets of results are to be expected as the sample preparation for the 
crushed particles in the Rapidscan methodology is designed to provide a better statistical 
sample than for the uncrushed particles. Nevertheless, the close approximation between 
the two sets of results shows that a population of 18 uncrushed particles in each size 
Size x size Mineral Abundances (Wt%)
Crushed particles Uncrushed particles
Mineral +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chalcopyrite 1.75 1.90 2.33 2.12 1.59 1.46 2.56 1.89
Other Cu Minerals 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.25 0.34 0.22
Pyrite 1.99 1.54 1.89 1.59 1.07 1.42 1.24 1.07
Other Sulphides 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.07 0.08 0.12
Quartz 21.87 24.20 26.73 28.78 25.81 24.79 25.61 21.79
K-Feldspar 26.27 30.06 31.36 31.84 28.71 36.54 33.07 34.50
Muscovite 14.84 16.33 15.74 15.89 15.95 16.66 17.06 20.60
Plagioclase Feldspar 10.61 6.02 4.21 3.20 4.45 1.74 1.77 2.24
Biotite/Phlogopite 15.73 14.37 12.58 11.58 16.99 13.25 13.81 13.27
Chlorites 2.08 1.47 1.22 1.17 0.70 0.40 0.61 0.42
Skarn Minerals 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.04
Clay Minerals 0.58 0.42 0.37 0.33 1.96 1.01 1.45 1.30
FeOx/Hydrox 0.23 0.33 0.38 0.40 0.25 0.40 0.23 0.27
Phosphates 0.83 0.85 0.79 0.74 0.70 0.68 0.69 0.76
Others 2.99 2.24 2.06 2.03 1.38 1.30 1.36 1.50
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fraction (with the exception of the +25mm fraction which contained a population of 12 
particles) provides a reasonable sample set for estimating the particle grade distribution.  
Figure 7.4 shows the variability of the mineralogy on a particle by particle basis across all 
18 uncrushed particles (labelled A to R on the abscissa) in the +12.5mm size fraction. The 
raw mineralogy data for all uncrushed particles are tabulated in Appendix 5.  This figure 
shows that there is a wide variation in gangue mineralogy between particles with quartz in 
particular varying from 14% by weight up to 90% by weight. Sulphide mineralogy is also 
variable with chalcopyrite ranging between 0.29% and 5.89% whilst pyrite varies between 
0.02% and 8.3%. 
 
Figure 7.4: Mineral abundances of individual particles in the +12.5mm size fraction. 
It is clear from this figure that the mineralogy varies greatly on a particle by particle basis 
but that the average mineralogy for the total population in the size fraction (represented by 
the combined column) closely approximates the average mineralogy determined by the 
Rapidscan methodology (as shown in Table 7.6). This feature is replicated across all four 
size fractions and we can therefore conclude that a population of 66 particles randomly 
sampled across the four size fractions will yield sufficient statistical reliability to construct 
the particle grade distribution. 
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7.4 Texture dimension modelling 
Having established the QA/QC of the quantitative mineralogy and confirmed the 
confidence of the average mineralogy grades and grain sizes it is now possible to model 
the texture dimension of the sulphide inclusions in the ore using the volumetric grade of 
the chalcopyrite and pyrite, and their grain size estimates from the PSSA method.  Table 
7.7 summarises these measured parameters along with the calculated texture dimensions 
for chalcopyrite and pyrite using equation 4.6. 
     β = √
α3
𝑉𝑏
3
                                                                                       (4.6) 
In this particular case β represents the texture dimension and the matrix grain size to be 
used in the low grade Wiegel model; α represents the grain size of chalcopyrite and pyrite 
respectively; and Vb represents the volumetric grade of chalcopyrite and pyrite 
respectively. 
Table 7.7: Size x size mineral abundances expressed in weight %. 
 
From this table it can be seen that the texture dimension for chalcopyrite in the coarser 
sortable particle sizes (+50mm down to +4mm) varies between 252µm and 301µm. Pyrite 
exhibits a slightly coarser texture dimension of between 363µm and 419µm. These texture 
dimensions are visually confirmed in figure 7.5 which shows optical micrographs of three 
selected particles prepared as polished sections as part of the particle grade distribution 
work outlined in section 5.3.2. Whilst chalcopyrite and pyrite cannot be discriminated in 
these images, the random disseminated sulphide texture is clearly apparent. The small 
black phases correspond to the random disseminated sulphide texture in the gangue 
matrix which appears as white, grey and light pink.  This texture is clearly not sortable at 
the nominated particle sizes. 
Texture Dimension 
 +50mm +25mm +12.5mm +8mm +4mm +1mm +150µm -150µm
Mineral Grade (Vol%)
Chalcopyrite 1.09 1.16 1.26 1.54 1.40 2.27 3.81 3.07
Pyrite 1.09 1.11 0.85 1.04 0.88 1.25 2.92 0.80
Mineral Grain Size (µm)
Chalcopyrite 66.68 62.39 59.46 67.94 60.73 85 108.52 42.84
Pyrite 92.95 90.25 74.06 89.86 86.28 84.77 136.42 27.22
Texture dimension (µm)
Chalcopyrite 300.97 275.40 255.76 273.06 252.23 300.40 322.62 136.81
Pyrite 418.91 405.11 362.64 411.03 418.63 365.61 442.97 136.20
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Figure 7.5: Optical photographs showing random disseminated sulphides in the 
gangue matrix 
7.5 Matrix liberation through size reduction modelling 
Having established the average mineralogy grades and grain sizes for chalcopyrite by 
direct measurement, and the texture dimension for chalcopyrite by modelling with 
equation 4.6, it is now possible to model the matrix liberation through size reduction of the 
gangue matrix from the chalcopyrite texture.  In this case, the volumetric grade of the 
value mineral and the value mineral grain size is given by the chalcopyrite volumetric 
grade and grain size in table 7.7 whilst the matrix grain size is given by the chalcopyrite 
texture dimension also presented in table 7.7. Two matrix grain sizes were modelled; the 
first corresponding to the smallest chalcopyrite texture dimension of 252µm in the +4mm 
fraction; the second corresponding to the largest chalcopyrite texture dimension 
corresponding to 301µm in the +50mm fraction. The parameters used to construct the 
matrix liberation curves using the low grade Wiegel model are summarised in table 7.8. 
Table 7.8: Parameters used in the low grade Wiegel model 
 
Figure 7.6a and 7.6b shows the matrix liberation through size reduction curves for the 
+4mm fraction and +50mm fraction using the low grade Wiegel model respectively. 
Size Fraction modelled +4mm +50mm
Values grade (Vol %) 1.4 1.09
Matrix grade (Vol%) 98.6 98.91
Values grain size (µm) 61 67
Matrix grain size (µm) 252 301
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For the +4mm fraction representing the smallest matrix grain size of 250 µm, the predicted 
size at which matrix liberation occurs is 1550 µm. Similarly, the predicted size at which 
matrix liberation occurs in the +50mm size fraction representing the coarsest grain size of 
301 µm is 2050 µm.  It is clear from both of these graphs that this ore is not suitable for 
sorting at coarse particles as the required particle size at which matrix liberation occurs is 
less than 2mm.  
7.6 Particle Grade Distributions 
Upon completion of the coarse particle measurements, the particle mineral grades and 
elemental assays in each size fraction were sorted in an excel spreadsheet with respect to 
copper grade and classed into grade bins which were 0.1% Cu wide. The sorted data is 
shown in Appendix 6.  
The number of particles in each grade bin was then counted to construct the particle 
grade distribution and probability density distribution for each size fraction.  A particle 
grade distribution and probability density distribution was also constructed for all particles 
across all size fractions. This allowed the mode of the particle grade distributions to be 
estimated which was used with the mean grade determined from the Rapidscan 
methodology to construct the modelled lognormal probability density distribution using the 
Excel lognormal model developed in Chapter 3. Calculations for the lognormal model are 
shown in Appendix 7.  
Figure 7.7 shows the particle grade frequency distribution for all 66 particles measured 
across the four size fractions. This distribution can be interpreted in two different ways viz: 
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1. As a lognormal distribution with a statistical variance overlayed in the frequency 
whereby some grade classes are overpopulated and some are underpopulated with 
particles. 
2. As a multi-modal distribution whereby two or more lognormal distributions from 
different particle types are overlayed to form a compound lognormal distribution. 
This is seen in figure 7.7 where a distribution with a mode at 0.15% Cu may be 
overlayed by another population of particles with a lognormal mode at 0.55% Cu. 
 
Figure 7.7: Particle Frequency Distribution for all 66 particles 
The following sub-sections outline the arguments for each interpretation. 
7.6.1 Lognormal interpretation of the quartz monzonite particle grade distribution 
Following the argument that the distribution is lognormal with an overlay of statistical 
variation in the particle frequency, it can be seen that the 0.35% Cu grade class contains 
only four particles which in an ideal lognormal distribution would contain between seven 
and eight particles. Conversely, the 0.55% Cu grade class contains eight particles which 
in an idealised lognormal distribution should contain between six and seven particles. 
Furthermore the 1.05%, 1.25% and1.35% Cu grade classes each contain three particles 
which for an ideal lognormal distribution would only contain either zero or one particle.  
Hence, under this interpretation the deviation from ideal lognormal statistics is due to 
statistical variation of a relatively small number of particles in a limited number of grade 
classes due to a low population statistics. 
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Figure 7.8 shows the comparison between the measured probability density distribution 
and the modelled lognormal density distribution for all particles measured across the four 
size fractions.  The lognormal excel model is shown in Appendix 7. 
 
Figure 7.8: Measured and modelled probability density distributions 
With the exception of the grade classes discussed in the previous paragraph, the 
measured probability density distribution closely follows the modelled distribution. This is 
confirmed in figure 7.9 which shows the correlation between the measured and modelled 
probability distributions. The resultant coefficient of determination is 0.770 which 
compares well with the coefficient of determination of 0.782 exhibited by the low particle 
population of 66 particles represented in figure 3.11. This is a significant result as a 
coefficient of determination of 0.770 confirms that 77% of the variability in the measured 
probability density distribution is described by lognormal mathematics whilst the remaining 
23% is due to low population statistics.  Furthermore, the coefficient of determination for 
the large population distribution shown in figure 3.6 was 0.977 indicating that the 
measured probability distribution approached an ideal lognormal distribution form when 
sufficient particles were measured. It can therefore be expected that with a larger 
population of particles in figure 7.8, the measured probability density distribution could 
achieve a coefficient of determination greater than 0.95. 
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Figure 7.9: Correlation between the measured and modelled probability density 
distributions 
It is interesting to note that the three grade bins identified in figure 7.9 (circled in red) 
represent the greatest deviation away from the regression line and therefore represent the 
greatest statistical variation due to low particle statistics. Figure 7.10 shows that with the 
reallocation of only four particles out of the 0.55% Cu grade class into the 0.35% and 
0.05% Cu grade classes (which represents only 6% of the particle population), the 
resultant match between the measured and modelled probability density functions is near 
ideal with the resultant coefficient of determination shown in figure 7.11 to be 0.866. It can 
therefore be seen that with higher population statistics, similar to that shown in figure 3.6, 
coefficient of determinations of 0.87 or better can be achieved. 
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Figure 7.10: Measured and modelled probability distributions with reallocation of 
four particles  
 
Figure 7.11: Correlation between measured and modelled probability distributions 
with reallocation of four particles  
7.6.2 Multi-modal interpretation of the quartz monzonite particle grade distribution 
Reverting back to figure 3.1 which is re-created here as figure 7.12, the essence of the 
new model proposed in that section was that the lognormal grade frequency distribution 
shown in figure 7.12 could be reduced down to two distinct populations viz: 
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1. Abundant and relatively uniform low grade Cu mineral bearing particles that 
contribute to the mode, 
2. Rarer and more variable higher grade Cu mineral bearing particles that 
contribute to the variance. 
 
Figure 7.12: Textural Populations in the Lognormal Distribution 
Furthermore it was stated in section 3.1 that these two populations are considered to be 
texturally different as defined by the grade and texture model as shown in Figure 1.1 
Although this model for the particle grade distribution works well for simple lognormal 
distributions, there is the possibility that more than two textural populations in the 
distribution which may yield a multi-modal distribution consisting of two or more lognormal 
distributions overlayed upon each other.  This would produce a multi-modal distribution 
with each textural population governed by its own mean and mode grade as demonstrated 
in figure 7.13, where up to four textural populations may be resolved out of the particle 
grade distribution for the quartz monzonite ore. 
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Figure 7.13: Textural Populations in the quartz monzonite ore 
Under this scenario the following four textural populations may be interpreted in the 
compound distribution: 
1. Low grade random disseminated textures that define the first mode grade at 0.15%  
2. Average grade uniform particles that define the second mode grade at 0.55% Cu. It 
is noted that the average grade of the four size fractions that form this distribution is 
0.62% Cu so these particles can be considered as uniform particles carrying the 
average grade of the ore. 
3. High grade vein controlled textures that define the third mode grade at 1.3% Cu. 
4. Higher grade preferentially vein controlled textures that define the variance of the 
probability density distribution. 
Assuming that each textural population follows lognormal statistics with its own mean and 
mode grade, we can model the compound distribution by summing each individual 
lognormal distribution into the one distribution.  The following subsections demonstrate 
this methodology for a bi-modal and tri-modal solution for the quartz monzonite ore. 
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7.6.2.1 Bi-modal lognormal model for the quartz monzonite ore. 
In this scenario, the quartz monzonite particle grade distribution is assumed to be 
composed of two separate lognormal distributions; the first being the low grade random 
disseminated texture population that forms the mode peak at 0.15% Cu; the second for 
the average grade particles that form the mode peak at 0.55% Cu.  This is graphically 
represented in figure 7.14.  
 
Figure 7.14: Bi-modal distribution model composed of two independent log normal 
distributions 
Figure 7.15 compares the measured probability density distribution for the quartz 
monzonite ore with the modelled bimodal probability density distribution. The excel model 
used to calculate the bi-modal distribution is shown in Appendix 8. It can be seen in figure 
7.15 that the bi-modal distribution model faithfully reproduces the two mode peaks at 
0.15% Cu and 0.55% Cu and that it more closely follows the measured distribution than 
that generated by the single mode lognormal distribution model shown in figure 7.8. This 
is quantitatively proved by the linear regression model shown in figure 7.16 where the 
coefficient of determination R2 has shown significant improvement from 0.77 for the single 
mode lognormal distribution to 0.887 for the bimodal distribution.   
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Figure 7.15: Bi-modal distribution model for the quartz monzonite ore 
 
Figure 7.16: Correlation between measured and modelled probability distributions 
assuming a bi-modal form 
This means that 88.7% of the variation in the measured distribution can be accounted for 
by a bi-modal distribution with the remaining 12.3% being accountable by low particle 
population statistics. The bias in the linear regression equation has also improved from 
7.35% down to 5.61%.  The bi-model model therefore simulates the measured distribution 
better than the single mode lognormal distribution shown in figure 7. 8. It is noted however 
that the bars between 1.0% Cu and 1.4% Cu are not accounted for in the bi-modal 
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distribution.  This may be due to a third population of particles requiring a tri-modal form to 
fully describe the measured distribution for the quartz monzonite ore. 
7.6.2.2 Tri-modal lognormal model for the quartz monzonite ore. 
In this scenario, the bi-modal model is further developed by assuming that the data points 
in the range of 1.2% Cu to 1.4% copper is a separate textural population composed of 
higher grade vein controlled textures producing a tri-modal distribution as shown in figure 
7.17. 
 
Figure 7.17: Tri-modal distribution model composed of three independent lognormal 
distributions 
Figure 7.18 shows the comparison between the measured probability density distribution 
and the tri-modal probability density distribution.  The excel model used to calculate the tri-
modal distribution is shown in Appendix 9. As seen in figure 7.18, the tri-modal modal not 
only accurately accounts for the two mode peaks at 0.15% Cu and 0.55% Cu but also 
faithfully reproduces the third smaller peak at 1.3% Cu. The resultant linear regression 
model presented in figure 7.19 shows an excellent R2 value of 0.933 with only 3.05% bias 
in the linear regression equation.  
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Figure 7.18: Tri-modal distribution model for the quartz monzonite ore 
 
Figure 7.19:  Correlation between measured and modelled probability distributions assuming a tri-
modal form 
Of equal importance for sortability is that the tri-modal model also accurately estimates the 
proportion of barren and near barren particles in the first grade class of the measured 
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distribution better than the single mode lognormal model shown in figure 7.8, and the bi-
model distribution model shown in figure 7.15.  
7.6.2.3 Single mode vs multi-mode interpretation of the quartz monzonite 
distribution 
In the introduction to section 7.6 it was postulated that the particle grade distribution for 
the quartz monzonite ore could either be interpreted as a single mode lognormal 
distribution with a statistical variance overlayed in the frequency or as a multi-modal 
distribution whereby two or more lognormal distributions from different particle types are 
overlayed to form a compound lognormal distribution. Based purely upon the coefficient of 
determinations of the single mode lognormal distribution, bi-modal compound distribution 
and tri-modal compound distribution, the tri-model model simulates the measured 
distribution better than the previous two models. However, in the absence of a larger 
population of particles, the single mode lognormal distribution cannot be discounted as the 
three modes that have been assumed in the measured distribution may simply be 
artefacts of low population statistics. It is therefore recommended that further work be 
performed to provide confirmation of the multi-modal distribution. In the absence of this 
data, the measured distribution will therefore be assumed to be composed of three 
discrete populations of particles, each with its own lognormal distribution. 
With regards to sortability, the question of single mode or multi-mode forms is less 
relevant since the sortability potential is determined by the proportion of barren and near 
barren particles in the first grade class of the measured distribution. It can therefore be 
argued that for multi-mode distributions, the position of the lowest grade mode is the 
primary determinant of sortability as this is the underlying lognormal distribution which will 
contribute most to the first grade class in the compound distribution.  This is demonstrated 
in figure 7.20 where the underlying lognormal distributions that make up the second and 
third mode peaks do not contribute any particles into the first grade class. 
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Figure 7.20: Tri-modal distribution model composed of three independent lognormal 
distributions 
The higher mode distributions are therefore seen to merely affect the average grade of the 
sample as opposed to the proportion of barren or near barren particles required for 
sorting. Hence the sortability potential index derived in in section 6.5 of this thesis that 
uses the mode grade and mean grade of the lognormal distribution to determine sortability 
will also be applicable to multi-mode distributions as the first mode peak in the multi-mode 
distribution will be the prime determinant of barren and near barren particles. 
7.6.3 Sorting Potential Index for the quartz monzonite ore 
Having established that the un-sized measured probability distribution for the quartz 
monzonite ore closely follows a tri-modal compound lognormal model, we can now 
determine the sortability potential of the quartz monzonite ore using the sortability 
potential index derived in section 6.5.  Figure 7.21 recreates the sorting potential index 
from figure 6.19. Analysis of the distribution statistics obtained from the probability density 
distribution in figure 7.18 shows that the first mode grade is situated at a Cu grade of 
0.15% Cu and the mean grade is situated at 0.62% Cu. Although the mode grade is 
situated in the second grade class, there is very little proportion of barren and near barren 
gangue particles in the measured distribution as only 4% of the distribution is contained in 
the first grade class.  This means that there is very little liberated gangue to reject. The 
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combination of the relatively high mode grade and mean grade positions the probability 
density distribution for the quartz monzonite ore in quadrant 3 of the sortability index 
confirming that this ore is un-sortable. 
 
Figure 7.21: Sorting potential index 
7.7 Summary 
This chapter provides the experimental evidence that the sortability of an ore can be 
determined from direct quantitative measurements of the mineral abundances and mineral 
grain sizes from an ore for modelling the particle grade distribution, texture dimension and 
matrix liberation through size reduction curves. Furthermore, the experimental design 
developed in this thesis design has been confirmed as a viable and robust methodology 
for modelling the potential sortability from direct mineralogical and grain size 
measurements of the value minerals within a given ore type.  This experimental design 
can be used as a routine methodology by any quantitative mineralogical laboratory for 
assessing the sortability potential without the need for expensive metallurgical test work. 
The chapter also confirms that more complicated particle grade distributions such as 
those showing multi-mode compound distributions can be modelled using lognormal forms 
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for the constituent textural populations that contribute to the distribution.  In this way, the 
lognormal modelling is not restricted to simple lognormal distributions such as those that 
were encountered in chapter 6. 
Finally, results from the three modelling procedures developed in this thesis (lognormal 
modelling, texture dimension modelling and matrix liberation through size reduction 
modelling) all confirm that the quartz monzonite ore under test was un-sortable at particle 
sizes greater than 4 mm.  
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Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions 
8.1 Introduction 
The research question addressed in this PhD project was expressed in chapter 1 as: 
“Can sortability be rapidly, cost effectively and pragmatically modelled from mineral 
grade and texture distributions measured in drill core and/or broken particles” 
In answering this research question a working hypothesis was formulated that related ore 
sortability with gangue liberation through size reduction mechanisms such that the 
fundamental driver for sortability was the proportion of liberated gangue that could be 
generated at any given particle size. Since the fundamental aim of ore sorting is to reject  
mass out of the ore stream at the lowest possible metal loss, sorting can only be exploited 
on ores that generate sufficient quantities of barren gangue at particle sizes suitable for 
ore sorting technologies e.g. greater than 10 to 20 mm. 
The new experimental design developed in this thesis consisted of measuring the mean 
grade and mode grade of the particle grade distribution generated at a given particle size, 
as well as the average grain size of the valuable mineral in the ore. These three 
parameters can be directly measured from broken ore using conventional quantitative 
mineralogy instruments. Three new modelling methodologies were developed in the thesis 
to determine ore sortability, these being: 
 Lognormal probability distribution modelling using the mean grade and mode grade 
of the value mineral,  
 Texture dimension modelling using the volumetric grade and mean grain size of the 
value mineral, 
 Gangue liberation through size reduction modelling using a new model adapted 
from the model originally developed by Wiegel (1967). 
The following sections summarise the major findings of the thesis and highlights the 
major deliverables from the thesis work. 
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8.2 Research Hypothesis 
The refined hypothesis presented in section 1.3.5 and subsequently modified in section 
5.2.3 stated that gangue liberation through size reduction would proceed through three 
stages according to the model shown in figure 8.1.  
 
Figure 8.1: Refined hypothesis 
Using the three stage descriptors defined for the refined hypothesis model, the particle 
grade distribution in each stage can be described as follows: 
1. particle size > texture dimension – lognormal distribution with low barren matrix,  high 
dispersion density, low stereological bias and low sortability potential. 
2. particle size ~ texture dimension –lognormal distribution with some barren matrix, low 
dispersion density, maximum stereological bias and high sortability potential. 
3. particle size< texture dimension- lognormal distribution with abundant barren matrix, 
low dispersion density, low stereological bias and high sortability potential. 
The results of the lognormal modelling on the four ore types presented in chapter 6 
confirmed the particle grade distributions as being lognormal with the shapes of the 
distributions being indicative of the three stages of gangue liberation through size 
reduction curves: 
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 MZ1 in chapter 6 yields a shape which is consistent with stage 3 where abundant 
barren matrix particles are present in the particle grade distribution.  
 QZ1 in chapter 6 yields a shape which is consistent with stage 2 where barren 
particles are beginning to be generated in the particle grade distribution. This 
distribution is also indicative of the inflection in the gangue liberation through size 
reduction curve which can be used to predict the minimum crush size to produce 
liberated gangue particles.  
 Quartz monzonite ore in chapter 7 is consistent with stage 1 where very few barren 
matrix particles are present in the particle grade distribution. This stage implies that 
further size reduction is required to produce barren matrix particles for sorting 
applications. 
The refined hypothesis has therefore been confirmed. 
8.3 Experimental Design 
Particle characterisation for grade and texture modelling is a fundamental measurement 
methodology for determining sortability as an intrinsic property of the ore. It was noted in 
section 1.4 that Morrison et al (2013 pp7) had concluded that “quite extensive particle by 
particle analysis is required for adequate characterisation of sorting potential” and that  
“the next generation sorting techniques (almost by definition) have to be suitable for 
particle by particle analysis and, therefore, are well suited to the assessment of their own 
potential”. As such, the experimental design first shown in Figure 1.14 (recreated here as 
figure 8.2) represents a new methodology for sampling and measuring the characteristics 
of an ore which are related to sorting potential.  
In this experimental design, crushed ore was prepared as polished sections and 
measured with QemSCAN  to obtain grade and texture parameters such as the mean 
sulphide mineral grade, mode sulphide mineral grade and the mean sulphide grain size for 
texture dimension modelling, matrix liberation modelling and particle grade distribution 
modelling. The detail of the new experimental design was developed in chapter 5 of the 
thesis and tested on a real ores from a porphyry copper deposit. The results and 
discussion of the bottom measurement and modelling path in figure 8.2 were presented in 
chapter 6 whilst the results and discussion of the top measurement and modelling path 
were presented in chapter 7.  
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Figure 8.2: Experimental design 
Both measurement and modelling paths provided robust estimates of sortability from 
crushed ore with the: 
 lognormal probability density distributions producing theoretical sortability curves 
and a potential sortability index based upon the mean grade and mode grade of 
the particle grade distribution,  
 quantitative measurement and modelling of the mineral sulphide grade and grain 
size parameters provided estimates of the texture dimension and gangue liberation 
at a given particle size.  
Of most importance is that this experimental design can be implemented as a routine 
procedure for assessing the sortability of a mineral sulphide ore using standard ore 
preparation and quantitative mineralogy instruments that are available in the mining 
industry.  
8.4 Refined lognormal distribution model 
New concepts introduced in chapter 3 developed the particle grade distribution model 
assumed in the refined hypothesis of section 1.3.5 further by directly linking the properties 
of disseminated and vein controlled textures with the properties of the lognormal 
probability distribution function. Two mathematical expressions were derived (equations 
3.11 and 3.12) that exploited the properties of lognormal distributions to obtain statistically 
robust measures of the mean grade and the mode grade of the particle grade frequency 
distribution.  
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The standard form for the log-normal probability density distribution can now be expressed 
as: 
f (𝑥) = 
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with the mean and variance described in the new form of: 
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Equations 3.11 and 3.12 derived in chapter 3 allows µy and σy to be estimated from direct 
measurements of the mean grade µx and the mode grade  𝑚𝑥     from the real world, 
untransformed measured particle grade distribution.   
An Excel based lognormal distribution model was constructed and tested on two existing 
real world particle grade distributions.  The first distribution contained a robust population 
of particles (3113) whilst the second consisted of a small population of particles (66) 
sampled from a narrow size fraction (-22mm/+19mm) considered as a suitable size for 
coarse particle sorting.  The conclusions drawn from this chapter were: 
 The measured distribution from a robust population of particles closely follows 
lognormal statistics which can be modelled using classical lognormal parameters. 
This confirms the hypothesis that the particle grade distribution in coarse particles 
is lognormal and confirms the two equations derived in this thesis. 
 The mean grade and mode grade measured from a low population of particles can 
be used to model the lognormal probability distribution for a single size fraction 
considered suitable for sorting. 
 The Excel based lognormal distribution model developed in this thesis provides a 
realistic estimate of the real world distribution based upon a small population of 
particles sampled from an individual size fraction within a coarsely crushed ore.  
Having established that the particle grade distributions could be modelled from direct 
measurements of the mean grade µx and the mode grade  𝑚𝑥    the excel model was used 
to determine whether particle grade distributions obtained from four size fractions in four 
different porphyry copper ore types  were lognormal. This was presented in chapter 6.  Of 
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the 16 ore type size fractions modelled, only two particle grade distributions showed a 
poor correlation to the lognormal fit. The reason for the poor fit was due to low particle 
statistics. The remaining 14 size fraction distributions closely followed lognormal statistics 
which confirmed the modelling process that was developed in chapter 3.  Furthermore it 
confirmed the refined hypothesis where it was first postulated that the shape of the 
lognormal distribution would change as gangue liberation proceeded through stages 1, 2 
and 3 of the gangue liberation through size reduction curve.   
 Chapter 7 confirmed that more complicated particle grade distributions such as those 
showing multi-mode compound distributions can also be modelled using lognormal forms 
for the constituent textural populations that contribute to the distribution.  In this way, the 
lognormal modelling is not restricted to simple lognormal distributions such as those that 
were encountered in chapter 6. The measured distribution obtained from the quartz 
monzonite ore that was measured and modelled in chapter 7 was best modelled using a 
tri-modal distribution with each mode corresponding to three different textural types.  
Lognormal modelling has therefore been demonstrated on both simple and complex 
particle grade distributions. 
8.5 Texture dimension model 
A new concept termed the texture dimension was defined in section 1.3.4 as the average 
distance between sulphide grains embedded in the gangue matrix. Figure 8.3 recreates 
figure 1.4 which shows an example of how a random disseminated texture can be 
mathematically modelled using circular grain sections disseminated in circular particle 
sections. The modelled texture on the right shows a simple circular particle section with 
circular yellow grain sections embedded into it. In this model the texture dimension can be 
estimated from the average distance between sulphide grains embedded in the gangue 
matrix.  
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Figure 8.3: Texture modelling 
In deriving a mathematical expression for quantifying the texture dimension, the aim of the 
model was to calculate the average size of the particle produced by breaking the texture 
into smaller pieces such that each particle only contained one sulphide grain and the 
average grade of the particle equalled the bulk grade of the texture. This is schematically 
represented in figure 8.4 (recreated from figure 4.3). 
 
 
Figure 8.3: Texture Dimension Model 
The expression derived for the average particle size equivalent to the texture dimension 
was given by equation 4.1 
  dp =  √
𝑑𝑖
3
𝑉𝑖
3
                                                                                       (4.1) 
The texture dimension is an important attribute of the ore as it defines the point of 
inflection in figure 1.13 of the refined hypothesis where liberated matrix particles are 
produced during comminution.  This in turn defines the optimum size for sorting. 
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Having established the theory and mathematics of the texture dimension, this parameter 
was calculated from quantitative mineralogical measurements of the volumetric grade and 
grain size of chalcopyrite and pyrite in a quartz monzonite ore.  This analysis was 
presented in chapter 7. From these calculations the texture dimension for chalcopyrite in 
the coarser sortable particle sizes (+50mm down to +4mm) was found to vary from 
between 252µm and 301 µm. Pyrite exhibited a slightly coarser texture dimension of 
between 363 µm and 419 µm. It was apparent from this analysis that the sulphide texture 
in the quartz monzonite ore was not sortable at the nominated particle sizes. 
8.6 Matrix liberation through size reduction modelling 
Matrix liberation through size reduction modelling was first introduced in section 2.2.3.3 
where the Gaudin Random Liberation Model (GRLM) developed by Wiegel was 
discussed.  The relevance of this model to the  PhD topic is that it provides a 
mathematical modelling framework for calculating the liberation of the value minerals and 
waste in an ore at any given particle size. The parameters used in the model are the 
volumetric grade of the value minerals and the assumed grain size of the value minerals 
or waste.  This model aligns with the refined hypothesis whereby matrix liberation is 
assumed to be the fundamental driver for sortability as well as the experimental design 
where direct measurements of the value grade and grain size are used to model the 
sortability of an ore.  
 A review of papers from Wiegel on the application of the GRLM performed in section 4.2 
showed that there was a gap in the GRLM model that could be filled by the use of the 
texture dimension concept, most notably:  
1. The need for a single grain size for both values and waste in the model which is a 
gross simplification for real ores. 
2.  GRLM applications have essentially been limited to ores with medium and high 
valuable mineral grades and the limitation related to a single grain size for waste 
and values is even more apparent in low grade applications. 
3.  Despite the underlying assumption of a single mineral grain size for values and 
waste, a particle size difference exists between that at which the matrix liberates 
and that at which the values liberate.   
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This difference is intuitively related to the sorting potential of a low grade ore which can be 
enhanced through the assumption that the matrix has a larger grain size than the value 
grains embedded in it.  The texture dimension was linked to the GRLM model developed 
by Wiegel (1967) to refine the GRLM for applications involving low grade ores which 
contain disseminated sulphide textures embedded in the gangue matrix.   
Having established the theory and mathematics of the low grade GRLM, the matrix 
liberation through size reduction curves were calculated for a quartz monzonite ore. These 
calculations were presented in chapter 7. From these calculations it was determined that 
matrix liberation would commence at a particle size of 1550 µm for the +4mm fraction 
which represented the smallest texture dimension of 250 µm; and at 2050 µm for the 
+50mm size fraction which represented the coarsest texture dimension of 301 µm.  It is 
clear from the predicted size at which matrix liberation occurs in the quartz monzonite ore 
that it is not suitable for sorting at coarse particles as the required particle size at which 
matrix liberation occurs is less than 2 mm.  
8.7 Theoretical sorting potential 
The concept of the theoretical sorting potential was first introduced in section 6.2 whereby 
the particle grade distribution and particle weights were used to simulate a perfect sorting 
machine assuming perfect separation.  After grouping the individual particle grade and 
weight data into 0.1% Cu classes, a spreadsheet was created that sorted particles into 
rejects as the data was accumulated through the grade classes from lowest grade class to 
highest grade.  The output of the simulation was a cumulative graph that simulated the 
weight %, Cu loss % and the Cu grade of the rejects stream as the data was accumulated 
from the lowest grade class to the highest grade class.  This is shown in figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8.4: Theoretical sorting potential for the -50mm/+40 mm fraction of MZ1 
It was noted in the development of the theoretical sorting potential that a high sorting 
potential was evidenced by a large gap between the cumulative weight curve and the 
cumulative loss curve particularly in the first grade class as this is the class that is 
composed of barren and near barren particles. A large gap between these two curves is 
indicative of abundant barren and near barren particles to send to the reject stream 
without significant loss of Cu which is the ultimate aim of sorting.  
Having established the theory and methodology for the theoretical sorting potential 
simulations were performed on 16 size fractions from four different porphyry copper ore 
types in chapter 6. Of these 16 size fractions: 
 All four fractions for MZ1 showed acceptable theoretical sorting properties 
 No size fractions for MZ2 showed acceptable theoretical sorting properties 
 All four fractions for QZ1 showed only marginal theoretical sorting properties 
 Only one fraction in QZ2 showed acceptable theoretical sorting properties. 
 
Hence, chapter 6 demonstrated that the theoretical sorting potential can be used to 
determine the sortability of an ore based purely on the particle grade distribution of the 
modelled size fraction. This methodology assumes a perfect separation of the ore into 
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accepts and rejects but does not account for inefficiency in detection and separation.  
These inefficiencies are inherent in the sorting technology being employed and is not a 
function of the ore properties 
8.8 Sorting potential index 
In addition to the theoretical sorting potential, a sorting potential index was also developed 
in chapter 6 to classify ores into sortable and un-sortable categories based upon the 
shape and position of the mean grade and mode grade of the measured lognormal 
distribution.  This sortability index is shown in figure 8.5 which is characterised by four 
quadrants based upon the relative positions of the mean grade µ𝑥 and mode grade   𝑚𝑥.  
This figure showed that sortability is a direct attribute of the shape of the lognormal 
distribution with the mode grade determining how many liberated and near liberated 
gangue particles are present in the distribution whilst the position of the mean grade 
determined how much inhomogeneity was present in the distribution. 
 
Figure 8.5: Sorting potential index 
The distribution with the best properties for sorting had the mode grade positioned near 
the first grade class within the distribution whilst the mean grade was significantly larger 
than the mode grade. This configuration is demonstrated in the top left quadrant in figure 
8.5 and ensures that there are abundant liberated or near liberated gangue particles to 
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reject as well as sufficient inhomogeneity to separate higher grade particles from lower 
grade particles. The other three quadrants either have insufficient abundances of liberated 
or near liberated gangue particles to reject, or there is insufficient inhomogeneity to reject 
high grade particles from low grade particles. Hence, sortability can be seen to be a 
function of the mode and mean grade of the particle grade distribution. 
8.9 Recommendations for future work 
Having established the research question and hypothesis in the affirmative, the remaining 
question is whether there are additional areas of research that could be conducted to 
extend the research performed in this PhD thesis. The following subsections provide 
recommendations for future work beyond the scope of this thesis. 
 
8.9.1 Multi-modal particle grade distributions  
In the introduction to section 7.6 it was postulated that the particle grade distribution for 
the quartz monzonite ore could either be interpreted as a single mode lognormal 
distribution with a statistical variance overlayed in the frequency or as a multi-modal 
distribution whereby two or more lognormal distributions from different particle types are 
overlayed to form a compound lognormal distribution. Furthermore it was noted in section 
7.6.2.3 that in the absence of a larger population of particles, the single mode lognormal 
distribution could not be discounted as the three modes that were assumed in the 
measured distribution may simply be artefacts of low population statistics. It was therefore 
recommended that further work be performed to provide confirmation of the multi-modal 
distribution.  
The simplest method to determine whether the particle grade distribution is single or multi-
mode is to measure and construct a three dimensional chemical analysis particle grade 
distribution using the methodology outlined in section 5.2.1 from a larger population of 
particles. This would take out the statistical variability from low population statistics and 
confirm whether the distribution is single mode or multi-mode. Confirmation of multi-mode 
distributions would further extend the work of thesis into more complicated distributions. It 
would also add to the refined research hypothesis by providing more evidence for the 
range of particle grade distributions that could be expected in region 1.  
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8.9.2 Sortability modelling for a bench scale ore sorting processes 
In answering the research question and confirming the working hypothesis, this thesis 
developed three different theories and mathematical modelling procedures for assessing 
an ores ability to generate liberated matrix particles at a given particle size. It is noted that 
these models predict the theoretical sorting potential of a given ore by assuming perfect 
separation from an idealised sorting machine. The next logical step is to test these 
predictions obtained from ore feeds, with products obtained from bench scale sorting 
machines to test the models accuracy and predictability.  This introduces an extra layer of 
complication in that the sorting technology selected for the bench scale sorting experiment 
will deviate away from a perfect sorting machine due to its own inefficiencies in detection 
and physical sorting capability.  
The next experiment would therefore consist of matched feeds, accepts and rejects to be 
measured and modelled using the new experimental design and models to compare the 
theoretical sorting potential curves with the actual curves generated by a bench scale 
sorting machine. If successful, the experiment could be scaled up to predict the sorting 
potential using a full size sorting machine. 
8.9.3 Predicting gangue liberation for conventional comminution circuits 
It was noted in chapter 1 that the prime objective of this PhD project was to develop 
measurement and modelling methodologies to predict sortability from measurements of 
grade and texture in mineral sulphide ores. It was also recognised that the modelling 
capability developed in this project could be equally applied to predicting the liberation 
size of the gangue matrix for feed preparation to conventional concentration circuits such 
as flotation, gravity separation and electro-magnetic separation.  These applications were 
outside the scope of this PhD project but offers ample opportunity for broader application 
in subsequent work. 
It is therefore recommended that the new experimental design and modelling procedures 
be tested on feed ores for predicting the grind size of conventional comminution circuits.  
This would consist of feed and product analysis to compare the predicted liberation of 
gangue through size reduction with experimentally determined liberation curves.  This 
would contribute to the area of comminution theory and practice. 
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8.9.4 Methodology be tested on a wider variety of ore types 
It is recognised that the ores tested using the mathematical models developed in the 
thesis consisted primarily of porphyry copper ore types.  However it was noted from 
Berger (2008, pp1) in section 2.2.1 that the porphyry model definition “covers all porphyry 
style copper deposits and includes copper-molybdenum, copper-molybdenum-gold, and 
copper-gold subtypes”. Furthermore, “a variety of deposit types are spatially, if not 
genetically, related to porphyry copper mineralization, including skarns, polymetallic veins 
and replacements, and epithermal veins”. It is apparent that this model covers a wide 
range of important economic deposit styles. 
It is therefore suggested that the mathematical models developed in the thesis be applied 
to a wider variety of porphyry style deposits as well as skarns, polymetallic veins and 
replacements, and epithermal veins. It could also be applied to other ore types such as 
mafic/ultramafic base metal sulphides, Volcanogenic Massive Sulphides (VMS and 
massive ferrous oxides. This would test the models generic properties. 
8.9.5 Particle grade distributions derived from chemical assay data 
In section 5.2.1 it was shown that particle grade distributions acquired from chemical 
analysis of individual particles can be measured and modelled using two simple 
measurements of the mean grade and mode grade as measured from a population of 
individual particles.   Furthermore it was argued that the number of barren particles found 
in the distribution provides the key textural information such that: 
 The absence of barren particles in the distribution confirms that the ore texture is 
conserved and that the distribution follows lognormal statistics as is the case for 
region 3 in the refined hypothesis.  
 The presence of barren particles in the distribution confirms that the ore texture is 
being destroyed and that barren matrix particles are available for sorting as is the 
case of region 2 in the refined hypothesis. 
It is recognised however that this methodology is expensive and time consuming requiring 
a population of particles to be individually pulverised and assayed in order to build the 
particle grade distribution.  Future research in this area could therefore focus on simpler 
more rapid analytical procedures using alternative techniques such as Laser Induced 
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Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) for individual particle analysis.  LIBS has many 
advantages for whole particle analysis including: 
 A sample preparation-free measurement methodology that doesn’t require sample 
preparation stages such as crushing and pulverising in order to make an 
homogenous sample for analysis. 
 Rapid measurement times (usually a few seconds) for an individual analysis point.  
 Broad elemental sensitivity, including light elements such as H, Be, Li, C, N, O, Na, 
and Mg 
It is envisaged that the application of techniques such as LIBS will provide rapid, low cost 
particle grade distributions suitable for grade and texture analyses described in this thesis. 
8.9 Conclusions 
In conclusion, it is found that the research question and refined hypothesis has been 
confirmed with the addition of new knowledge on the modelling of mineral sulphide 
textures, particle grade distributions and matrix liberation through size reduction of coarse 
particles for the application of sorting mineral sulphide ores. The content which may be 
considered original to this thesis includes: 
1. A new experimental design that provides statistically reliable estimates of the 
mean sulphide mineral grade, mode sulphide mineral grade, and mean sulphide 
mineral grain size from measurements acquired from coarse particles. 
2.  A refined log-normal distribution model for estimating the particle grade 
distribution of an ore from measurements of the mean sulphide mineral grade and 
mode sulphide mineral grade acquired from coarse particles. 
3. A new mathematical model for estimating the sulphide mineral texture dimension 
from measurements of the mean mineral sulphide grade and mean sulphide 
mineral grain size from measurements acquired from coarse particles. 
4.  A refined Gaudin Random Liberation Model that predicts matrix liberation through 
size reduction on low grade ores from estimates of the mean sulphide mineral 
grain size and modelled texture dimension of the ore acquired from coarse 
particles. 
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5. A new sorting potential index that predicts the sortability of an ore based upon the 
mean grade and mode grade of the particle grade distribution using the refined 
lognormal modelling methodology outlined in 2 above. 
 
Future work is recommended in the areas of multi-mode particle grade distributions, 
applying the sorting models on bench scale sorting machines, and applying the refined 
GRLM model for predicting matrix liberation in conventional comminution circuits. 
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Appendix 1: Lognormal Excel Spreadsheet Models 
1.1 Lognormal modelling with robust particle statistics 
 
 
 
Mean(x) 0.325
Mode(x) 0.05
Mean(y) -1.747864156
Variance (y) 1.247868118
SD(y) 1.117080175
Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
0.01 195 0.064 35.71294964 6.5425165 0.037958636 1.35561484 0.067502448
0.05 575 0.189 7.142589928 1.247868118 0.53583229 3.827230316 0.190575825
0.1 395 0.130 3.571294964 0.24659282 0.884001597 3.15703045 0.157203417
0.15 310 0.102 2.380863309 0.017852289 0.991113575 2.359705946 0.117500874
0.2 215 0.070 1.785647482 0.015355649 0.992351575 1.771990091 0.088235733
0.25 210 0.069 1.428517986 0.10476485 0.948965889 1.35561484 0.067502448
0.3 175 0.057 1.190431655 0.237058546 0.888225814 1.057372126 0.052651539
0.35 160 0.052 1.02036999 0.390476101 0.822638805 0.839395949 0.041797478
0.4 130 0.043 0.892823741 0.554156604 0.757995142 0.676756058 0.033698872
0.45 110 0.036 0.793621103 0.722253958 0.696890502 0.553067009 0.027539812
0.5 65 0.021 0.714258993 0.891462713 0.640355776 0.457379872 0.022775098
0.55 80 0.026 0.649326357 1.059857559 0.588646892 0.382223942 0.019032731
0.6 60 0.020 0.595215827 1.22630293 0.541641213 0.322393423 0.016053487
0.65 50 0.016 0.549429994 1.390133273 0.499041192 0.2741882 0.013653122
0.7 50 0.016 0.510184995 1.550971128 0.460480134 0.234930055 0.011698274
0.75 35 0.011 0.476172662 1.708619433 0.425576858 0.202648065 0.010090802
0.8 50 0.016 0.44641187 1.862995687 0.393963173 0.175869837 0.008757388
0.85 30 0.010 0.420152349 2.014090632 0.365296723 0.153480276 0.007642506
0.9 20 0.007 0.396810552 2.16194177 0.339265977 0.13462432 0.006703579
0.95 25 0.008 0.375925786 2.306616097 0.31559105 0.118638814 0.005907585
1 20 0.007 0.357129496 2.448198702 0.294022392 0.105004069 0.005228647
1.05 10 0.003 0.34012333 2.586785173 0.274338486 0.093308919 0.004646291
1.1 15 0.005 0.324663179 2.722476504 0.256343163 0.083225186 0.004144174
1.15 10 0.003 0.310547388 2.855375688 0.239862882 0.074488792 0.003709148
1.2 5 0.002 0.297607914 2.98558544 0.224744131 0.066885632 0.003330551
1.25 10 0.003 0.285703597 3.113206696 0.210851044 0.060240902 0.002999678
1.3 15 0.005 0.274714997 3.238337644 0.198063257 0.054410947 0.002709377
1.35 5 0.002 0.264540368 3.361073124 0.186274002 0.049276993 0.002453734
1.4 10 0.003 0.255092497 3.481504282 0.175388434 0.044740274 0.002227829
1.45 10 0.003 0.246296204 3.599718401 0.165322164 0.040718221 0.002027552
1.5 5 0.002 0.238086331 3.71579885 0.155999976 0.037141462 0.001849448
 3050 1.000 20.08245436 1
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1.2 Lognormal modelling with low particle statistics 
 
 
 
Meanx 0.225
Modex 0.075
meany -1.857858973
variance y 0.732408192
Sdy 0.855808502
Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
0.025 6 0.091 18.64633405 4.577551203 0.101390528 1.89056166 0.094294636
0.075 24 0.364 6.215444684 0.732408192 0.693361274 4.309548647 0.214945288
0.125 14 0.212 3.72926681 0.067037528 0.967036766 3.606338114 0.179871594
0.175 6 0.091 2.663762007 0.018022239 0.991029359 2.639866354 0.131667346
0.225 2 0.030 2.071814895 0.183102048 0.912514755 1.89056166 0.094294636
0.275 1 0.015 1.695121277 0.438754007 0.80301892 1.361214457 0.06789264
0.325 0 0.000 1.434333389 0.735452718 0.692306599 0.992998471 0.049527308
0.375 2 0.030 1.243088937 1.050208255 0.59149377 0.735279362 0.036673176
0.425 2 0.030 1.096843179 1.371353495 0.503749203 0.552533878 0.027558467
0.475 1 0.015 0.981386003 1.69263638 0.428991493 0.421006246 0.020998326
0.525 1 0.015 0.887920669 2.010609676 0.365933067 0.324919534 0.016205856
0.575 1 0.015 0.810710176 2.323365225 0.312959149 0.253719167 0.012654629
0.625 1 0.015 0.745853362 2.629875628 0.268491019 0.200254929 0.009988019
0.675 1 0.015 0.690604965 2.92963277 0.231120425 0.159612913 0.007960937
0.725 1 0.015 0.642977036 3.222440672 0.199643833 0.1283664 0.006402469
0.775 0 0.000 0.601494647 3.508292702 0.173054907 0.1040916 0.005191727
0.825 1 0.015 0.565040426 3.787296815 0.150521642 0.085050812 0.004242039
0.875 0 0.000 0.532752401 4.059629091 0.13135988 0.069982292 0.003490473
0.925 0 0.000 0.503954974 4.325504411 0.115008159 0.057958934 0.00289079
0.975 1 0.015 0.47811113 4.58515778 0.101005643 0.048291922 0.002408633
1.025 1 0.015 0.454788635 4.838832374 0.088973546 0.040464158 0.002018211
1.075 0 0.000 0.433635676 5.086771912 0.078599813 0.034083683 0.001699975
1.125 0 0.000 0.414362979 5.329215848 0.069626647 0.028850705 0.001438973
1.175 0 0.000 0.396730512 5.566396405 0.061840413 0.024533979 0.001223669
1.225 0 0.000 0.38053743 5.79853684 0.055063489 0.020953718 0.001045099
1.275 0 0.000 0.365614393 6.025850517 0.049147699 0.017969106 0.000896236
1.325 0 0.000 0.351817624 6.248540512 0.043969008 0.015469072 0.000771543
1.375 0 0.000 0.339024255 6.466799573 0.03942324 0.013365435 0.000666621
1.425 0 0.000 0.327128668 6.680810308 0.035422603 0.011587749 0.000577957
1.475 0 0.000 0.31603956 6.890745511 0.031892872 0.010079409 0.000502726
 66 1.000 20.04951437 1
Appendix 2: Refined GRLM Model 
2.1 Theoretical ore modelled by the GRLM with 20% value mineral grade and a single grain size of 1200µm 
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80% waste - 20% values
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Grain size - α 1200 Grain size - α 1200
Volume fraction A 0.8 Volume fraction A 0.8
Volume fraction B 0.2 Volume fraction B 0.2
Phase A Phase B PA + PB PAB=1-(PA+PB)
Particle size β K=α/β β/α t ε First term Second term Third term Fourth term PA First term Second term Third term Fourth term PB PAB
50 24 0.041667 0 0.041667 0.880136 0.8 0.704109 0.1148 2 0.64 0.073472 0.004991 4 0.4096 0.002044 7.23E-05 0.167772 1.21E-05 0.779637599 0.880136 0.2 0.176027 0.1148 2 0.04 0.004592 0.004991 4 0.0016 7.99E-06 7.23E-05 2.56E-06 1.85E-10 0.180627199 0.960265 0.039735201
100 12 0.083333 0 0.083333 0.770255 0.8 0.616204 0.210069 2 0.64 0.134444 0.019097 4 0.4096 0.007822 0.000579 0.167772 9.71E-05 0.758567461 0.770255 0.2 0.154051 0.210069 2 0.04 0.008403 0.019097 4 0.0016 3.06E-05 0.000579 2.56E-06 1.48E-09 0.162484261 0.921052 0.078948279
150 8 0.125 0 0.125 0.669922 0.8 0.535938 0.287109 2 0.64 0.18375 0.041016 4 0.4096 0.0168 0.001953 0.167772 0.000328 0.73681518 0.669922 0.2 0.133984 0.287109 2 0.04 0.011484 0.041016 4 0.0016 6.56E-05 0.001953 2.56E-06 5E-09 0.14553438 0.88235 0.11765044
200 6 0.166667 0 0.166667 0.578704 0.8 0.462963 0.347222 2 0.64 0.222222 0.069444 4 0.4096 0.028444 0.00463 0.167772 0.000777 0.714406353 0.578704 0.2 0.115741 0.347222 2 0.04 0.013889 0.069444 4 0.0016 0.000111 0.00463 2.56E-06 1.19E-08 0.129740753 0.844147 0.155852895
250 4.8 0.208333 0 0.208333 0.496166 0.8 0.396933 0.39171 2 0.64 0.250694 0.103082 4 0.4096 0.042222 0.009042 0.167772 0.001517 0.691366574 0.496166 0.2 0.099233 0.39171 2 0.04 0.015668 0.103082 4 0.0016 0.000165 0.009042 2.56E-06 2.31E-08 0.115066574 0.806433 0.193566852
300 4 0.25 0 0.25 0.421875 0.8 0.3375 0.421875 2 0.64 0.27 0.140625 4 0.4096 0.0576 0.015625 0.167772 0.002621 0.66772144 0.421875 0.2 0.084375 0.421875 2 0.04 0.016875 0.140625 4 0.0016 0.000225 0.015625 2.56E-06 4E-08 0.10147504 0.769196 0.23080352
350 3.428571429 0.291667 0 0.291667 0.355396 0.8 0.284317 0.439019 2 0.64 0.280972 0.180773 4 0.4096 0.074044 0.024812 0.167772 0.004163 0.643496546 0.355396 0.2 0.071079 0.439019 2 0.04 0.017561 0.180773 4 0.0016 0.000289 0.024812 2.56E-06 6.35E-08 0.088929346 0.732426 0.267574108
400 3 0.333333 0 0.333333 0.296296 0.8 0.237037 0.444444 2 0.64 0.284444 0.222222 4 0.4096 0.091022 0.037037 0.167772 0.006214 0.618717487 0.296296 0.2 0.059259 0.444444 2 0.04 0.017778 0.222222 4 0.0016 0.000356 0.037037 2.56E-06 9.48E-08 0.077392687 0.69611 0.303889825
450 2.666666667 0.375 0 0.375 0.244141 0.8 0.195313 0.439453 2 0.64 0.28125 0.263672 4 0.4096 0.108 0.052734 0.167772 0.008847 0.59340986 0.244141 0.2 0.048828 0.439453 2 0.04 0.017578 0.263672 4 0.0016 0.000422 0.052734 2.56E-06 1.35E-07 0.06682826 0.660238 0.33976188
500 2.4 0.416667 0 0.416667 0.198495 0.8 0.158796 0.425347 2 0.64 0.272222 0.303819 4 0.4096 0.124444 0.072338 0.167772 0.012136 0.567599259 0.198495 0.2 0.039699 0.425347 2 0.04 0.017014 0.303819 4 0.0016 0.000486 0.072338 2.56E-06 1.85E-07 0.057199259 0.624799 0.375201481
550 2.181818182 0.458333 0 0.458333 0.158927 0.8 0.127141 0.403429 2 0.64 0.258194 0.341363 4 0.4096 0.139822 0.096282 0.167772 0.016153 0.541311281 0.158927 0.2 0.031785 0.403429 2 0.04 0.016137 0.341363 4 0.0016 0.000546 0.096282 2.56E-06 2.46E-07 0.048468881 0.58978 0.410219839
600 2 0.5 0 0.5 0.125 0.8 0.1 0.375 2 0.64 0.24 0.375 4 0.4096 0.1536 0.125 0.167772 0.020972 0.51457152 0.125 0.2 0.025 0.375 2 0.04 0.015 0.375 4 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.04060032 0.555172 0.44482816
650 1.846153846 0.541667 0 0.541667 0.096282 0.8 0.077025 0.341363 2 0.64 0.218472 0.403429 4 0.4096 0.165244 0.158927 0.167772 0.026663 0.487405573 0.096282 0.2 0.019256 0.341363 2 0.04 0.013655 0.403429 4 0.0016 0.000645 0.158927 2.56E-06 4.07E-07 0.033556773 0.520962 0.479037655
700 1.714285714 0.583333 0 0.583333 0.072338 0.8 0.05787 0.303819 2 0.64 0.194444 0.425347 4 0.4096 0.174222 0.198495 0.167772 0.033302 0.459839034 0.072338 0.2 0.014468 0.303819 2 0.04 0.012153 0.425347 4 0.0016 0.000681 0.198495 2.56E-06 5.08E-07 0.027301434 0.48714 0.512859532
750 1.6 0.625 0 0.625 0.052734 0.8 0.042188 0.263672 2 0.64 0.16875 0.439453 4 0.4096 0.18 0.244141 0.167772 0.04096 0.4318975 0.052734 0.2 0.010547 0.263672 2 0.04 0.010547 0.439453 4 0.0016 0.000703 0.244141 2.56E-06 6.25E-07 0.0217975 0.453695 0.546305
800 1.5 0.666667 0 0.666667 0.037037 0.8 0.02963 0.222222 2 0.64 0.142222 0.444444 4 0.4096 0.182044 0.296296 0.167772 0.04971 0.403606566 0.037037 0.2 0.007407 0.222222 2 0.04 0.008889 0.444444 4 0.0016 0.000711 0.296296 2.56E-06 7.59E-07 0.017008166 0.420615 0.579385268
850 1.411764706 0.708333 0 0.708333 0.024812 0.8 0.01985 0.180773 2 0.64 0.115694 0.439019 4 0.4096 0.179822 0.355396 0.167772 0.059626 0.374991827 0.024812 0.2 0.004962 0.180773 2 0.04 0.007231 0.439019 4 0.0016 0.000702 0.355396 2.56E-06 9.1E-07 0.012896627 0.387888 0.612111545
900 1.333333333 0.75 0 0.75 0.015625 0.8 0.0125 0.140625 2 0.64 0.09 0.421875 4 0.4096 0.1728 0.421875 0.167772 0.070779 0.34607888 0.015625 0.2 0.003125 0.140625 2 0.04 0.005625 0.421875 4 0.0016 0.000675 0.421875 2.56E-06 1.08E-06 0.00942608 0.355505 0.64449504
950 1.263157895 0.791667 0 0.791667 0.009042 0.8 0.007234 0.103082 2 0.64 0.065972 0.39171 4 0.4096 0.160444 0.496166 0.167772 0.083243 0.316893319 0.009042 0.2 0.001808 0.103082 2 0.04 0.004123 0.39171 4 0.0016 0.000627 0.496166 2.56E-06 1.27E-06 0.006559719 0.323453 0.676546961
1000 1.2 0.833333 0 0.833333 0.00463 0.8 0.003704 0.069444 2 0.64 0.044444 0.347222 4 0.4096 0.142222 0.578704 0.167772 0.09709 0.287460741 0.00463 0.2 0.000926 0.069444 2 0.04 0.002778 0.347222 4 0.0016 0.000556 0.578704 2.56E-06 1.48E-06 0.004260741 0.291721 0.708278519
1050 1.142857143 0.875 0 0.875 0.001953 0.8 0.001563 0.041016 2 0.64 0.02625 0.287109 4 0.4096 0.1176 0.669922 0.167772 0.112394 0.25780674 0.001953 0.2 0.000391 0.041016 2 0.04 0.001641 0.287109 4 0.0016 0.000459 0.669922 2.56E-06 1.72E-06 0.00249234 0.260299 0.73970092
1100 1.090909091 0.916667 0 0.916667 0.000579 0.8 0.000463 0.019097 2 0.64 0.012222 0.210069 4 0.4096 0.086044 0.770255 0.167772 0.129227 0.227956913 0.000579 0.2 0.000116 0.019097 2 0.04 0.000764 0.210069 4 0.0016 0.000336 0.770255 2.56E-06 1.97E-06 0.001217713 0.229175 0.770825375
1150 1.043478261 0.958333 0 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.8 5.79E-05 0.004991 2 0.64 0.003194 0.1148 4 0.4096 0.047022 0.880136 0.167772 0.147662 0.197936854 7.23E-05 0.2 1.45E-05 0.004991 2 0.04 0.0002 0.1148 4 0.0016 0.000184 0.880136 2.56E-06 2.25E-06 0.000400054 0.198337 0.801663092
1200 1 1 1 0 1 0.167772 0.167772 0 12 0.068719 0 0 18 0.018014 0 0 0.002418 0 0.16777216 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 12 4.1E-09 0 0 18 2.6214E-13 0 0 1.34E-19 0 0.00000256 0.167775 0.83222528
1250 0.96 1.041667 1 0.041667 0.880136 0.167772 0.147662 0.1148 12 0.068719 0.007889 0.004991 18 0.018014 8.99E-05 7.23E-05 0.002418 1.75E-07 0.155641427 0.880136 2.56E-06 2.25E-06 0.1148 12 4.1E-09 4.7E-10 0.004991 18 2.6214E-13 1.31E-15 7.23E-05 1.34E-19 9.71E-24 2.25362E-06 0.155644 0.844356319
1300 0.923076923 1.083333 1 0.083333 0.770255 0.167772 0.129227 0.210069 12 0.068719 0.014436 0.019097 18 0.018014 0.000344 0.000579 0.002418 1.4E-06 0.144008569 0.770255 2.56E-06 1.97E-06 0.210069 12 4.1E-09 8.6E-10 0.019097 18 2.6214E-13 5.01E-15 0.000579 1.34E-19 7.77E-23 1.97271E-06 0.144011 0.855989458
1350 0.888888889 1.125 1 0.125 0.669922 0.167772 0.112394 0.287109 12 0.068719 0.01973 0.041016 18 0.018014 0.000739 0.001953 0.002418 4.72E-06 0.13286784 0.669922 2.56E-06 1.72E-06 0.287109 12 4.1E-09 1.18E-09 0.041016 18 2.6214E-13 1.08E-14 0.001953 1.34E-19 2.62E-22 1.71618E-06 0.13287 0.867130444
1400 0.857142857 1.166667 1 0.166667 0.578704 0.167772 0.09709 0.347222 12 0.068719 0.023861 0.069444 18 0.018014 0.001251 0.00463 0.002418 1.12E-05 0.122213493 0.578704 2.56E-06 1.48E-06 0.347222 12 4.1E-09 1.42E-09 0.069444 18 2.6214E-13 1.82E-14 0.00463 1.34E-19 6.21E-22 1.4829E-06 0.122215 0.877785024
1450 0.827586207 1.208333 1 0.208333 0.496166 0.167772 0.083243 0.39171 12 0.068719 0.026918 0.103082 18 0.018014 0.001857 0.009042 0.002418 2.19E-05 0.112039783 0.496166 2.56E-06 1.27E-06 0.39171 12 4.1E-09 1.6E-09 0.103082 18 2.6214E-13 2.7E-14 0.009042 1.34E-19 1.21E-21 1.27179E-06 0.112041 0.887958945
1500 0.8 1.25 1 0.25 0.421875 0.167772 0.070779 0.421875 12 0.068719 0.028991 0.140625 18 0.018014 0.002533 0.015625 0.002418 3.78E-05 0.102340963 0.421875 2.56E-06 1.08E-06 0.421875 12 4.1E-09 1.73E-09 0.140625 18 2.6214E-13 3.69E-14 0.015625 1.34E-19 2.1E-21 1.08173E-06 0.102342 0.897657955
1550 0.774193548 1.291667 1 0.291667 0.355396 0.167772 0.059626 0.439019 12 0.068719 0.030169 0.180773 18 0.018014 0.003257 0.024812 0.002418 6E-05 0.093111287 0.355396 2.56E-06 9.1E-07 0.439019 12 4.1E-09 1.8E-09 0.180773 18 2.6214E-13 4.74E-14 0.024812 1.34E-19 3.33E-21 9.11613E-07 0.093112 0.906887801
1600 0.75 1.333333 1 0.333333 0.296296 0.167772 0.04971 0.444444 12 0.068719 0.030542 0.222222 18 0.018014 0.004003 0.037037 0.002418 8.96E-05 0.084345009 0.296296 2.56E-06 7.59E-07 0.444444 12 4.1E-09 1.82E-09 0.222222 18 2.6214E-13 5.83E-14 0.037037 1.34E-19 4.97E-21 7.60339E-07 0.084346 0.915654231
1650 0.727272727 1.375 1 0.375 0.244141 0.167772 0.04096 0.439453 12 0.068719 0.030199 0.263672 18 0.018014 0.00475 0.052734 0.002418 0.000128 0.076036383 0.244141 2.56E-06 6.25E-07 0.439453 12 4.1E-09 1.8E-09 0.263672 18 2.6214E-13 6.91E-14 0.052734 1.34E-19 7.08E-21 6.268E-07 0.076037 0.92396299
1700 0.705882353 1.416667 1 0.416667 0.198495 0.167772 0.033302 0.425347 12 0.068719 0.02923 0.303819 18 0.018014 0.005473 0.072338 0.002418 0.000175 0.068179663 0.198495 2.56E-06 5.08E-07 0.425347 12 4.1E-09 1.74E-09 0.303819 18 2.6214E-13 7.96E-14 0.072338 1.34E-19 9.71E-21 5.0989E-07 0.06818 0.931819828
1750 0.685714286 1.458333 1 0.458333 0.158927 0.167772 0.026663 0.403429 12 0.068719 0.027723 0.341363 18 0.018014 0.006149 0.096282 0.002418 0.000233 0.060769102 0.158927 2.56E-06 4.07E-07 0.403429 12 4.1E-09 1.65E-09 0.341363 18 2.6214E-13 8.95E-14 0.096282 1.34E-19 1.29E-20 4.08504E-07 0.06077 0.93923049
1800 0.666666667 1.5 1 0.5 0.125 0.167772 0.020972 0.375 12 0.068719 0.02577 0.375 18 0.018014 0.006755 0.125 0.002418 0.000302 0.053798955 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 12 4.1E-09 1.54E-09 0.375 18 2.6214E-13 9.83E-14 0.125 1.34E-19 1.68E-20 3.21536E-07 0.053799 0.946200724
1850 0.648648649 1.541667 1 0.541667 0.096282 0.167772 0.016153 0.341363 12 0.068719 0.023458 0.403429 18 0.018014 0.007268 0.158927 0.002418 0.000384 0.047263475 0.096282 2.56E-06 2.46E-07 0.341363 12 4.1E-09 1.4E-09 0.403429 18 2.6214E-13 1.06E-13 0.158927 1.34E-19 2.13E-20 2.4788E-07 0.047264 0.952736277
1900 0.631578947 1.583333 1 0.583333 0.072338 0.167772 0.012136 0.303819 12 0.068719 0.020878 0.425347 18 0.018014 0.007662 0.198495 0.002418 0.00048 0.041156916 0.072338 2.56E-06 1.85E-07 0.303819 12 4.1E-09 1.24E-09 0.425347 18 2.6214E-13 1.12E-13 0.198495 1.34E-19 2.66E-20 1.8643E-07 0.041157 0.958842897
1950 0.615384615 1.625 1 0.625 0.052734 0.167772 0.008847 0.263672 12 0.068719 0.018119 0.439453 18 0.018014 0.007916 0.244141 0.002418 0.00059 0.035473533 0.052734 2.56E-06 1.35E-07 0.263672 12 4.1E-09 1.08E-09 0.439453 18 2.6214E-13 1.15E-13 0.244141 1.34E-19 3.28E-20 1.3608E-07 0.035474 0.964526331
2000 0.6 1.666667 1 0.666667 0.037037 0.167772 0.006214 0.222222 12 0.068719 0.015271 0.444444 18 0.018014 0.008006 0.296296 0.002418 0.000716 0.030207578 0.037037 2.56E-06 9.48E-08 0.222222 12 4.1E-09 9.1E-10 0.444444 18 2.6214E-13 1.17E-13 0.296296 1.34E-19 3.98E-20 9.57252E-08 0.030208 0.969792326
2050 0.585365854 1.708333 1 0.708333 0.024812 0.167772 0.004163 0.180773 12 0.068719 0.012423 0.439019 18 0.018014 0.007909 0.355396 0.002418 0.000859 0.025353307 0.024812 2.56E-06 6.35E-08 0.180773 12 4.1E-09 7.4E-10 0.439019 18 2.6214E-13 1.15E-13 0.355396 1.34E-19 4.77E-20 6.42591E-08 0.025353 0.974646629
2100 0.571428571 1.75 1 0.75 0.015625 0.167772 0.002621 0.140625 12 0.068719 0.009664 0.421875 18 0.018014 0.0076 0.421875 0.002418 0.00102 0.020904972 0.015625 2.56E-06 4E-08 0.140625 12 4.1E-09 5.76E-10 0.421875 18 2.6214E-13 1.11E-13 0.421875 1.34E-19 5.66E-20 4.05761E-08 0.020905 0.979094987
2150 0.558139535 1.791667 1 0.791667 0.009042 0.167772 0.001517 0.103082 12 0.068719 0.007084 0.39171 18 0.018014 0.007056 0.496166 0.002418 0.0012 0.016856828 0.009042 2.56E-06 2.31E-08 0.103082 12 4.1E-09 4.22E-10 0.39171 18 2.6214E-13 1.03E-13 0.496166 1.34E-19 6.66E-20 2.35705E-08 0.016857 0.983143149
2200 0.545454545 1.833333 1 0.833333 0.00463 0.167772 0.000777 0.069444 12 0.068719 0.004772 0.347222 18 0.018014 0.006255 0.578704 0.002418 0.001399 0.013203128 0.00463 2.56E-06 1.19E-08 0.069444 12 4.1E-09 2.84E-10 0.347222 18 2.6214E-13 9.1E-14 0.578704 1.34E-19 7.77E-20 1.21364E-08 0.013203 0.98679686
2250 0.533333333 1.875 1 0.875 0.001953 0.167772 0.000328 0.041016 12 0.068719 0.002819 0.287109 18 0.018014 0.005172 0.669922 0.002418 0.00162 0.009938127 0.001953 2.56E-06 5E-09 0.041016 12 4.1E-09 1.68E-10 0.287109 18 2.6214E-13 7.53E-14 0.669922 1.34E-19 8.99E-20 5.16808E-09 0.009938 0.990061868
2300 0.52173913 1.916667 1 0.916667 0.000579 0.167772 9.71E-05 0.019097 12 0.068719 0.001312 0.210069 18 0.018014 0.003784 0.770255 0.002418 0.001862 0.007056078 0.000579 2.56E-06 1.48E-09 0.019097 12 4.1E-09 7.82E-11 0.210069 18 2.6214E-13 5.51E-14 0.770255 1.34E-19 1.03E-19 1.55976E-09 0.007056 0.992943921
2350 0.510638298 1.958333 1 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.167772 1.21E-05 0.004991 12 0.068719 0.000343 0.1148 18 0.018014 0.002068 0.880136 0.002418 0.002128 0.004551235 7.23E-05 2.56E-06 1.85E-10 0.004991 12 4.1E-09 2.04E-11 0.1148 18 2.6214E-13 3.01E-14 0.880136 1.34E-19 1.18E-19 2.0566E-10 0.004551 0.995448765
2400 0.5 2 2 0 1 0.002418 0.002418 0 36 0.000325 0 0 48 2.23E-05 0 0 6.28E-07 0 0.002417852 1 1.34E-19 1.34E-19 0 36 6.87E-26 0 0 48 2.8147E-34 0 0 1.84E-45 0 1.34218E-19 0.002418 0.997582148
2450 0.489795918 2.041667 2 0.041667 0.880136 0.002418 0.002128 0.1148 36 0.000325 3.73E-05 0.004991 48 2.23E-05 1.11E-07 7.23E-05 6.28E-07 4.54E-11 0.002165404 0.880136 1.34E-19 1.18E-19 0.1148 36 6.87E-26 7.89E-27 0.004991 48 2.8147E-34 1.4E-36 7.23E-05 1.84E-45 1.33E-49 1.1813E-19 0.002165 0.997834596
2500 0.48 2.083333 2 0.083333 0.770255 0.002418 0.001862 0.210069 36 0.000325 6.82E-05 0.019097 48 2.23E-05 4.26E-07 0.000579 6.28E-07 3.63E-10 0.001930959 0.770255 1.34E-19 1.03E-19 0.210069 36 6.87E-26 1.44E-26 0.019097 48 2.8147E-34 5.38E-36 0.000579 1.84E-45 1.07E-48 1.03382E-19 0.001931 0.998069041
2550 0.470588235 2.125 2 0.125 0.669922 0.002418 0.00162 0.287109 36 0.000325 9.32E-05 0.041016 48 2.23E-05 9.15E-07 0.001953 6.28E-07 1.23E-09 0.00171386 0.669922 1.34E-19 8.99E-20 0.287109 36 6.87E-26 1.97E-26 0.041016 48 2.8147E-34 1.15E-35 0.001953 1.84E-45 3.6E-48 8.99154E-20 0.001714 0.99828614
2600 0.461538462 2.166667 2 0.166667 0.578704 0.002418 0.001399 0.347222 36 0.000325 0.000113 0.069444 48 2.23E-05 1.55E-06 0.00463 6.28E-07 2.91E-09 0.001513451 0.578704 1.34E-19 7.77E-20 0.347222 36 6.87E-26 2.39E-26 0.069444 48 2.8147E-34 1.95E-35 0.00463 1.84E-45 8.54E-48 7.76723E-20 0.001513 0.998486549
2650 0.452830189 2.208333 2 0.208333 0.496166 0.002418 0.0012 0.39171 36 0.000325 0.000127 0.103082 48 2.23E-05 2.3E-06 0.009042 6.28E-07 5.68E-09 0.001329078 0.496166 1.34E-19 6.66E-20 0.39171 36 6.87E-26 2.69E-26 0.103082 48 2.8147E-34 2.9E-35 0.009042 1.84E-45 1.67E-47 6.65943E-20 0.001329 0.998670922
2700 0.444444444 2.25 2 0.25 0.421875 0.002418 0.00102 0.421875 36 0.000325 0.000137 0.140625 48 2.23E-05 3.14E-06 0.015625 6.28E-07 9.81E-09 0.001160083 0.421875 1.34E-19 5.66E-20 0.421875 36 6.87E-26 2.9E-26 0.140625 48 2.8147E-34 3.96E-35 0.015625 1.84E-45 2.88E-47 5.66231E-20 0.00116 0.998839917
2750 0.436363636 2.291667 2 0.291667 0.355396 0.002418 0.000859 0.439019 36 0.000325 0.000142 0.180773 48 2.23E-05 4.03E-06 0.024812 6.28E-07 1.56E-08 0.001005813 0.355396 1.34E-19 4.77E-20 0.439019 36 6.87E-26 3.02E-26 0.180773 48 2.8147E-34 5.09E-35 0.024812 1.84E-45 4.58E-47 4.77005E-20 0.001006 0.998994187
2800 0.428571429 2.333333 2 0.333333 0.296296 0.002418 0.000716 0.444444 36 0.000325 0.000144 0.222222 48 2.23E-05 4.96E-06 0.037037 6.28E-07 2.32E-08 0.00086561 0.296296 1.34E-19 3.98E-20 0.444444 36 6.87E-26 3.05E-26 0.222222 48 2.8147E-34 6.25E-35 0.037037 1.84E-45 6.83E-47 3.97682E-20 0.000866 0.99913439
2850 0.421052632 2.375 2 0.375 0.244141 0.002418 0.00059 0.439453 36 0.000325 0.000143 0.263672 48 2.23E-05 5.88E-06 0.052734 6.28E-07 3.31E-08 0.00073882 0.244141 1.34E-19 3.28E-20 0.439453 36 6.87E-26 3.02E-26 0.263672 48 2.8147E-34 7.42E-35 0.052734 1.84E-45 9.73E-47 3.2768E-20 0.000739 0.99926118
2900 0.413793103 2.416667 2 0.416667 0.198495 0.002418 0.00048 0.425347 36 0.000325 0.000138 0.303819 48 2.23E-05 6.78E-06 0.072338 6.28E-07 4.54E-08 0.000624786 0.198495 1.34E-19 2.66E-20 0.425347 36 6.87E-26 2.92E-26 0.303819 48 2.8147E-34 8.55E-35 0.072338 1.84E-45 1.33E-46 2.66416E-20 0.000625 0.999375214
2950 0.406779661 2.458333 2 0.458333 0.158927 0.002418 0.000384 0.403429 36 0.000325 0.000131 0.341363 48 2.23E-05 7.61E-06 0.096282 6.28E-07 6.04E-08 0.000522854 0.158927 1.34E-19 2.13E-20 0.403429 36 6.87E-26 2.77E-26 0.341363 48 2.8147E-34 9.61E-35 0.096282 1.84E-45 1.78E-46 2.13308E-20 0.000523 0.999477146
3000 0.4 2.5 2 0.5 0.125 0.002418 0.000302 0.375 36 0.000325 0.000122 0.375 48 2.23E-05 8.36E-06 0.125 6.28E-07 7.85E-08 0.000432367 0.125 1.34E-19 1.68E-20 0.375 36 6.87E-26 2.58E-26 0.375 48 2.8147E-34 1.06E-34 0.125 1.84E-45 2.31E-46 1.67772E-20 0.000432 0.999567633
3050 0.393442623 2.541667 2 0.541667 0.096282 0.002418 0.000233 0.341363 36 0.000325 0.000111 0.403429 48 2.23E-05 9E-06 0.158927 6.28E-07 9.98E-08 0.00035267 0.096282 1.34E-19 1.29E-20 0.341363 36 6.87E-26 2.35E-26 0.403429 48 2.8147E-34 1.14E-34 0.158927 1.84E-45 2.93E-46 1.29228E-20 0.000353 0.99964733
3100 0.387096774 2.583333 2 0.583333 0.072338 0.002418 0.000175 0.303819 36 0.000325 9.86E-05 0.425347 48 2.23E-05 9.49E-06 0.198495 6.28E-07 1.25E-07 0.000283108 0.072338 1.34E-19 9.71E-21 0.303819 36 6.87E-26 2.09E-26 0.425347 48 2.8147E-34 1.2E-34 0.198495 1.84E-45 3.66E-46 9.70906E-21 0.000283 0.999716892
3150 0.380952381 2.625 2 0.625 0.052734 0.002418 0.000128 0.263672 36 0.000325 8.56E-05 0.439453 48 2.23E-05 9.8E-06 0.244141 6.28E-07 1.53E-07 0.000223024 0.052734 1.34E-19 7.08E-21 0.263672 36 6.87E-26 1.81E-26 0.439453 48 2.8147E-34 1.24E-34 0.244141 1.84E-45 4.5E-46 7.07791E-21 0.000223 0.999776976
3200 0.375 2.666667 2 0.666667 0.037037 0.002418 8.96E-05 0.222222 36 0.000325 7.21E-05 0.444444 48 2.23E-05 9.91E-06 0.296296 6.28E-07 1.86E-07 0.000171763 0.037037 1.34E-19 4.97E-21 0.222222 36 6.87E-26 1.53E-26 0.444444 48 2.8147E-34 1.25E-34 0.296296 1.84E-45 5.47E-46 4.97104E-21 0.000172 0.999828237
3250 0.369230769 2.708333 2 0.708333 0.024812 0.002418 6E-05 0.180773 36 0.000325 5.87E-05 0.439019 48 2.23E-05 9.79E-06 0.355396 6.28E-07 2.23E-07 0.000128669 0.024812 1.34E-19 3.33E-21 0.180773 36 6.87E-26 1.24E-26 0.439019 48 2.8147E-34 1.24E-34 0.355396 1.84E-45 6.56E-46 3.33021E-21 0.000129 0.999871331
3300 0.363636364 2.75 2 0.75 0.015625 0.002418 3.78E-05 0.140625 36 0.000325 4.56E-05 0.421875 48 2.23E-05 9.41E-06 0.421875 6.28E-07 2.65E-07 9.30873E-05 0.015625 1.34E-19 2.1E-21 0.140625 36 6.87E-26 9.66E-27 0.421875 48 2.8147E-34 1.19E-34 0.421875 1.84E-45 7.78E-46 2.09716E-21 9.31E-05 0.999906913
3350 0.358208955 2.791667 2 0.791667 0.009042 0.002418 2.19E-05 0.103082 36 0.000325 3.35E-05 0.39171 48 2.23E-05 8.74E-06 0.496166 6.28E-07 3.11E-07 6.43616E-05 0.009042 1.34E-19 1.21E-21 0.103082 36 6.87E-26 7.08E-27 0.39171 48 2.8147E-34 1.1E-34 0.496166 1.84E-45 9.15E-46 1.21364E-21 6.44E-05 0.999935638
3400 0.352941176 2.833333 2 0.833333 0.00463 0.002418 1.12E-05 0.069444 36 0.000325 2.25E-05 0.347222 48 2.23E-05 7.74E-06 0.578704 6.28E-07 3.63E-07 4.18363E-05 0.00463 1.34E-19 6.21E-22 0.069444 36 6.87E-26 4.77E-27 0.347222 48 2.8147E-34 9.77E-35 0.578704 1.84E-45 1.07E-45 6.21383E-22 4.18E-05 0.999958164
3450 0.347826087 2.875 2 0.875 0.001953 0.002418 4.72E-06 0.041016 36 0.000325 1.33E-05 0.287109 48 2.23E-05 6.4E-06 0.669922 6.28E-07 4.21E-07 2.4856E-05 0.001953 1.34E-19 2.62E-22 0.041016 36 6.87E-26 2.82E-27 0.287109 48 2.8147E-34 8.08E-35 0.669922 1.84E-45 1.24E-45 2.62147E-22 2.49E-05 0.999975144
3500 0.342857143 2.916667 2 0.916667 0.000579 0.002418 1.4E-06 0.019097 36 0.000325 6.2E-06 0.210069 48 2.23E-05 4.68E-06 0.770255 6.28E-07 4.83E-07 1.27648E-05 0.000579 1.34E-19 7.77E-23 0.019097 36 6.87E-26 1.31E-27 0.210069 48 2.8147E-34 5.91E-35 0.770255 1.84E-45 1.42E-45 7.76736E-23 1.28E-05 0.999987235
3550 0.338028169 2.958333 2 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.002418 1.75E-07 0.004991 36 0.000325 1.62E-06 0.1148 48 2.23E-05 2.56E-06 0.880136 6.28E-07 5.52E-07 4.90728E-06 7.23E-05 1.34E-19 9.71E-24 0.004991 36 6.87E-26 3.43E-28 0.1148 48 2.8147E-34 3.23E-35 0.880136 1.84E-45 1.62E-45 9.70938E-24 4.91E-06 0.999995093
3600 0.333333333 3 3 0 1 6.28E-07 6.28E-07 0 80 1.77E-08 0 0 100 2.04E-10 0 0 7.7E-13 0 6.2771E-07 1 1.84E-45 1.84E-45 0 80 1.21E-56 0 0 100 1.2677E-70 0 0 4.25E-88 0 1.84467E-45 6.28E-07 0.999999372
3650 0.328767123 3.041667 3 0.041667 0.880136 6.28E-07 5.52E-07 0.1148 80 1.77E-08 2.03E-09 0.004991 100 2.04E-10 1.02E-12 7.23E-05 7.7E-13 5.57E-17 5.545E-07 0.880136 1.84E-45 1.62E-45 0.1148 80 1.21E-56 1.39E-57 0.004991 100 1.2677E-70 6.33E-73 7.23E-05 4.25E-88 3.08E-92 1.62356E-45 5.54E-07 0.999999446
3700 0.324324324 3.083333 3 0.083333 0.770255 6.28E-07 4.83E-07 0.210069 80 1.77E-08 3.71E-09 0.019097 100 2.04E-10 3.89E-12 0.000579 7.7E-13 4.45E-16 4.87212E-07 0.770255 1.84E-45 1.42E-45 0.210069 80 1.21E-56 2.54E-57 0.019097 100 1.2677E-70 2.42E-72 0.000579 4.25E-88 2.46E-91 1.42087E-45 4.87E-07 0.999999513
3750 0.32 3.125 3 0.125 0.669922 6.28E-07 4.21E-07 0.287109 80 1.77E-08 5.07E-09 0.041016 100 2.04E-10 8.36E-12 0.001953 7.7E-13 1.5E-15 4.25598E-07 0.669922 1.84E-45 1.24E-45 0.287109 80 1.21E-56 3.47E-57 0.041016 100 1.2677E-70 5.2E-72 0.001953 4.25E-88 8.31E-91 1.23579E-45 4.26E-07 0.999999574
3800 0.315789474 3.166667 3 0.166667 0.578704 6.28E-07 3.63E-07 0.347222 80 1.77E-08 6.13E-09 0.069444 100 2.04E-10 1.41E-11 0.00463 7.7E-13 3.56E-15 3.69407E-07 0.578704 1.84E-45 1.07E-45 0.347222 80 1.21E-56 4.2E-57 0.069444 100 1.2677E-70 8.8E-72 0.00463 4.25E-88 1.97E-90 1.06752E-45 3.69E-07 0.999999631
3850 0.311688312 3.208333 3 0.208333 0.496166 6.28E-07 3.11E-07 0.39171 80 1.77E-08 6.92E-09 0.103082 100 2.04E-10 2.1E-11 0.009042 7.7E-13 6.96E-15 3.1839E-07 0.496166 1.84E-45 9.15E-46 0.39171 80 1.21E-56 4.74E-57 0.103082 100 1.2677E-70 1.31E-71 0.009042 4.25E-88 3.85E-90 9.15265E-46 3.18E-07 0.999999682
3900 0.307692308 3.25 3 0.25 0.421875 6.28E-07 2.65E-07 0.421875 80 1.77E-08 7.45E-09 0.140625 100 2.04E-10 2.86E-11 0.015625 7.7E-13 1.2E-14 2.72298E-07 0.421875 1.84E-45 7.78E-46 0.421875 80 1.21E-56 5.1E-57 0.140625 100 1.2677E-70 1.78E-71 0.015625 4.25E-88 6.65E-90 7.78222E-46 2.72E-07 0.999999728
3950 0.303797468 3.291667 3 0.291667 0.355396 6.28E-07 2.23E-07 0.439019 80 1.77E-08 7.76E-09 0.180773 100 2.04E-10 3.68E-11 0.024812 7.7E-13 1.91E-14 2.3088E-07 0.355396 1.84E-45 6.56E-46 0.439019 80 1.21E-56 5.31E-57 0.180773 100 1.2677E-70 2.29E-71 0.024812 4.25E-88 1.06E-89 6.55591E-46 2.31E-07 0.999999769
4000 0.3 3.333333 3 0.333333 0.296296 6.28E-07 1.86E-07 0.444444 80 1.77E-08 7.85E-09 0.222222 100 2.04E-10 4.53E-11 0.037037 7.7E-13 2.85E-14 1.93886E-07 0.296296 1.84E-45 5.47E-46 0.444444 80 1.21E-56 5.37E-57 0.222222 100 1.2677E-70 2.82E-71 0.037037 4.25E-88 1.58E-89 5.4657E-46 1.94E-07 0.999999806
4050 0.296296296 3.375 3 0.375 0.244141 6.28E-07 1.53E-07 0.439453 80 1.77E-08 7.76E-09 0.263672 100 2.04E-10 5.37E-11 0.052734 7.7E-13 4.06E-14 1.61068E-07 0.244141 1.84E-45 4.5E-46 0.439453 80 1.21E-56 5.31E-57 0.263672 100 1.2677E-70 3.34E-71 0.052734 4.25E-88 2.24E-89 4.5036E-46 1.61E-07 0.999999839
4100 0.292682927 3.416667 3 0.416667 0.198495 6.28E-07 1.25E-07 0.425347 80 1.77E-08 7.52E-09 0.303819 100 2.04E-10 6.19E-11 0.072338 7.7E-13 5.57E-14 1.32175E-07 0.198495 1.84E-45 3.66E-46 0.425347 80 1.21E-56 5.14E-57 0.303819 100 1.2677E-70 3.85E-71 0.072338 4.25E-88 3.08E-89 3.66159E-46 1.32E-07 0.999999868
4150 0.289156627 3.458333 3 0.458333 0.158927 6.28E-07 9.98E-08 0.403429 80 1.77E-08 7.13E-09 0.341363 100 2.04E-10 6.95E-11 0.096282 7.7E-13 7.41E-14 1.06957E-07 0.158927 1.84E-45 2.93E-46 0.403429 80 1.21E-56 4.88E-57 0.341363 100 1.2677E-70 4.33E-71 0.096282 4.25E-88 4.1E-89 2.93168E-46 1.07E-07 0.999999893
4200 0.285714286 3.5 3 0.5 0.125 6.28E-07 7.85E-08 0.375 80 1.77E-08 6.63E-09 0.375 100 2.04E-10 7.64E-11 0.125 7.7E-13 9.62E-14 8.51659E-08 0.125 1.84E-45 2.31E-46 0.375 80 1.21E-56 4.53E-57 0.375 100 1.2677E-70 4.75E-71 0.125 4.25E-88 5.32E-89 2.30584E-46 8.52E-08 0.999999915
4250 0.282352941 3.541667 3 0.541667 0.096282 6.28E-07 6.04E-08 0.341363 80 1.77E-08 6.03E-09 0.403429 100 2.04E-10 8.22E-11 0.158927 7.7E-13 1.22E-13 6.65507E-08 0.096282 1.84E-45 1.78E-46 0.341363 80 1.21E-56 4.13E-57 0.403429 100 1.2677E-70 5.11E-71 0.158927 4.25E-88 6.76E-89 1.77609E-46 6.66E-08 0.999999933
4300 0.279069767 3.583333 3 0.583333 0.072338 6.28E-07 4.54E-08 0.303819 80 1.77E-08 5.37E-09 0.425347 100 2.04E-10 8.66E-11 0.198495 7.7E-13 1.53E-13 5.08621E-08 0.072338 1.84E-45 1.33E-46 0.303819 80 1.21E-56 3.67E-57 0.425347 100 1.2677E-70 5.39E-71 0.198495 4.25E-88 8.44E-89 1.3344E-46 5.09E-08 0.999999949
4350 0.275862069 3.625 3 0.625 0.052734 6.28E-07 3.31E-08 0.263672 80 1.77E-08 4.66E-09 0.439453 100 2.04E-10 8.95E-11 0.244141 7.7E-13 1.88E-13 3.78503E-08 0.052734 1.84E-45 9.73E-47 0.263672 80 1.21E-56 3.19E-57 0.439453 100 1.2677E-70 5.57E-71 0.244141 4.25E-88 1.04E-88 9.72778E-47 3.79E-08 0.999999962
4400 0.272727273 3.666667 3 0.666667 0.037037 6.28E-07 2.32E-08 0.222222 80 1.77E-08 3.93E-09 0.444444 100 2.04E-10 9.05E-11 0.296296 7.7E-13 2.28E-13 2.72656E-08 0.037037 1.84E-45 6.83E-47 0.222222 80 1.21E-56 2.69E-57 0.444444 100 1.2677E-70 5.63E-71 0.296296 4.25E-88 1.26E-88 6.83213E-47 2.73E-08 0.999999973
4450 0.269662921 3.708333 3 0.708333 0.024812 6.28E-07 1.56E-08 0.180773 80 1.77E-08 3.19E-09 0.439019 100 2.04E-10 8.94E-11 0.355396 7.7E-13 2.74E-13 1.88584E-08 0.024812 1.84E-45 4.58E-47 0.180773 80 1.21E-56 2.19E-57 0.439019 100 1.2677E-70 5.57E-71 0.355396 4.25E-88 1.51E-88 4.57699E-47 1.89E-08 0.999999981
4500 0.266666667 3.75 3 0.75 0.015625 6.28E-07 9.81E-09 0.140625 80 1.77E-08 2.48E-09 0.421875 100 2.04E-10 8.59E-11 0.421875 7.7E-13 3.25E-13 1.23789E-08 0.015625 1.84E-45 2.88E-47 0.140625 80 1.21E-56 1.7E-57 0.421875 100 1.2677E-70 5.35E-71 0.421875 4.25E-88 1.79E-88 2.8823E-47 1.24E-08 0.999999988
4550 0.263736264 3.791667 3 0.791667 0.009042 6.28E-07 5.68E-09 0.103082 80 1.77E-08 1.82E-09 0.39171 100 2.04E-10 7.98E-11 0.496166 7.7E-13 3.82E-13 7.57738E-09 0.009042 1.84E-45 1.67E-47 0.103082 80 1.21E-56 1.25E-57 0.39171 100 1.2677E-70 4.97E-71 0.496166 4.25E-88 2.11E-88 1.668E-47 7.58E-09 0.999999992
4600 0.260869565 3.833333 3 0.833333 0.00463 6.28E-07 2.91E-09 0.069444 80 1.77E-08 1.23E-09 0.347222 100 2.04E-10 7.07E-11 0.578704 7.7E-13 4.45E-13 4.20422E-09 0.00463 1.84E-45 8.54E-48 0.069444 80 1.21E-56 8.4E-58 0.347222 100 1.2677E-70 4.4E-71 0.578704 4.25E-88 2.46E-88 8.54016E-48 4.2E-09 0.999999996
4650 0.258064516 3.875 3 0.875 0.001953 6.28E-07 1.23E-09 0.041016 80 1.77E-08 7.25E-10 0.287109 100 2.04E-10 5.85E-11 0.669922 7.7E-13 5.16E-13 2.00968E-09 0.001953 1.84E-45 3.6E-48 0.041016 80 1.21E-56 4.96E-58 0.287109 100 1.2677E-70 3.64E-71 0.669922 4.25E-88 2.85E-88 3.60288E-48 2.01E-09 0.999999998
4700 0.255319149 3.916667 3 0.916667 0.000579 6.28E-07 3.63E-10 0.019097 80 1.77E-08 3.37E-10 0.210069 100 2.04E-10 4.28E-11 0.770255 7.7E-13 5.93E-13 7.44062E-10 0.000579 1.84E-45 1.07E-48 0.019097 80 1.21E-56 2.31E-58 0.210069 100 1.2677E-70 2.66E-71 0.770255 4.25E-88 3.28E-88 1.06752E-48 7.44E-10 0.999999999
4750 0.252631579 3.958333 3 0.958333 7.23E-05 6.28E-07 4.54E-11 0.004991 80 1.77E-08 8.82E-11 0.1148 100 2.04E-10 2.34E-11 0.880136 7.7E-13 6.77E-13 1.57659E-10 7.23E-05 1.84E-45 1.33E-49 0.004991 80 1.21E-56 6.03E-59 0.1148 100 1.2677E-70 1.46E-71 0.880136 4.25E-88 3.74E-88 1.3344E-49 1.58E-10 1
4800 0.25 4 4 0 1 7.7E-13 7.7E-13 0 150 2.91E-15 0 0 180 3.6E-18 0 0 1.17E-21 0 7.6957E-13 1 4.25E-88 4.25E-88 0 150 1.4E-105 0 0 180 1.532E-126 0 0 1.1E-151 0 4.25353E-88 7.7E-13 1
4850 0.24742268 4.041667 4 0.041667 0.880136 7.7E-13 6.77E-13 0.1148 150 2.91E-15 3.34E-16 0.004991 180 3.6E-18 1.8E-20 7.23E-05 1.17E-21 8.45E-26 6.7766E-13 0.880136 4.25E-88 3.74E-88 0.1148 150 1.4E-105 1.6E-106 0.004991 180 1.532E-126 7.6E-129 7.23E-05 1.1E-151 7.6E-156 3.74368E-88 6.78E-13 1
4900 0.244897959 4.083333 4 0.083333 0.770255 7.7E-13 5.93E-13 0.210069 150 2.91E-15 6.11E-16 0.019097 180 3.6E-18 6.87E-20 0.000579 1.17E-21 6.76E-25 5.93376E-13 0.770255 4.25E-88 3.28E-88 0.210069 150 1.4E-105 3E-106 0.019097 180 1.532E-126 2.9E-128 0.000579 1.1E-151 6.1E-155 3.2763E-88 5.93E-13 1
4950 0.242424242 4.125 4 0.125 0.669922 7.7E-13 5.16E-13 0.287109 150 2.91E-15 8.35E-16 0.041016 180 3.6E-18 1.48E-19 0.001953 1.17E-21 2.28E-24 5.16387E-13 0.669922 4.25E-88 2.85E-88 0.287109 150 1.4E-105 4.1E-106 0.041016 180 1.532E-126 6.3E-128 0.001953 1.1E-151 2.1E-154 2.84953E-88 5.16E-13 1
5000 0.24 4.166667 4 0.166667 0.578704 7.7E-13 4.45E-13 0.347222 150 2.91E-15 1.01E-15 0.069444 180 3.6E-18 2.5E-19 0.00463 1.17E-21 5.41E-24 4.46363E-13 0.578704 4.25E-88 2.46E-88 0.347222 150 1.4E-105 5E-106 0.069444 180 1.532E-126 1.1E-127 0.00463 1.1E-151 4.9E-154 2.46153E-88 4.46E-13 1
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2.2 Theoretical ore modelled by the GRLM with 5% valuable mineral grade, waste grain size of 1200µm and values 
grain size of 100µm. 
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Grain size - α 1200 Grain size - α 100
Volume fraction A 0.95 Volume fraction A 0.95
Volume fraction B 0.05 Volume fraction B 0.05
Phase A Phase B PA + PB PAB=1-(PA+PB)
Particle size β K=α/β β/α t ε First term Second term Third term Fourth term PA Particle size β K=α/β β/α t ε First term Second term Third term Fourth term PB PAB
50 24 0.041667 0 0.041667 0.880136 0.95 0.836129 0.1148 2 0.9025 0.103607 0.004991 4 0.814506 0.004065 7.23E-05 0.66342 4.8E-05 0.94384996 50 2 0.5 0 0.5 0.125 0.05 0.00625 0.375 2 0.0025 0.000938 0.375 4 0.00000625 2.34E-06 0.125 3.9063E-11 4.88E-12 0.007189844 0.95104 0.048960196
100 12 0.083333 0 0.083333 0.770255 0.95 0.731742 0.210069 2 0.9025 0.189588 0.019097 4 0.814506 0.015555 0.000579 0.66342 0.000384 0.937268302 100 1 1 1 0 1 3.91E-11 3.91E-11 0 12 2.44E-16 0 0 18 3.8147E-24 0 0 7.4506E-36 0 3.90625E-11 0.937268 0.062731697
150 8 0.125 0 0.125 0.669922 0.95 0.636426 0.287109 2 0.9025 0.259116 0.041016 4 0.814506 0.033407 0.001953 0.66342 0.001296 0.930245218 150 0.666666667 1.5 1 0.5 0.125 3.91E-11 4.88E-12 0.375 12 2.44E-16 9.16E-17 0.375 18 3.8147E-24 1.43E-24 0.125 7.4506E-36 9.31E-37 4.8829E-12 0.930245 0.069754782
200 6 0.166667 0 0.166667 0.578704 0.95 0.549769 0.347222 2 0.9025 0.313368 0.069444 4 0.814506 0.056563 0.00463 0.66342 0.003071 0.922770899 200 0.5 2 2 0 1 7.45E-36 7.45E-36 0 36 1.46E-47 0 0 48 0.0016 0 0 5.421E-84 0 7.45058E-36 0.922771 0.077229101
250 4.8 0.208333 0 0.208333 0.496166 0.95 0.471358 0.39171 2 0.9025 0.353518 0.103082 4 0.814506 0.083961 0.009042 0.66342 0.005999 0.914835537 250 0.4 2.5 2 0.5 0.125 7.45E-36 9.31E-37 0.375 36 1.46E-47 5.46E-48 0.375 48 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 5.421E-84 6.78E-85 0.0006 0.915436 0.084564463
300 4 0.25 0 0.25 0.421875 0.95 0.400781 0.421875 2 0.9025 0.380742 0.140625 4 0.814506 0.11454 0.015625 0.66342 0.010366 0.906429323 300 0.333333333 3 3 0 1 5.42E-84 5.42E-84 0 80 8.3E-105 0 0 100 0.0016 0 0 2.351E-163 0 5.42101E-84 0.906429 0.093570677
350 3.428571429 0.291667 0 0.291667 0.355396 0.95 0.337627 0.439019 2 0.9025 0.396215 0.180773 4 0.814506 0.14724 0.024812 0.66342 0.016461 0.89754245 350 0.285714286 3.5 3 0.5 0.125 5.42E-84 6.78E-85 0.375 80 8.3E-105 3.1E-105 0.375 100 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 2.351E-163 2.9E-164 0.0006 0.898142 0.10185755
400 3 0.333333 0 0.333333 0.296296 0.95 0.281481 0.444444 2 0.9025 0.401111 0.222222 4 0.814506 0.181001 0.037037 0.66342 0.024571 0.888165109 400 0.25 4 4 0 1 2.4E-163 2.4E-163 0 150 7E-196 0 0 180 0.0016 0 0 9.496E-282 0 2.351E-163 0.888165 0.111834891
450 2.666666667 0.375 0 0.375 0.244141 0.95 0.231934 0.439453 2 0.9025 0.396606 0.263672 4 0.814506 0.214762 0.052734 0.66342 0.034985 0.878287491 450 0.222222222 4.5 4 0.5 0.125 2.4E-163 2.9E-164 0.375 150 7E-196 2.6E-196 0.375 180 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 9.496E-282 1.2E-282 0.0006 0.878887 0.121112509
500 2.4 0.416667 0 0.416667 0.198495 0.95 0.188571 0.425347 2 0.9025 0.383876 0.303819 4 0.814506 0.247463 0.072338 0.66342 0.04799 0.867899789 500 0.2 5 5 0 1 9.5E-282 9.5E-282 0 252 0 0 0 294 0.0016 0 0 0 0 9.4956E-282 0.8679 0.132100211
550 2.181818182 0.458333 0 0.458333 0.158927 0.95 0.15098 0.403429 2 0.9025 0.364095 0.341363 4 0.814506 0.278042 0.096282 0.66342 0.063875 0.856992194 550 0.181818182 5.5 5 0.5 0.125 9.5E-282 1.2E-282 0.375 252 0 0 0.375 294 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.857592 0.142407806
600 2 0.5 0 0.5 0.125 0.95 0.11875 0.375 2 0.9025 0.338438 0.375 4 0.814506 0.30544 0.125 0.66342 0.082928 0.845554898 600 0.166666667 6 6 0 1 0 0 0 392 0 0 0 448 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.845555 0.154445102
650 1.846153846 0.541667 0 0.541667 0.096282 0.95 0.091468 0.341363 2 0.9025 0.30808 0.403429 4 0.814506 0.328595 0.158927 0.66342 0.105435 0.833578092 650 0.153846154 6.5 6 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 392 0 0 0.375 448 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.834178 0.165821908
700 1.714285714 0.583333 0 0.583333 0.072338 0.95 0.068721 0.303819 2 0.9025 0.274197 0.425347 4 0.814506 0.346448 0.198495 0.66342 0.131686 0.821051969 700 0.142857143 7 7 0 1 0 0 0 576 0 0 0 648 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.821052 0.178948031
750 1.6 0.625 0 0.625 0.052734 0.95 0.050098 0.263672 2 0.9025 0.237964 0.439453 4 0.814506 0.357937 0.244141 0.66342 0.161968 0.807966719 750 0.133333333 7.5 7 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 576 0 0 0.375 648 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.808567 0.191433281
800 1.5 0.666667 0 0.666667 0.037037 0.95 0.035185 0.222222 2 0.9025 0.200556 0.444444 4 0.814506 0.362003 0.296296 0.66342 0.196569 0.794312535 800 0.125 8 8 0 1 0 0 0 810 0 0 0 900 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.794313 0.205687465
850 1.411764706 0.708333 0 0.708333 0.024812 0.95 0.023571 0.180773 2 0.9025 0.163147 0.439019 4 0.814506 0.357584 0.355396 0.66342 0.235777 0.780079609 850 0.117647059 8.5 8 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 810 0 0 0.375 900 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.78068 0.219320391
900 1.333333333 0.75 0 0.75 0.015625 0.95 0.014844 0.140625 2 0.9025 0.126914 0.421875 4 0.814506 0.34362 0.421875 0.66342 0.27988 0.765258131 900 0.111111111 9 9 0 1 0 0 0 1100 0 0 0 1210 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.765258 0.234741869
950 1.263157895 0.791667 0 0.791667 0.009042 0.95 0.00859 0.103082 2 0.9025 0.093031 0.39171 4 0.814506 0.31905 0.496166 0.66342 0.329167 0.749838294 950 0.105263158 9.5 9 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 1100 0 0 0.375 1210 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.750438 0.249561706
1000 1.2 0.833333 0 0.833333 0.00463 0.95 0.004398 0.069444 2 0.9025 0.062674 0.347222 4 0.814506 0.282815 0.578704 0.66342 0.383924 0.73381029 1000 0.1 10 10 0 1 0 0 0 1452 0 0 0 1584 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.73381 0.26618971
1050 1.142857143 0.875 0 0.875 0.001953 0.95 0.001855 0.041016 2 0.9025 0.037017 0.287109 4 0.814506 0.233852 0.669922 0.66342 0.44444 0.71716431 1050 0.095238095 10.5 10 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 1452 0 0 0.375 1584 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.717764 0.28223569
1100 1.090909091 0.916667 0 0.916667 0.000579 0.95 0.00055 0.019097 2 0.9025 0.017235 0.210069 4 0.814506 0.171103 0.770255 0.66342 0.511003 0.699890546 1100 0.090909091 11 11 0 1 0 0 0 1872 0 0 0 2028 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.699891 0.300109454
1150 1.043478261 0.958333 0 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.95 6.87E-05 0.004991 2 0.9025 0.004505 0.1148 4 0.814506 0.093506 0.880136 0.66342 0.5839 0.681979189 1150 0.086956522 11.5 11 0.5 0.125 0 0 0.375 1872 0 0 0.375 2028 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.0006 0.682579 0.317420811
1200 1 1 1 0 1 0.66342 0.66342 0 12 0.54036 0 0 18 0.397214 0 0 0.250344 0 0.663420431 1200 0.083333333 12 12 0 1 0 0 0 2366 0 0 0 2548 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0.66342 0.336579569
1250 0.96 1.041667 1 0.041667 0.880136 0.66342 0.5839 0.1148 12 0.54036 0.062034 0.004991 18 0.397214 0.001983 7.23E-05 0.250344 1.81E-05 0.64793446 1250 0.08 12.5 12 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 2366 0 0 0.375 2548 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.648535 0.35146522
1300 0.923076923 1.083333 1 0.083333 0.770255 0.66342 0.511003 0.210069 12 0.54036 0.113513 0.019097 18 0.397214 0.007586 0.000579 0.250344 0.000145 0.632246367 1300 0.076923077 13 13 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 2940 0 0 0 3150 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.632249 0.367751073
1350 0.888888889 1.125 1 0.125 0.669922 0.66342 0.44444 0.287109 12 0.54036 0.155142 0.041016 18 0.397214 0.016292 0.001953 0.250344 0.000489 0.616363253 1350 0.074074074 13.5 13 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 2940 0 0 0.375 3150 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.616964 0.383036427
1400 0.857142857 1.166667 1 0.166667 0.578704 0.66342 0.383924 0.347222 12 0.54036 0.187625 0.069444 18 0.397214 0.027584 0.00463 0.250344 0.001159 0.600292219 1400 0.071428571 14 14 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 3600 0 0 0 3840 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.600295 0.399705221
1450 0.827586207 1.208333 1 0.208333 0.496166 0.66342 0.329167 0.39171 12 0.54036 0.211664 0.103082 18 0.397214 0.040945 0.009042 0.250344 0.002264 0.584040367 1450 0.068965517 14.5 14 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 3600 0 0 0.375 3840 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.584641 0.415359313
1500 0.8 1.25 1 0.25 0.421875 0.66342 0.27988 0.421875 12 0.54036 0.227964 0.140625 18 0.397214 0.055858 0.015625 0.250344 0.003912 0.567614796 1500 0.066666667 15 15 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 4352 0 0 0 4624 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.567617 0.432382644
1550 0.774193548 1.291667 1 0.291667 0.355396 0.66342 0.235777 0.439019 12 0.54036 0.237228 0.180773 18 0.397214 0.071805 0.024812 0.250344 0.006212 0.55102261 1550 0.064516129 15.5 15 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 4352 0 0 0.375 4624 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.551623 0.44837707
1600 0.75 1.333333 1 0.333333 0.296296 0.66342 0.196569 0.444444 12 0.54036 0.24016 0.222222 18 0.397214 0.08827 0.037037 0.250344 0.009272 0.534270908 1600 0.0625 16 16 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 5202 0 0 0 5508 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.534273 0.465726532
1650 0.727272727 1.375 1 0.375 0.244141 0.66342 0.161968 0.439453 12 0.54036 0.237463 0.263672 18 0.397214 0.104734 0.052734 0.250344 0.013202 0.517366791 1650 0.060606061 16.5 16 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 5202 0 0 0.375 5508 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.517967 0.482032889
1700 0.705882353 1.416667 1 0.416667 0.198495 0.66342 0.131686 0.425347 12 0.54036 0.229841 0.303819 18 0.397214 0.120681 0.072338 0.250344 0.018109 0.500317362 1700 0.058823529 17 17 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 6156 0 0 0 6498 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.50032 0.499680078
1750 0.685714286 1.458333 1 0.458333 0.158927 0.66342 0.105435 0.403429 12 0.54036 0.217997 0.341363 18 0.397214 0.135594 0.096282 0.250344 0.024104 0.48312972 1750 0.057142857 17.5 17 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 6156 0 0 0.375 6498 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.48373 0.51626996
1800 0.666666667 1.5 1 0.5 0.125 0.66342 0.082928 0.375 12 0.54036 0.202635 0.375 18 0.397214 0.148955 0.125 0.250344 0.031293 0.465810967 1800 0.055555556 18 18 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 7220 0 0 0 7600 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.465814 0.534186473
1850 0.648648649 1.541667 1 0.541667 0.096282 0.66342 0.063875 0.341363 12 0.54036 0.184459 0.403429 18 0.397214 0.160248 0.158927 0.250344 0.039786 0.448368205 1850 0.054054054 18.5 18 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 7220 0 0 0.375 7600 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.448969 0.551031475
1900 0.631578947 1.583333 1 0.583333 0.072338 0.66342 0.04799 0.303819 12 0.54036 0.164172 0.425347 18 0.397214 0.168954 0.198495 0.250344 0.049692 0.430808534 1900 0.052631579 19 19 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 8400 0 0 0 8820 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.430811 0.569188906
1950 0.615384615 1.625 1 0.625 0.052734 0.66342 0.034985 0.263672 12 0.54036 0.142478 0.439453 18 0.397214 0.174557 0.244141 0.250344 0.061119 0.413139055 1950 0.051282051 19.5 19 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 8400 0 0 0.375 8820 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.413739 0.586260625
2000 0.6 1.666667 1 0.666667 0.037037 0.66342 0.024571 0.222222 12 0.54036 0.12008 0.444444 18 0.397214 0.17654 0.296296 0.250344 0.074176 0.39536687 2000 0.05 20 20 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 9702 0 0 0 10164 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.395369 0.60463057
2050 0.585365854 1.708333 1 0.708333 0.024812 0.66342 0.016461 0.180773 12 0.54036 0.097682 0.439019 18 0.397214 0.174385 0.355396 0.250344 0.088971 0.37749908 2050 0.048780488 20.5 20 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 9702 0 0 0.375 10164 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.378099 0.6219006
2100 0.571428571 1.75 1 0.75 0.015625 0.66342 0.010366 0.140625 12 0.54036 0.075988 0.421875 18 0.397214 0.167575 0.421875 0.250344 0.105614 0.359542785 2100 0.047619048 21 21 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 11132 0 0 0 11638 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.359545 0.640454655
2150 0.558139535 1.791667 1 0.791667 0.009042 0.66342 0.005999 0.103082 12 0.54036 0.055701 0.39171 18 0.397214 0.155593 0.496166 0.250344 0.124212 0.341505087 2150 0.046511628 21.5 21 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 11132 0 0 0.375 11638 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.342105 0.657894593
2200 0.545454545 1.833333 1 0.833333 0.00463 0.66342 0.003071 0.069444 12 0.54036 0.037525 0.347222 18 0.397214 0.137922 0.578704 0.250344 0.144875 0.323393087 2200 0.045454545 22 22 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 12696 0 0 0 13248 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.323396 0.676604353
2250 0.533333333 1.875 1 0.875 0.001953 0.66342 0.001296 0.041016 12 0.54036 0.022163 0.287109 18 0.397214 0.114044 0.669922 0.250344 0.167711 0.305213886 2250 0.044444444 22.5 22 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 12696 0 0 0.375 13248 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.305814 0.694185794
2300 0.52173913 1.916667 1 0.916667 0.000579 0.66342 0.000384 0.019097 12 0.54036 0.010319 0.210069 18 0.397214 0.083443 0.770255 0.250344 0.192829 0.286974586 2300 0.043478261 23 23 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 14400 0 0 0 15000 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.286977 0.713022854
2350 0.510638298 1.958333 1 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.66342 4.8E-05 0.004991 12 0.54036 0.002697 0.1148 18 0.397214 0.0456 0.880136 0.250344 0.220337 0.268682287 2350 0.042553191 23.5 23 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 14400 0 0 0.375 15000 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.269283 0.730717393
2400 0.5 2 2 0 1 0.250344 0.250344 0 36 0.157779 0 0 48 0.085258 0 0 0.037524 0 0.25034409 2400 0.041666667 24 24 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 16250 0 0 0 16900 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.250347 0.74965335
2450 0.489795918 2.041667 2 0.041667 0.880136 0.250344 0.220337 0.1148 36 0.157779 0.018113 0.004991 48 0.085258 0.000426 7.23E-05 0.037524 2.71E-06 0.238878216 2450 0.040816327 24.5 24 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 16250 0 0 0.375 16900 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.239479 0.760521464
2500 0.48 2.083333 2 0.083333 0.770255 0.250344 0.192829 0.210069 36 0.157779 0.033145 0.019097 48 0.085258 0.001628 0.000579 0.037524 2.17E-05 0.227623185 2500 0.04 25 25 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 18252 0 0 0 18954 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.227626 0.772374255
2550 0.470588235 2.125 2 0.125 0.669922 0.250344 0.167711 0.287109 36 0.157779 0.0453 0.041016 48 0.085258 0.003497 0.001953 0.037524 7.33E-05 0.216581056 2550 0.039215686 25.5 25 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 18252 0 0 0.375 18954 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.217181 0.782818624
2600 0.461538462 2.166667 2 0.166667 0.578704 0.250344 0.144875 0.347222 36 0.157779 0.054784 0.069444 48 0.085258 0.005921 0.00463 0.037524 0.000174 0.20575389 2600 0.038461538 26 26 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 20412 0 0 0 21168 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.205756 0.79424355
2650 0.452830189 2.208333 2 0.208333 0.496166 0.250344 0.124212 0.39171 36 0.157779 0.061804 0.103082 48 0.085258 0.008788 0.009042 0.037524 0.000339 0.195143746 2650 0.037735849 26.5 26 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 20412 0 0 0.375 21168 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.195744 0.804255934
2700 0.444444444 2.25 2 0.25 0.421875 0.250344 0.105614 0.421875 36 0.157779 0.066563 0.140625 48 0.085258 0.011989 0.015625 0.037524 0.000586 0.184752682 2700 0.037037037 27 27 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 22736 0 0 0 23548 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.184755 0.815244758
2750 0.436363636 2.291667 2 0.291667 0.355396 0.250344 0.088971 0.439019 36 0.157779 0.069268 0.180773 48 0.085258 0.015412 0.024812 0.037524 0.000931 0.174582759 2750 0.036363636 27.5 27 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 22736 0 0 0.375 23548 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.175183 0.824816921
2800 0.428571429 2.333333 2 0.333333 0.296296 0.250344 0.074176 0.444444 36 0.157779 0.070124 0.222222 48 0.085258 0.018946 0.037037 0.037524 0.00139 0.164636036 2800 0.035714286 28 28 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 25230 0 0 0 26100 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.164639 0.835361404
2850 0.421052632 2.375 2 0.375 0.244141 0.250344 0.061119 0.439453 36 0.157779 0.069337 0.263672 48 0.085258 0.02248 0.052734 0.037524 0.001979 0.154914572 2850 0.035087719 28.5 28 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 25230 0 0 0.375 26100 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.155515 0.844485108
2900 0.413793103 2.416667 2 0.416667 0.198495 0.250344 0.049692 0.425347 36 0.157779 0.067111 0.303819 48 0.085258 0.025903 0.072338 0.037524 0.002714 0.145420427 2900 0.034482759 29 29 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 27900 0 0 0 28830 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.145423 0.854577013
2950 0.406779661 2.458333 2 0.458333 0.158927 0.250344 0.039786 0.403429 36 0.157779 0.063653 0.341363 48 0.085258 0.029104 0.096282 0.037524 0.003613 0.13615566 2950 0.033898305 29.5 29 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 27900 0 0 0.375 28830 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.136756 0.86324402
3000 0.4 2.5 2 0.5 0.125 0.250344 0.031293 0.375 36 0.157779 0.059167 0.375 48 0.085258 0.031972 0.125 0.037524 0.004691 0.127122331 3000 0.033333333 30 30 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 30752 0 0 0 31744 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.127125 0.872875109
3050 0.393442623 2.541667 2 0.541667 0.096282 0.250344 0.024104 0.341363 36 0.157779 0.05386 0.403429 48 0.085258 0.034395 0.158927 0.037524 0.005964 0.118322498 3050 0.032786885 30.5 30 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 30752 0 0 0.375 31744 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.118923 0.881077182
3100 0.387096774 2.583333 2 0.583333 0.072338 0.250344 0.018109 0.303819 36 0.157779 0.047936 0.425347 48 0.085258 0.036264 0.198495 0.037524 0.007448 0.109758222 3100 0.032258065 31 31 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 33792 0 0 0 34848 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.109761 0.890239218
3150 0.380952381 2.625 2 0.625 0.052734 0.250344 0.013202 0.263672 36 0.157779 0.041602 0.439453 48 0.085258 0.037467 0.244141 0.037524 0.009161 0.101431562 3150 0.031746032 31.5 31 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 33792 0 0 0.375 34848 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.102032 0.897968118
3200 0.375 2.666667 2 0.666667 0.037037 0.250344 0.009272 0.222222 36 0.157779 0.035062 0.444444 48 0.085258 0.037892 0.296296 0.037524 0.011118 0.093344577 3200 0.03125 32 32 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 37026 0 0 0 38148 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.093347 0.906652863
3250 0.369230769 2.708333 2 0.708333 0.024812 0.250344 0.006212 0.180773 36 0.157779 0.028522 0.439019 48 0.085258 0.03743 0.355396 0.037524 0.013336 0.085499327 3250 0.030769231 32.5 32 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 37026 0 0 0.375 38148 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.0861 0.913900353
3300 0.363636364 2.75 2 0.75 0.015625 0.250344 0.003912 0.140625 36 0.157779 0.022188 0.421875 48 0.085258 0.035968 0.421875 0.037524 0.01583 0.077897871 3300 0.03030303 33 33 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 40460 0 0 0 41650 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.0779 0.922099569
3350 0.358208955 2.791667 2 0.791667 0.009042 0.250344 0.002264 0.103082 36 0.157779 0.016264 0.39171 48 0.085258 0.033396 0.496166 0.037524 0.018618 0.070542268 3350 0.029850746 33.5 33 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 40460 0 0 0.375 41650 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.071143 0.928857412
3400 0.352941176 2.833333 2 0.833333 0.00463 0.250344 0.001159 0.069444 36 0.157779 0.010957 0.347222 48 0.085258 0.029603 0.578704 0.037524 0.021715 0.063434579 3400 0.029411765 34 34 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 44100 0 0 0 45360 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.063437 0.936562861
3450 0.347826087 2.875 2 0.875 0.001953 0.250344 0.000489 0.041016 36 0.157779 0.006471 0.287109 48 0.085258 0.024478 0.669922 0.037524 0.025138 0.056576862 3450 0.028985507 34.5 34 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 44100 0 0 0.375 45360 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.057177 0.942822818
3500 0.342857143 2.916667 2 0.916667 0.000579 0.250344 0.000145 0.019097 36 0.157779 0.003013 0.210069 48 0.085258 0.01791 0.770255 0.037524 0.028903 0.049971176 3500 0.028571429 35 35 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 47952 0 0 0 49284 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.049974 0.950026264
3550 0.338028169 2.958333 2 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.250344 1.81E-05 0.004991 36 0.157779 0.000788 0.1148 48 0.085258 0.009788 0.880136 0.037524 0.033026 0.043619582 3550 0.028169014 35.5 35 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 47952 0 0 0.375 49284 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.04422 0.955780098
3600 0.333333333 3 3 0 1 0.037524 0.037524 0 80 0.016515 0 0 100 0.005921 0 0 0.001642 0 0.037524139 3600 0.027777778 36 36 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 52022 0 0 0 53428 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.037527 0.962473301
3650 0.328767123 3.041667 3 0.041667 0.880136 0.037524 0.033026 0.1148 80 0.016515 0.001896 0.004991 100 0.005921 2.96E-05 7.23E-05 0.001642 1.19E-07 0.034951986 3650 0.02739726 36.5 36 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 52022 0 0 0.375 53428 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.035552 0.964447694
3700 0.324324324 3.083333 3 0.083333 0.770255 0.037524 0.028903 0.210069 80 0.016515 0.003469 0.019097 100 0.005921 0.000113 0.000579 0.001642 9.5E-07 0.032486534 3700 0.027027027 37 37 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 56316 0 0 0 57798 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.032489 0.967510906
3750 0.32 3.125 3 0.125 0.669922 0.037524 0.025138 0.287109 80 0.016515 0.004742 0.041016 100 0.005921 0.000243 0.001953 0.001642 3.21E-06 0.030126002 3750 0.026666667 37.5 37 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 56316 0 0 0.375 57798 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.030726 0.969273678
3800 0.315789474 3.166667 3 0.166667 0.578704 0.037524 0.021715 0.347222 80 0.016515 0.005735 0.069444 100 0.005921 0.000411 0.00463 0.001642 7.6E-06 0.027868614 3800 0.026315789 38 38 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 60840 0 0 0 62400 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.027871 0.972128826
3850 0.311688312 3.208333 3 0.208333 0.496166 0.037524 0.018618 0.39171 80 0.016515 0.006469 0.103082 100 0.005921 0.00061 0.009042 0.001642 1.49E-05 0.025712591 3850 0.025974026 38.5 38 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 60840 0 0 0.375 62400 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.026313 0.973687089
3900 0.307692308 3.25 3 0.25 0.421875 0.037524 0.01583 0.421875 80 0.016515 0.006967 0.140625 100 0.005921 0.000833 0.015625 0.001642 2.57E-05 0.023656155 3900 0.025641026 39 39 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 65600 0 0 0 67240 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.023659 0.976341285
3950 0.303797468 3.291667 3 0.291667 0.355396 0.037524 0.013336 0.439019 80 0.016515 0.007251 0.180773 100 0.005921 0.00107 0.024812 0.001642 4.07E-05 0.021697527 3950 0.025316456 39.5 39 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 65600 0 0 0.375 67240 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.022298 0.977702153
4000 0.3 3.333333 3 0.333333 0.296296 0.037524 0.011118 0.444444 80 0.016515 0.00734 0.222222 100 0.005921 0.001316 0.037037 0.001642 6.08E-05 0.019834929 4000 0.025 40 40 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 70602 0 0 0 72324 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.019837 0.980162511
4050 0.296296296 3.375 3 0.375 0.244141 0.037524 0.009161 0.439453 80 0.016515 0.007258 0.263672 100 0.005921 0.001561 0.052734 0.001642 8.66E-05 0.018066582 4050 0.024691358 40.5 40 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 70602 0 0 0.375 72324 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.018667 0.981333098
4100 0.292682927 3.416667 3 0.416667 0.198495 0.037524 0.007448 0.425347 80 0.016515 0.007025 0.303819 100 0.005921 0.001799 0.072338 0.001642 0.000119 0.016390709 4100 0.024390244 41 41 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 75852 0 0 0 77658 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.016393 0.983606731
4150 0.289156627 3.458333 3 0.458333 0.158927 0.037524 0.005964 0.403429 80 0.016515 0.006663 0.341363 100 0.005921 0.002021 0.096282 0.001642 0.000158 0.01480553 4150 0.024096386 41.5 41 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 75852 0 0 0.375 77658 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.015406 0.98459415
4200 0.285714286 3.5 3 0.5 0.125 0.037524 0.004691 0.375 80 0.016515 0.006193 0.375 100 0.005921 0.00222 0.125 0.001642 0.000205 0.013309268 4200 0.023809524 42 42 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 81356 0 0 0 83248 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.013312 0.986688172
4250 0.282352941 3.541667 3 0.541667 0.096282 0.037524 0.003613 0.341363 80 0.016515 0.005638 0.403429 100 0.005921 0.002389 0.158927 0.001642 0.000261 0.011900144 4250 0.023529412 42.5 42 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 81356 0 0 0.375 83248 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.0125 0.987499536
4300 0.279069767 3.583333 3 0.583333 0.072338 0.037524 0.002714 0.303819 80 0.016515 0.005018 0.425347 100 0.005921 0.002518 0.198495 0.001642 0.000326 0.01057638 4300 0.023255814 43 43 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 87120 0 0 0 89100 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.010579 0.98942106
4350 0.275862069 3.625 3 0.625 0.052734 0.037524 0.001979 0.263672 80 0.016515 0.004355 0.439453 100 0.005921 0.002602 0.244141 0.001642 0.000401 0.009336197 4350 0.022988506 43.5 43 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 87120 0 0 0.375 89100 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.009937 0.990063483
4400 0.272727273 3.666667 3 0.666667 0.037037 0.037524 0.00139 0.222222 80 0.016515 0.00367 0.444444 100 0.005921 0.002631 0.296296 0.001642 0.000487 0.008177818 4400 0.022727273 44 44 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 93150 0 0 0 95220 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.00818 0.991819622
4450 0.269662921 3.708333 3 0.708333 0.024812 0.037524 0.000931 0.180773 80 0.016515 0.002986 0.439019 100 0.005921 0.002599 0.355396 0.001642 0.000584 0.007099463 4450 0.02247191 44.5 44 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 93150 0 0 0.375 95220 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.0077 0.992300217
4500 0.266666667 3.75 3 0.75 0.015625 0.037524 0.000586 0.140625 80 0.016515 0.002322 0.421875 100 0.005921 0.002498 0.421875 0.001642 0.000693 0.006099355 4500 0.022222222 45 45 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 99452 0 0 0 101614 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.006102 0.993898085
4550 0.263736264 3.791667 3 0.791667 0.009042 0.037524 0.000339 0.103082 80 0.016515 0.001702 0.39171 100 0.005921 0.002319 0.496166 0.001642 0.000815 0.005175715 4550 0.021978022 45.5 45 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 99452 0 0 0.375 101614 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.005776 0.994223965
4600 0.260869565 3.833333 3 0.833333 0.00463 0.037524 0.000174 0.069444 80 0.016515 0.001147 0.347222 100 0.005921 0.002056 0.578704 0.001642 0.00095 0.004326764 4600 0.02173913 46 46 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 106032 0 0 0 108288 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.004329 0.995670676
4650 0.258064516 3.875 3 0.875 0.001953 0.037524 7.33E-05 0.041016 80 0.016515 0.000677 0.287109 100 0.005921 0.0017 0.669922 0.001642 0.0011 0.003550725 4650 0.021505376 46.5 46 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 106032 0 0 0.375 108288 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.004151 0.995848955
4700 0.255319149 3.916667 3 0.916667 0.000579 0.037524 2.17E-05 0.019097 80 0.016515 0.000315 0.210069 100 0.005921 0.001244 0.770255 0.001642 0.001265 0.002845819 4700 0.021276596 47 47 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 112896 0 0 0 115248 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.002848 0.997151621
4750 0.252631579 3.958333 3 0.958333 7.23E-05 0.037524 2.71E-06 0.004991 80 0.016515 8.24E-05 0.1148 100 0.005921 0.00068 0.880136 0.001642 0.001445 0.002210268 4750 0.021052632 47.5 47 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 112896 0 0 0.375 115248 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.002811 0.997189412
4800 0.25 4 4 0 1 0.001642 0.001642 0 150 0.000456 0 0 180 9.78E-05 0 0 1.54E-05 0 0.001642293 4800 0.020833333 48 48 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 120050 0 0 0 122500 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.001645 0.998355147
4850 0.24742268 4.041667 4 0.041667 0.880136 0.001642 0.001445 0.1148 150 0.000456 5.23E-05 0.004991 180 9.78E-05 4.88E-07 7.23E-05 1.54E-05 1.12E-09 0.001498228 4850 0.020618557 48.5 48 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 120050 0 0 0.375 122500 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.002099 0.997901452
4900 0.244897959 4.083333 4 0.083333 0.770255 0.001642 0.001265 0.210069 150 0.000456 9.57E-05 0.019097 180 9.78E-05 1.87E-06 0.000579 1.54E-05 8.93E-09 0.001362558 4900 0.020408163 49 49 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 127500 0 0 0 130050 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.001365 0.998634882
4950 0.242424242 4.125 4 0.125 0.669922 0.001642 0.0011 0.287109 150 0.000456 0.000131 0.041016 180 9.78E-05 4.01E-06 0.001953 1.54E-05 3.01E-08 0.001235043 4950 0.02020202 49.5 49 0.5 0.125 2.56E-06 3.2E-07 0.375 127500 0 0 0.375 130050 0.0016 0.0006 0.125 0 0 0.00060032 0.001835 0.998164637
5000 0.24 4.166667 4 0.166667 0.578704 0.001642 0.00095 0.347222 150 0.000456 0.000158 0.069444 180 9.78E-05 6.79E-06 0.00463 1.54E-05 7.14E-08 0.001115442 5000 0.02 50 50 0 1 2.56E-06 2.56E-06 0 135252 0 0 0 137904 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0.00000256 0.001118 0.998881998
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Appendix 3.1.1: Lognormal model for the -25/+15 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Meanx 0.551
Modex 0.05
meany -1.395924
variance y 1.599808
Sdy 1.264835
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
 measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 45 0.268 6.308210067 1.599807869 0.449372 2.834733802 0.278507
0.11-0.20 0.15 25 0.149 2.102736689 0.157016986 0.924494 1.94396789 0.190991
0.21-0.30 0.25 16 0.095 1.261642013 5.7968E-05 0.999971 1.261605446 0.12395
0.31-0.40 0.35 14 0.083 0.901172867 0.074875734 0.963254 0.868058608 0.085285
0.41-0.50 0.45 7 0.042 0.70091223 0.223093491 0.89445 0.626930649 0.061595
0.51-0.60 0.55 11 0.065 0.573473642 0.398137499 0.819494 0.469957952 0.046172
0.61-0.70 0.65 12 0.071 0.485246928 0.582256226 0.74742 0.362683219 0.035633
0.71-0.80 0.75 4 0.024 0.420547338 0.767717855 0.681228 0.286488421 0.028147
0.81-0.90 0.85 4 0.024 0.37107118 0.950919854 0.621599 0.230657512 0.022662
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.332011056 1.130156225 0.568316 0.188687113 0.018538
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 4 0.024 0.300390956 1.304656781 0.520832 0.156453121 0.015371
1.11-1.20 1.15 2 0.012 0.274270003 1.474134864 0.478515 0.131242348 0.012894
1.21-1.30 1.25 2 0.012 0.252328403 1.638559914 0.440749 0.111213465 0.010927
1.31-1.40 1.35 3 0.018 0.23363741 1.798037385 0.406969 0.095083142 0.009342
1.41-1.50 1.45 1 0.006 0.217524485 1.952743046 0.376675 0.081936118 0.00805
1.51-1.60 1.55 3 0.018 0.203490647 2.102886165 0.349433 0.071106373 0.006986
1.61-1.70 1.65 6 0.036 0.191157881 2.248688603 0.324865 0.062100584 0.006101
1.71-1.80 1.75 1 0.006 0.180234573 2.390372943 0.302648 0.054547546 0.005359
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.170492164 2.52815584 0.2825 0.048163979 0.004732
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.161748976 2.66224447 0.264181 0.042730945 0.004198
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 1 0.006 0.153858782 2.792834795 0.247482 0.03807728 0.003741
2.11-2.20 2.15 1 0.006 0.14670256 2.920110929 0.232223 0.034067766 0.003347
2.21-2.30 2.25 1 0.006 0.140182446 3.044245131 0.218248 0.030594559 0.003006
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.134217235 3.165398177 0.20542 0.027570891 0.002709
2.41-2.50 2.45 1 0.006 0.128738981 3.283719924 0.19362 0.024926388 0.002449
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.123690393 3.399349981 0.182743 0.022603542 0.002221
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.119022831 3.512418405 0.172698 0.020555039 0.002019
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.114694728 3.623046404 0.163405 0.018741698 0.001841
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.110670352 3.731347008 0.154792 0.017130876 0.001683
2.91-3.00 2.95 1 0.006 0.106918815 3.837425708 0.146796 0.015695232 0.001542
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.10341328 3.941381058 0.139361 0.014411736 0.001416
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.100130319 4.043305217 0.132436 0.013260901 0.001303
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.097049386 4.143284465 0.125979 0.012226158 0.001201
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.094152389 4.241399666 0.119948 0.011293358 0.00111
3.41-3.50 3.45 1 0.006 0.091423334 4.337726695 0.114307 0.01045037 0.001027
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.088848029 4.432336824 0.109026 0.00968675 0.000952
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.086413837 4.525297082 0.104074 0.008993475 0.000884
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.084109468 4.616670572 0.099427 0.008362721 0.000822
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.081924806 4.706516773 0.095059 0.007787683 0.000765
3.91-4.00 3.95 2 0.012 0.07985076 4.794891802 0.09095 0.007262423 0.000714
Totals  168 1.000 10.17831151 1
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Appendix 3.1.2: Lognormal model for the -40/+25 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Meanx 0.457
Modex 0.05
meany -1.520917
variance y 1.474815
Sdy 1.21442
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 16 0.222 6.57008931 1.474815102 0.478352 3.142818082 0.304121
0.11-0.20 0.15 11 0.153 2.19002977 0.095963593 0.953151 2.087429368 0.201994
0.21-0.30 0.25 15 0.208 1.31401786 0.012288524 0.993875 1.305968945 0.126375
0.31-0.40 0.35 10 0.139 0.93858419 0.150480249 0.927521 0.8705563 0.084241
0.41-0.50 0.45 4 0.056 0.73000992 0.353858222 0.837839 0.611630913 0.059186
0.51-0.60 0.55 2 0.028 0.59728085 0.577751747 0.749105 0.447426178 0.043296
0.61-0.70 0.65 4 0.056 0.50539149 0.805790972 0.668382 0.337794547 0.032687
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 0.43800595 1.031226767 0.597134 0.261548339 0.025309
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.38647584 1.251170931 0.534948 0.206744534 0.020006
0.91-1.00 0.95 2 0.028 0.34579417 1.464450925 0.480838 0.16627088 0.01609
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 1 0.014 0.3128614 1.670705105 0.433722 0.135694728 0.013131
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.28565606 1.869966693 0.392592 0.112146398 0.010852
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.26280357 2.062460441 0.356568 0.093707353 0.009068
1.31-1.40 1.35 1 0.014 0.24333664 2.248498989 0.324896 0.079059153 0.00765
1.41-1.50 1.45 1 0.014 0.2265548 2.42842869 0.296943 0.067273912 0.00651
1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.014 0.21193836 2.602601046 0.272178 0.057684873 0.005582
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.19909362 2.771357844 0.250154 0.049804046 0.004819
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.18771684 2.93502378 0.230498 0.043268408 0.004187
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.17756998 3.093903237 0.212896 0.037803934 0.003658
1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.014 0.16846383 3.248279346 0.197081 0.033201046 0.003213
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.16024608 3.39841431 0.182828 0.029297538 0.002835
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.15279277 3.544550381 0.169946 0.025966504 0.002513
2.21-2.30 2.25 1 0.014 0.14600198 3.686911148 0.15827 0.023107671 0.002236
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.13978913 3.825702949 0.147659 0.020641088 0.001997
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.13408346 3.961116285 0.137992 0.018502471 0.00179
2.51-2.60 2.55 1 0.014 0.12882528 4.093327184 0.129165 0.016639735 0.00161
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.12396395 4.222498474 0.121087 0.015010374 0.001453
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.11945617 4.348780965 0.113677 0.013579469 0.001314
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.11526472 4.472314526 0.106868 0.012318155 0.001192
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.11135745 4.593229063 0.100599 0.01120243 0.001084
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.10770638 4.711645405 0.094815 0.010212231 0.000988
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.10428713 4.827676099 0.089471 0.009330699 0.000903
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.1010783 4.941426136 0.084525 0.008543599 0.000827
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.09806103 5.052993593 0.079939 0.007838859 0.000759
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.09521869 5.162470221 0.07568 0.007206195 0.000697
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.09253647 5.26994197 0.071721 0.006636813 0.000642
3.61-3.70 3.65 1 0.014 0.09000122 5.375489466 0.068034 0.006123161 0.000593
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.08760119 5.479188435 0.064597 0.005658735 0.000548
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.08532584 5.581110096 0.061387 0.005237908 0.000507
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.08316569 5.681321509 0.058387 0.004855801 0.00047
Totals  72 1.000 10.33409737 1
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Appendix 3.1.3: Lognormal model for the -50/+40 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Meanx 0.436
Modex 0.15
meany -1.185782
variance y 0.711338
Sdy 0.843409
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 7 0.175 9.4602381 4.605293237 0.099994 0.945965607 0.094354
0.11-0.20 0.15 10 0.250 3.1534127 0.711337966 0.700705 2.209610554 0.220395
0.21-0.30 0.25 5 0.125 1.89204762 0.056520531 0.972135 1.83932632 0.183462
0.31-0.40 0.35 2 0.050 1.35146259 0.025986372 0.987091 1.334016367 0.13306
0.41-0.50 0.45 5 0.125 1.05113757 0.210844083 0.899945 0.945965607 0.094354
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.025 0.86002165 0.48595655 0.784289 0.674505131 0.067278
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.72771062 0.801340111 0.669871 0.487472275 0.048622
0.71-0.80 0.75 2 0.050 0.63068254 1.133896336 0.567254 0.357757171 0.035684
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.025 0.55648459 1.471968881 0.479034 0.266574844 0.026589
0.91-1.00 0.95 2 0.050 0.49790727 1.809357474 0.404672 0.201489066 0.020097
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 1 0.025 0.45048753 2.142678371 0.342549 0.154314265 0.015392
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.025 0.4113147 2.470087183 0.290822 0.119619399 0.011931
1.21-1.30 1.25 1 0.025 0.37840952 2.790616214 0.247757 0.093753491 0.009351
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.35037919 3.103811586 0.211844 0.074225679 0.007404
1.41-1.50 1.45 1 0.025 0.32621511 3.40952593 0.181815 0.059310955 0.005916
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.30516897 3.707795927 0.156625 0.047797229 0.004767
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.28667388 3.998768073 0.135419 0.038820996 0.003872
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.27029252 4.282652759 0.117499 0.031759071 0.003168
1.81-1.90 1.85 1 0.025 0.25568211 4.559695474 0.1023 0.026156224 0.002609
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.24257021 4.830158593 0.08936 0.021676135 0.002162
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.23073751 5.094309843 0.078304 0.018067701 0.001802
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.22000554 5.352415027 0.068824 0.015141589 0.00151
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.21022751 5.604733529 0.060666 0.012753727 0.001272
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.20128166 5.851515612 0.053624 0.010793536 0.001077
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.19306608 6.093000913 0.047525 0.009175456 0.000915
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.18549486 6.329417708 0.042226 0.007832787 0.000781
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.17849506 6.560982689 0.03761 0.006713159 0.00067
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.17200433 6.787901072 0.033576 0.005775178 0.000576
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.16596909 7.010366902 0.030041 0.004985921 0.000497
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.16034302 7.228563502 0.026936 0.004319042 0.000431
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.15508587 7.442663977 0.024202 0.003753343 0.000374
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.15016251 7.652831758 0.021788 0.003271675 0.000326
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.14554212 7.859221164 0.019651 0.002860095 0.000285
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.14119758 8.061977942 0.017757 0.002507212 0.00025
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.1371049 8.261239808 0.016073 0.002203675 0.00022
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.13324279 8.457136953 0.014573 0.001941779 0.000194
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.1295923 8.649792526 0.013235 0.001715144 0.000171
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.12613651 8.839323095 0.012038 0.00151847 0.000151
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.12286024 9.025839071 0.010966 0.001347334 0.000134
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.11974985 9.209445107 0.010004 0.001198035 0.000119
Totals  40 1.000 10.02567448 1
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Appendix 3.1.4: Lognormal model for the -75/+50 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Meanx 0.541
Modex 0.15
meany -1.041931
variance y 0.855189
Sdy 0.924764
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 6 0.100 8.627975961 4.463737602 0.107328 0.926020544 0.092716
0.11-0.20 0.15 17 0.283 2.875991987 0.855189323 0.652076 1.875364409 0.187767
0.21-0.30 0.25 11 0.183 1.725595192 0.138666789 0.933016 1.610007175 0.161199
0.31-0.40 0.35 3 0.050 1.232567994 7.28203E-05 0.999964 1.232523117 0.123404
0.41-0.50 0.45 2 0.033 0.958663996 0.069288447 0.965949 0.926020544 0.092716
0.51-0.60 0.55 2 0.033 0.784361451 0.230614642 0.891092 0.69893841 0.06998
0.61-0.70 0.65 2 0.033 0.663690459 0.436747229 0.803825 0.533491026 0.053415
0.71-0.80 0.75 3 0.050 0.575198397 0.665222213 0.717049 0.412445433 0.041295
0.81-0.90 0.85 3 0.050 0.507527998 0.904320218 0.636252 0.322915852 0.032331
0.91-1.00 0.95 1 0.017 0.454103998 1.147538173 0.563398 0.255841255 0.025616
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.410855998 1.391121109 0.498795 0.204932822 0.020519
1.11-1.20 1.15 3 0.050 0.37512939 1.632851782 0.442009 0.165810424 0.016601
1.21-1.30 1.25 1 0.017 0.345119038 1.871413407 0.392309 0.13539314 0.013556
1.31-1.40 1.35 2 0.033 0.319554665 2.106034973 0.348883 0.111487321 0.011162
1.41-1.50 1.45 1 0.017 0.297516412 2.336284903 0.310944 0.092510943 0.009262
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.278321805 2.561946612 0.277767 0.077308562 0.00774
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.261453817 2.782941254 0.248709 0.06502599 0.006511
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.246513599 2.999278594 0.223211 0.055024463 0.005509
1.81-1.90 1.85 1 0.017 0.233188539 3.211025161 0.200787 0.046821136 0.004688
1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.017 0.221230153 3.418283292 0.181021 0.040047327 0.00401
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.210438438 3.621177171 0.163558 0.034418857 0.003446
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.200650604 3.81984347 0.148092 0.029714745 0.002975
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.191732799 4.01442504 0.134363 0.025761734 0.002579
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.183573957 4.205066663 0.122147 0.022422934 0.002245
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.176081142 4.391912208 0.111252 0.019589404 0.001961
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.169175999 4.575102754 0.101515 0.017173856 0.001719
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.162791999 4.754775378 0.092793 0.015105903 0.001512
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.15687229 4.931062408 0.084964 0.01332845 0.001334
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.151367999 5.104090997 0.077922 0.011794914 0.001181
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.146236881 5.273982921 0.071576 0.010467093 0.001048
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.141442229 5.440854529 0.065847 0.009313492 0.000932
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.136951999 5.604816801 0.060664 0.008308026 0.000832
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.132738092 5.765975476 0.055967 0.007428992 0.000744
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.128775761 5.924431223 0.051704 0.006658252 0.000667
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.12504313 6.080279843 0.047828 0.005980587 0.000599
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.121520788 6.233612487 0.044298 0.005383179 0.000539
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.118191452 6.384515877 0.041079 0.004855188 0.000486
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.115039679 6.533072534 0.038138 0.004387418 0.000439
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.112051636 6.679360999 0.035448 0.003972038 0.000398
3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.017 0.109214886 6.823456049 0.032984 0.003602361 0.000361
Totals  60 1.000 9.987707783 1
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Appendix 3.2.1: Lognormal model for the -25/+15 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Meanx 0.091
Modex 0.05
meany -2.596508
variance y 0.399224
Sdy 0.631842
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
 measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 65 0.774 12.6279124 0.399224334 0.819048 10.34287072 0.786268
0.11-0.20 0.15 11 0.131 4.20930412 1.22523471 0.541931 2.281150649 0.173414
0.21-0.30 0.25 4 0.048 2.52558247 3.668656393 0.159721 0.403387969 0.030666
0.31-0.40 0.35 1 0.012 1.80398748 5.992212413 0.049981 0.090165652 0.006854
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 0.000 1.40310137 8.097714991 0.017442 0.024473303 0.00186
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.012 1.14799203 10.00611731 0.006717 0.007711487 0.000586
0.61-0.70 0.65 1 0.012 0.97137787 11.74869485 0.002811 0.002730182 0.000208
0.71-0.80 0.75 1 0.012 0.84186082 13.35258507 0.00126 0.001061117 8.07E-05
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.74281837 14.83953255 0.000599 0.000445163 3.38E-05
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.66462697 16.22676034 0.0003 0.000199059 1.51E-05
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.60132916 17.52799481 0.000156 9.39629E-05 7.14E-06
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.54903967 18.75429985 8.46E-05 4.64686E-05 3.53E-06
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.50511649 19.91470422 4.74E-05 2.39314E-05 1.82E-06
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.46770046 21.01666518 2.73E-05 1.27719E-05 9.71E-07
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.43544525 22.06641142 1.62E-05 7.03515E-06 5.35E-07
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.40735201 23.06919918 9.79E-06 3.98618E-06 3.03E-07
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.38266401 24.02950565 6.05E-06 2.31674E-06 1.76E-07
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.3607975 24.9511769 3.82E-06 1.37779E-06 1.05E-07
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.34129493 25.83754236 2.45E-06 8.36717E-07 6.36E-08
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.32379262 26.69150444 1.6E-06 5.17941E-07 3.94E-08
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.30799786 27.51560954 1.06E-06 3.26294E-07 2.48E-08
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.29367238 28.31210473 7.11E-07 2.08914E-07 1.59E-08
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.28062027 29.08298366 4.84E-07 1.35778E-07 1.03E-08
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.26867899 29.83002383 3.33E-07 8.94801E-08 6.8E-09
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.2577125 30.55481725 2.32E-07 5.97367E-08 4.54E-09
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.24760612 31.2587958 1.63E-07 4.03646E-08 3.07E-09
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.2382625 31.94325238 1.16E-07 2.75846E-08 2.1E-09
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.22959841 32.60935863 8.3E-08 1.90518E-08 1.45E-09
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.22154232 33.2581799 6E-08 1.32903E-08 1.01E-09
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.21403241 33.89068797 4.37E-08 9.35858E-09 7.11E-10
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.20701496 34.50777184 3.21E-08 6.64866E-09 5.05E-10
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.20044305 35.11024712 2.38E-08 4.76319E-09 3.62E-10
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.19427557 35.69886396 1.77E-08 3.4396E-09 2.61E-10
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.1884763 36.27431405 1.33E-08 2.50259E-09 1.9E-10
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.18301322 36.83723663 1E-08 1.83391E-09 1.39E-10
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.17785792 37.38822376 7.61E-09 1.35308E-09 1.03E-10
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.1729851 37.92782495 5.81E-09 1.00482E-09 7.64E-11
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.16837216 38.45655121 4.46E-09 7.50821E-10 5.71E-11
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.16399886 38.97487861 3.44E-09 5.64356E-10 4.29E-11
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.15984699 39.4832515 2.67E-09 4.26604E-10 3.24E-11
Totals  84 1.000 13.15438943 1
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Appendix 3.2.2: Lognormal model for the -40/+25 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Meanx 0.105
Modex 0.05
meany -2.501107
variance y 0.494625
Sdy 0.703296
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 51 0.708 11.3449367 0.494624896 0.780897 8.859223205 0.712741
0.11-0.20 0.15 13 0.181 3.78164555 0.737530142 0.691588 2.615340175 0.210409
0.21-0.30 0.25 3 0.042 2.26898733 2.512627386 0.284702 0.645984305 0.051971
0.31-0.40 0.35 1 0.014 1.62070524 4.258234673 0.118942 0.192770301 0.015509
0.41-0.50 0.45 2 0.028 1.26054852 5.860695031 0.053378 0.06728617 0.005413
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.014 1.03135788 7.323606537 0.025686 0.026491615 0.002131
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.87268743 8.665644217 0.01313 0.01145877 0.000922
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 0.75632911 9.904983785 0.007066 0.005344055 0.00043
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.66734921 11.05685534 0.003972 0.002650864 0.000213
0.91-1.00 0.95 1 0.014 0.59710193 12.13361697 0.002319 0.001384417 0.000111
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.54023508 13.14526931 0.001398 0.000755308 6.08E-05
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.49325812 14.099959 0.000867 0.000427865 3.44E-05
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.45379747 15.0043865 0.000552 0.000250438 2.01E-05
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.42018284 15.86411957 0.000359 0.000150865 1.21E-05
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.39120471 16.68383122 0.000238 9.32301E-05 7.5E-06
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.3659657 17.46748059 0.000161 5.8942E-05 4.74E-06
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.34378596 18.21845119 0.000111 3.80366E-05 3.06E-06
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.32414105 18.93965783 7.71E-05 2.50057E-05 2.01E-06
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.30661991 19.63362991 5.45E-05 1.67191E-05 1.35E-06
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.29089581 20.30257715 3.9E-05 1.13524E-05 9.13E-07
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.27670577 20.94844186 2.83E-05 7.81847E-06 6.29E-07
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.26383574 21.57294091 2.07E-05 5.45543E-06 4.39E-07
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.2521097 22.17759983 1.53E-05 3.85288E-06 3.1E-07
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.24138163 22.7637806 1.14E-05 2.75177E-06 2.21E-07
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.23152932 23.3327046 8.58E-06 1.98597E-06 1.6E-07
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.22244974 23.88547157 6.51E-06 1.44733E-06 1.16E-07
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.21405541 24.42307555 4.97E-06 1.06444E-06 8.56E-08
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.20627158 24.9464182 3.83E-06 7.89575E-07 6.35E-08
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.19903398 25.45632014 2.97E-06 5.90415E-07 4.75E-08
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.19228706 25.95353047 2.31E-06 4.44849E-07 3.58E-08
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.18598257 26.43873507 1.82E-06 3.37578E-07 2.72E-08
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.18007836 26.91256359 1.43E-06 2.57913E-07 2.07E-08
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.17453749 27.37559557 1.14E-06 1.98314E-07 1.6E-08
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.16932741 27.82836571 9.06E-07 1.53417E-07 1.23E-08
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.16441937 28.27136846 7.26E-07 1.19372E-07 9.6E-09
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.15978784 28.70506203 5.84E-07 9.33939E-08 7.51E-09
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.15541009 29.12987193 4.73E-07 7.34527E-08 5.91E-09
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.15126582 29.54619406 3.84E-07 5.80586E-08 4.67E-09
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.14733684 29.95439741 3.13E-07 4.61102E-08 3.71E-09
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.14360679 30.35482655 2.56E-07 3.67882E-08 2.96E-09
Totals  72 1.000 12.42978784 1
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Appendix 3.2.3: Lognormal model for the -50/+40 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Meanx 0.094
Modex 0.05
meany -2.574884
variance y 0.420848
Sdy 0.648728
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution 
- measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 28 0.700 12.2992181 0.420847851 0.810241 9.965327013 0.768887
0.11-0.20 0.15 8 0.200 4.09973938 1.091521868 0.579401 2.37539199 0.183276
0.21-0.30 0.25 2 0.050 2.45984363 3.356905184 0.186663 0.459160797 0.035427
0.31-0.40 0.35 2 0.050 1.75703116 5.526498485 0.063086 0.110844862 0.008552
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 0.000 1.36657979 7.497993072 0.023541 0.032171143 0.002482
0.51-0.60 0.55 0 0.000 1.11811074 9.287718817 0.00962 0.01075678 0.00083
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.9460937 10.92359449 0.004246 0.004017036 0.00031
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 0.81994788 12.4303702 0.001999 0.00163895 0.000126
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.72348342 13.82805509 0.000994 0.00071896 5.55E-05
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.64732727 15.13257621 0.000518 0.000335063 2.59E-05
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.58567705 16.35666742 0.000281 0.000164382 1.27E-05
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.53474862 17.51061545 0.000158 8.42884E-05 6.5E-06
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.49196873 18.60282883 9.13E-05 4.49143E-05 3.47E-06
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.4555266 19.64026146 5.43E-05 2.47563E-05 1.91E-06
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.42411097 20.62872762 3.32E-05 1.40607E-05 1.08E-06
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.39674897 21.57313798 2.07E-05 8.20292E-06 6.33E-07
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.37270358 22.4776784 1.32E-05 4.90228E-06 3.78E-07
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.35140623 23.34594685 8.52E-06 2.99434E-06 2.31E-07
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.3324113 24.18105966 5.61E-06 1.86563E-06 1.44E-07
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.31536457 24.98573469 3.75E-06 1.18367E-06 9.13E-08
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.29998093 25.76235741 2.55E-06 7.63605E-07 5.89E-08
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.28602833 26.51303367 1.75E-06 5.00238E-07 3.86E-08
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.27331596 27.23963241 1.22E-06 3.32395E-07 2.56E-08
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.26168549 27.94382042 8.55E-07 2.23798E-07 1.73E-08
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.25100445 28.62709098 6.08E-07 1.52541E-07 1.18E-08
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.24116114 29.2907875 4.36E-07 1.0517E-07 8.11E-09
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.23206072 29.93612327 3.16E-07 7.32917E-08 5.65E-09
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.22362215 30.564198 2.31E-07 5.15921E-08 3.98E-09
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.21577576 31.17601184 1.7E-07 3.66621E-08 2.83E-09
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.20846132 31.77247725 1.26E-07 2.62857E-08 2.03E-09
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.20162653 32.35442913 9.43E-08 1.90052E-08 1.47E-09
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.19522568 32.92263354 7.09E-08 1.38509E-08 1.07E-09
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.18921874 33.47779519 5.38E-08 1.01708E-08 7.85E-10
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.18357042 34.02056393 4.1E-08 7.52196E-09 5.8E-10
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.17824954 34.55154046 3.14E-08 5.60089E-09 4.32E-10
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.17322842 35.07128116 2.42E-08 4.19747E-09 3.24E-10
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.16848244 35.58030251 1.88E-08 3.16512E-09 2.44E-10
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.16398958 36.07908485 1.46E-08 2.40073E-09 1.85E-10
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.15973011 36.56807575 1.15E-08 1.83118E-09 1.41E-10
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.15568631 37.04769295 9.02E-09 1.40426E-09 1.08E-10
Totals  40 1.000 12.96071641 1
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Appendix 3.2.4: Lognormal model for the -75/+50 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Meanx 0.11
Modex 0.05
meany -2.470094
variance y 0.525638
Sdy 0.725009
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 33 0.541 11.0051657 0.52563824 0.768881 8.461662351 0.690638
0.11-0.20 0.15 20 0.328 3.66838856 0.624572634 0.731772 2.684423958 0.219102
0.21-0.30 0.25 5 0.082 2.20103314 2.234658059 0.327152 0.720073368 0.058772
0.31-0.40 0.35 1 0.016 1.57216653 3.837567628 0.146785 0.230771048 0.018835
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 0.000 1.22279619 5.315824969 0.070094 0.085711156 0.006996
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.016 1.00046961 6.668743116 0.035637 0.03565371 0.00291
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.84655121 7.911885998 0.019141 0.016203507 0.001323
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 0.73367771 9.061216636 0.010774 0.007904732 0.000645
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.64736269 10.13035668 0.006313 0.004086661 0.000334
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.57921925 11.13046306 0.003829 0.002217653 0.000181
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.52405551 12.07061647 0.002393 0.001253938 0.000102
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.47848546 12.95824332 0.001535 0.000734551 6E-05
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.44020663 13.79946916 0.001008 0.000443752 3.62E-05
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.40759873 14.59939525 0.000676 0.000275432 2.25E-05
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.37948847 15.3623105 0.000461 0.000175112 1.43E-05
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.35500534 16.09185377 0.00032 0.000113745 9.28E-06
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.33348987 16.79113856 0.000226 7.5324E-05 6.15E-06
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.31443331 17.46284973 0.000161 5.07597E-05 4.14E-06
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.29743691 18.10931916 0.000117 3.47541E-05 2.84E-06
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.28218374 18.73258555 8.56E-05 2.41436E-05 1.97E-06
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.26841868 19.33444202 6.33E-05 1.69978E-05 1.39E-06
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.25593409 19.91647458 4.73E-05 1.21149E-05 9.89E-07
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.24455924 20.48009315 3.57E-05 8.7335E-06 7.13E-07
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.23415246 21.02655714 2.72E-05 6.36268E-06 5.19E-07
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.22459522 21.55699639 2.08E-05 4.68121E-06 3.82E-07
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.21578756 22.07242865 1.61E-05 3.47584E-06 2.84E-07
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.20764464 22.57377417 1.25E-05 2.60308E-06 2.12E-07
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.20009392 23.06186796 9.82E-06 1.96523E-06 1.6E-07
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.19307308 23.53747018 7.74E-06 1.49494E-06 1.22E-07
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.18652823 24.001275 6.14E-06 1.14534E-06 9.35E-08
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.18041255 24.4539181 4.9E-06 8.83417E-07 7.21E-08
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.17468517 24.89598326 3.93E-06 6.85744E-07 5.6E-08
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.16931024 25.32800786 3.16E-06 5.35521E-07 4.37E-08
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.1642562 25.75048786 2.56E-06 4.20605E-07 3.43E-08
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.15949515 26.16388195 2.08E-06 3.32149E-07 2.71E-08
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.15500233 26.56861531 1.7E-06 2.63655E-07 2.15E-08
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.15075569 26.96508281 1.4E-06 2.1032E-07 1.72E-08
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.14673554 27.35365192 1.15E-06 1.68564E-07 1.38E-08
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.14292423 27.73466523 9.49E-07 1.35706E-07 1.11E-08
3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.016 0.13930589 28.10844266 7.88E-07 1.09723E-07 8.96E-09
Totals  61 1.000 12.25194923 1
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Appendix 3.3.1: Lognormal model for the -25/+15 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Meanx 0.351
Modex 0.15
meany -1.330353
variance y 0.566767
Sdy 0.752839
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
 measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 11 0.131 10.59833576 4.893523666 0.086573 0.917534729 0.091848
0.11-0.20 0.15 17 0.202 3.532778587 0.566767286 0.753231 2.660997502 0.266373
0.21-0.30 0.25 17 0.202 2.119667152 0.005521613 0.997243 2.113823232 0.2116
0.31-0.40 0.35 17 0.202 1.514047966 0.138853115 0.932929 1.412498721 0.141395
0.41-0.50 0.45 6 0.071 1.177592862 0.499074512 0.779161 0.917534729 0.091848
0.51-0.60 0.55 6 0.071 0.963485069 0.946736448 0.622901 0.600155487 0.060077
0.61-0.70 0.65 3 0.036 0.815256597 1.427791994 0.489732 0.399257635 0.039967
0.71-0.80 0.75 3 0.036 0.706555717 1.918180638 0.383241 0.27078137 0.027106
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.012 0.623431515 2.406341625 0.300241 0.187179511 0.018737
0.91-1.00 0.95 1 0.012 0.557807145 2.886533855 0.236155 0.131728944 0.013186
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.504682655 3.355936523 0.186753 0.094251012 0.009435
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.012 0.460797207 3.813270649 0.148579 0.068465004 0.006854
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.42393343 4.258097913 0.11895 0.050427037 0.005048
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.392530954 4.690445343 0.095826 0.037614617 0.003765
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.365459854 5.110596553 0.077669 0.028384924 0.002841
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.341881799 5.518972289 0.063324 0.021649425 0.002167
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.32116169 5.916060762 0.051921 0.016675062 0.001669
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.302809593 6.302376596 0.042801 0.012960625 0.001297
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.286441507 6.678436663 0.035465 0.010158553 0.001017
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.271752199 7.04474603 0.029529 0.008024646 0.000803
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.258495994 7.401790091 0.024701 0.006385215 0.000639
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.246472925 7.750030472 0.020754 0.005115304 0.000512
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.235518572 8.089903268 0.017511 0.00412406 0.000413
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.225496506 8.421818702 0.014833 0.003344761 0.000335
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.216292567 8.746161633 0.012612 0.002727952 0.000273
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.207810505 9.063292568 0.010763 0.002236653 0.000224
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.199968599 9.373548929 0.009216 0.001842984 0.000184
2.71-2.80 2.75 1 0.012 0.192697014 9.677246457 0.007918 0.001525765 0.000153
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.185935715 9.974680643 0.006824 0.001268786 0.000127
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.179632809 10.26612814 0.005898 0.001059557 0.000106
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.173743209 10.55184811 0.005113 0.000888389 8.89E-05
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.168227552 10.83208354 0.004445 0.000747722 7.48E-05
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.163051319 11.1070624 0.003874 0.000631621 6.32E-05
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.158184116 11.3769988 0.003385 0.000535401 5.36E-05
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.153599069 11.64209403 0.002964 0.000455344 4.56E-05
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.149272335 11.90253747 0.002603 0.000388487 3.89E-05
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.145182682 12.15850751 0.00229 0.000332452 3.33E-05
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.141311143 12.41017234 0.002019 0.000285326 2.86E-05
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.137640724 12.65769072 0.001784 0.000245564 2.46E-05
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.134156149 12.90121259 0.00158 0.000211908 2.12E-05
Totals  84 1.000 9.989733803 1
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Appendix 3.3.2: Lognormal model for the -40/+25 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Meanx 0.408
Modex 0.25
meany -1.059757
variance y 0.326538
Sdy 0.571435
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 8 0.111 13.9628325 11.47801023 0.003218 0.044931951 0.0045
0.11-0.20 0.15 5 0.069 4.65427749 2.147309265 0.341757 1.590633006 0.159315
0.21-0.30 0.25 20 0.278 2.79256649 0.326537504 0.849363 2.371902345 0.237565
0.31-0.40 0.35 9 0.125 1.99469035 0.000302259 0.999849 1.994388917 0.199754
0.41-0.50 0.45 9 0.125 1.55142583 0.209014655 0.900768 1.397475046 0.139968
0.51-0.60 0.55 7 0.097 1.26934841 0.65343169 0.721289 0.915566625 0.091701
0.61-0.70 0.65 5 0.069 1.07406404 1.211524596 0.545658 0.58607197 0.0587
0.71-0.80 0.75 4 0.056 0.9308555 1.825516103 0.401416 0.373659891 0.037425
0.81-0.90 0.85 2 0.028 0.82134309 2.465370401 0.291509 0.23942871 0.023981
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.73488592 3.114492954 0.210715 0.154851841 0.01551
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.66489678 3.76335484 0.152334 0.101286628 0.010145
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.014 0.60707967 4.406370877 0.110451 0.067052413 0.006716
1.21-1.30 1.25 1 0.014 0.5585133 5.040258577 0.080449 0.044931951 0.0045
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.51714194 5.663126398 0.058921 0.030470353 0.003052
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.48147698 6.273944334 0.043414 0.020902866 0.002094
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.45041395 6.872225353 0.03219 0.014498633 0.001452
1.61-1.70 1.65 1 0.014 0.42311614 7.457828096 0.024019 0.010162786 0.001018
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.39893807 8.030831765 0.018035 0.007195029 0.000721
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.37737385 8.591455275 0.013627 0.005142342 0.000515
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.35802135 9.140004257 0.010358 0.003708363 0.000371
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.34055689 9.676835915 0.00792 0.002697065 0.00027
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.32471703 10.20233559 0.00609 0.001977407 0.000198
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.31028517 10.71690106 0.004708 0.001460883 0.000146
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.29708154 11.22093207 0.003659 0.001087129 0.000109
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.28495576 11.71482341 0.002859 0.000814584 8.16E-05
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.27378103 12.1989604 0.002244 0.000614374 6.15E-05
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.26344967 12.67371605 0.00177 0.000466268 4.67E-05
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.25386968 13.13944937 0.001402 0.000355972 3.57E-05
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.24496197 13.59650448 0.001116 0.00027331 2.74E-05
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.23665818 14.04521029 0.000891 0.000210981 2.11E-05
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.22889889 14.48588047 0.000715 0.00016371 1.64E-05
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.22163226 14.91881377 0.000576 0.00012766 1.28E-05
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.21481281 15.34429448 0.000466 0.00010002 1E-05
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.20840048 15.76259289 0.000378 7.87218E-05 7.88E-06
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.20235989 16.17396601 0.000308 6.22289E-05 6.23E-06
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.19665961 16.57865811 0.000251 4.93975E-05 4.95E-06
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.19127168 16.97690142 0.000206 3.93698E-05 3.94E-06
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.1861711 17.36891674 0.000169 3.14992E-05 3.15E-06
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.18133549 17.75491408 0.000139 2.5296E-05 2.53E-06
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.17674471 18.13509326 0.000115 2.03874E-05 2.04E-06
Totals  72 1.000 9.984219638 1
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Appendix 3.3.3: Lognormal model for the -50/+40 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Meanx 0.393
Modex 0.25
meany -1.084729
variance y 0.301566
Sdy 0.54915
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
 measured     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 1 0.025 14.5294448 12.10991174 0.002346 0.034089066 0.003411
0.11-0.20 0.15 4 0.100 4.84314828 2.188510195 0.334789 1.621432282 0.162264
0.21-0.30 0.25 11 0.275 2.90588897 0.301565796 0.860034 2.499164457 0.250102
0.31-0.40 0.35 10 0.250 2.07563498 0.004040444 0.997982 2.071445967 0.207299
0.41-0.50 0.45 3 0.075 1.61438276 0.271656756 0.872992 1.409343952 0.141039
0.51-0.60 0.55 4 0.100 1.32085862 0.786108367 0.674992 0.891569232 0.089223
0.61-0.70 0.65 3 0.075 1.1176496 1.418081618 0.492116 0.550013257 0.055042
0.71-0.80 0.75 2 0.050 0.96862966 2.106615272 0.348782 0.337840777 0.033809
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.025 0.85467323 2.820182605 0.244121 0.208643677 0.02088
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.76470762 3.541477425 0.170207 0.13015875 0.013026
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.69187833 4.260644697 0.118799 0.082194448 0.008226
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.025 0.63171499 4.971973025 0.083243 0.0525861 0.005263
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.58117779 5.672160091 0.058655 0.034089066 0.003411
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.53812759 6.359351424 0.041599 0.022385646 0.00224
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.50101534 7.032583839 0.029709 0.014884863 0.00149
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.46869177 7.691451617 0.021371 0.010016358 0.001002
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.44028621 8.335900494 0.015484 0.006817377 0.000682
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.415127 8.966097572 0.011299 0.004690484 0.000469
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.3926877 9.582347667 0.008303 0.00326037 0.000326
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.37254987 10.18503877 0.006143 0.002288397 0.000229
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.3543767 10.77460617 0.004574 0.001621023 0.000162
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.33789407 11.35150866 0.003428 0.001158329 0.000116
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.32287655 11.91621286 0.002585 0.000834572 8.35E-05
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.30913712 12.46918281 0.00196 0.000606042 6.06E-05
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.29651928 13.01087329 0.001495 0.000443382 4.44E-05
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.28489108 13.54172557 0.001147 0.000326686 3.27E-05
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.27414047 14.06216477 0.000884 0.000242333 2.43E-05
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.26417172 14.57259853 0.000685 0.00018092 1.81E-05
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.25490254 15.07341633 0.000533 0.000135901 1.36E-05
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.24626178 15.56498943 0.000417 0.000102684 1.03E-05
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.23818762 16.04767108 0.000328 7.8021E-05 7.81E-06
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.23062611 16.52179706 0.000258 5.95999E-05 5.96E-06
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.22352992 16.98768632 0.000205 4.57622E-05 4.58E-06
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.21685739 17.44564168 0.000163 3.53103E-05 3.53E-06
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.21057166 17.89595064 0.00013 2.73743E-05 2.74E-06
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.20464007 18.33888616 0.000104 2.13183E-05 2.13E-06
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.19903349 18.77470741 8.38E-05 1.66744E-05 1.67E-06
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.19372593 19.20366059 6.76E-05 1.30968E-05 1.31E-06
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.18869409 19.62597965 5.47E-05 1.03284E-05 1.03E-06
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.18391702 20.04188701 4.45E-05 8.17676E-06 8.18E-07
Totals  40 1.000 9.992566396 1
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Appendix 3.3.4: Lognormal model for the -75/+50 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Meanx 0.444
Modex 0.35
meany -0.891228
variance y 0.158594
Sdy 0.398239
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on -     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 2 0.067 20.03532 27.92622 8.63E-07 2E-05 1.73E-06
0.11-0.20 0.15 6 0.200 6.67844 6.379921 0.041173 0.275 0.027506
0.21-0.30 0.25 5 0.167 4.007064 1.545395 0.461766 1.8503 0.185092
0.31-0.40 0.35 7 0.233 2.862189 0.158594 0.923765 2.644 0.264484
0.41-0.50 0.45 3 0.100 2.226147 0.054208 0.97326 2.1666 0.216731
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.033 1.821393 0.542757 0.762328 1.3885 0.138894
0.61-0.70 0.65 1 0.033 1.541179 1.336805 0.512527 0.7899 0.079015
0.71-0.80 0.75 1 0.033 1.335688 2.296852 0.317136 0.4236 0.042373
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.033 1.178548 3.348272 0.18747 0.2209 0.022101
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 1.054491 4.448396 0.108154 0.114 0.011408
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.954063 5.571663 0.061678 0.0588 0.005886
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.871101 6.702259 0.035045 0.0305 0.003054
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.801413 7.830192 0.019939 0.016 0.001598
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.742049 8.949081 0.011395 0.0085 0.000846
1.41-1.50 1.45 1 0.033 0.690873 10.05485 0.006556 0.0045 0.000453
1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.033 0.646301 11.14495 0.003801 0.0025 0.000246
1.61-1.70 1.65 1 0.033 0.607131 12.2178 0.002223 0.0013 0.000135
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.572438 13.27253 0.001312 0.0008 7.51E-05
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.541495 14.30872 0.000781 0.0004 4.23E-05
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.513726 15.32628 0.00047 0.0002 2.41E-05
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.488666 16.3253 0.000285 0.0001 1.39E-05
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.465938 17.30605 0.000175 8E-05 8.14E-06
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.445229 18.26889 0.000108 5E-05 4.8E-06
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.426283 19.21425 6.72E-05 3E-05 2.87E-06
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.408884 20.14258 4.23E-05 2E-05 1.73E-06
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.392849 21.05437 2.68E-05 1E-05 1.05E-06
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.378025 21.95012 1.71E-05 6E-06 6.48E-07
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.364279 22.83032 1.1E-05 4E-06 4.02E-07
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.351497 23.69546 7.15E-06 3E-06 2.52E-07
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.339582 24.54603 4.68E-06 2E-06 1.59E-07
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.328448 25.3825 3.08E-06 1E-06 1.01E-07
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.318021 26.20532 2.04E-06 6E-07 6.49E-08
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.308236 27.01494 1.36E-06 4E-07 4.2E-08
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.299035 27.81179 9.14E-07 3E-07 2.73E-08
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.290367 28.59627 6.17E-07 2E-07 1.79E-08
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.282188 29.36879 4.19E-07 1E-07 1.18E-08
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.274456 30.12971 2.87E-07 8E-08 7.87E-09
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.267138 30.87941 1.97E-07 5E-08 5.27E-09
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.260199 31.61822 1.36E-07 4E-08 3.55E-09
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.253612 32.34649 9.46E-08 2E-08 2.4E-09
Totals  30 1.000 9.9968 1
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Appendix 3.4.1: Lognormal model for the -25/+15 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Meanx 0.103
Modex 0.05
meany -2.513928
variance y 0.481804
Sdy 0.694121
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on -     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 60 0.714 11.49489 0.481804 0.785919 9.034 0.722138
0.11-0.20 0.15 10 0.119 3.83163 0.789642 0.673801 2.5818 0.206373
0.21-0.30 0.25 6 0.071 2.298978 2.639161 0.267247 0.6144 0.049112
0.31-0.40 0.35 5 0.060 1.642127 4.449126 0.108115 0.1775 0.014192
0.41-0.50 0.45 1 0.012 1.27721 6.107604 0.047179 0.0603 0.004817
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.012 1.04499 7.620123 0.022147 0.0231 0.00185
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.884222 9.006764 0.011071 0.0098 0.000783
0.71-0.80 0.75 1 0.012 0.766326 10.2867 0.005838 0.0045 0.000358
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.67617 11.47588 0.003221 0.0022 0.000174
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.604994 12.58722 0.001848 0.0011 8.94E-05
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.547376 13.63112 0.001097 0.0006 4.8E-05
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.499778 14.61605 0.00067 0.0003 2.68E-05
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.459796 15.54898 0.00042 0.0002 1.54E-05
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.425737 16.43569 0.00027 0.0001 9.18E-06
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.396376 17.28102 0.000177 7E-05 5.6E-06
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.370803 18.08907 0.000118 4E-05 3.5E-06
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.34833 18.86335 8.01E-05 3E-05 2.23E-06
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.328425 19.60688 5.53E-05 2E-05 1.45E-06
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.310673 20.32228 3.86E-05 1E-05 9.6E-07
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.294741 21.01183 2.74E-05 8E-06 6.45E-07
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.280363 21.67754 1.96E-05 6E-06 4.4E-07
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.267323 22.32119 1.42E-05 4E-06 3.04E-07
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.255442 22.94436 1.04E-05 3E-06 2.13E-07
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.244572 23.54845 7.7E-06 2E-06 1.51E-07
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.23459 24.13473 5.74E-06 1E-06 1.08E-07
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.22539 24.70434 4.32E-06 1E-06 7.78E-08
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.216885 25.2583 3.28E-06 7E-07 5.68E-08
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.208998 25.79754 2.5E-06 5E-07 4.18E-08
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.201665 26.32291 1.92E-06 4E-07 3.1E-08
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.194829 26.83518 1.49E-06 3E-07 2.32E-08
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.188441 27.33508 1.16E-06 2E-07 1.75E-08
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.182459 27.82323 9.08E-07 2E-07 1.32E-08
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.176844 28.30025 7.16E-07 1E-07 1.01E-08
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.171566 28.76668 5.67E-07 1E-07 7.77E-09
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.166593 29.22303 4.51E-07 8E-08 6.01E-09
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.1619 29.66979 3.61E-07 6E-08 4.67E-09
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.157464 30.10738 2.9E-07 5E-08 3.65E-09
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.153265 30.53622 2.34E-07 4E-08 2.87E-09
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.149284 30.95669 1.9E-07 3E-08 2.26E-09
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.145505 31.36914 1.54E-07 2E-08 1.79E-09
Totals  84 1.000 12.51 1
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Appendix 3.4.2: Lognormal model for the -40/+25 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Meanx 0.199
Modex 0.05
meany -2.074878
variance y 0.920855
Sdy 0.959612
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on -     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 34 0.472 8.314661 0.920855 0.631014 5.2467 0.474893
0.11-0.20 0.15 15 0.208 2.771554 0.034314 0.98299 2.7244 0.246595
0.21-0.30 0.25 8 0.111 1.662932 0.514899 0.773021 1.2855 0.116353
0.31-0.40 0.35 5 0.069 1.187809 1.141048 0.565229 0.6714 0.060769
0.41-0.50 0.45 1 0.014 0.923851 1.76914 0.412892 0.3815 0.034526
0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.014 0.755878 2.369157 0.305875 0.2312 0.020927
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.639589 2.935369 0.230459 0.1474 0.013342
0.71-0.80 0.75 6 0.083 0.554311 3.468592 0.176524 0.0978 0.008857
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.014 0.489098 3.971437 0.137282 0.0671 0.006077
0.91-1.00 0.95 1 0.014 0.437614 4.446841 0.108238 0.0474 0.004287
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.395936 4.897587 0.086398 0.0342 0.003096
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.361507 5.326171 0.069733 0.0252 0.002282
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.332586 5.734784 0.056847 0.0189 0.001711
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.30795 6.125333 0.046763 0.0144 0.001303
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.286712 6.499479 0.038784 0.0111 0.001007
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.268215 6.858668 0.032409 0.0087 0.000787
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.251959 7.204165 0.027267 0.0069 0.000622
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.237562 7.537082 0.023086 0.0055 0.000496
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.224721 7.858397 0.019659 0.0044 0.0004
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.213196 8.16898 0.016832 0.0036 0.000325
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.202797 8.469602 0.014483 0.0029 0.000266
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.193364 8.760953 0.012519 0.0024 0.000219
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.18477 9.043651 0.010869 0.002 0.000182
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.176908 9.318255 0.009475 0.0017 0.000152
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.169687 9.585268 0.008291 0.0014 0.000127
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.163033 9.845145 0.00728 0.0012 0.000107
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.15688 10.0983 0.006415 0.001 9.11E-05
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.151176 10.34512 0.00567 0.0009 7.76E-05
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.145871 10.58594 0.005027 0.0007 6.64E-05
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.140926 10.82109 0.004469 0.0006 5.7E-05
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.136306 11.05085 0.003984 0.0005 4.92E-05
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.131979 11.27549 0.003561 0.0005 4.25E-05
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.127918 11.49527 0.00319 0.0004 3.69E-05
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.124099 11.71042 0.002865 0.0004 3.22E-05
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.120502 11.92114 0.002578 0.0003 2.81E-05
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.117108 12.12764 0.002325 0.0003 2.46E-05
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.113899 12.33011 0.002102 0.0002 2.17E-05
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.110862 12.52871 0.001903 0.0002 1.91E-05
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.107983 12.72361 0.001726 0.0002 1.69E-05
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.105249 12.91496 0.001569 0.0002 1.49E-05
Totals  72 1.000 11.048 1
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Appendix 3.4.3: Lognormal model for the -50/+45 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Meanx 0.393
Modex 0.25
meany -1.084729
variance y 0.301566
Sdy 0.54915
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on -     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 1 0.025 14.52944 12.10991 0.002346 0.0341 0.003411
0.11-0.20 0.15 4 0.100 4.843148 2.18851 0.334789 1.6214 0.162264
0.21-0.30 0.25 11 0.275 2.905889 0.301566 0.860034 2.4992 0.250102
0.31-0.40 0.35 10 0.250 2.075635 0.00404 0.997982 2.0714 0.207299
0.41-0.50 0.45 3 0.075 1.614383 0.271657 0.872992 1.4093 0.141039
0.51-0.60 0.55 4 0.100 1.320859 0.786108 0.674992 0.8916 0.089223
0.61-0.70 0.65 3 0.075 1.11765 1.418082 0.492116 0.55 0.055042
0.71-0.80 0.75 2 0.050 0.96863 2.106615 0.348782 0.3378 0.033809
0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.025 0.854673 2.820183 0.244121 0.2086 0.02088
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.764708 3.541477 0.170207 0.1302 0.013026
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.691878 4.260645 0.118799 0.0822 0.008226
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.025 0.631715 4.971973 0.083243 0.0526 0.005263
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.581178 5.67216 0.058655 0.0341 0.003411
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.538128 6.359351 0.041599 0.0224 0.00224
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.501015 7.032584 0.029709 0.0149 0.00149
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.468692 7.691452 0.021371 0.01 0.001002
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.440286 8.3359 0.015484 0.0068 0.000682
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.415127 8.966098 0.011299 0.0047 0.000469
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.392688 9.582348 0.008303 0.0033 0.000326
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.37255 10.18504 0.006143 0.0023 0.000229
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.354377 10.77461 0.004574 0.0016 0.000162
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.337894 11.35151 0.003428 0.0012 0.000116
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.322877 11.91621 0.002585 0.0008 8.35E-05
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.309137 12.46918 0.00196 0.0006 6.06E-05
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.296519 13.01087 0.001495 0.0004 4.44E-05
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.284891 13.54173 0.001147 0.0003 3.27E-05
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.27414 14.06216 0.000884 0.0002 2.43E-05
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.264172 14.5726 0.000685 0.0002 1.81E-05
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.254903 15.07342 0.000533 0.0001 1.36E-05
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.246262 15.56499 0.000417 0.0001 1.03E-05
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.238188 16.04767 0.000328 8E-05 7.81E-06
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.230626 16.5218 0.000258 6E-05 5.96E-06
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.22353 16.98769 0.000205 5E-05 4.58E-06
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.216857 17.44564 0.000163 4E-05 3.53E-06
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.210572 17.89595 0.00013 3E-05 2.74E-06
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.20464 18.33889 0.000104 2E-05 2.13E-06
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.199033 18.77471 8.38E-05 2E-05 1.67E-06
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.193726 19.20366 6.76E-05 1E-05 1.31E-06
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.188694 19.62598 5.47E-05 1E-05 1.03E-06
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.183917 20.04189 4.45E-05 8E-06 8.18E-07
Totals  40 1.000 9.9926 1
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Appendix 3.4.4: Lognormal model for the -75/+50 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Meanx 0.108
Modex 0.05
meany -2.482327
variance y 0.513405
Sdy 0.716523
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on -     
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 25 0.625 11.1355 0.513405 0.773598 8.6144 0.699251
0.11-0.20 0.15 10 0.250 3.711834 0.66705 0.716394 2.6591 0.215848
0.21-0.30 0.25 2 0.050 2.2271 2.339841 0.310392 0.6913 0.056112
0.31-0.40 0.35 3 0.075 1.590786 3.996976 0.13554 0.2156 0.017502
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 0.000 1.237278 5.522432 0.063215 0.0782 0.006349
0.51-0.60 0.55 0 0.000 1.012318 6.917148 0.031475 0.0319 0.002586
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 0.856577 8.197872 0.01659 0.0142 0.001154
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 0.742367 9.381406 0.00918 0.0068 0.000553
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 0.65503 10.48198 0.005295 0.0035 0.000282
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.586079 11.51122 0.003165 0.0019 0.000151
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.530262 12.47854 0.001951 0.001 8.4E-05
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.484152 13.39166 0.001236 0.0006 4.86E-05
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.44542 14.2569 0.000802 0.0004 2.9E-05
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.412426 15.07955 0.000532 0.0002 1.78E-05
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.383983 15.86405 0.000359 0.0001 1.12E-05
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.35921 16.61415 0.000247 9E-05 7.2E-06
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.337439 17.33308 0.000172 6E-05 4.72E-06
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.318157 18.0236 0.000122 4E-05 3.15E-06
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.30096 18.68812 8.75E-05 3E-05 2.14E-06
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.285526 19.32875 6.35E-05 2E-05 1.47E-06
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.271598 19.94733 4.66E-05 1E-05 1.03E-06
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.258965 20.5455 3.46E-05 9E-06 7.27E-07
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.247456 21.12471 2.59E-05 6E-06 5.2E-07
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.236926 21.68627 1.95E-05 5E-06 3.76E-07
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.227255 22.23133 1.49E-05 3E-06 2.74E-07
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.218343 22.76095 1.14E-05 2E-06 2.02E-07
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.210104 23.27607 8.82E-06 2E-06 1.5E-07
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.202464 23.77756 6.87E-06 1E-06 1.13E-07
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.19536 24.2662 5.38E-06 1E-06 8.53E-08
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.188737 24.7427 4.24E-06 8E-07 6.49E-08
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.182549 25.20771 3.36E-06 6E-07 4.98E-08
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.176754 25.66185 2.68E-06 5E-07 3.84E-08
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.171315 26.10566 2.14E-06 4E-07 2.98E-08
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.166202 26.53965 1.73E-06 3E-07 2.33E-08
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.161384 26.96429 1.4E-06 2E-07 1.83E-08
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.156838 27.38003 1.13E-06 2E-07 1.44E-08
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.152541 27.78727 9.25E-07 1E-07 1.15E-08
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.148473 28.18639 7.58E-07 1E-07 9.13E-09
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.144617 28.57773 6.23E-07 9E-08 7.31E-09
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.140956 28.96164 5.14E-07 7E-08 5.88E-09
Totals  40 1.000 12.319 1
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Appendix 4.1.1: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -25/+15 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cu Loss in 
class    (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Grade in 
class  (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 25.33 25.33 2.09 2.09 0.05 0.05
0.11-0.20 0.15 14.50 39.83 3.49 5.58 0.14 0.08
0.21-0.30 0.25 8.04 47.88 3.68 9.26 0.27 0.11
0.31-0.40 0.35 7.37 55.25 4.47 13.74 0.35 0.14
0.41-0.50 0.45 4.93 60.18 3.77 17.51 0.44 0.17
0.51-0.60 0.55 8.20 68.38 7.62 25.13 0.54 0.21
0.61-0.70 0.65 6.79 75.17 7.60 32.73 0.64 0.25
0.71-0.80 0.75 3.19 78.35 3.90 36.63 0.71 0.27
0.81-0.90 0.85 3.11 81.46 4.49 41.12 0.84 0.29
0.91-1.00 0.95 0.00 81.46 0.00 41.12 0.00 0.29
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3.01 84.47 5.42 46.54 1.05 0.32
1.11-1.20 1.15 1.51 85.98 2.91 49.45 1.21 0.33
1.21-1.30 1.25 0.70 86.68 1.50 50.95 1.24 0.34
1.31-1.40 1.35 0.82 87.50 1.87 52.82 1.32 0.35
1.41-1.50 1.45 0.52 88.02 1.32 54.14 1.48 0.36
1.51-1.60 1.55 2.72 90.75 7.38 61.52 1.57 0.39
1.61-1.70 1.65 3.66 94.41 10.20 71.71 1.62 0.44
1.71-1.80 1.75 0.52 94.93 1.59 73.30 1.76 0.45
1.81-1.90 1.85 0.00 94.93 0.00 73.30 0.00 0.45
1.91-2.00 1.95 0.00 94.93 0.00 73.30 0.00 0.45
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0.95 95.88 3.29 76.59 2.02 0.46
2.11-2.20 2.15 0.55 96.43 2.07 78.66 2.17 0.47
2.21-2.30 2.25 0.26 96.69 1.00 79.65 2.22 0.48
2.31-2.40 2.35 0.00 96.69 0.00 79.65 0.00 0.48
2.41-2.50 2.45 0.51 97.20 2.16 81.81 2.45 0.49
2.51-2.60 2.55 0.00 97.20 0.00 81.81 0.00 0.49
2.61-2.70 2.65 0.00 97.20 0.00 81.81 0.00 0.49
2.71-2.80 2.75 0.00 97.20 0.00 81.81 0.00 0.49
2.81-2.90 2.85 0.00 97.20 0.00 81.81 0.00 0.49
2.91-3.00 2.95 0.28 97.48 1.38 83.20 2.92 0.50
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0.00 97.48 0.00 83.20 0.00 0.50
3.11-3.20 3.15 0.00 97.48 0.00 83.20 0.00 0.50
3.21-3.30 3.25 0.00 97.48 0.00 83.20 0.00 0.50
3.31-3.40 3.35 0.00 97.48 0.00 83.20 0.00 0.50
3.41-3.50 3.45 1.16 98.64 6.80 89.99 3.40 0.53
3.51-3.60 3.55 0.00 98.64 0.00 89.99 0.00 0.53
3.61-3.70 3.65 0.00 98.64 0.00 89.99 0.00 0.53
3.71-3.80 3.75 0.00 98.64 0.00 89.99 0.00 0.53
3.81-3.90 3.85 0.00 98.64 0.00 89.99 0.00 0.53
3.91-4.00 3.95 1.36 100.00 10.01 100.00 4.28 0.58
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.1.2: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -40/+25 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cu Loss in 
class    (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Grade in 
class  (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% 
Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 18.91246 18.91245577 2.51595736 2.515957362 0.064995 0.064994841
0.11-0.20 0.15 13.96761 32.8800687 4.14915865 6.665116013 0.145131 0.09903724
0.21-0.30 0.25 19.94391 52.82397523 10.153611 16.81872699 0.248733 0.155555573
0.31-0.40 0.35 14.90713 67.73110527 10.6905316 27.50925856 0.350372 0.198433164
0.41-0.50 0.45 7.409537 75.14064274 6.42514745 33.93440601 0.423658 0.220642353
0.51-0.60 0.55 3.154349 78.29499128 3.37331789 37.308 0.522482 0.232802858
0.61-0.70 0.65 6.712914 85.00790557 8.98007541 46.288 0.65357 0.266030084
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 85.00790557 0.000 46.288 0.000 0.266030084
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 85.00790557 0.000 46.288 0.000 0.266030084
0.91-1.00 0.95 2.7168 87.72470567 5.41303083 51.701 0.973434 0.287938097
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 1.460212 89.18491755 3.01865664 54.719 1.01 0.299760313
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 89.18491755 0.000 54.719 0.000 0.299760313
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 89.18491755 0.000 54.719 0.000 0.299760313
1.31-1.40 1.35 1.458394 90.64331136 4.02981442 58.749 1.35 0.316658009
1.41-1.50 1.45 1.862914 92.50622537 5.45262101 64.202 1.43 0.339078774
1.51-1.60 1.55 1.297798 93.80402314 4.01107182 68.213 1.51 0.355278708
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 93.80402314 0.000 68.213 0.000 0.355278708
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 93.80402314 0.000 68.213 0.000 0.355278708
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 93.80402314 0.000 68.213 0.000 0.355278708
1.91-2.00 1.95 1.154473 94.95849653 4.58418486 72.797 1.94 0.374545215
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 94.95849653 0.000 72.797 0.000 0.374545215
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 94.95849653 0.000 72.797 0.000 0.374545215
2.21-2.30 2.25 2.232285 97.19078142 10.2346761 83.032 4.460022 0.417391116
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 97.19078142 0.000 83.032 0.000 0.417391116
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 97.19078142 0.000 83.032 0.000 0.417391116
2.51-2.60 2.55 1.688076 98.87885787 8.70701145 91.739 2.52 0.453287207
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453287207
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 98.87885787 0.000 91.739 0.000 0.453
3.61-3.70 3.65 1.121142 100 8.261 100.000 3.600 0.489
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.489
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.489
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.489
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.1.3: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -50/+40 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Grade 
Class     
(% Cu)
Grade       
 (% Cu)
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cu Loss in 
class    (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Grade in 
class  (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 17.67 17.67 2.19 2.19 0.06 0.06
0.11-0.20 0.15 26.28 43.95 8.03 10.23 0.14 0.10
0.21-0.30 0.25 9.30 53.25 5.18 15.41 0.25 0.13
0.31-0.40 0.35 5.19 58.44 4.19 19.60 0.36 0.15
0.41-0.50 0.45 13.02 71.46 13.24 32.84 0.45 0.20
0.51-0.60 0.55 1.82 73.28 2.45 35.29 0.60 0.21
0.61-0.70 0.65 0.00 73.28 0.00 35.29 0.00 0.21
0.71-0.80 0.75 6.64 79.92 11.35 46.64 0.76 0.26
0.81-0.90 0.85 2.42 82.34 4.62 51.25 0.85 0.28
0.91-1.00 0.95 5.73 88.07 12.14 63.39 0.94 0.32
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 2.54 90.60 5.71 69.11 1.00 0.34
1.11-1.20 1.15 2.38 92.99 5.90 75.01 1.10 0.36
1.21-1.30 1.25 1.56 94.54 4.28 79.29 1.22 0.37
1.31-1.40 1.35 0.00 94.54 0.00 79.29 0.00 0.37
1.41-1.50 1.45 2.54 97.08 8.40 87.68 1.47 0.40
1.51-1.60 1.55 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.61-1.70 1.65 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.71-1.80 1.75 0.00 97.08 0.00 87.68 0.00 0.40
1.81-1.90 1.85 2.92 100.00 12.32 100.00 1.87 0.44
1.91-2.00 1.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.11-2.20 2.15 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.21-2.30 2.25 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.31-2.40 2.35 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.41-2.50 2.45 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.51-2.60 2.55 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.61-2.70 2.65 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.71-2.80 2.75 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.81-2.90 2.85 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
2.91-3.00 2.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.11-3.20 3.15 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.21-3.30 3.25 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.31-3.40 3.35 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.41-3.50 3.45 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.51-3.60 3.55 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.61-3.70 3.65 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.71-3.80 3.75 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.81-3.90 3.85 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
3.91-4.00 3.95 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.44
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.1.4: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -75/+50 mm fraction MZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Wt %
Cu Loss in 
class    (% Cu)
Cumulative 
Cu loss (% 
Cu)
Grade in 
class  (% 
Cu)
Cumulative 
Grade  (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 9.180728 9.18072771 1.016890555 1.016890555 0.062251 0.062250968
0.11-0.20 0.15 29.94708 39.12780693 7.889005628 8.905896184 0.148053 0.127920787
0.21-0.30 0.25 17.60057 56.72837472 7.924904282 16.83080047 0.253056 0.166745235
0.31-0.40 0.35 5.57682 62.30519435 3.680831318 20.51163178 0.370944 0.185022676
0.41-0.50 0.45 2.59647 64.90166423 2.036160777 22.54779256 0.440735 0.195252768
0.51-0.60 0.55 3.712284 68.61394867 3.671463392 26.21925595 0.555836 0.214761758
0.61-0.70 0.65 4.17525 72.78919841 4.832274197 31.05153015 0.650456 0.239753563
0.71-0.80 0.75 4.568931 77.35812921 6.179487151 37.2310173 0.760128 0.270487965
0.81-0.90 0.85 4.56234 81.92046956 6.886789064 44.11780637 0.848356 0.302670768
0.91-1.00 0.95 1.817613 83.73808297 2.965663367 47.08346973 0.917 0.316005359
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 83.73808297 0 47.08346973 0 0.316005359
1.11-1.20 1.15 5.514464 89.25254676 11.13770827 58.221178 1.135119 0.366614276
1.21-1.30 1.25 1.788097 91.04064395 4.072415566 62.29359356 1.28 0.384553763
1.31-1.40 1.35 2.329247 93.36989064 5.428934606 67.72252817 1.30993 0.407638612
1.41-1.50 1.45 0.629867 93.99975779 1.591432786 69.31396096 0.640957 0.414422174
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 93.99975779 0.000 69.314 0.000 0.414422174
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 93.99975779 0.000 69.314 0.000 0.414422174
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 93.99975779 0.000 69.314 0.000 0.414422174
1.81-1.90 1.85 1.831583 95.83134071 6.126824393 75.44078535 1.88 0.442433128
1.91-2.00 1.95 1.532816 97.36415638 5.236512682 80.67729803 1.92 0.465694642
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.465694642
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.466
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.466
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.466
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 97.36415638 0 80.677 0 0.466
3.91-4.00 3.95 2.635844 100 19.32270197 100 4.12 0.562016416
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.2.1: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -25/+15 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass 
(%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 79.85742 79.85741592 43.2958818 43.29588177 0.044342 0.044341765
0.11-0.20 0.15 12.1317 91.98911677 20.2996405 63.59552232 0.136851 0.056542073
0.21-0.30 0.25 4.532383 96.52149954 13.1258654 76.72138769 0.236855 0.065009081
0.31-0.40 0.35 0.812798 97.33429767 3.78639599 80.50778368 0.381 0.067647789
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 97.33429767 0 80.50778368 0 0.067647789
0.51-0.60 0.55 1.267414 98.6017117 7.91877078 88.42655446 0.511 0.073346583
0.61-0.70 0.65 0.688812 99.29052367 5.44908183 93.87563629 0.647 0.077326211
0.71-0.80 0.75 0.709476 100 6.12436371 100 0.706 0.081786503
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.081786503
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.081786503
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.081786503
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.2.2: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -40/+25 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass 
(%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 72.13696 72.13695599 28.3202368 28.32023676 0.041904 0.041904273
0.11-0.20 0.15 16.32003 88.45698492 21.6348796 49.95511637 0.141499 0.060279145
0.21-0.30 0.25 3.097568 91.55455293 6.83070863 56.785825 0.235377 0.066203238
0.31-0.40 0.35 0.482179 92.03673169 1.69402613 58.47985113 0.375 0.067821019
0.41-0.50 0.45 3.838918 95.87564954 15.0485464 73.52839748 0.418413 0.081858922
0.51-0.60 0.55 2.54134 98.41698991 12.8569323 86.3853298 0.54 0.093689119
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 98.41698991 0 86.3853298 0 0.093689119
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 98.41698991 0 86.3853298 0 0.093689119
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 98.41698991 0 86.3853298 0 0.093689119
0.91-1.00 0.95 1.58301 100 13.6146702 100 0.918 0.106738043
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.106738043
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.106738043
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.106738043
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.106738043
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.106738043
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.106738043
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.106738043
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.2.3: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -50/+40 mm fraction MZ2 
 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass 
(%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 71.52102 71.52101863 43.5701754 43.57017538 0.053611 0.053611456
0.11-0.20 0.15 20.59034 92.1113561 30.742646 74.3128214 0.131395 0.070999053
0.21-0.30 0.25 5.170696 97.28205227 15.0416041 89.35442549 0.256004 0.080832373
0.31-0.40 0.35 2.717948 100 10.6455745 100 0.344691 0.088003913
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
0.51-0.60 0.55 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.088003913
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.088003913
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.088003913
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.2.4: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -75/+50 mm fraction MZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 50.93083 50.93082578 24.8606678 24.86066784 0.056812 0.056811835
0.11-0.20 0.15 37.68656 88.61738703 45.7100746 70.57074242 0.141167 0.092685647
0.21-0.30 0.25 7.257536 95.87492342 13.676845 84.24758741 0.219333 0.102272574
0.31-0.40 0.35 1.990779 97.8657023 5.59324749 89.8408349 0.327 0.106843967
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 97.8657023 0 89.8408349 0 0.106843967
0.51-0.60 0.55 2.134298 100 10.1591651 100 0.554 0.116387608
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.116387608
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.116387608
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.116387608
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.1: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -25/+15 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass 
(%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 10.42215 10.42214624 2.06486213 2.06486213 0.078829 0.07882918
0.11-0.20 0.15 20.04866 30.47080484 7.508110679 9.572972809 0.149004 0.125001726
0.21-0.30 0.25 21.78459 52.2553919 13.59497059 23.1679434 0.248303 0.176404429
0.31-0.40 0.35 19.47002 71.72540768 17.3764616 40.54440501 0.367933 0.224911166
0.41-0.50 0.45 6.111915 77.83732246 6.849043121 47.39344813 0.445867 0.242261014
0.51-0.60 0.55 7.66373 85.50105208 10.6916524 58.08510053 0.555083 0.270300219
0.61-0.70 0.65 4.22475 89.72580221 6.777670302 64.86277083 0.638311 0.287628064
0.71-0.80 0.75 2.906365 92.63216728 5.539100902 70.40187173 0.758302 0.302395617
0.81-0.90 0.85 0.784127 93.41629406 1.734266539 72.13613827 0.88 0.307243969
0.91-1.00 0.95 1.30359 94.71988427 3.187871603 75.32400987 0.973 0.316406491
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 94.71988427 0 75.32400987 0 0.341284152
1.11-1.20 1.15 2.968832 97.68871647 8.468927229 83.7929371 1.135 0.341284152
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 97.68871647 0 83.7929371 0 0.341284152
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 97.68871647 0 83.7929371 0 0.341284152
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 97.68871647 0 83.7929371 0 0.341284152
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 97.68871647 0 83.793 0 0.341284152
2.71-2.80 2.75 2.311284 100 16.2070629 100 0 0.397880918
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.397880918
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.397880918
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.2: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -40/+25 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 9.472161 9.47216124 1.56209179 1.562091789 0.068329 0.093919316
0.11-0.20 0.15 8.461898 17.93405909 3.2152815 4.77737329 0.157433 0.110371103
0.21-0.30 0.25 27.80761 45.74167198 16.9607944 21.73816772 0.252713 0.196904527
0.31-0.40 0.35 12.77574 58.51740959 10.2515882 31.98975588 0.332468 0.226501266
0.41-0.50 0.45 10.97374 69.49115078 12.0753981 44.06515396 0.455923 0.262730559
0.51-0.60 0.55 10.38949 79.8806372 13.9898464 58.05500036 0.557909 0.301122296
0.61-0.70 0.65 6.912593 86.79323008 10.9348571 68.98985749 0.655416 0.329339785
0.71-0.80 0.75 6.405201 93.1984306 11.284026 80.27388352 0.729921 0.356870358
0.81-0.90 0.85 2.031579 95.23000949 4.18559872 84.45948224 0.853628 0.367467884
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 95.23000949 0 84.45948224 0 0.367467884
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 95.23000949 0 84.45948224 0 0.367467884
1.11-1.20 1.15 1.326756 96.55676515 3.74655409 88.20603633 1.17 0.378495221
1.21-1.30 1.25 1.599542 98.15630699 4.65198012 92.85801646 1.205 0.391963831
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 98.15630699 0 92.858 0 0.391963831
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 98.15630699 0 92.85801646 0 0.391963831
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 98.15630699 0 92.858 0 0.391963831
1.61-1.70 1.65 1.843693 100 7.14198354 100 1.605 0.414328494
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.414328494
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.414328494
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.414328494
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.414328494
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.3: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -50/+40 mm fraction QZ1 
 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulative 
Rock Mass 
(%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulative 
loss (% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumulative 
Grade (% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 2.286994 2.286994332 0.22669382 0.226693824 0.04 0.04
0.11-0.20 0.15 7.848789 10.13578296 3.23251007 3.459203892 0.166197 0.137722295
0.21-0.30 0.25 26.12774 36.26352039 16.8802267 20.33943055 0.260713 0.226336303
0.31-0.40 0.35 25.73836 62.00188237 21.3727817 41.7122122 0.335093 0.271483687
0.41-0.50 0.45 5.522212 67.52409407 5.85244111 47.56465331 0.427671 0.284256864
0.51-0.60 0.55 10.89958 78.4236745 14.6304808 62.19513413 0.541669 0.32003289
0.61-0.70 0.65 12.56088 90.98455106 19.1000206 81.29515471 0.61362 0.360564028
0.71-0.80 0.75 6.169021 97.15357167 11.6596626 92.95481733 0.762702 0.386098862
0.81-0.90 0.85 1.388323 98.54189451 2.96215807 95.91697539 0.861 0.392789581
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 98.54189451 0 95.91697539 0 0.392789581
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 98.54189451 0 95.91697539 0 0.392789581
1.11-1.20 1.15 1.458105 100 4.08302461 100 1.13 0.403538886
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.403538886
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.403538886
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100 0 0.403538886
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.403538886
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.403538886
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.403538886
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.403538886
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.4: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -75/+50 mm fraction QZ1 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulati
ve Rock 
Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulati
ve loss 
(% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumula
tive 
Grade 
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 8.089828 8.089828 0.903767 0.903767 0.048591 0.0486
0.11-0.20 0.15 23.76951 31.85934 8.913577 9.817344 0.163107 0.134
0.21-0.30 0.25 17.04525 48.90459 10.66583 20.48317 0.272165 0.1822
0.31-0.40 0.35 21.4454 70.34999 16.06278 36.54596 0.325782 0.226
0.41-0.50 0.45 7.210088 77.56008 7.745908 44.29187 0.467275 0.2484
0.51-0.60 0.55 2.286293 79.84637 2.996164 47.28803 0.57 0.2576
0.61-0.70 0.65 3.313075 83.15945 4.661671 51.9497 0.612 0.2717
0.71-0.80 0.75 1.855084 85.01453 3.023909 54.97361 0.709 0.2813
0.81-0.90 0.85 4.681545 89.69608 8.82596 63.79957 0.82 0.3094
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 89.69608 0 63.79957 0 0.3094
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 89.69608 0 63.79957 0 0.3094
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 89.69608 0 63.79957 0 0.3094
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 89.69608 0 63.79957 0 0.3094
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 89.69608 0 63.800 0 0.3094
1.41-1.50 1.45 3.100049 92.79613 10.04955 73.84912 1.41 0.3461
1.51-1.60 1.55 3.41344 96.20957 11.77178 85.6209 1.5 0.3871
1.61-1.70 1.65 3.790433 100 14.3791 100 1.65 0.435
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.435
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.435
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.435
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.435
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.1: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -25/+15 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulati
ve Rock 
Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulati
ve loss 
(% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumula
tive 
Grade 
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 73.49232 73.49232 30.14995 30.14995 0.039257 0.0393
0.11-0.20 0.15 12.13874 85.63106 18.41567 48.56562 0.145173 0.0543
0.21-0.30 0.25 6.058929 91.68998 14.53845 63.10407 0.229613 0.0659
0.31-0.40 0.35 5.114016 96.804 18.29358 81.39765 0.342303 0.0805
0.41-0.50 0.45 1.905488 98.70949 9.797106 91.19476 0.492 0.0884
0.51-0.60 0.55 0.634815 99.3443 3.535905 94.73066 0.533 0.0912
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 99.3443 0 94.73066 0 0.0912
0.71-0.80 0.75 0.655697 100 5.269335 100 0.769 0.0957
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.0957
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.0957
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.0957
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.2: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -40/+25 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulati
ve Rock 
Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulati
ve loss 
(% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumula
tive 
Grade 
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 49.82211 49.82211 11.62264 11.62264 0.043349 0.0433
0.11-0.20 0.15 20.18512 70.00723 15.62823 27.25087 0.143872 0.0723
0.21-0.30 0.25 10.43451 80.44174 13.59854 40.84941 0.242168 0.0944
0.31-0.40 0.35 7.503192 87.94493 13.28959 54.139 0.329126 0.1144
0.41-0.50 0.45 1.872925 89.81786 4.9287 59.0677 0.489 0.1222
0.51-0.60 0.55 0.714103 90.53196 2.175106 61.24281 0.566 0.1257
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 90.53196 0 61.24281 0 0.1257
0.71-0.80 0.75 7.109116 97.64108 27.62928 88.87209 0.722189 0.1691
0.81-0.90 0.85 1.539706 99.18078 6.935314 95.8074 0.837 0.1795
0.91-1.00 0.95 0.819219 100 4.192599 100 0.951 0.1858
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.1858
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1858
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.1858
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.3: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -50/+40 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulati
ve Rock 
Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulati
ve loss 
(% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumula
tive 
Grade 
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 2.286994 2.286994 0.226694 0.226694 0.04 0.04
0.11-0.20 0.15 7.848789 10.13578 3.23251 3.459204 0.166197 0.1377
0.21-0.30 0.25 26.12774 36.26352 16.88023 20.33943 0.260713 0.2263
0.31-0.40 0.35 25.73836 62.00188 21.37278 41.71221 0.335093 0.2715
0.41-0.50 0.45 5.522212 67.52409 5.852441 47.56465 0.427671 0.2843
0.51-0.60 0.55 10.89958 78.42367 14.63048 62.19513 0.541669 0.32
0.61-0.70 0.65 12.56088 90.98455 19.10002 81.29515 0.657779 0.3606
0.71-0.80 0.75 6.169021 97.15357 11.65966 92.95482 0.762702 0.3861
0.81-0.90 0.85 1.388323 98.54189 2.962158 95.91698 0.861 0.3928
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 98.54189 0 95.91698 0 0.3928
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 98.54189 0 95.91698 0 0.3928
1.11-1.20 1.15 1.458105 100 4.083025 100 1.13 0.4035
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.4035
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.4035
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.4035
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.4035
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.4035
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.4035
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 4.3.4: Theoretical Sorting Curves for the -75/+50 mm fraction QZ2 
 
Grade 
Class Grade
Weight 
(%)
Cumulati
ve Rock 
Mass (%)
Recovery 
(%)
Cumulati
ve loss 
(% Cu)
Grade 
(%)
Cumula
tive 
Grade 
(% Cu)
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 62.45034 62.45034 28.26218 28.26218 0.04825 0.0482
0.11-0.20 0.15 25.98638 88.43672 36.30132 64.5635 0.148936 0.0778
0.21-0.30 0.25 5.666744 94.10347 13.66957 78.23307 0.257185 0.0886
0.31-0.40 0.35 5.896533 100 21.76693 100 0.393572 0.1066
0.41-0.50 0.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
0.51-0.60 0.55 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
0.61-0.70 0.65 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
0.71-0.80 0.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
0.81-0.90 0.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.11-1.20 1.15 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.21-1.30 1.25 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.31-1.40 1.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.51-1.60 1.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
1.91-2.00 1.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 100 0 100 0 0.1066
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 100 0 100.000 0 0.1066
3.91-4.00 3.95 0 100 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.1066
Totals  100 100.000
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Appendix 5.1: Raw mineralogy data for +25 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Cumulative  Average  0.09 0.34 0.39 0.44 0.39 0.43 0.40 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
Fraction Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Name A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
µm Min Size 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0
µm Max Size 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm
Al 6.96 8.15 7.14 7.59 7.58 7.39 7.04 7.48 7.53 7.74 7.58 7.70 0.67
(Chemical) 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31
Ca 0.46 0.03 0.61 0.36 0.32 0.79 0.48 0.82 0.3 0.6 0.91 0.29 0.02
(Chemical) 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
Cu 0.56 0.09 0.58 0.51 0.56 0.2 0.61 0.23 1.26 0.53 0.55 1.20 0.39
(Chemical) 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53
Fe 2.36 1.05 3.04 2.04 2.56 2.8 2.8 2.45 3.11 2.51 2.44 3.02 0.52
(Chemical) 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54
K 6.50 5.63 6.67 8.41 8.1 6.1 8.28 6.19 6.98 6.86 5.69 8.60 0.53
(Chemical) 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81
Mg 2.51 0.56 3.82 2.26 2.62 3.14 4.01 3.56 2.09 2.47 3.46 1.80 0.35
(Chemical) 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29
Mn 0.01 0.00 0.01 0 0 0.02 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0 0.00 0.01 0.00 0 0.01 0.00 0.05 0
(Chemical) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Na 0.43 0.11 0.41 0.27 0.17 0.94 0.2 0.93 0.44 0.48 0.90 0.28 0.01
(Chemical) 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34
S 1.16 0.79 1.36 0.71 1.48 1.28 0.91 0.50 2 1.36 0.81 2.31 0.46
(Chemical) 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34
Si 30.18 31.41 27.90 29.42 28.76 28.86 27.75 28.89 28.83 29.03 28.77 28.16 44.49
(Chemical) 29.43 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.15
Bornite 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.08
Chalcopyrite 1.59 0.25 1.72 1.47 1.68 0.57 1.8 0.66 3.73 1.55 1.63 3.53 0.52
Other Cu Minerals 0.16 0.02 0.11 0.23 0.08 0.08 0.2 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.11 0.33 0.25
Pyrite 1.07 0.15 1.48 0.38 1.75 2.06 0.57 0.51 1.43 1.61 0.48 2.08 0.35
Other Sulphides 0.15 1.19 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.04
Quartz 25.81 21.44 17.47 20.35 22.35 18.58 18.9 18.47 25.05 18.89 19.43 16.81 92.1
K-Feldspar 28.71 24.14 24.66 43.57 37.75 24.93 36.22 24.65 30.79 30.06 20.20 46.84 0.8
Muscovite 15.95 36.58 16.97 14.08 16.09 14.28 10.27 12.34 18.29 20.29 15.34 13.98 2.93
Plagioclase Feldspar 4.45 0.07 3.68 1.14 0.01 12.14 0.67 12.22 3.42 6.01 13.14 0.89 0
Biotite/Phlogopite 16.99 3.67 25.93 15.68 18.17 20.77 28.26 23.47 13.95 16.57 22.63 12.41 2.41
Chlorites 0.70 0.17 0.91 0.23 0.18 1.59 0.27 1.87 0.46 0.79 1.81 0.15 0.01
Skarn Minerals 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.01 0.01
Clay Minerals 1.96 8.95 4.32 0.24 0.01 2.22 0.1 3.00 0.21 1.6 2.81 0.06 0.01
FeOx/Hydrox 0.25 0.02 0.08 0.6 0.08 0.34 0.24 0.39 0.63 0.23 0.13 0.28 0.01
Phosphates 0.70 0.02 1.40 0.7 0.7 0.93 1.14 0.92 0.57 0.66 0.73 0.58 0.03
Others 1.38 3.29 1.13 1.24 1.09 1.36 1.26 1.17 1.13 1.40 1.35 1.85 0.29
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm
Chalcocite/Covellite 6.98 6.5 5.37 5.53 6.29 5.95 5.48 6.7 6.62 6.24 5.8 15.55
Bornite 0.00 0 0 0 5.13 0 5.13 10.26 5.13 0.00 5.13 9.97
Chalcopyrite 33.76 54.84 72.69 54.15 57.77 49.33 69.56 58.25 42.06 49.18 59.91 35.1
Other Cu Minerals 6.53 6.9 8.32 6.68 7.64 7.65 8.43 7.03 7.61 7.27 7.68 8.68
Pyrite 5.59 95.85 37.26 76.61 83.95 65.87 62.81 90.64 70.98 59.99 63.25 49.66
Other Sulphides 29.06 9.42 11.45 6.94 7.43 8.29 8.12 6.72 8.05 7.27 10.69 6.61
Quartz 13.10 24.83 37.34 31.31 33.99 28.03 35.48 37.38 27.7 33.22 27.77 382.3
K-Feldspar 10.57 20.95 34.33 20.59 25.19 28 26.96 20.64 20.8 21.27 30.05 16.46
Muscovite 10.03 8.27 8.73 8.2 8.39 6.87 8.09 10.12 9.46 8.72 8.3 10.31
Plagioclase Feldspar 5.25 10.61 15.8 10.59 16.13 17.12 14.78 26.47 14.99 17.09 19.85 9.53
Biotite/Phlogopite 9.55 27.76 23.79 16.14 28.58 25.66 38.07 18.02 21.69 31.71 21.81 12.52
Chlorites 8.35 9.06 8.2 11.11 10.24 10.09 9.83 10.73 10.39 11.01 8.99 6.37
Skarn Minerals 5.68 5.65 5.93 5.45 5.59 5.36 5.53 5.82 5.74 5.66 5.37 5.84
Clay Minerals 12.93 11.6 7 5.72 6.97 6.36 6.91 6.31 7.07 7.04 6.06 6.16
FeOx/Hydrox 5.90 13.54 25.29 10.53 13.79 19.2 12.40 24.89 15.55 10.63 27.09 6.94
Phosphates 5.32 32.32 36.36 34.21 28.97 31.93 31.25 35.64 19.57 24.08 35.63 21.89
Others 10.44 7.58 9.29 8.99 7.25 7.79 6.62 8.99 7.56 7.10 8.26 6.62
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Appendix 5.2: Raw mineralogy data for +12.5 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Cumulative  Average  0.44 0.58 0.46 0.38 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.41 0.35 0.51 0.51 0.56 0.60 0.54
Fraction Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Name A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
µm Min Size 12500.0 12500.0 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500.0 12500.0 12500.0 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500.0
µm Max Size 25000.0 25000.0 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000.0
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm+12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm
Al 6.92 7.42 7.49 0.98 1.7 7.65 8.27 7.55 7.41 7.15 7.54 7.52 7.79 8.23 7.21 7.55 7.88 7.71 7.58
(Chemical) 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09
Ca 0.33 0.35 0.33 0.03 0.05 0.42 0.41 0.44 0.32 0.49 0.38 0.31 0.29 0.44 0.27 0.38 0.32 0.27 0.38
(Chemical) 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48
Cu 0.50 0.37 0.86 0.1 0.18 0.2 0.15 0.42 0.24 0.34 0.30 0.61 1.08 0.27 1.99 0.49 0.63 0.7 0.09
(Chemical) 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
Fe 2.25 3.16 1.72 0.45 0.25 2.0 1.66 2.25 1.75 3.48 2.01 2.99 2.49 1.27 3.5 1.88 2.03 2.57 5.03
(Chemical) 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30
K 7.22 7.78 8.90 0.84 1.76 8.9 9.78 6.28 7.52 6.99 8.03 7.93 8.53 9.01 6.8 7.62 8.58 8.15 6.63
(Chemical) 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31
Mg 1.94 3.21 0.58 0.67 0.1 3.19 1.03 2.87 2.65 2.9 3.02 2.18 1.48 1.26 0.35 2.45 2.52 2.23 2.28
(Chemical) 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10
Mn 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.07 0 0 0.00 0.02 0.00 0 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
(Chemical) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Na 0.30 0.41 0.24 0 0.04 0.20 0.24 0.63 0.39 0.56 0.26 0.44 0.26 0.21 0.23 0.42 0.28 0.17 0.35
(Chemical) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
S 1.25 1.78 1.55 0.13 0.22 0.29 0.26 0.79 0.34 1.97 0.57 1.16 1.91 0.58 3.38 0.65 0.82 1.69 4.41
(Chemical) 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46
Si 30.66 28.11 30.49 43.79 43.17 28.56 29.46 29.34 30.08 28.41 29.02 28.87 28.88 29.77 29.20 29.68 28.88 28.94 27.26
(Chemical) 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.01 0.04 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.00 0 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
Chalcopyrite 1.46 1.06 2.53 0.29 0.49 0.58 0.42 1.22 0.68 0.98 0.84 1.82 3.11 0.77 5.89 1.41 1.85 2.04 0.24
Other Cu Minerals 0.25 0.25 0.37 0.07 0.18 0.31 0.24 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.35 0.25 0.51 0.2 0.50 0.24 0.16 0.29 0.13
Pyrite 1.42 2.69 1.26 0.02 0.07 0.18 0.22 0.71 0.19 3.11 0.53 1.04 1.52 0.58 2.64 0.31 0.37 1.87 8.28
Other Sulphides 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.16
Quartz 24.79 14.78 19.31 90.2 84.2 13.86 11.52 19.20 19.43 16.77 16.97 15.83 15.65 15.98 28.93 17.49 14.64 15.89 15.60
K-Feldspar 36.54 34.42 56.23 1.02 10.11 43.85 59.63 25.89 37.38 31.1 36.72 40.08 46.92 50.43 36.51 37.45 43.57 39.01 27.41
Muscovite 16.66 18.18 13.31 3.02 3.7 15.40 16.5 18.56 14.86 17.19 18.41 18.22 18.46 20.24 19.26 17.77 17.60 23.42 25.69
Plagioclase Feldspar 1.74 3.23 0.10 0 0 0.22 0.02 6.33 2.91 5.27 1.31 3.29 0.76 0 0.79 3.21 1.22 0 2.64
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.25 22.32 4.02 4.74 0.67 22.43 7.23 18.60 17.47 19.76 21.09 15.21 10.22 8.77 1.95 16.54 17.11 15.64 14.64
Chlorites 0.40 0.40 0.03 0.01 0 0.33 0.06 1.44 1.11 0.76 0.17 0.26 0.05 0.02 0.23 0.61 0.64 0.01 1.13
Skarn Minerals 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.01 0 0 0.02 0.05 0.04 0 0.04
Clay Minerals 1.01 0.49 0.01 0 0.01 0.27 0.01 5.45 3.67 1.66 1.21 0.28 0.04 0 0.12 2.55 0.69 0 1.67
FeOx/Hydrox 0.40 0.14 0.18 0.08 0.01 0.28 1.66 0.22 0.3 0.70 0.17 1.69 0.17 0.28 0.64 0.25 0.24 0.06 0.16
Phosphates 0.68 0.75 0.70 0.04 0.07 0.96 0.9 0.82 0.6 1.02 0.81 0.64 0.59 1 0.56 0.75 0.68 0.59 0.79
Others 1.30 1.14 1.78 0.42 0.41 1.29 1.52 1.21 1.18 1.44 1.34 1.33 1.84 1.67 1.87 1.34 1.16 1.11 1.42
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm+12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm
Chalcocite/Covellite 7.46 7.41 5.13 5.13 6.41 5.13 7.18 8.98 5.47 6.08 5.13 5.13 7.18 5.66 5.13 5.47 5.13 5.13
Bornite 0.00 0 5.13 6.41 0.00 0 0.00 5.13 0 5.13 0 5.13 5.13 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
Chalcopyrite 36.82 56.41 48.31 34.67 35.50 28.18 55.74 68.59 55 40.23 47.1 72.43 43.12 67.56 72.28 75.63 57.35 20.9
Other Cu Minerals 7.98 7.93 7.32 7.48 8.59 8.43 8.23 8.47 7.99 8.25 7.73 8.62 7.88 7.73 8.69 7.34 8.41 7.51
Pyrite 102.78 50.7 9.81 22.64 47.97 18.37 78.07 63.21 96.87 21.96 72.93 84.79 60.72 78.86 58.27 46.79 82.65 74.31
Other Sulphides 8.18 13.13 9.88 11.31 7.43 9.94 7.08 9.94 6.74 9.25 6.64 11.62 9.71 6.63 7.31 6.87 8.35 7.48
Quartz 26.58 34.67 202.75 179.86 23.96 19.68 28.22 36.16 29.03 24.10 25.4 33.07 25.29 30.84 35.42 26.41 27.59 23.45
K-Feldspar 23.42 36.72 20.62 24.69 28.86 31.65 21.72 33.05 25.14 25.00 23.57 29.04 28.43 23.53 32.03 31.18 23.49 16.47
Muscovite 8.25 7.56 7.39 7.1 7.58 7.52 8.92 8.57 8.52 8.52 8.01 9.01 8.74 9.44 9.32 8.69 9.15 10.15
Plagioclase Feldspar 18.39 13.06 6.84 6.41 12.32 19.15 12.29 9.66 13.09 8.79 21.21 14.22 7.05 17.36 10.79 9.93 6.84 12.19
Biotite/Phlogopite 19.98 10.15 12.27 10.77 22.62 10.87 22.56 30.6 25.11 24.71 15.83 15.32 12.44 8.42 24.38 21.38 13.73 17.31
Chlorites 8.55 9.93 5.83 7.41 10.8 7.49 9.45 8.86 9.39 7.89 9.28 9.73 6.23 9.64 8.25 9.67 9.12 8.84
Skarn Minerals 6.01 5.94 7.02 7.7 5.66 5.13 5.68 5.31 5.38 5.60 5.88 5.64 6.41 5.72 5.88 5.95 5.13 6.08
Clay Minerals 6.55 8.21 5.7 5.67 17.58 5.66 12.57 12.27 9.86 11.28 6.27 6.27 6.73 6.23 11.75 8.74 5.13 7.17
FeOx/Hydrox 14.31 36.12 9.73 7.7 15.5 45.26 14.72 17.63 17.42 20.32 43.49 25.06 24.87 26.64 22.6 15.89 23.68 12.56
Phosphates 27.45 40.97 18.12 29.07 29.73 46.49 32.18 25.64 32.43 30.03 17.42 32.37 37.54 28.01 25.81 29.52 33.44 25.38
Others 8.20 10.58 6.29 8.36 8.27 11.32 8.88 9.14 8.72 8.60 8.48 8.85 9.77 10.32 9.11 9.34 9.2 7.98
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Appendix 5.3: Raw mineralogy data for +8 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
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Appendix 5.4: Raw mineralogy data for +4 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Cumulative  Average  0.15 0.17 0.27 0.36 0.50 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.57 0.55 0.59 0.64
Fraction Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Name A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
µm Min Size 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0
µm Max Size 8000.0 8000.0 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000.0
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm
Al 7.36 7.20 7.61 7.5 7.55 7.04 8.51 8.40 7.29 1.43 7.88 7.41 7.73 7.91 7.68 7.63 7.89 7.95 7.94
(Chemical) 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71
Ca 0.35 0.35 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.24 0.23 0.31 0.12 0.33 0.61 0.33 0.41 0.26 0.45 0.21 0.45 0.33
(Chemical) 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Cu 0.64 0.15 0.18 0.49 0.62 1.08 0.38 0.12 0.28 0.27 0.42 0.63 1.07 0.55 0.75 1.59 0.27 1.26 1.36
(Chemical) 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77
Fe 2.16 2.08 2.01 2.4 2.18 3.2 0.97 1.46 3.96 0.57 1.87 3.10 2.05 2.36 2.7 2.58 0.84 1.86 2.72
(Chemical) 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10
K 7.20 7.67 6.93 7.95 7.33 5.9 10.04 7.73 7.48 1.3 7.59 6.71 6.81 6.54 7.3 7.94 7.31 8.64 8.39
(Chemical) 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47
Mg 1.95 3.52 3.68 2.75 2.57 3.03 0.99 0.74 1.6 0.16 2.04 1.68 1.2 2.72 2.85 1.95 0.38 0.59 2.69
(Chemical) 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87
Mn 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.02 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.03 0.01 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Na 0.33 0.29 0.49 0.24 0.57 0.36 0.38 0.27 0.34 0.03 0.41 0.15 0.63 0.47 0.22 0.32 0.29 0.23 0.33
(Chemical) 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
S 1.22 0.40 0.19 1.12 0.95 1.74 0.53 1.13 2.49 0.36 0.75 2.54 1.6 1.15 1.48 1.8 0.60 1.64 1.48
(Chemical) 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42
Si 29.99 29.37 28.85 28.62 29.34 28.63 30.07 30.47 28.65 43.07 29.50 28.95 30.1 28.53 28.46 28.28 31.79 29.39 27.77
(Chemical) 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.02 0.00 0.00 0 0.01 0.04 0 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.11
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
Chalcopyrite 1.89 0.43 0.53 1.45 1.84 3.14 1.11 0.37 0.73 0.78 1.27 1.94 3.17 1.62 2.28 4.86 0.75 3.73 4.05
Other Cu Minerals 0.22 0.15 0.12 0.2 0.21 0.41 0.17 0.20 0.68 0.21 0.10 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.2 0.13 0.31 0.37
Pyrite 1.07 0.52 0.02 1.22 0.66 1.26 0.28 1.69 3.88 0.01 0.53 3.62 0.96 1.17 1.36 0.41 0.60 0.72 0.27
Other Sulphides 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.05 0.28 0.61 0.22 0.16 0.08 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.14 0.06 0.05
Quartz 21.79 17.76 17.02 18.56 16.44 20.94 10.39 24.21 18.72 86.81 16.64 20.10 21.18 13.7 17.09 13.07 23.01 20.7 15.89
K-Feldspar 34.50 33.29 26.54 36.33 35.91 19.18 62.84 39.03 39.48 6.2 35.87 27.73 32.9 26.95 27.50 39.71 40.07 51.58 39.82
Muscovite 20.60 17.17 19.17 18.83 15.86 25.53 14.63 26.06 17.81 3.59 24.26 30.80 24.31 23.67 28.05 22.48 26.78 15.02 16.84
Plagioclase Feldspar 2.24 1.92 4.70 1.07 5.1 3.25 1.54 0.93 2.14 0 3.22 0.22 5.77 4.11 1.20 1.82 1.51 0.06 1.72
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.27 24.31 24.63 19.28 17.25 20.43 6.74 4.69 10.65 1.08 13.94 11.61 8.09 17.9 20.01 13.65 2.15 3.8 18.59
Chlorites 0.42 0.68 1.39 0.22 0.84 1 0.19 0.04 0.66 0.01 0.47 0.03 0.15 0.7 0.22 0.21 0.42 0.17 0.18
Skarn Minerals 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.01
Clay Minerals 1.30 1.64 3.75 0.06 3.79 1.98 0.49 0.07 0.85 0.04 0.76 0.04 0.38 7.41 0.39 0.19 1.33 0.12 0.09
FeOx/Hydrox 0.27 0.10 0.10 0.2 0.18 0.45 0.05 0.14 1.42 0.31 0.55 0.13 0.17 0.08 0.09 0.19 0.27 0.22 0.19
Phosphates 0.76 0.77 0.86 1 0.83 1.01 0.42 0.47 0.63 0.28 0.68 1.49 0.66 0.81 0.59 1.03 0.38 1.01 0.7
Others 1.50 1.18 1.09 1.52 1.01 1.17 1.09 1.80 1.65 0.44 1.47 2.06 1.93 1.5 1.06 2.08 2.39 2.39 1.13
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm
Chalcocite/Covellite 10.26 5.13 5.99 5.6 6.50 5.13 5.13 5.94 6.41 5.99 5.13 5.13 7.81 7.33 6.04 7.33 5.84 6.28
Bornite 0.00 0 0 5.13 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0
Chalcopyrite 39.29 89.78 50.68 55.99 39.41 48.87 19.24 23.32 34.24 42.22 42.98 64.79 40.66 62.47 48.38 39.13 51.91 50.29
Other Cu Minerals 7.25 8.17 7.54 7.3 6.66 7.76 7.16 9.58 7.09 6.54 8.22 6.51 6.47 7.92 6.01 6.16 7.28 8.87
Pyrite 38.72 6.41 79.72 50.35 42.14 39.24 80.31 55.23 5.13 71.41 80.2 55.92 66.98 153.52 58.3 23.04 44.01 33.35
Other Sulphides 5.13 7.89 5.77 6.46 8.26 6.41 5.83 7.86 6.97 13.56 5.63 9.03 7.84 8.43 5.37 7.64 7.39 6.98
Quartz 31.48 20.51 22.29 30.71 21.44 26.64 29.77 26.65 202.02 18.52 29.52 33.32 16.99 19.01 20.29 22.02 22.85 26.26
K-Feldspar 27.92 21.33 21 30.59 13.32 46.36 20.51 24.22 23.56 19.90 16.13 19.12 16.58 16.03 24.08 20.23 27.1 25.92
Muscovite 8.87 8.62 7.83 8.43 9.63 8.49 10.40 8.29 7.57 8.31 10.54 9.51 8.52 9.49 8.22 9.32 7.53 9.25
Plagioclase Feldspar 9.24 10.64 19.2 11.55 11.87 11.58 15.91 13.64 8.55 17.01 10.9 23.1 9.97 12.22 17.99 9.13 11.19 21.65
Biotite/Phlogopite 24.18 25.5 21.19 27.43 18.04 15.38 10.05 15.31 10.83 12.96 11.66 12.8 20.44 18.02 12.17 7.47 9.37 21.72
Chlorites 8.14 8.63 13.51 8.94 9.61 8.58 9.71 8.3 5.13 9.85 5.95 8.25 7.75 10.38 10.08 7.22 16.93 11.59
Skarn Minerals 6.03 5.42 6.16 5.81 6.32 5.13 5.13 6.07 7.7 6.00 5.13 5.42 5.48 5.43 6.06 5.81 5.68 5.86
Clay Minerals 10.64 11.35 5.96 12.08 7.73 8.46 6.07 7.97 5.79 6.89 5.41 6.3 14.05 7.09 6.13 7.20 18.01 6.19
FeOx/Hydrox 9.44 9.79 23.94 9.24 15.1 9.75 18.96 18.19 20.44 19.40 11.26 11.02 9.17 11.64 8.78 7.72 18.96 12.62
Phosphates 21.58 22.99 30.76 25.21 26.79 21.77 13.04 10.27 12.59 21.89 41.51 24.72 16.05 21.76 28.78 19.20 24.31 26.96
Others 7.86 7.94 8.81 8.18 8.51 9.75 9.38 8.32 7.14 8.83 9.44 8.22 7.86 7.93 8.46 7.85 8.71 7.92
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Appendix 6.1: Sorted mineralogy data for +25 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Grade Class   0.0-0.1 0.11-0.2 0.21-0.3 0.31-0.4  0.51-0.6   0.61-0.7 1.11-1.2 1.21-1.3
Fraction Id 1 5 7 12 3 9 10 4 2 6 11 8 13 14 15 16 17 18
Name A E G L C I J D B F K H M N O P Q R
µm Min Size 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0 25000.0
µm Max Size 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0
µm Calculated ESD Particle Size 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm
Al 6.96 8.15 7.39 7.48 0.67 7.59 7.74 7.58 7.58 7.14 7.04 7.70 7.53
(Chemical) 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31
Ca 0.46 0.03 0.79 0.82 0.02 0.36 0.6 0.91 0.32 0.61 0.48 0.29 0.3
(Chemical) 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
Cu 0.56 0.09 0.2 0.23 0.39 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.56 0.58 0.61 1.20 1.26
(Chemical) 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53
Fe 2.36 1.05 2.8 2.45 0.52 2.04 2.51 2.44 2.56 3.04 2.8 3.02 3.11
(Chemical) 3.54 3.54 3.5 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54
K 6.50 5.63 6.1 6.19 0.53 8.41 6.86 5.69 8.1 6.67 8.28 8.60 6.98
(Chemical) 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81
Mg 2.51 0.56 3.14 3.56 0.35 2.26 2.47 3.46 2.62 3.82 4.01 1.80 2.09
(Chemical) 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29
Mn 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.00 0.01
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.02 0.01 0.00 0 0.00 0.01 0.05 0
(Chemical) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Na 0.43 0.11 0.94 0.93 0.01 0.27 0.48 0.90 0.17 0.41 0.2 0.28 0.44
(Chemical) 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34
S 1.16 0.79 1.28 0.50 0.46 0.71 1.36 0.81 1.48 1.36 0.91 2.31 2
(Chemical) 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34
Si 30.18 31.41 28.86 28.89 44.49 29.42 29.03 28.77 28.76 27.90 27.75 28.16 28.83
(Chemical) 29.43 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined A E G L C I J D B F K H M N O P Q R
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08
Bornite 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0
Chalcopyrite 1.59 0.25 0.57 0.66 0.52 1.47 1.55 1.63 1.68 1.72 1.8 3.53 3.73
Other Cu Minerals 0.16 0.02 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.2 0.33 0.18
Pyrite 1.07 0.15 2.06 0.51 0.35 0.38 1.61 0.48 1.75 1.48 0.57 2.08 1.43
Other Sulphides 0.15 1.19 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.15 0.04
Quartz 25.81 21.44 18.58 18.47 92.1 20.35 18.89 19.43 22.35 17.47 18.9 16.81 25.05
K-Feldspar 28.71 24.14 24.93 24.65 0.8 43.57 30.06 20.20 37.75 24.66 36.22 46.84 30.79
Muscovite 15.95 36.58 14.28 12.34 2.93 14.08 20.29 15.34 16.09 16.97 10.27 13.98 18.29
Plagioclase Feldspar 4.45 0.07 12.14 12.22 0 1.14 6.01 13.14 0.01 3.68 0.67 0.89 3.42
Biotite/Phlogopite 16.99 3.67 20.77 23.47 2.41 15.68 16.57 22.63 18.17 25.93 28.26 12.41 13.95
Chlorites 0.70 0.17 1.59 1.87 0.01 0.23 0.79 1.81 0.18 0.91 0.27 0.15 0.46
Skarn Minerals 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.14 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.03
Clay Minerals 1.96 8.95 2.22 3.00 0.01 0.24 1.6 2.81 0.01 4.32 0.1 0.06 0.21
FeOx/Hydrox 0.25 0.02 0.34 0.39 0.01 0.6 0.23 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.24 0.28 0.63
Phosphates 0.70 0.02 0.93 0.92 0.03 0.7 0.66 0.73 0.7 1.40 1.14 0.58 0.57
Others 1.38 3.29 1.36 1.17 0.29 1.24 1.40 1.35 1.09 1.13 1.26 1.85 1.13
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm +25mm
Calculated ESD Particle size 547.71 1206.43 580.29 873.08 864.89 824.2 525.63 817.7 267.09 562.05 529.77 694.86
Chalcocite/Covellite 6.98 6.29 5.48 15.55 5.37 6.62 6.24 5.53 6.5 5.95 5.8 6.7
Bornite 0.00 5.13 5.13 9.97 0 5.13 0.00 0 0 0 5.13 10.26
Chalcopyrite 33.76 57.77 69.56 35.1 72.69 42.06 49.18 54.15 54.84 49.33 59.91 58.25
Other Cu Minerals 6.53 7.64 8.43 8.68 8.32 7.61 7.27 6.68 6.9 7.65 7.68 7.03
Pyrite 5.59 83.95 62.81 49.66 37.26 70.98 59.99 76.61 95.85 65.87 63.25 90.64
Other Sulphides 29.06 7.43 8.12 6.61 11.45 8.05 7.27 6.94 9.42 8.29 10.69 6.72
Quartz 13.10 33.99 35.48 382.3 37.34 27.7 33.22 31.31 24.83 28.03 27.77 37.38
K-Feldspar 10.57 25.19 26.96 16.46 34.33 20.8 21.27 20.59 20.95 28 30.05 20.64
Muscovite 10.03 8.39 8.09 10.31 8.73 9.46 8.72 8.2 8.27 6.87 8.3 10.12
Plagioclase Feldspar 5.25 16.13 14.78 9.53 15.8 14.99 17.09 10.59 10.61 17.12 19.85 26.47
Biotite/Phlogopite 9.55 28.58 38.07 12.52 23.79 21.69 31.71 16.14 27.76 25.66 21.81 18.02
Chlorites 8.35 10.24 9.83 6.37 8.2 10.39 11.01 11.11 9.06 10.09 8.99 10.73
Skarn Minerals 5.68 5.59 5.53 5.84 5.93 5.74 5.66 5.45 5.65 5.36 5.37 5.82
Clay Minerals 12.93 6.97 6.91 6.16 7 7.07 7.04 5.72 11.6 6.36 6.06 6.31
FeOx/Hydrox 5.90 13.79 12.40 6.94 25.29 15.55 10.63 10.53 13.54 19.2 27.09 24.89
Phosphates 5.32 28.97 31.25 21.89 36.36 19.57 24.08 34.21 32.32 31.93 35.63 35.64
Others 10.44 7.25 6.62 6.62 9.29 7.56 7.10 8.99 7.58 7.79 8.26 8.99
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Appendix 6.2: Sorted mineralogy data for +12.5 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Grade Class  0.01-0.10  0.11-0.20   0.21-0.30  0.31-0.40  0.41-0.50   0.61-0.70  0.81-0.90 1.01-1.10 1.91-2.0
Fraction Id 18 3 6 4 5 8 13 10 9 1 7 15 11 16 17 2 12 14
Name R C F D E H M J I A G O K P Q B L N
µm Min Size 12500.0 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500 12500.0 12500.0 12500 12500.0 12500 12500 12500.0 12500 12500.0 12500 12500
µm Max Size 25000.0 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000.0 25000.0 25000 25000.0 25000 25000 25000.0 25000 25000.0 25000 25000
µm Calculated ESD Particle Size 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm
Al 6.92 7.58 0.98 8.27 1.7 7.65 7.41 8.23 7.54 7.15 7.42 7.55 7.55 7.52 7.88 7.71 7.49 7.79 7.21
(Chemical) 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09 7.09
Ca 0.33 0.38 0.03 0.41 0.05 0.42 0.32 0.44 0.38 0.49 0.35 0.44 0.38 0.31 0.32 0.27 0.33 0.29 0.27
(Chemical) 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48
Cu 0.501 0.090 0.100 0.150 0.180 0.200 0.240 0.270 0.300 0.340 0.370 0.420 0.490 0.610 0.630 0.700 0.860 1.080 1.990
(Chemical) 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
Fe 2.25 5.03 0.45 1.66 0.25 2.0 1.75 1.27 2.01 3.48 3.16 2.25 1.88 2.99 2.03 2.57 1.72 2.49 3.5
(Chemical) 3.30 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.30 3.3 3.30 3.30 3.3 3.30 3.30 3.3 3.30 3.3 3.3
K 7.22 6.63 0.84 9.78 1.76 8.9 7.52 9.01 8.03 6.99 7.78 6.28 7.62 7.93 8.58 8.15 8.90 8.53 6.8
(Chemical) 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31
Mg 1.94 2.28 0.67 1.03 0.1 3.19 2.65 1.26 3.02 2.9 3.21 2.87 2.45 2.18 2.52 2.23 0.58 1.48 0.35
(Chemical) 2.10 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.10 2.1 2.10 2.10 2.1 2.10 2.10 2.1 2.10 2.1 2.1
Mn 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.01
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0 0 0.02 0 0.00 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.07 0.05 0.00
(Chemical) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Na 0.30 0.35 0 0.24 0.04 0.20 0.39 0.21 0.26 0.56 0.41 0.63 0.42 0.44 0.28 0.17 0.24 0.26 0.23
(Chemical) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
S 1.25 4.41 0.13 0.26 0.22 0.29 0.34 0.58 0.57 1.97 1.78 0.79 0.65 1.16 0.82 1.69 1.55 1.91 3.38
(Chemical) 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46
Si 30.66 27.26 43.79 29.46 43.17 28.56 30.08 29.77 29.02 28.41 28.11 29.34 29.68 28.87 28.88 28.94 30.49 28.88 29.20
(Chemical) 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68 29.68
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined R C F D E H M J I A G O K P Q B L N
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.01
Bornite 0.00 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
Chalcopyrite 1.46 0.24 0.29 0.42 0.49 0.58 0.68 0.77 0.84 0.98 1.06 1.22 1.41 1.82 1.85 2.04 2.53 3.11 5.89
Other Cu Minerals 0.25 0.13 0.07 0.24 0.18 0.31 0.13 0.2 0.35 0.13 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.16 0.29 0.37 0.51 0.50
Pyrite 1.42 8.28 0.02 0.22 0.07 0.18 0.19 0.58 0.53 3.11 2.69 0.71 0.31 1.04 0.37 1.87 1.26 1.52 2.64
Other Sulphides 0.07 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.10
Quartz 24.79 15.60 90.2 11.52 84.2 13.86 19.43 15.98 16.97 16.77 14.78 19.20 17.49 15.83 14.64 15.89 19.31 15.65 28.93
K-Feldspar 36.54 27.41 1.02 59.63 10.11 43.85 37.38 50.43 36.72 31.1 34.42 25.89 37.45 40.08 43.57 39.01 56.23 46.92 36.51
Muscovite 16.66 25.69 3.02 16.5 3.7 15.40 14.86 20.24 18.41 17.19 18.18 18.56 17.77 18.22 17.60 23.42 13.31 18.46 19.26
Plagioclase Feldspar 1.74 2.64 0 0.02 0 0.22 2.91 0 1.31 5.27 3.23 6.33 3.21 3.29 1.22 0 0.10 0.76 0.79
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.25 14.64 4.74 7.23 0.67 22.43 17.47 8.77 21.09 19.76 22.32 18.60 16.54 15.21 17.11 15.64 4.02 10.22 1.95
Chlorites 0.40 1.13 0.01 0.06 0 0.33 1.11 0.02 0.17 0.76 0.40 1.44 0.61 0.26 0.64 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.23
Skarn Minerals 0.02 0.04 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0.05 0 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.04 0 0.01 0 0.02
Clay Minerals 1.01 1.67 0 0.01 0.01 0.27 3.67 0 1.21 1.66 0.49 5.45 2.55 0.28 0.69 0 0.01 0.04 0.12
FeOx/Hydrox 0.40 0.16 0.08 1.66 0.01 0.28 0.3 0.28 0.17 0.70 0.14 0.22 0.25 1.69 0.24 0.06 0.18 0.17 0.64
Phosphates 0.68 0.79 0.04 0.9 0.07 0.96 0.6 1 0.81 1.02 0.75 0.82 0.75 0.64 0.68 0.59 0.70 0.59 0.56
Others 1.30 1.42 0.42 1.52 0.41 1.29 1.18 1.67 1.34 1.44 1.14 1.21 1.34 1.33 1.16 1.11 1.78 1.84 1.87
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm +12.5mm
Calculated ESD Particle size 302.3 312.04 399.49 376.68 542.44 447.31 352.02 626.10 511.13 492.58 458.92 552.19 327.91 483.92 834.27 370.17 274.01 452.01
Chalcocite/Covellite 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 6.41 8.98 7.18 6.08 5.47 7.46 7.18 5.13 5.13 5.47 5.13 7.41 5.13 5.66
Bornite 0 5.13 0 6.41 0.00 5.13 5.13 5.13 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0 5.13 0.00
Chalcopyrite 20.9 48.31 28.18 34.67 35.50 68.59 43.12 40.23 55 36.82 55.74 72.28 47.10 75.63 57.35 56.41 72.43 67.56
Other Cu Minerals 7.51 7.32 8.43 7.48 8.59 8.47 7.88 8.25 7.99 7.98 8.23 8.69 7.73 7.34 8.41 7.93 8.62 7.73
Pyrite 74.31 9.81 18.37 22.64 47.97 63.21 60.72 21.96 96.87 102.78 78.07 58.27 72.93 46.79 82.65 50.7 84.79 78.86
Other Sulphides 7.48 9.88 9.94 11.31 7.43 9.94 9.71 9.25 6.74 8.18 7.08 7.31 6.64 6.87 8.35 13.13 11.62 6.63
Quartz 23.45 202.75 19.68 179.86 23.96 36.16 25.29 24.10 29.03 26.58 28.22 35.42 25.40 26.41 27.59 34.67 33.07 30.84
K-Feldspar 16.47 20.62 31.65 24.69 28.86 33.05 28.43 25.00 25.14 23.42 21.72 32.03 23.57 31.18 23.49 36.72 29.04 23.53
Muscovite 10.15 7.39 7.52 7.1 7.58 8.57 8.74 8.52 8.52 8.25 8.92 9.32 8.01 8.69 9.15 7.56 9.01 9.44
Plagioclase Feldspar 12.19 6.84 19.15 6.41 12.32 9.66 7.05 8.79 13.09 18.39 12.29 10.79 21.21 9.93 6.84 13.06 14.22 17.36
Biotite/Phlogopite 17.31 12.27 10.87 10.77 22.62 30.6 12.44 24.71 25.11 19.98 22.56 24.38 15.83 21.38 13.73 10.15 15.32 8.42
Chlorites 8.84 5.83 7.49 7.41 10.8 8.86 6.23 7.89 9.39 8.55 9.45 8.25 9.28 9.67 9.12 9.93 9.73 9.64
Skarn Minerals 6.08 7.02 5.13 7.7 5.66 5.31 6.41 5.60 5.38 6.01 5.68 5.88 5.88 5.95 5.13 5.94 5.64 5.72
Clay Minerals 7.17 5.7 5.66 5.67 17.58 12.27 6.73 11.28 9.86 6.55 12.57 11.75 6.27 8.74 5.13 8.21 6.27 6.23
FeOx/Hydrox 12.56 9.73 45.26 7.7 15.5 17.63 24.87 20.32 17.42 14.31 14.72 22.6 43.49 15.89 23.68 36.12 25.06 26.64
Phosphates 25.38 18.12 46.49 29.07 29.73 25.64 37.54 30.03 32.43 27.45 32.18 25.81 17.42 29.52 33.44 40.97 32.37 28.01
Others 7.98 6.29 11.32 8.36 8.27 9.14 9.77 8.60 8.72 8.20 8.88 9.11 8.48 9.34 9.2 10.58 8.85 10.32
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Appendix 6.3: Sorted mineralogy data for +8 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
ID +25mm
Label +25mm
  0.11-0.20  0.21-0.30 0.41-0.50   0.51-0.60  0.71-0.80   0.81-0.90  1.21-1.30 1.31-1.40  3.91-4.00
Id 5 7 15 9 18 8 1 12 17 6 11 4 3 10 2 14 16 13
Name E G O I R H A L Q F K D C J B N P M
µm Min Size 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0
µm Max Size 12500 12500 12500 12500.0 12500.0 12500 12500.0 12500 12500 12500 12500.0 12500 12500 12500.0 12500.0 12500 12500 12500
µm Calculated ESD Particle Size 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
% Element Head Combined +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm
Al 6.91 1.63 7.24 2.19 7.28 7.28 7.5 7.97 7.86 7.28 7.46 7.92 7.42 7.46 7.03 7.77 7.73 8.04 7.23
(Chemical) 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96 6.96
Ca 0.34 0.03 0.44 0.35 0.42 0.4 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.21 0.54 0.45 0.3 0.32 0.35 0.40 0.23 0.16 0.36
(Chemical) 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
Cu 0.87 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.52 0.56 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.85 1.28 1.33 1.35 4.12
(Chemical) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
Fe 2.48 0.4 2.15 1.54 3.09 2.62 2.69 1.62 1.85 3.4 2.02 1.76 2.75 3.19 3.57 2.19 2.4 2.12 5.14
(Chemical) 3.40 3.4 3.40 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.40 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.40 3.4 3.4 3.40 3.40 3.4 3.40 3.4
K 6.89 1.6 6.38 1.49 6.56 7.5 5.73 7.67 8 8.08 8.15 8.15 7.63 7.25 7.31 7.66 8.2 9.16 7.47
(Chemical) 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51
Mg 2.06 0.40 3.11 2.21 2.98 3.24 3.54 1.34 1.94 3.26 2.17 1.86 1.96 1.73 2.96 0.79 2.10 0.29 1.25
(Chemical) 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99
Mn 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0 0 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0
(Chemical) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Na 0.29 0.03 0.43 0 0.43 0.46 0.41 0.55 0.32 0.16 0.46 0.17 0.2 0.22 0.32 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.36
(Chemical) 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
S 1.52 0.22 0.53 0.29 1.37 1.07 1.15 1.02 1.04 1.84 1 0.94 1.98 2.59 2.28 1.92 1.55 2.15 4.45
(Chemical) 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47
Si 30.19 42.89 29.73 38.89 28.79 28.89 28.44 29.98 29.3 27.8 29.38 29.04 29.28 28.97 28.27 29.48 28.84 29.52 25.89
(Chemical) 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25 30.25
% Mineral Combined E G O I R H A L Q F K D C J B N P M
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.02 0.00 0.00 0 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.12
Bornite 0.00 0.01 0.00 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
Chalcopyrite 2.56 0.30 0.36 0.62 1.15 1.26 1.2 1.55 1.65 2.12 2.1 2.23 2.43 2.45 2.49 3.83 3.96 4.05 12.26
Other Cu Minerals 0.34 0.30 0.16 0.07 0.43 0.2 0.64 0.23 0.31 0.26 0.32 0.42 0.35 0.32 0.37 0.49 0.31 0.47 0.46
Pyrite 1.24 0.19 0.80 0.04 1.83 1.24 1.45 0.99 0.98 2.1 0.45 0.31 2.23 3.29 2.72 1.20 0.41 1.51 0.65
Other Sulphides 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.21 0.13 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.08 0.1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.08
Quartz 25.61 84.30 22.16 77 17.67 16.74 19.41 18.18 16.65 18.8 15.36 17.99 21.87 22.75 20.33 22.53 18.14 16.97 14.16
K-Feldspar 33.07 6.98 26.29 0.06 28.61 33.86 17.82 40.08 39.4 36.14 43.6 39.83 36.83 34.17 31.96 40.96 40.34 57.67 40.73
Muscovite 17.06 4.44 16.33 3.76 16.33 15.88 20.84 21.61 22.69 15.09 15.53 23.37 19.91 21.61 16.27 21.44 20.28 14.96 16.75
Plagioclase Feldspar 1.77 0.00 3.84 0 3.78 3.92 4.01 4.54 1.91 0.11 3.44 0.00 0.47 0.75 2.17 0.71 0.02 0.01 2.15
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.81 2.80 20.21 11.24 19.70 22.10 23.58 9.12 13.55 22.78 15.03 12.98 13.47 11.66 20.57 5.16 14.60 1.77 8.31
Chlorites 0.61 0.01 1.60 3.83 0.82 0.87 1.01 0.30 0.18 0.37 0.32 0.07 0.21 0.32 0.35 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.47
Skarn Minerals 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.97 0.11 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03
Clay Minerals 1.45 0.01 5.94 0.1 7.07 1.76 7.85 0.68 0.26 0.04 0.99 0.01 0.05 0.37 0.55 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.29
FeOx/Hydrox 0.23 0.02 0.21 0.27 0.63 0.23 0.01 0.15 0.04 0.39 0.21 0.04 0.14 0.13 0.23 0.15 0.08 0.10 1.13
Phosphates 0.69 0.02 0.84 0.64 0.67 0.83 0.94 0.65 0.7 0.43 1.21 1.07 0.64 0.71 0.75 0.88 0.48 0.26 0.78
Others 1.36 0.53 1.18 1.18 1.06 0.99 1.11 1.82 1.57 1.27 1.3 1.56 1.27 1.34 1.09 2.35 1.20 2.10 1.64
µm Mineral Combined +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm +8mm
Calculated ESD Particle size 399.88 532.12 241.21 431.16 479.93 664.36 320.82 334.25 652.11 509.43 431.89 454.93 550.24 427.16 279.83 583.97 383.78 442.83
Chalcocite/Covellite 5.13 10.26 0 8.06 6.27 7.02 6.67 6.3 9.69 5.42 5.13 5.67 6.16 5.47 5.13 5.13 5.13 6.97
Bornite 30.78 0.00 0 0 0 5.13 0.00 0 5.13 5.13 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0
Chalcopyrite 18.50 34.88 56.35 36.59 50.07 42.24 39.79 30.64 50.14 97.34 51.8 44.23 54.07 53.44 49.65 72.80 56.72 75.93
Other Cu Minerals 8.00 8.38 7.03 8.24 7.98 7.28 7.08 6.84 7.85 8.43 8.14 7.85 7.55 8.00 7.46 8.06 7.93 6.81
Pyrite 50.18 76.02 12.67 69.69 77.46 72.92 43.01 36.15 119.9 45.59 28.38 68.9 102.98 107.00 55.03 63.34 70.29 39.01
Other Sulphides 12.49 7.45 8.78 13.17 13.42 6.45 7.87 7 7.41 11.14 7.99 9.85 7.52 8.28 7.36 7.84 11.13 7.09
Quartz 180.61 34.55 115.79 35.59 31.98 18.33 20.10 17.29 26.77 31.43 20.57 33.45 29.85 31.23 29.94 30.82 28.29 22
K-Feldspar 22.74 25.03 13.6 26.85 31.01 14.89 20.60 18.86 27.36 37.59 22.33 23.46 23.22 26.08 22.81 27.95 35.94 25.07
Muscovite 7.61 8.75 6.76 8.74 8.82 8.28 8.12 7.86 8.24 8.26 8.78 9.08 9.84 8.55 9.45 9.51 8.30 7.99
Plagioclase Feldspar 7.70 10.32 6.16 9.5 11.93 8.38 17.69 17.49 14.78 13.79 8.06 13.86 13.93 14.91 14.6 8.43 8.68 22.51
Biotite/Phlogopite 12.27 26.78 15.41 27.49 32.52 18.38 12.99 12.55 27.84 19.34 13.23 17.74 16.52 24.65 10.83 16.61 8.96 12.69
Chlorites 7.1 10.00 10.07 8.19 9.76 8.84 8.46 10.09 11.39 7.97 12.83 11.41 9.42 9.03 11.93 11.86 11.89 12.74
Skarn Minerals 11.44 5.54 6.12 5.51 5.44 5.59 5.59 5.86 5.5 5.55 5.86 6.79 5.52 5.77 5.89 8.55 5.13 5.74
Clay Minerals 6.06 16.75 5.43 16.36 11.42 13.05 6.48 6.5 6.36 9.21 5.35 5.64 8.74 7.67 6.51 5.45 6.34 7.03
FeOx/Hydrox 10.26 12.46 19.93 17.92 15.42 5.77 16.25 12.96 19.16 18.72 10.92 19.18 13.84 14.73 14.05 22.7 24.80 21.26
Phosphates 8.55 27.92 12.8 26.77 28.05 18.67 20.26 17.99 25.16 39.37 27.87 30.96 28.15 30.16 29.64 34.64 29.57 26.74
Others 7.59 8.45 5.93 7.96 8.67 7.04 8.27 7.51 8.96 8.76 8.95 8.6 8.58 8.02 9.21 9.72 10.38 9.13
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Appendix 6.4: Sorted mineralogy data for +4 mm size fraction – Uncrushed particles 
 
Product ID +25mm
Label +25mm
Grade Class Cumulative  Average   0.11-0.20  0.21-0.30  0.31-0.40 0.41-0.50  0.51-0.60 0.61-0.70  0.71-0.80  1.01-1.10 1.21-1.30 1.31-1.40 1.51-1.60
Fraction Id 7 1 2 9 16 8 6 10 3 13 4 11 14 12 5 17 18 15
Name G A B I P H F J C M D K N L E Q R O
µm Min Size 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0
µm Max Size 8000 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000 8000 8000 8000.0 8000 8000 8000 8000.0 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000.0 8000
µm Calculated ESD Particle Size 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1 189.1
% Mass Size Distribution (%) 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Mass Flow 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56 5.56
Chemical Assay% Element Head Combined +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm
Al 7.36 8.40 7.20 7.61 1.43 7.89 7.29 8.51 7.88 7.5 7.91 7.55 7.41 7.68 7.73 7.04 7.95 7.94 7.63
(Chemical) 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71
Ca 0.35 0.23 0.35 0.42 0.12 0.21 0.31 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.41 0.44 0.61 0.26 0.33 0.43 0.45 0.33 0.45
(Chemical) 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.4 0.40 0.4 0.4 0.40 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.40 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Cu 0.64 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.38 0.42 0.49 0.55 0.62 0.63 0.75 1.07 1.08 1.26 1.36 1.59
(Chemical) 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77
Fe 2.16 1.46 2.08 2.01 0.57 0.84 3.96 0.97 1.87 2.4 2.36 2.18 3.10 2.7 2.05 3.2 1.86 2.72 2.58
(Chemical) 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.1 3.10 3.1 3.1 3.10 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.10 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
K 7.20 7.73 7.67 6.93 1.3 7.31 7.48 10.04 7.59 7.95 6.54 7.33 6.71 7.3 6.81 5.9 8.64 8.39 7.94
(Chemical) 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47
Mg 1.95 0.74 3.52 3.68 0.16 0.38 1.6 0.99 2.04 2.75 2.72 2.57 1.68 2.85 1.2 3.03 0.59 2.69 1.95
(Chemical) 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87
Mn 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0.01 0 0 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Mo 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.03 0 0 0.07 0 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0 0
(Chemical) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Na 0.33 0.27 0.29 0.49 0.03 0.29 0.34 0.38 0.41 0.24 0.47 0.57 0.15 0.22 0.63 0.36 0.23 0.33 0.32
(Chemical) 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
S 1.22 1.13 0.40 0.19 0.36 0.60 2.49 0.53 0.75 1.12 1.15 0.95 2.54 1.48 1.6 1.74 1.64 1.48 1.8
(Chemical) 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42
Si 29.99 30.47 29.37 28.85 43.07 31.79 28.65 30.07 29.50 28.62 28.53 29.34 28.95 28.46 30.1 28.63 29.39 27.77 28.28
(Chemical) 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69 30.69
Mineral Mass % Mineral Combined G A B I P H F J C M D K N L E Q R O
Chalcocite/Covellite 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0 0.01 0 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.04
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0
Chalcopyrite 1.89 0.37 0.43 0.53 0.78 0.75 0.73 1.11 1.27 1.45 1.62 1.84 1.94 2.28 3.17 3.14 3.73 4.05 4.86
Other Cu Minerals 0.22 0.20 0.15 0.12 0.21 0.13 0.68 0.17 0.10 0.2 0.13 0.21 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.41 0.31 0.37 0.2
Pyrite 1.07 1.69 0.52 0.02 0.01 0.60 3.88 0.28 0.53 1.22 1.17 0.66 3.62 1.36 0.96 1.26 0.72 0.27 0.41
Other Sulphides 0.12 0.28 0.01 0.02 0.22 0.14 0.61 0.05 0.16 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.02
Quartz 21.79 24.21 17.76 17.02 86.81 23.01 18.72 10.39 16.64 18.56 13.7 16.44 20.10 17.09 21.18 20.94 20.7 15.89 13.07
K-Feldspar 34.50 39.03 33.29 26.54 6.2 40.07 39.48 62.84 35.87 36.33 26.95 35.91 27.73 27.50 32.9 19.18 51.58 39.82 39.71
Muscovite 20.60 26.06 17.17 19.17 3.59 26.78 17.81 14.63 24.26 18.83 23.67 15.86 30.80 28.05 24.31 25.53 15.02 16.84 22.48
Plagioclase Feldspar 2.24 0.93 1.92 4.70 0 1.51 2.14 1.54 3.22 1.07 4.11 5.1 0.22 1.20 5.77 3.25 0.06 1.72 1.82
Biotite/Phlogopite 13.27 4.69 24.31 24.63 1.08 2.15 10.65 6.74 13.94 19.28 17.9 17.25 11.61 20.01 8.09 20.43 3.8 18.59 13.65
Chlorites 0.42 0.04 0.68 1.39 0.01 0.42 0.66 0.19 0.47 0.22 0.7 0.84 0.03 0.22 0.15 1 0.17 0.18 0.21
Skarn Minerals 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.12 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.03
Clay Minerals 1.30 0.07 1.64 3.75 0.04 1.33 0.85 0.49 0.76 0.06 7.41 3.79 0.04 0.39 0.38 1.98 0.12 0.09 0.19
FeOx/Hydrox 0.27 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.31 0.27 1.42 0.05 0.55 0.2 0.08 0.18 0.13 0.09 0.17 0.45 0.22 0.19 0.19
Phosphates 0.76 0.47 0.77 0.86 0.28 0.38 0.63 0.42 0.68 1 0.81 0.83 1.49 0.59 0.66 1.01 1.01 0.7 1.03
Others 1.50 1.80 1.18 1.09 0.44 2.39 1.65 1.09 1.47 1.52 1.5 1.01 2.06 1.06 1.93 1.17 2.39 1.13 2.08
Calculated ESD Sizeµm Mineral Combined +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm +4mm
Calculated ESD Particle size 473.80 559.98 570.46 413.74 373.23 404.88 342.99 560.79 435.11 685.76 606.71 322.24 831.09 273.8 465.85 660.32 1155.25 370.13
Chalcocite/Covellite 5.13 10.26 5.13 6.41 7.33 5.94 5.13 5.99 5.99 7.81 5.6 5.13 7.33 5.13 6.50 5.84 6.28 6.04
Bornite 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 5.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0
Chalcopyrite 19.24 39.29 89.78 34.24 39.13 23.32 48.87 42.22 50.68 40.66 55.99 42.98 62.47 64.79 39.41 51.91 50.29 48.38
Other Cu Minerals 7.16 7.25 8.17 7.09 6.16 9.58 7.76 6.54 7.54 6.47 7.3 8.22 7.92 6.51 6.66 7.28 8.87 6.01
Pyrite 80.31 38.72 6.41 5.13 23.04 55.23 39.24 71.41 79.72 66.98 50.35 80.2 153.52 55.92 42.14 44.01 33.35 58.3
Other Sulphides 5.83 5.13 7.89 6.97 7.64 7.86 6.41 13.56 5.77 7.84 6.46 5.63 8.43 9.03 8.26 7.39 6.98 5.37
Quartz 29.77 31.48 20.51 202.02 22.02 26.65 26.64 18.52 22.29 16.99 30.71 29.52 19.01 33.32 21.44 22.85 26.26 20.29
K-Feldspar 20.51 27.92 21.33 23.56 20.23 24.22 46.36 19.90 21 16.58 30.59 16.13 16.03 19.12 13.32 27.1 25.92 24.08
Muscovite 10.40 8.87 8.62 7.57 9.32 8.29 8.49 8.31 7.83 8.52 8.43 10.54 9.49 9.51 9.63 7.53 9.25 8.22
Plagioclase Feldspar 15.91 9.24 10.64 8.55 9.13 13.64 11.58 17.01 19.2 9.97 11.55 10.9 12.22 23.1 11.87 11.19 21.65 17.99
Biotite/Phlogopite 10.05 24.18 25.5 10.83 7.47 15.31 15.38 12.96 21.19 20.44 27.43 11.66 18.02 12.8 18.04 9.37 21.72 12.17
Chlorites 9.71 8.14 8.63 5.13 7.22 8.3 8.58 9.85 13.51 7.75 8.94 5.95 10.38 8.25 9.61 16.93 11.59 10.08
Skarn Minerals 5.13 6.03 5.42 7.7 5.81 6.07 5.13 6.00 6.16 5.48 5.81 5.13 5.43 5.42 6.32 5.68 5.86 6.06
Clay Minerals 6.07 10.64 11.35 5.79 7.20 7.97 8.46 6.89 5.96 14.05 12.08 5.41 7.09 6.3 7.73 18.01 6.19 6.13
FeOx/Hydrox 18.96 9.44 9.79 20.44 7.72 18.19 9.75 19.40 23.94 9.17 9.24 11.26 11.64 11.02 15.1 18.96 12.62 8.78
Phosphates 13.04 21.58 22.99 12.59 19.20 10.27 21.77 21.89 30.76 16.05 25.21 41.51 21.76 24.72 26.79 24.31 26.96 28.78
Others 9.38 7.86 7.94 7.14 7.85 8.32 9.75 8.83 8.81 7.86 8.18 9.44 7.93 8.22 8.51 8.71 7.92 8.46
Appendix 7: Lognormal model for all particles measured. 
 
 
Meanx 0.62
Modex 0.15
meany -0.951063862
variance y 0.946056123
Sdy 0.972654164
Grade Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 3 0.045 8.203168098 4.419049581 0.109752792 0.9003206 0.090709701
0.11-0.20 0.15 9 0.136 2.734389366 0.946056123 0.623112586 1.703832428 0.17166566
0.21-0.30 0.25 8 0.121 1.64063362 0.200226586 0.904734912 1.484338514 0.149551063
0.31-0.40 0.35 4 0.061 1.171881157 0.010309319 0.994858603 1.165856051 0.117463106
0.41-0.50 0.45 7 0.106 0.911463122 0.024600426 0.987775125 0.9003206 0.090709701
0.51-0.60 0.55 8 0.121 0.745742554 0.131883524 0.936185384 0.69815328 0.070340804
0.61-0.70 0.65 6 0.091 0.631012931 0.286127066 0.866699003 0.546898278 0.05510146
0.71-0.80 0.75 5 0.076 0.546877873 0.465168385 0.792483025 0.433391431 0.043665342
0.81-0.90 0.85 3 0.045 0.4825393 0.657258165 0.719909995 0.347384865 0.034999951
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.431745689 0.855749522 0.651893052 0.281452015 0.028357041
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3 0.045 0.390627052 1.056711172 0.589573676 0.230303427 0.023203684
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.015 0.356659483 1.257748782 0.533191629 0.19016785 0.019159918
1.21-1.30 1.25 3 0.045 0.328126724 1.457379765 0.482540761 0.158334519 0.015952625
1.31-1.40 1.35 3 0.045 0.303821041 1.654682491 0.437210177 0.132833651 0.013383344
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.282867865 1.849090394 0.396711804 0.112217021 0.011306164
1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.015 0.264618326 2.0402666 0.360546876 0.095407311 0.009612541
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.248580851 2.228025238 0.328239216 0.081593984 0.008220811
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.234376231 2.412280784 0.299350428 0.070160625 0.00706887
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.221707246 2.593014771 0.273485306 0.060633674 0.006109004
1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.015 0.210337644 2.770253522 0.25029207 0.052645844 0.005304209
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.200077271 2.944053048 0.229460008 0.045909732 0.004625528
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.190771351 3.114488688 0.210715933 0.040198563 0.004050112
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.182292624 3.281647947 0.193820274 0.035332006 0.003559794
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.174535491 3.445625507 0.178563187 0.031165614 0.003140019
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.167411594 3.606519752 0.164760912 0.027582887 0.002779049
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.160846433 3.764430347 0.152252466 0.024489266 0.002467359
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.154776757 3.919456556 0.1408967 0.021807534 0.002197167
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.149148511 4.071696089 0.130569707 0.019474277 0.001962085
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.14391523 4.221244328 0.12116256 0.017437138 0.001756838
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.139036747 4.368193815 0.112579357 0.015652668 0.001577048
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.134478166 4.512633946 0.104735519 0.01408464 0.001419065
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.130209017 4.654650787 0.097556323 0.012702713 0.001279832
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.126202586 4.794327005 0.09097564 0.011481361 0.001156778
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.122435345 4.931741858 0.084934838 0.010399026 0.00104773
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.118886494 5.06697124 0.079381843 0.009437429 0.000950846
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.115537579 5.200087759 0.074270319 0.008581013 0.00086456
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.112372166 5.331160836 0.069558969 0.007816492 0.000787532
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.109375575 5.460256823 0.065210915 0.007132481 0.000718617
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.106534651 5.587439124 0.061193178 0.006519194 0.000656826
3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.015 0.103837571 5.712768324 0.05747621 0.00596819 0.000601311
Totals  66 1.000 9.925295652 1
Appendix 8: Lognormal model for Bi-modal distribution. 
 
 
Meanx 0.62 Measured Distribution Meanx 0.62 Lognormal 1 Meanx 0.62 Lognormal 2 Bimodel sum
Modex 0.15 Modex 0.15 Modex 0.55
meany -0.951063862 meany -0.95106 meany -0.517969534
variance y 0.946056123 variance y 0.946056 variance y 0.079867467
Sdy 0.972654164 Sdy 0.972654 Sdy 0.282608327
Grade Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Weighted 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled Grade Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Weighted 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Bimodal 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 3 0.045 8.203168098 4.419049581 0.109752792 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 2 0.056 8.203168098 4.41904958 0.10975279 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.049890335 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 1 0.033 28.232875 76.868698 2.033E-17 5.74E-16 5.74026E-17 2.60895E-17 0.049890335 0.063760412
0.11-0.20 0.15 9 0.136 2.734389366 0.946056123 0.623112586 1.703832428 0.17166566 0.11-0.20 0.15 6 0.167 2.734389366 0.94605612 0.62311259 1.70383243 0.17166566 0.094416113 0.11-0.20 0.15 3 0.100 9.4109584 23.815153 6.739E-06 6.34E-05 6.34222E-06 2.88254E-06 0.094417554 0.1206667
0.21-0.30 0.25 8 0.121 1.64063362 0.200226586 0.904734912 1.484338514 0.149551063 0.21-0.30 0.25 6 0.167 1.64063362 0.20022659 0.90473491 1.48433851 0.149551063 0.082253085 0.21-0.30 0.25 2 0.067 5.646575 9.4404898 0.008913 0.050328 0.005032814 0.002287414 0.083396792 0.106582041
0.31-0.40 0.35 4 0.061 1.171881157 0.010309319 0.994858603 1.165856051 0.117463106 0.31-0.40 0.35 3 0.083 1.171881157 0.01030932 0.9948586 1.16585605 0.117463106 0.064604708 0.31-0.40 0.35 1 0.033 4.0332679 3.5417072 0.1701877 0.686412 0.068641573 0.031197595 0.080203506 0.102500985
0.41-0.50 0.45 7 0.106 0.911463122 0.024600426 0.987775125 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.41-0.50 0.45 4 0.111 0.911463122 0.02460043 0.98777513 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.049890335 0.41-0.50 0.45 3 0.100 3.1369861 0.9854032 0.6109735 1.916616 0.191662479 0.087110597 0.093445634 0.119424575
0.51-0.60 0.55 8 0.121 0.745742554 0.131883524 0.936185384 0.69815328 0.070340804 0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.028 0.745742554 0.13188352 0.93618538 0.69815328 0.070340804 0.038687442 0.51-0.60 0.55 7 0.233 2.566625 0.0798675 0.9608531 2.46615 0.246616154 0.112087042 0.094730963 0.12106724
0.61-0.70 0.65 6 0.091 0.631012931 0.286127066 0.866699003 0.546898278 0.05510146 0.61-0.70 0.65 5 0.139 0.631012931 0.28612707 0.866699 0.54689828 0.05510146 0.030305803 0.61-0.70 0.65 1 0.033 2.1717596 0.0951765 0.9535263 2.07083 0.207083997 0.094119677 0.077365641 0.098874162
0.71-0.80 0.75 5 0.076 0.546877873 0.465168385 0.792483025 0.433391431 0.043665342 0.71-0.80 0.75 1 0.028 0.546877873 0.46516839 0.79248303 0.43339143 0.043665342 0.024015938 0.71-0.80 0.75 4 0.133 1.8821917 0.664004 0.7174859 1.350446 0.135045251 0.061378067 0.054704972 0.069913571
0.81-0.90 0.85 3 0.045 0.4825393 0.657258165 0.719909995 0.347384865 0.034999951 0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.028 0.4825393 0.65725816 0.71990999 0.34738486 0.034999951 0.019249973 0.81-0.90 0.85 2 0.067 1.6607574 1.5819349 0.4534059 0.752997 0.075300089 0.03422389 0.036361918 0.046470942
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.431745689 0.855749522 0.651893052 0.281452015 0.028357041 0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.431745689 0.85574952 0.65189305 0.28145202 0.028357041 0.015596373 0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 1.4859408 2.7268514 0.255783 0.380078 0.038008029 0.017274649 0.024233697 0.030970938
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3 0.045 0.390627052 1.056711172 0.589573676 0.230303427 0.023203684 1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3 0.083 0.390627052 1.05671117 0.58957368 0.23030343 0.023203684 0.012762026 1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 1.3444226 4.0218699 0.1338635 0.179969 0.017996994 0.008179634 0.016851843 0.021536846
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.015 0.356659483 1.257748782 0.533191629 0.19016785 0.019159918 1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.356659483 1.25774878 0.53319163 0.19016785 0.019159918 0.010537955 1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.033 1.2275163 5.4166072 0.0666498 0.081814 0.008181408 0.00371845 0.01239718 0.015843736
1.21-1.30 1.25 3 0.045 0.328126724 1.457379765 0.482540761 0.158334519 0.015952625 1.21-1.30 1.25 1 0.028 0.328126724 1.45737977 0.48254076 0.15833452 0.015952625 0.008773944 1.21-1.30 1.25 2 0.067 1.129315 6.8770005 0.0321128 0.036265 0.003626565 0.001648274 0.009598081 0.012266455
1.31-1.40 1.35 3 0.045 0.303821041 1.654682491 0.437210177 0.132833651 0.013383344 1.31-1.40 1.35 1 0.028 0.303821041 1.65468249 0.43721018 0.13283365 0.013383344 0.007360839 1.31-1.40 1.35 2 0.067 1.045662 8.3794479 0.0151505 0.015842 0.001584234 0.000720035 0.007720857 0.009867342
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.282867865 1.849090394 0.396711804 0.112217021 0.011306164 1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.282867865 1.84909039 0.3967118 0.11221702 0.011306164 0.00621839 1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.9735474 9.9072771 0.0070577 0.006871 0.000687102 0.000312288 0.006374534 0.008146727
1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.015 0.264618326 2.0402666 0.360546876 0.095407311 0.009612541 1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.028 0.264618326 2.0402666 0.36054688 0.09540731 0.009612541 0.005286898 1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.9107379 11.448532 0.0032657 0.002974 0.000297426 0.00013518 0.005354487 0.006843095
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.248580851 2.228025238 0.328239216 0.081593984 0.008220811 1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.248580851 2.22802524 0.32823922 0.08159398 0.008220811 0.004521446 1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.8555417 12.99454 0.0015075 0.00129 0.000128978 5.86204E-05 0.004550756 0.005815918
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.234376231 2.412280784 0.299350428 0.070160625 0.00706887 1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.234376231 2.41228078 0.29935043 0.07016063 0.00706887 0.003887879 1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.8066536 14.538963 0.0006965 0.000562 5.61815E-05 2.55345E-05 0.003900646 0.004985069
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.221707246 2.593014771 0.273485306 0.060633674 0.006109004 1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.221707246 2.59301477 0.27348531 0.06063367 0.006109004 0.003359952 1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.7630507 16.077143 0.0003228 0.000246 2.46291E-05 1.11939E-05 0.003365549 0.00430121
1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.015 0.210337644 2.770253522 0.25029207 0.052645844 0.005304209 1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.028 0.210337644 2.77025352 0.25029207 0.05264584 0.005304209 0.002917315 1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.7239199 17.605655 0.0001503 0.000109 1.08811E-05 4.94546E-06 0.002919788 0.003731522
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.200077271 2.944053048 0.229460008 0.045909732 0.004625528 2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.200077271 2.94405305 0.22946001 0.04590973 0.004625528 0.00254404 2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.6886067 19.121987 7.042E-05 4.85E-05 4.84938E-06 2.20404E-06 0.002545142 0.003252721
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.190771351 3.114488688 0.210715933 0.040198563 0.004050112 2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.190771351 3.11448869 0.21071593 0.04019856 0.004050112 0.002227562 2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.6565785 20.624311 3.323E-05 2.18E-05 2.18161E-06 9.9154E-07 0.002228058 0.002847483
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.182292624 3.281647947 0.193820274 0.035332006 0.003559794 2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.182292624 3.28164795 0.19382027 0.03533201 0.003559794 0.001957887 2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.6273972 22.111313 1.58E-05 9.91E-06 9.91138E-07 4.50472E-07 0.001958112 0.002502489
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.174535491 3.445625507 0.178563187 0.031165614 0.003140019 2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.174535491 3.44562551 0.17856319 0.03116561 0.003140019 0.00172701 2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.6006995 23.58207 7.572E-06 4.55E-06 4.5486E-07 2.06734E-07 0.001727114 0.002207271
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.167411594 3.606519752 0.164760912 0.027582887 0.002779049 2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.167411594 3.60651975 0.16476091 0.02758289 0.002779049 0.001528477 2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.5761811 25.035961 3.66E-06 2.11E-06 2.10897E-07 9.58529E-08 0.001528525 0.001953472
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.160846433 3.764430347 0.152252466 0.024489266 0.002467359 2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.160846433 3.76443035 0.15225247 0.02448927 0.002467359 0.001357047 2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.5535858 26.472593 1.785E-06 9.88E-07 9.87954E-08 4.49025E-08 0.00135707 0.001734351
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.154776757 3.919456556 0.1408967 0.021807534 0.002197167 2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.154776757 3.91945656 0.1408967 0.02180753 0.002197167 0.001208442 2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.5326958 27.891749 8.778E-07 4.68E-07 4.6759E-08 2.1252E-08 0.001208453 0.001544416
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.149148511 4.071696089 0.130569707 0.019474277 0.001962085 2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.149148511 4.07169609 0.13056971 0.01947428 0.001962085 0.001079147 2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.513325 29.293351 4.355E-07 2.24E-07 2.23575E-08 1.01615E-08 0.001079152 0.001379168
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.14391523 4.221244328 0.12116256 0.017437138 0.001756838 2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.14391523 4.22124433 0.12116256 0.01743714 0.001756838 0.000966261 2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.4953136 30.677425 2.18E-07 1.08E-07 1.07985E-08 4.90793E-09 0.000966263 0.001234896
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.139036747 4.368193815 0.112579357 0.015652668 0.001577048 2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.139036747 4.36819382 0.11257936 0.01565267 0.001577048 0.000867376 2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.4785233 32.044075 1.101E-07 5.27E-08 5.26772E-09 2.39418E-09 0.000867378 0.001108518
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.134478166 4.512633946 0.104735519 0.01408464 0.001419065 3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.134478166 4.51263395 0.10473552 0.01408464 0.001419065 0.000780486 3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.462834 33.393471 5.607E-08 2.59E-08 2.59494E-09 1.1794E-09 0.000780486 0.00099747
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.130209017 4.654650787 0.097556323 0.012702713 0.001279832 3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.130209017 4.65465079 0.09755632 0.01270271 0.001279832 0.000703908 3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.4481409 34.725827 2.88E-08 1.29E-08 1.29062E-09 5.86588E-10 0.000703908 0.000899602
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.126202586 4.794327005 0.09097564 0.011481361 0.001156778 3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.126202586 4.794327 0.09097564 0.01148136 0.001156778 0.000636228 3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.4343519 36.041394 1.492E-08 6.48E-09 6.4797E-10 2.94502E-10 0.000636228 0.000813106
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.122435345 4.931741858 0.084934838 0.010399026 0.00104773 3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.122435345 4.93174186 0.08493484 0.01039903 0.00104773 0.000576251 3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.4213862 37.340446 7.792E-09 3.28E-09 3.28328E-10 1.49225E-10 0.000576251 0.000736456
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.118886494 5.06697124 0.079381843 0.009437429 0.000950846 3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.118886494 5.06697124 0.07938184 0.00943743 0.000950846 0.000522965 3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.4091721 38.623279 4.103E-09 1.68E-09 1.67869E-10 7.62963E-11 0.000522965 0.000668356
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.115537579 5.200087759 0.074270319 0.008581013 0.00086456 3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.115537579 5.20008776 0.07427032 0.00858101 0.00086456 0.000475508 3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.3976461 39.8902 2.177E-09 8.66E-10 8.65869E-11 3.93537E-11 0.000475508 0.000607705
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.112372166 5.331160836 0.069558969 0.007816492 0.000787532 3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.112372166 5.33116084 0.06955897 0.00781649 0.000787532 0.000433143 3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.3867517 41.141525 1.165E-09 4.5E-10 4.5047E-11 2.04739E-11 0.000433143 0.000553561
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.109375575 5.460256823 0.065210915 0.007132481 0.000718617 3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.109375575 5.46025682 0.06521092 0.00713248 0.000718617 0.000395239 3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.3764383 42.377574 6.278E-10 2.36E-10 2.36332E-11 1.07413E-11 0.000395239 0.00050512
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.106534651 5.587439124 0.061193178 0.006519194 0.000656826 3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.106534651 5.58743912 0.06119318 0.00651919 0.000656826 0.000361254 3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.3666607 43.59867 3.409E-10 1.25E-10 1.25007E-11 5.68159E-12 0.000361254 0.000461687
3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.015 0.103837571 5.712768324 0.05747621 0.00596819 0.000601311 3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.103837571 5.71276832 0.05747621 0.00596819 0.000601311 0.000330721 3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.033 0.3573782 44.805134 1.865E-10 6.67E-11 6.66529E-12 3.02937E-12 0.000330721 0.000422665
Totals  66 1.000 9.925295652 1 Totals  36 1.000 9.92529565 1 0.555215703 Totals  30 1.000 9.999952 1 0.782465704 1
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Appendix 9: Lognormal model for Tri-modal distribution. 
 
 
 
 
Meanx 0.62 Measured Distribution Meanx 0.32 Lognormal 1 Meanx 0.62 Lognormal 2 Meanx 1.32 Lognormal 3 Trimodel sum
Modex 0.15 Modex 0.15 Modex 0.55 Modex 1.3
meany -0.951063862 meany -1.392 meany -0.517969534 meany 0.272543
variance y 0.946056123 variance y 0.505124 variance y 0.079867467 variance y 0.010178
Sdy 0.972654164 Sdy 0.710721 Sdy 0.282608327 Sdy 0.100888
Grade Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Weighted 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled Grade Class Grade
Particle 
Frequency
Probabilit
y Density 
Distributi
on - 
measured     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Weighted 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Grade 
Class Grade
Particle 
Frequenc
y
Probabili
ty 
Density 
Distributi
on - 
measure
d     
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Weighted 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Summed 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
Trimodal 
Probability 
Density 
Distribution - 
modelled
0.01 - 0.1 0.05 3 0.045 8.203168098 4.419049581 0.109752792 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 2 0.065 11.22641636 5.09176055 0.078404 0.880196 0.088442604 0.041568024 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 1 0.040 28.232875 76.868698 2.033E-17 5.74E-16 5.74026E-17 2.17556E-17 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 0 0.000 79.08646 1049.449 1.3E-228 1E-226 1.0308E-227 1.5462E-228 0.041568024 0.041606048
0.11-0.20 0.15 9 0.136 2.734389366 0.946056123 0.623112586 1.703832428 0.17166566 0.11-0.20 0.15 6 0.194 3.742138787 0.5051238 0.77680813 2.90692382 0.292089389 0.137282013 0.11-0.20 0.15 3 0.120 9.4109584 23.815153 6.739E-06 6.34E-05 6.34222E-06 2.4037E-06 0.11-0.20 0.15 0 0.000 26.36215 462.4966 3.7E-101 9.8E-100 9.7978E-101 1.4697E-101 0.137284417 0.137409999
0.21-0.30 0.25 8 0.121 1.64063362 0.200226586 0.904734912 1.484338514 0.149551063 0.21-0.30 0.25 6 0.194 2.245283272 6.4362E-05 0.99996782 2.24521102 0.225600104 0.106032049 0.21-0.30 0.25 2 0.080 5.646575 9.4404898 0.008913 0.050328 0.005032814 0.001907437 0.21-0.30 0.25 0 0.000 15.81729 270.3532 1.97E-59 3.11E-58 3.10942E-59 4.66414E-60 0.107939485 0.108038224
0.31-0.40 0.35 4 0.061 1.171881157 0.010309319 0.994858603 1.165856051 0.117463106 0.31-0.40 0.35 3 0.097 1.603773766 0.23179087 0.89056834 1.42827014 0.143513411 0.067451303 0.31-0.40 0.35 1 0.040 4.0332679 3.5417072 0.1701877 0.686412 0.068641573 0.026015156 0.31-0.40 0.35 0 0.000 11.29807 171.8014 4.94E-38 5.58E-37 5.58227E-38 8.3734E-39 0.093466459 0.093551959
0.41-0.50 0.45 7 0.106 0.911463122 0.024600426 0.987775125 0.9003206 0.090709701 0.41-0.50 0.45 4 0.129 1.247379596 0.6973114 0.70563604 0.880196 0.088442604 0.041568024 0.41-0.50 0.45 3 0.120 3.1369861 0.9854032 0.6109735 1.916616 0.191662479 0.07264008 0.41-0.50 0.45 0 0.000 8.787384 112.7052 3.36E-25 2.95E-24 2.95286E-25 4.42929E-26 0.114208103 0.114312576
0.51-0.60 0.55 8 0.121 0.745742554 0.131883524 0.936185384 0.69815328 0.070340804 0.51-0.60 0.55 1 0.032 1.020583306 1.24858264 0.53564089 0.54666615 0.054929332 0.025816786 0.51-0.60 0.55 7 0.280 2.566625 0.0798675 0.9608531 2.46615 0.246616154 0.093467523 0.51-0.60 0.55 0 0.000 7.189678 74.42888 6.89E-17 4.95E-16 4.95088E-17 7.42632E-18 0.119284308 0.119393425
0.61-0.70 0.65 6 0.091 0.631012931 0.286127066 0.866699003 0.546898278 0.05510146 0.61-0.70 0.65 5 0.161 0.863570489 1.82911782 0.40069333 0.34602693 0.034768987 0.016341424 0.61-0.70 0.65 1 0.040 2.1717596 0.0951765 0.9535263 2.07083 0.207083997 0.078484835 0.61-0.70 0.65 0 0.000 6.083574 48.60006 2.8E-11 1.7E-10 1.70133E-11 2.552E-12 0.094826259 0.094913002
0.71-0.80 0.75 5 0.076 0.546877873 0.465168385 0.792483025 0.433391431 0.043665342 0.71-0.80 0.75 1 0.032 0.748427757 2.41427874 0.29905153 0.22381847 0.022489409 0.010570022 0.71-0.80 0.75 4 0.160 1.8821917 0.664004 0.7174859 1.350446 0.135045251 0.05118215 0.71-0.80 0.75 0 0.000 5.272431 30.83533 2.01E-07 1.06E-06 1.0622E-07 1.59329E-08 0.061752188 0.061808677
0.81-0.90 0.85 3 0.045 0.4825393 0.657258165 0.719909995 0.347384865 0.034999951 0.81-0.90 0.85 1 0.032 0.660377433 2.99256205 0.22396152 0.14789913 0.014860991 0.006984666 0.81-0.90 0.85 2 0.080 1.6607574 1.5819349 0.4534059 0.752997 0.075300089 0.028538734 0.81-0.90 0.85 0 0.000 4.652145 18.59625 9.16E-05 0.000426 4.26116E-05 6.39174E-06 0.035529791 0.035562292
0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.431745689 0.855749522 0.651893052 0.281452015 0.028357041 0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 0.590864019 3.55850236 0.16876447 0.09971686 0.010019607 0.004709215 0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 1.4859408 2.7268514 0.255783 0.380078 0.038008029 0.014405043 0.91-1.00 0.95 0 0.000 4.162445 10.30325 0.00579 0.024101 0.002410057 0.000361508 0.019475767 0.019493583
1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3 0.045 0.390627052 1.056711172 0.589573676 0.230303427 0.023203684 1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 0.534591255 4.10961688 0.12811738 0.06849043 0.006881958 0.00323452 1.01 - 1.10 1.05 0 0.000 1.3444226 4.0218699 0.1338635 0.179969 0.017996994 0.006820861 1.01 - 1.10 1.05 3 0.300 3.766022 4.918805 0.085486 0.321942 0.032194223 0.004829133 0.014884514 0.01489813
1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.015 0.356659483 1.257748782 0.533191629 0.19016785 0.019159918 1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 0.488105059 4.64496615 0.09802987 0.04784887 0.004807883 0.002259705 1.11-1.20 1.15 0 0.000 1.2275163 5.4166072 0.0666498 0.081814 0.008181408 0.003100754 1.11-1.20 1.15 1 0.100 3.438542 1.732182 0.420592 1.446224 0.144622432 0.021693365 0.027053823 0.027078571
1.21-1.30 1.25 3 0.045 0.328126724 1.457379765 0.482540761 0.158334519 0.015952625 1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 0.449056654 5.16442971 0.07560636 0.03395154 0.00341147 0.001603391 1.21-1.30 1.25 0 0.000 1.129315 6.8770005 0.0321128 0.036265 0.003626565 0.001374468 1.21-1.30 1.25 3 0.300 3.163458 0.239751 0.887031 2.806085 0.280608477 0.042091272 0.045069131 0.045110358
1.31-1.40 1.35 3 0.045 0.303821041 1.654682491 0.437210177 0.132833651 0.013383344 1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 0.415793199 5.66832335 0.05876777 0.02443524 0.002455267 0.001153976 1.31-1.40 1.35 0 0.000 1.045662 8.3794479 0.0151505 0.015842 0.001584234 0.000600425 1.31-1.40 1.35 3 0.300 2.929128 0.074636 0.96337 2.821834 0.282183389 0.042327508 0.044081909 0.044122233
1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.282867865 1.849090394 0.396711804 0.112217021 0.011306164 1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.387117806 6.15718949 0.04602389 0.01781667 0.001790229 0.000841408 1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 0.9735474 9.9072771 0.0070577 0.006871 0.000687102 0.000260412 1.41-1.50 1.45 0 0.000 2.727119 0.963338 0.617752 1.684682 0.168468229 0.025270234 0.026372054 0.026396178
1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.015 0.264618326 2.0402666 0.360546876 0.095407311 0.009612541 1.51-1.60 1.55 1 0.032 0.362142463 6.63167947 0.03630355 0.01314706 0.001321024 0.000620881 1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 0.9107379 11.448532 0.0032657 0.002974 0.000297426 0.000112724 1.51-1.60 1.55 0 0.000 2.551176 2.69795 0.259506 0.662046 0.066204582 0.009930687 0.010664293 0.010674048
1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.248580851 2.228025238 0.328239216 0.081593984 0.008220811 1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.340194435 7.09248671 0.02883275 0.00980874 0.000985588 0.000463226 1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 0.8555417 12.99454 0.0015075 0.00129 0.000128978 4.88826E-05 1.61-1.70 1.65 0 0.000 2.396559 5.11776 0.077391 0.185473 0.018547304 0.002782096 0.003294204 0.003297218
1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.234376231 2.412280784 0.299350428 0.070160625 0.00706887 1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.320754753 7.54030849 0.02304851 0.00739292 0.000742845 0.000349137 1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 0.8066536 14.538963 0.0006965 0.000562 5.61815E-05 2.12928E-05 1.71-1.80 1.75 0 0.000 2.259613 8.096726 0.017451 0.039432 0.003943232 0.000591485 0.000961915 0.000962795
1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.221707246 2.593014771 0.273485306 0.060633674 0.006109004 1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.303416658 7.97582466 0.01853838 0.00562485 0.000565188 0.000265639 1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 0.7630507 16.077143 0.0003228 0.000246 2.46291E-05 9.33442E-06 1.81-1.90 1.85 0 0.000 2.137472 11.53475 0.003128 0.006686 0.000668594 0.000100289 0.000375262 0.000375605
1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.015 0.210337644 2.770253522 0.25029207 0.052645844 0.005304209 1.91-2.00 1.95 1 0.032 0.28785683 8.399686 0.01499793 0.00431726 0.0004338 0.000203886 1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 0.7239199 17.605655 0.0001503 0.000109 1.08811E-05 4.12394E-06 1.91-2.00 1.95 0 0.000 2.027858 15.35143 0.000464 0.000941 9.40844E-05 1.41127E-05 0.000222123 0.000222326
2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.200077271 2.944053048 0.229460008 0.045909732 0.004625528 2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.273815033 8.81250862 0.01220079 0.00334076 0.000335682 0.00015777 2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 0.6886067 19.121987 7.042E-05 4.85E-05 4.84938E-06 1.83792E-06 2.01 - 2.10 2.05 0 0.000 1.928938 19.48158 5.88E-05 0.000113 1.13487E-05 1.70231E-06 0.000161311 0.000161458
2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.190771351 3.114488688 0.210715933 0.040198563 0.004050112 2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.26107945 9.21487171 0.00997737 0.00260489 0.00026174 0.000123018 2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 0.6565785 20.624311 3.323E-05 2.18E-05 2.18161E-06 8.26829E-07 2.11-2.20 2.15 0 0.000 1.83922 23.87186 6.55E-06 1.2E-05 1.20483E-06 1.80724E-07 0.000124026 0.000124139
2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.182292624 3.281647947 0.193820274 0.035332006 0.003559794 2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.249475919 9.60731748 0.00819969 0.00204563 0.000205546 9.66065E-05 2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 0.6273972 22.111313 1.58E-05 9.91E-06 9.91138E-07 3.75641E-07 2.21-2.30 2.25 0 0.000 1.757477 28.47831 6.55E-07 1.15E-06 1.15054E-07 1.72581E-08 9.69994E-05 9.70881E-05
2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.174535491 3.445625507 0.178563187 0.031165614 0.003140019 2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.238859923 9.99035221 0.00677053 0.00161721 0.000162498 7.63741E-05 2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 0.6006995 23.58207 7.572E-06 4.55E-06 4.5486E-07 1.72392E-07 2.31-2.40 2.35 0 0.000 1.682691 33.26444 5.98E-08 1.01E-07 1.00629E-08 1.50944E-09 7.6548E-05 7.6618E-05
2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.167411594 3.606519752 0.164760912 0.027582887 0.002779049 2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.229110538 10.3644479 0.0056155 0.00128657 0.000129275 6.07594E-05 2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 0.5761811 25.035961 3.66E-06 2.11E-06 2.10897E-07 7.99301E-08 2.41-2.50 2.45 0 0.000 1.614009 38.19973 5.07E-09 8.18E-09 8.1835E-10 1.22752E-10 6.08395E-05 6.08951E-05
2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.160846433 3.764430347 0.152252466 0.024489266 0.002467359 2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.220125811 10.7300446 0.00467736 0.00102961 0.000103455 4.86241E-05 2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 0.5535858 26.472593 1.785E-06 9.88E-07 9.87954E-08 3.74434E-08 2.51-2.60 2.55 0 0.000 1.550715 43.2586 4.04E-10 6.27E-10 6.26681E-11 9.40021E-12 4.86615E-05 4.8706E-05
2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.154776757 3.919456556 0.1408967 0.021807534 0.002197167 2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.211819177 11.0875521 0.00391173 0.00082858 8.32561E-05 3.91304E-05 2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 0.5326958 27.891749 8.778E-07 4.68E-07 4.6759E-08 1.77217E-08 2.61-2.70 2.65 0 0.000 1.492197 48.41941 3.06E-11 4.57E-11 4.56758E-12 6.85137E-13 3.91481E-05 3.91839E-05
2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.149148511 4.071696089 0.130569707 0.019474277 0.001962085 2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.204116661 11.4373526 0.00328406 0.00067033 6.73552E-05 3.16569E-05 2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 0.513325 29.293351 4.355E-07 2.24E-07 2.23575E-08 8.47351E-09 2.71-2.80 2.75 0 0.000 1.437936 53.66382 2.22E-12 3.2E-12 3.19735E-13 4.79602E-14 3.16654E-05 3.16944E-05
2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.14391523 4.221244328 0.12116256 0.017437138 0.001756838 2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.196954673 11.7798023 0.00276725 0.00054502 5.47642E-05 2.57392E-05 2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 0.4953136 30.677425 2.18E-07 1.08E-07 1.07985E-08 4.09264E-09 2.81-2.90 2.85 0 0.000 1.387482 58.97622 1.56E-13 2.17E-13 2.16623E-14 3.24935E-15 2.57433E-05 2.57668E-05
2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.139036747 4.368193815 0.112579357 0.015652668 0.001577048 2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.190278243 12.1152342 0.00233997 0.00044525 4.47385E-05 2.10271E-05 2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 0.4785233 32.044075 1.101E-07 5.27E-08 5.26772E-09 1.99647E-09 2.91-3.00 2.95 0 0.000 1.340448 64.34326 1.07E-14 1.43E-14 1.42985E-15 2.14477E-16 2.10291E-05 2.10483E-05
3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.134478166 4.512633946 0.104735519 0.01408464 0.001419065 3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.184039612 12.4439589 0.00198531 0.00036538 3.67132E-05 1.72552E-05 3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 0.462834 33.393471 5.607E-08 2.59E-08 2.59494E-09 9.83482E-10 3.01 - 3.10 3.05 0 0.000 1.296499 69.7535 7.13E-16 9.25E-16 9.24681E-17 1.38702E-17 1.72562E-05 1.7272E-05
3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.130209017 4.654650787 0.097556323 0.012702713 0.001279832 3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.178197085 12.7662672 0.00168982 0.00030112 3.02568E-05 1.42207E-05 3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 0.4481409 34.725827 2.88E-08 1.29E-08 1.29062E-09 4.89146E-10 3.11-3.20 3.15 0 0.000 1.255341 75.1971 4.69E-17 5.89E-17 5.88732E-18 8.83098E-19 1.42212E-05 1.42342E-05
3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.126202586 4.794327005 0.09097564 0.011481361 0.001156778 3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.172714098 13.0824314 0.00144273 0.00024918 2.50378E-05 1.17678E-05 3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 0.4343519 36.041394 1.492E-08 6.48E-09 6.4797E-10 2.4558E-10 3.21-3.30 3.25 0 0.000 1.216715 80.66558 3.05E-18 3.71E-18 3.70578E-19 5.55867E-20 1.1768E-05 1.17788E-05
3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.122435345 4.931741858 0.084934838 0.010399026 0.00104773 3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.167558453 13.3927066 0.00123541 0.000207 2.07998E-05 9.77591E-06 3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 0.4213862 37.340446 7.792E-09 3.28E-09 3.28328E-10 1.24436E-10 3.31-3.40 3.35 0 0.000 1.180395 86.15161 1.96E-19 2.31E-19 2.31442E-20 3.47163E-21 9.77603E-06 9.78497E-06
3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.118886494 5.06697124 0.079381843 0.009437429 0.000950846 3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.162701686 13.6973322 0.00106087 0.00017261 1.73435E-05 8.15144E-06 3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 0.4091721 38.623279 4.103E-09 1.68E-09 1.67869E-10 6.36222E-11 3.41-3.50 3.45 0 0.000 1.146181 91.64884 1.26E-20 1.44E-20 1.43866E-21 2.158E-22 8.1515E-06 8.15896E-06
3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.115537579 5.200087759 0.074270319 0.008581013 0.00086456 3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.15811854 13.9965332 0.00091346 0.00014444 1.4513E-05 6.8211E-06 3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 0.3976461 39.8902 2.177E-09 8.66E-10 8.65869E-11 3.28164E-11 3.51-3.60 3.55 0 0.000 1.113894 97.15178 8.01E-22 8.92E-22 8.92491E-23 1.33874E-23 6.82113E-06 6.82737E-06
3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.112372166 5.331160836 0.069558969 0.007816492 0.000787532 3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.153786525 14.2905212 0.00078859 0.00012127 1.21858E-05 5.72731E-06 3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 0.3867517 41.141525 1.165E-09 4.5E-10 4.5047E-11 1.70728E-11 3.61-3.70 3.65 0 0.000 1.083376 102.6556 5.11E-23 5.54E-23 5.5385E-24 8.30775E-25 5.72733E-06 5.73257E-06
3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.109375575 5.460256823 0.065210915 0.007132481 0.000718617 3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.149685551 14.5794952 0.0006825 0.00010216 1.02651E-05 4.82462E-06 3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 0.3764383 42.377574 6.278E-10 2.36E-10 2.36332E-11 8.95699E-12 3.71-3.80 3.75 0 0.000 1.054486 108.1563 3.27E-24 3.45E-24 3.44514E-25 5.16771E-26 4.82462E-06 4.82904E-06
3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.106534651 5.587439124 0.061193178 0.006519194 0.000656826 3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.145797615 14.8636432 0.00059211 8.6328E-05 8.67428E-06 4.07691E-06 3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 0.3666607 43.59867 3.409E-10 1.25E-10 1.25007E-11 4.73778E-12 3.81-3.90 3.85 0 0.000 1.027097 113.6501 2.1E-25 2.15E-25 2.15187E-26 3.22781E-27 4.07692E-06 4.08065E-06
3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.015 0.103837571 5.712768324 0.05747621 0.00596819 0.000601311 3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 0.142106536 15.1431422 0.00051488 7.3168E-05 7.35199E-06 3.45543E-06 3.91-4.00 3.95 1 0.040 0.3573782 44.805134 1.865E-10 6.67E-11 6.66529E-12 2.52614E-12 3.91-4.00 3.95 0 0.000 1.001094 119.1339 1.35E-26 1.35E-26 1.35171E-27 2.02757E-28 3.45544E-06 3.4586E-06
Totals  66 1.000 9.925295652 1 Totals  31 1.000 9.95217193 1 0.470086076 Totals  25 1.000 9.999952 1 0.379000002 Totals  10 1.000 10 1 0.15 0.999086078 1
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